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Skeletons come here to dance

Where barrooms beat their brothers into a bloody trauce.
What's the deal? What did I do?

Who cops all the cops is what I asked of you.

- Tragically Hip CAPAC/ASCAP. (c) MCA Records Inc. 1989

Here, it's fuck your buddy and see how fast you calì get out. Back iu the 60's...it was nlore solid
but I don't know if it was easier to do time. Back then, you larew who to trust, nlost people were
more tn¡stworthy. [prisoDer - nlediurn security]

It's a joke, you don't trust anybody any more. I've talked to the Warden aud he said hc was llere
for tluee weeks ... and he doesu't trust anybody. "Don't trust ailybody", tlìat's what hc told nre.
Because tltey'll do what they got to do to get alìead too. And the inmates know tlmt so they play
the staff one on one. "Well the other guy lets me do this. " It's like, this is nle and then he freaks,
he's like a kid. [-uuard]



Abstract

The goal of this project was to analyze the operation of social control in male federal
prisons in Canada. It is argued that two layers of social control exit in prison. The
informal layer of social control operates among prisoners. A set of informal rules of
social control defines deviant behaviour and responses to deviant behaviour among the
prisoner population. Formal social control is represented by the actions of the guards.
It is argued that guards must cultivate a form of personalized aurhority based on their
person competence and knowledge of the operation of power in the prison setring.
This personalized authority is related to the degree of respect accorded a guard by
other guards and by prisoners. The two layers of social control intersect at the point
of a 'good shift' or 'doing easy time'. Prisoners rely on the presence of guards to
maintain order on their range, which allows prisoners to 'do easy tirne.' Guards rel¡,
on prisoners to police themselves which facilitates a 'good shift' on the part of
guards. One of the implications of the form of social control that develops in prison is
that violence assumes a predorninant role as a dispute settlement mechanism. The
central thesis of this document is that violence and victimization are a potent means of
social control in prison and violence and victimization are produced and produced in
the course of interactions between guards and prisoners. Qualitative and quantitative
data were collected. A criminal victimization survey was administered to a random
sarnple of male federal prisoners (N:1i7). Open-ended quesrionnaires were also
administered to the sample of prisoners. Open-ended questionnaires were administered
to a non-random sample of guards (N:33).
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Chapter 1

lntroduction

When I first calne to the max I didn't think the enviroruueut would change me until I went to a
nediull and realized that the other guys were paraloid of me, ury values ald attitucles had
charlged.... I went through a period wheu I really didn't care. There were a few times wheu I
was face to face with a few people and I really clidn't give a fuck abour gerting snbbecl. I was
looking t-or a pÌace to put it in hiu. It was 'I die or he dies'. That's wlnt I nteau b1, 'l clidn'r
care'. [prisoner - ruedium security]

You had stress driving in because of the asshole iu front of you, because you were going to
work. It had nothing to do with the sweet old lady sitting in front of you who clidn't nove
inuttediately wlten the li-qlìt turued green. But she was an old fucker. You lost all respect for
uonDal people iu the Canadian Tire in the ruall. You clichl't hold doors for woureu atìy rììore.
You werlt iltto a resaurant and you hacl to sit in a corrìer. You clicln't walìt to go ro biu_uo or
movies witlt your wife. You dicln't want to socialize. You get into a real paranoiil rur where
you just waltt to drive to work. You're scarecl. As soon as those doors close behind you you're
terrif,red.... You won't find nìany guys shake.... They're scared, they're scared shitless. Some
of thenl drirlk a pint of whisky or a pint of run everyday iu order to get through the day
sltift.... [I]f they're in au amred post tlìey don'r know if they cau shoor. They ilon't know if
they're going to kill somebody. They don't know if all of a sudden they're going to crack ancl
blow away an officer that they don't like, or blow away au irunate. Are they goin,q to be able
to sltoot if trouble starts in the wilg? They just don't know. Its an exrremely stressful job.
lguardl

By its very nature the world of the prisolt is deviant. It houses people who

have been declared deviant by those in power. Rightly or wrongly, these deviants are

placed in an environment, a total institution, that deprives them of their liberty, their

freedom to move and associate with whorn tliey desire, their freedom to communicate

with the outside world and their freedom to engage in creative, productive activity.

Some of tltese freedoms are returned to prisoners, although not in the absolute but as

privileges subject to the 'good order of the penitentiary' and the requisires of a

bureaucratic structure. In this environment deviants become prisoners.



Within this deviant environment, prisoners are 'encouraged' not to be deviant.

All are given a bed and food, which is more than some had on the street. Most are

subjected to a barrage of psychological testing to determine strengths but rnostly

weaknesses, and those most in need may be provided with psychological or

psychiatric services. Some are offered programs - anger and stress management to

assist them in learning coping skills, cognitive restructuring to make them think

correctly, vocational skills to teach them to spot weld, Alcoholics and Narcotics

Anonymous to relieve chemical addictions, or spiritual services for tþose who are so

inclined. Most are given employment, however menial sorne jobs may be, and an

income to purchase sotne necessities and luxury items. Some turn their back on what

is offered, others accept it out of necessity, boredom or the seduction of an early

release.

What is most remarkable about this deviant world is that some prisoners are

'rehabilitated'. Whether assisted by the Correctional Service of Canada (CSC) or in

spite of tltem, some prisoners re-adjust to street life with little or no further conracr

with the criminal justice system. This is remarkable because the prison world in

which they temporarily lived is one of violence and exploitation. A cursory

examination of some stâtistics on violence in Canadian male federal priso's indicates

the magnitude of the violence problem.

During the 1970s, there was a rising trend in the absolute number of prisoner

suicides and prisoner homicides. Between 1970 and 1979 there were an average of

9.0 prisoner suicides per year; during the 1980s the¡e were an average of 13.4



prisoner suicides per year. Prisoner homicides also rose over the time period. There

were an average of 4.3 prisoner homicides between 1970 and 1979. Between 1980

and 1989 there were an average of 7 prisoner homicides (Porporino and Marton

1 983).

In terms of homicide and suicide, canadian federal prisons compare

unfavourably to their American counterparts. A recent report produced for the

Research and Statistics Branch, CSC (Cooley 1990), found tliat of forty-one North

American corrections jurisdictions, the CSC had the highest seven-year mean rate of

prisoner suicide and the fourtli highest seven year mean rate of prisoner hornicide.

Moreover, a Canadian male federal prisoner between the age of fifteen and sixty-fbur

is more Iikely to die a violent death while in prison than is his counterpart on the

street or in an American prison. Recent official statistics on lesser forms of violence

sliow that while the rates of some forms of violence have remained fairly stable, rates

for other forms of violence have increased. Table 1 shows a breakdown of the rate of

selected officially recorded prison security incidents berween 1983 and 1989..

Tal¡Ie 1.-- Major and Minor VLolent Incl_denÈs, 1983 to 1989
Rates per 1000 prigonerg

Incident Tlpe 19 83 t9 84 19 B5 t_9 86 L9 B'7 1988 19 89

Maj or Assaul-t

Minor Assaul-t

Self Injury

4

40

29

a_L

bv

5.62

40.96

38.32

4 .43

39.09

27 .04

3.94

44.69

)'1 Â O

3.0r_

46 .43

zz. )o

2

46

27

53

96

40

3.64

47.73

z3. I I

Rate per L000/
pr i soner s 7 4.82 84.90 70.56 /6.t¿ 71. B0 76.89 74.48

(Source: CooJ-ey, 1990)



Although the total rate of major and minor violent incidents does nor appear to

be rising at a faster rate than the prisoner population, the total rate of minor assaults

did increase substantially over the seven year period. In i983 the rate of minor

assaults was 40.69 per 1000 population. In 1989 there were 41.73 assaulrs per 1000

prisoners. While the prisoner population increased by 12.4%, the number of minor

and major prisoner-prisoner assaults increased by 23.6%.

These data suggest that violence in federal prisons is a major problem,

however, the true depth, nature and extent of the problem is not fully realized. To

date, the bulk of knowledge of victimization and aggressive behaviour in prison

comes frorn officially collected sources. It is not at all clear what is represented by

official statistics on prisoner rule violations. The use of official crime staristics has

long been recognized as problematic. Officially collected statistics in the field of

criminal justice are less than adequate indicators of the actual level of crime. For

example, the Canadian Urban Victimization Survey estimated that in 1983 there were

more than 700,000 personal victimizarions and almost 900,000 household

victimizations; only 42 percent of these victimizations were reported to the police or

came to the attention of the police and subsequently became part of the official record

on crime. What these figures suggest is that officially reported srarisrics

underestitnate the true depth, nature and extent of crime (Evans and Himelfarb 19g7).

Over the past decade the problem of prison violence has been given a great

deal of attention by prison researchers. The majority of this research has been

directed at establishittg correlates between violence, individual characteristics of



prisoners and system level variables. For example, variables that have been

associated with prison violence include the transiency of the prison population (Myers

and Levy 1978; Clements 1979; Ellis 1984; Gaes and McGuire 1985; porporino

1986), age (Bonta and Nanckivell 1980; Flanagan 1983; schweitzer 1985; Anno

1985; Porporino 1986), the racial composition of a prison (Leger 1983; Gaes and

McGuire 1985), the absolute number of prisoners in a prison or prison system

(Farrington and Nuttall 1980; Gaes and McGuire 1985; Winfree lgSl), the population

density of a prison or of a prison system (Megargee 1916: Nacci, Tettlebaum and

Prather 1977; Farrington and Nuttall 1980; Ekland-Olsen 1986), and the presence of

prisoners convicted of violent crimes (Bonta and Nanckivell 1980; Gaes and McGuire

1985; Porporino 1986). The existing state of knowledge regarding the relationship

between these variables and prison violence, however, is not at all conclusive. Wliile

some of the literature on prison violence displays a high degree of methodological

sophistication, Rice et.al. (1989) argued that one consequence of attempting to

esrablish correlates between individual and system level variables and prison violence

has been the paucity of innovative theoretical advances in attempting to understand the

dynamics of prison violence. This project represents an attempt to fill this void.

As will be documented in Chapter 2, the American literature on the social

organization of the prison appears to have reached a theoretical impasse. While there

lias been a considerable growth in the literature on the relationship between social

control and the prison within the larger context of society, very little work has

examined social control within the prison. Additionally, the existing American



literature on the prison draws on theories formulated in the 1950s and 1960s even

though the prison experience has changed dramatically since that time. Another

difficulty encountered in the process of formulating the research problem and

methodology was the scarcity of literature on either victimization in prison or on the

social organization of Canadian prisons. Given these limitations, an inductive

research strategy was opted for. Hypothesis testing was less a concern than was re-

shaping the debate about prisons in light of new developments in sociology. Rarher

than engage in testing hypotheses derived from theories developed during the 1950s

and 1960s, this research assumed an inductive approach to the subject matter.

The document is organized along the lines of a traditional hypothetical-

deductive research strategy. The inductive approach was aided by a two-stage

researcll strategy that was employed. Data on prisoners' experiences in prison were

collected and analyzed. Based on this analysis, a series of open-ended questions were

administered to guards. This strategy was beneficial because it allowed one ro move

back and forth between theory and data collection, as opposed to straight hypotheses

testing.

The project has three prirnary goals: (1) to provide a more accurate estimate of

the extent of victimization within the sample, (2) to provide data on ilte nature of

these victilnizations, and, (3) to develop an understanding of how social order is

possible in the prison environment. Victimization incidents, and responses to

victimizations, provide a means of examining how order and stability are maintained

in prison. By definition, victimizations are evidence of breaches of order. The types
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of victimization incidents that occur in a particular setting, the reaction of others to a

victimization incident and the manner in which victimization incidents are resolved

are intimately connected to structural features of the social system. In order to

examine victimization, a criminal victimization survey applicable to male federal

prisoners was designed to measure the prevalence and incidence of specified criminal

victimizations within a sample of federal prisoners housed in maximum, medium and

minimum security prisons. The victimization data were supplemented with dat¿

collected during semi-structured interviews conducted with prisoners. Guards and the

prison administration play a key role in the production of order in prison. Interviews

were conducted with 33 front-line correctional officers in order to examine their

respotÌses to violence and victimization in prison.

Chapter 2 reviews the literature on the prison subculture. The importatio¡-

deprivatiorl debate is the focus of this chapter. The tliree dominant theories of the

social organization of the prison are reviewed. Chapter 3 reviews the relevant

theoretical literature that informed the analysis of the data obtained during tlie

interviews. Chapter 4 provides the methodology used in this project. The remai¡ing

chapters examine the data collected during interviews with staff and prisoners. These

chapters are organized according to the two-stage research design that was ernployed

in this project. The first stage of the research involved interviews with prisoners.

Chapters 5 through 8 analyze the material obtained during these interviews. One of

the goals of this project is to provide an nìore accurate estimate of extent of

victimization within a sample of male federal prisoners. Chapter 5 provides incidence
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and prevalence data on victimization. Chapter 6 explores whether the exisring

theoretical formulations on the prison social world are capable of providing a coherenr

explanation of Canadian federal prisons in the 1990s. It will be argued that the

'inmate code', as it has traditionally been defined in the prison literature, is does not

exist in the prisons where the interviews were conducted. What does exist, however,

is a set of informal rules of social control. The content and operation of these rules

are outlined. Chapter 7 situates the informal rules of social control within tìre social

world of the prison. Attention is paid to the manner in which these rules are

produced and reproduced within the social arena of the prison. Chapter 8 brings

together tlie victimization data and the qualitative data on the social world of the

prison. This chapter develops an initial understanding of how the social world of the

prison is produced and reproduced over time and the role victimization plays in this

process. It will be shown that victimization is built into the very fabric of social

relations in prison. The same processes that have the effect of lirniting conflicts in

prison silnultaneously encourage their existence.

One of the goals of this project is to examine how social control operares irr

prisott. Obviously, correctional officers play a key role in this process. The second

stage of the researcli involved interviews with guards. Based on an analysis of the

data obtained during interviews with prisoners, an open-ended interview schedule was

designed to address the role of guards in the maintenance of social control in prison.

Chapter 9 examines how guards' authority is structured in prison. Chapter 10

examines some of the implications of the unique form of authority that guards



establish during their work routine. Finally, Chapter 11 examines the relationship

between formal and informal social control in prison.

It should be noted that this project surveyed federal male prisoners. It may be

the case that similar processes occur at the provincial level but this is a matter of

future study. Additionally, no attempt should be made to generalize these results to

female prisons. It is unlikely that similar patterns of victimization occur in prisons

for women.
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Chapter 2

Literature Revierv

But the old code - don't talk to the man - this doesn't apply any nore. There is heavy
cotltroversy over úle code. Being in a mediun you have to participate in pro_uranuniug. You
catt't really live by the code because if you do, you worì't get parole. They asked nte "do ygu
believe irl the code?" But to most people ir's just a way of life. In here, staff llave ro break-
down the code or they couldn't run the prison - divide anil corÌquer. [prisoner - nediulu
securityl

There's llo respect. I shouldn't say no respect. There's not much respect for irunates aüong
themselves. There's a lot of don't care attitudes. You couìcl pick a hauclful of people that
really watlt to do somethin-c. Those people are usually criticizecl by other irunates. Therc's uo
respect. The code is not there. ...Wheu I firsr starrecl there was very few intbmrants, uow
tirere's quite a bit. A lot of people are looking out for themselves. There's ¡ot much
solidarity. Whell sometlúng does go on a lot of irunates just walk away. They don't wa¡t to
-ret involved. ...They say "Everybody coure down to the gym at 6 o'clock, we're goi¡g ro
demolutrate." When nobody shows up, that's great.... So there's not really a lot of inmate
code here ar all. It's split up. [guarrÌ]

Any analysis of prisons must begin with the recognitioll that its inhabitanrs (for

tlie most part) do not want to be there. Security and surveillance apparatus - caged

cells, locked doors, steel barricades, armed towers, stone walls and perimeter

detectiotl devices - used in other institutions to keep intruders from entering, are used

ln prlson to prevent escapes. Why is not the prison in a constant state or riot or

seige? How can one account for the social relationships that develop when several

hundred men are housed together in cramped living conditions and in circumsrances

where physical movement, as well as most other conventional activities, are highly
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regulated? How is order possible in a when inmates are held captive in a "total

institution" (Goffman 196I)2

Tltis chapter will review the literature on the prison social systems. It will be

argued that tlie conventiollal frameworks for examining how order is possible within

prisoti suffer from several limitations. The importation and deprivation theories are

both internally inconsistent and fail to adequately address the issue of agency.

Additionally, the ability of tlie race relations perspective to address the experience of

Canadian male federal prisons will be questioned. This chapter will also review

literature that examines guards' contribution to social order in prison. It will be

argued tltat coercion alone is insufficient in maintaining order in prison. An adequate

account of the power of guards must be able to address (1) the multiple forms of

power available to guards, and, (2) the nature of the power relationship between

guards and prisoners.

The Inmate Code

Throughout the latter half of this century, the majority of sociological

investigations of the prison social system addressed the problem of social order in the

prison within the fairly narrow theoretical parameters of the irnportation-deprivation

debate. On one side of this debate are those who claim that the prison social system

develops as a result of the structural features, or deprivations, of prison life. On the

other side of the debate are researchers who believe that prisoners' pre-prison

experiences play a leading role in structuring social relations in prison. This posirion

is known as the importation model. Both sides of the importation-deprivation debate
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begin with a similar conception of the inmate code. The cleavage between the two

positions is the source of the inmate code. This chapter will provide a description of

the inmate code and review the literature on how importation and deprivation theorists

accoullt for its development. It will be argued in rhis chapter that both positions have

inherent limitations that limit their ability to provide an explanation of the social

world of the prison.

The inmate code provides the point of departure for a great deal of the

literature on the social organization of prisons. Generally, the inmate code is

portrayed as follows. First, the inmate code is presented as a set of beliefs or

attitudes that a significant proportion of prisoners are verbally aligned with and a

lesser proportion use as a means of guiding their behaviour while in prison. Second,

the content of the inmate code is generally thought to be in opposition to the attirudes

and values of the prison administration and the conventional society, although some

researcliers have claimed that under certåin circumslances the interests of prisoners

and the prison administration are congruent (Cloward 1968; Grosser 1968; Maclean

1983; Lowman 1986). Third, the inmate code provides a focal point around which

the prisoner population unifies, creating a sense of group loyalty, organization and

coherence in immediate oppositiorl to the prison administration and, secondarily, to

conventional society. Fourth, the antithesis of the prison social system tliat develops

around the inmate code is a war of all prisoners against all prisoners.

The portrayal of the inmate code has remained fairly consistent since the

pioneering work of Clemmer. Clemmer (1958:152) argued that the basic principle of
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tlie code was that

Inmates must refraiu from helping prison or goverument officials ir matters of cliscipline, ancl
sltould lever give them ifformatiou of any kincl, especially the kincl which may hann a fellow
prisoner.

Clemmer added that supplementary to this principle was "the value of loyalty among

prisoners in their dealings with others. " He argued that the inmate code was

established over many years as a result of the conception of some prisoners that law-

breakers and the prison administration are "natural enemies" and that for "a minority

group to exist [it] rnust have cohesiveness and be secure within itself. " He argued that

the inmate code is "charged witli hate", the hate of those who are held captive by a

powerful group.

Clemrner acknowledged that the inmate code is not totally successful in

controlling prisoners' beliaviour; violations of the code, such as "ratting" are frequent

occurrences. Nevertheless, he suggested that the code is effective in controlling the

behaviours of prisoners as the prison does possess a degree of organization, a degree

of certainty, a degree of sympathy and a degree of cohesiveness. The irnplication

here is that if the inmate code was not successful in controlling prisoners' behaviour

the prison would be more disorganized, more uncertain, more unsympathetic, and less

cohesive.

A similar, but more detailed description of the inmate code was provided by

Sykes alld Messinger (1960). They argued tliat the "inrnate code" consists of a series

of normatìve imperatives tliat guide a prisoner's interactions with other prisoners and

correctional staff and suggested it includes the following five maxims:
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(1) "There are those maxims that caution: Don't interfere with inmate interesrs, which
center ofcourse in serviug the least possible tinle ancl enjoying the grearest possible
¡rumber of pleasures and privileges while in prison. "

(2) "There are explicit injunctions to refraiu from quarrels or argurlents with fellow
prisoners: Dou't lose vour head."

(3) "Prisoners assert that ilmates should not take advantage of one another by neans of
force, fraud, or chicanery: Don't exploit innates. "

(4) "There are rules that have as theìr central theme the maintenance of self: Don't
weake¡r.

(5) "Prisouers express a variety of maxims that forbicl according prestige or respect ro the
custodians or the world for which they stand: Don't be_ a sucker" (1960:6-9-).

There are various other rules that derive from the five major tenets of the inmate

code, such as "do your own time", "don't break your word", "don't steal" and "never

rat. " Sykes and Messinger inferred two major conclusions from their examination of

the inmate code. First, these five maxims and their derivative rules have as their

major theme group cohesion or prisoner solidarity against an enemy out-group

(1960:11). The theoretical antipode to the group cohesion rheme is a war of all

against all. Second, Sykes and Messinger did not claim that all rules are expounded

with equal intensity but, takeli together, "the inmate code is outstanding for both rhe

passion with which it is propounded and the almost universal alliance verbally

accorded ir" (1960:9).

This conceptualization of the inmate code is present in a great deal of the

literature on prison social systems that was published subsequent to the work of

clemmer and sykes and Messinger. For exampre, Mccorckle and Korn (1970)

described the inmate code as a defensive mechanism that prevented social rejectio'

from becoming self-rejection. Holding beliefs and values that ran counter to those of

conventional society allowed prisoners to reject their rejecters (1961 :697). Ohlin

(1956:28-29) described the code as arl "organization of criminal values in clear-cur
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oppositioll to the values of conventional society, and to prison officials as

represenlatives of that society. " He argued the main tenet of the inmate code

prohibited any type of positive interaction between prisoners and the prison

administration whilst placing a strong emphasis on in-group loyalty and solidarity.

Cloward (1968:79) described 'inmate culture' as "a system of social relationships

govemed by nonns that are largely at odds with those espoused by the officials and

the conventional society. " For Cloward, the inmate code implies "bravery,

fearlessness, loyalty to peers, avoidance of exploitation, adamant refusal to concede to

the superiority of the official value system, and repudiation of the notion that the

inmate is of a lower order" (1968:99). Grosser (1968:12) maintained that rhe inmate

code or "ideology of the prisoner" included a low valuation of the lower echelons of

the prison administration and "a belief in the venality and arbitrariness of legal

authority. "

Speaking of the social organization of a Canadian provincial prison, Mann

(1967:113) described the inmare code in the following manner:

The prisoners' code always concentrates on (i) uo squealing to the admilústration, regarclless of
provocation, and no real conficling or fraternizing with guards, ancl (ii) the clisplay of 'lleart' or
courage uuder stress, in particular bein-u ready to fi,elìt when aftacked or irxulted.

According to Mann, the inmate code empliasizes physical strengtlt and toughrless, tlle

ability to be loyal to other prisoners and a disdain towards the values of officialdom.

The inmate code functions to (1) integrate an otherwise fragmented prisoner

population, (2) limit the amount of exploitive behaviour amongst prisoners, (3) bolster

the esteem of prisoners in relation to prison staff, and, (4) "support the sub-culture's
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emphasis on personal autonomy and self-respect by valuing courage and derogating

any apple polishing" (1967:I13). More recently, Maclean argued thar one of the

major factors limiting the effectiveness of Canadian prisons is the "contradiction

between formal and informal social control" which is a result of the fact that "these

two forms of social control are diametrically opposed to one another" and that

prisoners and staff are "in permanent conflict with each other" (1984:403,405). In

their analysis of female prisoners' adoption of the inmate code in a Canadia' prison

for women, Hartnagel and Gillian (1980) operationalized the inmate code according to

female prisoners' scores on items measuring conflict with authority and attitudes on

informing on other prisoners.

The picture that emerges from this portrayal of the social organization of the

prison is that of a fairly unified, cohesive, prisoner population bound together by the

ties of loyalty and trust that are embodied in the inmate code. It is this

collceptualization of the inmate code that informs the major theoretical debate in this

area, the deprivation-importation debate. Tlie tension in this debate is less the collrenr

of tlie inmate code, than it is the source of the inmate code. Deprivation theorists

claim that the inmate code develops as a reaction to, or means of coping with, the

immediate stresses and strains of the prison environment. Importation theorists claim

that the inmate code is imported into prison, thus the source of the inmate code is in

the pre-prison experiences of prisoners rather than structure of the prison itself.
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The Deprivation Model

Sykes formulated the major theses of the deprivation model in his analysis of a

maximum security prison in the United States. The deprivation model of the prison

subculture suggests that a peculiar prisoner social system develops in response to

hardships prisoners must endure as a result of imprisonment. Sykes identified five

"pains of imprisonment": (1) the deprivation of liberty, (2) the deprivation of goods

and services, (3) the deprivation of heterosexual relationships, (4) the deprivation of

autollomy or ability to Inake choices concerning one's life, and, (5) the deprivation of

security (1958:65-78). These deprivations make incarceration painful and, according

to Sykes, "they provide the energy for the society of captives as a systern of actio¡"

(1958:79). The manner in which prisoners attempt to alleviate or Iessen these'pains

of imprisonment', or deprivations, determines the social structures and systems of

patterned behaviour that occur in prisons.

Sykes argued that there are several methods of relieving the pains of

inrprisoument. Some methods of relieving the pains of irnprisonment occur less

frequently than others. For example, escape, psychological withdrawal into a fantasy

world, rebellion and innovation are mechanisms that are infrequently utilized because

of the structural constraints of a total institution. Two other patterns of behaviour that

relieve or mitigate the pains of imprisonment are available to prisoners and it is these

patterns of behaviour that structure the prison social system. As a means of adaptio¡

to the pains of imprisonment, prisoners assume patterns of behaviour or social roles

that are either alienative or cohesive. Alienative and cohesive responses to the pains
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of imprisonment represent opposite sides of the 'inmate code'.

Sykes (1958.:107-108) characterized alienative responses to the pains of

imprisonment in the following manner:

.'.the prisouer attempts to reduce the rigors of prison life at the experse of fellow prisouers
and the illdividual pursues his own interests, his own needs, without regarcl for the ueeils,
rights, and opinions of otllers.

A variety of argot roles typify alienative responses to the pains of imprisonment. For

example, 'the rat' betrays the cohesion of the prison community by informing on

other prisoners; the 'center man' sides with prison officials out of a commitment to

the official view of the world; the 'gorilla' uses force or threats of force to obtain

scarce material resources; and the 'merchant' or 'peddler' sells material goods that

are normally distributed as gifts. These argot roles identified by Sykes are alienative

responses or individualistic adaptions to the pains of imprisonment. The prisoner

takes what has been deprived without regard for other prisoners and does so in a

manner that is in open violation to the tenets of the inmate code.

Opposed to the alienative patterns of adaption to the pains of imprisonment are

cohesively-oriented patterns. Cohesively-oriented patterns of adaption are congruenr

with the major tents of the inmate code. The cluster of cohesively-oriented parterns

of adaption, known by the argot role 'real man', was characterized by Sykes

(1958:107) in the following manner:

..this term is often extended to cover social roles which involve loyalty, generosity, sexual
restraiut, and ùe ninimiziug of frictions anrong inmares as well as eudurance with cligrúty.

The 'real man' is neither subversive nor aggressive. The 'real man' maintains a

comfortable distance from other prisoners and frorn staff. The 'real man' neither
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causes trouble for st¿ff nor exploits other prisoners and is, therefore, respected by

both. The 'real man' is a stabilizing force in a prison. The cohesively-oriented

prisoners meet the deprivations of imprisonment with regard for other prisoners. The

cohesively-oriented prisoner does not exploit others but works in co-operation such

that scarce resources may be equitably distributed. Faced with the pains of

imprisonment, the behaviour of the 'real man' is guided by the maxims of the inmate

code.

Based on his analysis of the dominant patterns of behaviour in prison and the

relationship between these patterns of behaviour and the inmate code, Sykes made the

following hypothesis:

Arld the greater the extent of "cohesive" respouses - the greater the clegree to which the societ¡,
of captives nloves iu the direction of imate solidarity - the greater is tlie likelihoocl thar the
pains of irnprisoruneut will be rendered less severe for the iünate population as a whole.

The pains of imprisonment can never be entirely eradicated but they can be lessened

depending on the balance between alienative and cohesive responses. Prisons with a

more cohesive group of prisoners are characterized by a more equitable distribution of

scarce resources. Additionally, prisons with group cohesion tend to encourage

solidarity of the condemned against the condemners. The stability of the prison social

systern depends on the balance between alienative and cohesive responses, a

consequence of the number of prisoners who accept the rnajor tents of the inmate

code' Thus, the structure of tlie prison creates deprivations that must be alleviated.

The inmate code arises in response to these deprivations and functions to integrate

prisotrers and ensure order and stability within the prison.
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The lmportation Model

Cressey and Irwin (1962) and Irwin (1971) were among rhe firsr ro enrer inro a

debate with the structural-functionalist interpretations of prison life that emphasized

the notion that conditions internal to the prison environment structure the behaviour of

prisoners. They argued that the deprivation, or indigenous, model of priso¡ social

systems glosses over the more traditional sociological notion that prisoners carry witlr

them to prison cultural patterns and beliefs that they developed in free society.

cressey and Irwin (r962:i45) present their position as follows:

It is our cotìtetltion that the "fulctional" or "incligenous origin" notion has been
overempltasized and that observers have overlooked the dranlatic effect dlat exrerual beltavior
patterlN have on the coltduct of innates in auy givenprison....More specifically, it see¡rs
rather obvious that the "ilmrate code" - don't inform on or exploit anoilr., innláte, don't lose
your head, be weak, or be a sucker, etc. - is also part of a crinrirul cocle, existin_u outsic.le
prisons.

Cressey and Irwin argued that a complete understanding of life in prison cannot be

adequately grasped by exclusively examining the conditiolts of life within prison.

They agreed with those who supported tlie deprivation model that there exists a

distillct "prison society" and that this prison society is a response to the problems

posed by life in prison but they claimed that many of tlie solutions ro the pai¡s of

irnprisonment are rooted in the "latent culture", or in the values and attitudes

prisoners bring with them to prison.

Cressey and Irwin argued that there was not ê prison subculture but three

prison subcultures that, taken together, form the prison society. TIie three prison

subcultures - the thief, the convict and the legitimate subcultures - are prirnarily

determined by the cultural baggage prisoners bring with them to tlie priso¡. The rhief
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culture, for example, promotes the values of what Sykes referred to as the "real ma¡"

or "right guy." The values of the thief culture include the notion that "crirninals

should not betray each other to the police, should be reliable, wily but trustworthy,

cool headed, etc." (1962:146). Already having internalized these values on the srreer,

values which are applicable in prison, allows members of the thief subculture to

adjust quickly to prison life or to "do time standing on your head" (1962:147). Thus

the thief "has learned how to do time long before he comes to prison" (lrwin

1977:171). Prisoners in this subculture are not interesred in gaining a footing in the

prison hierárchy; their orientations are towards getting out.

The second subculture that forms the amalgam of the prison culture is that of

the convict. The convict subculture flourishes in total institutions characterized by

deprivations and limitations on freedom and outside symbols of status. The central

value of this subculture is utilitarianism and status is achieved by the ability to

manipulate the envirollment to win privileges and to assert influence over others.

While the convict subculture flourishes in total institutions, Cressey and Irwin

(1962 145) argue that "it is not correct to conclude, however, that even these behavior

patterns are a consequence of the environment of any particular prison. " Rather t¡an

being a product of the prison environment, the utilitarian and manipulative values of

the convict culture are likely the result the lower class upbringing of offe'ders that

stresses these attitudes.

Cressey and lrwin said that the differences between the thief subculture and

the convict subculture can be seen in their different orientations towards life in prison.
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For example, a member of the thief subculture may 'score' extra food for himself,

whereas a member of the convict subculture may have a 'route' or constant supply of

food which is sold to other prisoners. Similarly, Cressey and lrwin suggested that a

member of the thief subculture may seek certain privileges such as extra food, a good

job, or increased leisure time in order to make his stay more comfortable. On the

other halld, a member of the convict culture may seek similar privileges in order to

increase his status within the prison hierarchy.

The "legitimate subculture" is the third, and largest, subculture that forms the

prison culture. The legitimate subculture includes men who are not members of the

thief subculture upon entering a prison and who reject botli the thief and convict

subcultures of tlie prison. "Do rights" or "gleaners" choose to radically reconstruct

their lives in prison. They participate in formal and informal educational, vocational

and social skills training. For example, Irwin suggested that Malcom X "gleaned"

through books after perceiving his educational status as inadequate. These prisoners

present only a small disciplinary problem for prison management as they are oriented

towards achieving goals tlirough means that are legitimate in free society.

Cressey and Irwin (1962:153) speculated that members of the rhree culrures

bring to prison particular attitudes and behaviours and the "total 'prison culture'

represents an adjustment or accommodation of these three systems within the official

administrative system of deprivation and control." The importation model offered by

Cressey and Irwin represents a challenge to the deprivation or "indigenous model" of

prison social systems developed by, among others, Sykes and Messinger. Accordi¡g
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to Cressey and Irwin, prison culture is not a function of the imperatives of prison life

but is a product of the characteristics, values and attitudes that prisoners irnport into

prison.

In both of the deprivation and importation models of prison culture, rhe

content of the inmate code or its utility as a theoretical construct is not ill quesrion.

What is at stake in this debate is the source of the inmate code. Deprivation theorists

argue tliat the source of the code is located in the structure of the prison enviro¡ment

whereas importation tlieorists claim the source of the code is to be found in the pre-

prison experiences of prisoners. Both models have been subject to extensive testing

to determine tl-reir empirical validity and, more recently, there have been attempts to

syntltesize the two perspectivesl. Currently, this debate appears to be at an impasse.

Neither model is sufficient to adequately account for the intricate nature of the prison

social world nor are attempts to combine the two models. It will be argued that the

nature of the deprivation-importation debate has several limitations and that, t¿ken

together, these limiøtions call into question the utility of both the importation and

deprivation models. These limitations are discussed below.

Criticisms of the Deprivation-Importation Debate

One criticism of the deprivation-importation debate is that, for the mosr parr,

the portrayal of tlie inmate code has remained relatively static over the past thirty

years. Between the 1950s and the 1990s there were significant changes in the

structure of the prison system in Canada and the United States. For example, the

t For a review of this literature see: Thomas and petersen , 1977.
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courts in the United States and to a lesser extent Canada have increasingly taken a

more interventionisr stance towards prisons (Berkman 1979; Mandel 19g6).

Additionally, during this period there was the rise and decline of the rehabilitation

ethos in American corrections. The shift in emphasis from rehabilitation to

retributioli was apparent in changes to parole and early release systems were

introduced in the United States during the 1950s, and during the late 1950s in

Canada. Ill the United States there was a meteoric rise in the number of prisoners -

particularly during the 1980s - leaving many correctional jurisdictions with court

orders to relieve crowded living conditions. Some jurisdictions in the United States

have seen the solidification of the power of gangs organized along racial lines (Carrolì

1974; Davidson 1974; Jacobs l97l). In Canada, rhe recent rise in aboriginal

assertiveness may be producing clianges in the social world of the prison, especially

in western provinces where natives comprise the rnajority of federal and provincial

prison populations. Yet despite the significant changes that have occurred in

correctiollal jurisdictions, researchers' portrayal of the inmate code has, for the rnost

part, remained constant.

Aliother problem that arises from engaging in the importation-deprivatio¡

debate is that both positions construct categories into which prisoners are assigned but

tliese categories may hold little relevance in relation to the lived experiences of

prisoners. Generally, the reference point for the construction of these categories is

acceptance or non-acceptance of tlie inmate code. Researchers use the inmate code as

a theoretical construct or heuristic device to separate and distinguish prisoners, yer
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"all of the evidence suggests that the accepted picture of prison solidarity rarely bears

much relation to any real-life situation" (Hawkins 1976:73). McCorckle a¡d Korn

(1913) found that even the most sacred rule of the inmate code, the law against

squealing, was violated with impunity. Sykes (1958:107) found that 4I percenr of

prisoners in a random sample "squeal" on fellow prisoners. In their discussioll of the

thief subculture, cressey and lrwin (1962:146) make the following point:

Despite the fact that adherence to the nomrs of the thief subculture is an icleal,... the behavior
of the great majority of men arrestecl orconvictecl varies shaqply from any "crintiul coclc"
which ruight be ideutified....

More recently, Irwin (1977:184) has suggested that the role of one of the major

purveyors of the inmate code - the thief - is diminishing yet he maintained rhar most

prisoners are influenced by a "pervasive but rather uncohesive convict'code'."

Even the inmate code as an ideal peculiar to prisoners has been questioned.

Cressey and Irwin (1962:146) said that:

It is probable, further, that use of this kind of values is not eveu peculiarly "crimilul", for
policemeu, prison guards, college professors, students, and aLmost any other category of
persolls evaluate their behavior iD terms of in-group loyalties.

Sirnilarly, Wheeler (1968) examined the degree of conflict berween prisoners and staff

in their privately expressed conceptions of appropriate conduct in prisons. Wheeler

found that on an attitudinal Ievel there was less conflict than was expected between

prisoners and staff. His data suggest that prisoners' privately expressed beliefs

regarding what constitutes appropriate conduct among prisoners are congruous with

the norms of staff members, except in the case of violations of loyalty rowards otller

prisoners. Nevertheless, Wheeler found that more than 50% of custody and treatment

personnel approved of prisoners who did not inform on another prisoner, even if that



prisoner was involved in a knifing situation. The data provided by Wheeler and

others call into question the distinct quality of the inmate code.

Vantour and his colleagues (Study Group on Murders and Assaults in Ontario

1984) undertook a study of a select group of Canadian prisons in response to a series

of murders and assaults in the Ont¿rio region of the Correctional Service of Canada.

They suggested that the breakdown of the inmate code was one factor tliat accounted

for a marked increase in murder and assault during the early 1980s. They reproduced

an open letter from the Inmate Committee of Millhaven Institutiou, a maximum

security prison in the region, to the prison administration in which the Inmate

committee claimed that the convict code had become non-existent:

There is iuherent in a maxintun security life a complex set of standarcls t'or social iutercoursc
alnongst the corlvicts. Because, at tinìes and in some irxtances, this code was in conflict witìl
adninistrative policy, the "code" itself was erroueously târgeted as needing to be brokeu by
penal refonners prior to initiating the rehabilitative process. Wlnt parts that were not brokeu
over the years widt ittducenents such as passes, paroles, trarsfers, etc., were abanclonecl by
the iruuates themselves. Iu your lìurry to break dowl and rebuilcl, ancl our haste to uke
advantage of passes, visits, etc., we have drrown out the baby with the bath-water. We luve
jointly destroyed úte very social structure that allows tluee huudred of the most potentially
violeut people in this country to live together... (Millhaven Inmate Committee,bpen letær,
April 19 1984, quoted in Stucly Group ou Murclers ancl Assaults in Ontario 1984:51)

The authors claimed that even though it was difficult to conceive of the inmate code

ever operating as thoroughly and intensively as it was portrayed in the literature, its

influence liad diminished significantly during the 1980s which had a profou'd effect

on prisoner relationships. Vantour and his colleagues, however, did not offer an

alternative to the inmate code.

A related problem of using the inmate code as a central organizing feature of

the prison social world is that it obscures the manner in which individuals, as agenrs

of human activity, actively produce and reproduce their social existence. This is
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particularly evident in Sykes' structural-functionalist analysis. Sykes defined roles

such as the 'real man' and the 'gorilla' and then went on to argue that the stability of

the prison was dependent upon the balance of alienative and cohesive roles that

prisoners accept. This conceptualization fails to account for the fact that prisoners,

and humans in general, move into and out of roles. For example, a prisoner ìnay

appear to other prisoners as 'solid' yet be 'ratting out' in order to further his own

chances for parole. A structural-functionalist frarnework is too inflexible and too

restrictive to accoullt for this type of role fluctuation.

Hawkins (1976:78) suggested that both the deprivarion and irnportation models

of prison social systems depict prisoners as "passive respondents to ulterior forces

beyond their control." These two models of the social organization of the prison fäil

to see prisoners as fully social creatures actively engaging in the construction of their

own reality. The deprivation model reduces prisoners' experiences to a series of

adaptions forced upon them by pre-defined pressures of the social structure of the

prison. The irnportation model views in-coming prisoners as pre-formed human

beings whose pre-prison patterns of behaviours will, to a great extent, dictate their

prison experience. This is not to say that importation and deprivation variables are

unimportant in the study of prison social systems, rather it is to assert the importance

human agency. The two traditional models of prison present the inmate code and the

inmate social system as pure types. Divergences between the inmate code and how

prisoners actually live their lives are glossed over. The inmate code may ¡ot be

accepted by all or even most prisoners, yet the deprivation-importation debate defines
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prisoners and the prisoll social structure in terms of adherence to this code. Thus

research subjects - prisoners - are forced into the categories by researchers rather

then, as Bowker (1971:59) said, "allowing inmates to speak for themselves, and t¡en

analyze this material phenomenologically. "

Another difficulty with examining the issue of violence in prison within the

framework of the importation-deprivation debate is that violence is assumed. For

example, rarely is the question "why violence" asked when researchers examine

prisouers' resporìses to deprivation. The assumption that violence is a legitimate or

expected response by prisoners to the deprivations of irnprisoltment is evident in the

following passage from Poole and Regoli (1983:214):

nlaterial artd sexual deprivatiorx can be relievecl tlrrough coercion or intimiclation, just as sarus
and prestige, as well as inmate reputation, can be gained in the course of violeut interactions.
Since not all individuals can employ it with equal success, violeuce provides its user with a
decidedly competitive advanm-qe ir securing goocls and services in the institutional
enviroruuent.

How is violence related to prestige and status? How is violence related to tlie sub

rosa economy of prison? If violence is assumed to be the prirrary method of

relieving the pains of imprisonment (rather than theoretically explained) then one is

left witli a quasi-biological theory of survival of the fittest, a social Darwinism of the

prison.

The degree to which violence is taken as a given is evident when researchers

assume that any violent incident is sufficient evidence of a prisoner's acceptance of

the inmate code as violence is contrary to the staff expectations (Gaes and McGuire

1985). Does the inmate code sanction all forms of violence or are there some forms

of violence that are intolerable to prisoners as well as staffl On the other hand, are



the¡e some instances of violence that are accepted, or encouraged by staff as well as

prisoners? Similarly, Poole and Regoli (I983:2I4) argue that prisoners in cusrody-

oriented institutions have "little to lose and at least something to gain by acting

aggressively. " One of the difficulties of this sratement is that it is valid only frorn the

perspective of the formal system of social control. From the standpoint of the formal

system of social control prisoners may indeed have very little to lose, particularly if

the aggressor is serving a life sentence. But what of the informal system of social

control? Are prisoners subject to violent counter-attacks? Does violence beget

violence? If so, under what circumstances is violence 'legitimate' in the eyes of

prisoners? By focusing exclusively on the formal system of social control, the

dynamics of the inforrnal system, a system that may have a significant repercussions

on the operatioti of a prison, are excluded from view. Without examining the

informal system of social control in prisons, without examining the manner in which

prisoners discipline themselves, these questiolls remain unanswered.

Race Relations Perspective

The second, aud more damaging, line of criticisrn of each model is related to

the question of race. Despite the fact that racial minorities were over-represented in

prisons and that many American state prison systems had official or unofficial policies

of racial segregation, up to the 1970s the issue of race relations had not been sys-

tematically studied. During the 1960s and 1970s several factors converged to draw

attention to the issue of race relations in United Srates prisons. First, during this

period the number of non-white prisoners rose markedly. By 1974, almost half of the
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prisoners in the United States were black. Second, the American civil rights

movement during the 1960s pushed the issue of racial discrimination in the United

States to the foreground. The politicization of race relations was also evident in the

prison. An increasingly interventionist court supported black nationalists' claims rhat

stâte prison administrations systematically violated their civil rights. Third, priso's in

the United States exploded in violence during the early 1970s. As analyses of these

riots indicated, it was increasingly apparent that race relations within rhe prison had

reached a critical juncture. Finally, Jacobs noted that during the early 1970s conflict

theory emerged as a competing paradigm to consensus-oriented theories in sociology.

Prison researchers began to question the functionalist theories of the priso' and their

ability to account for the segregated nature of American prisons, the rise of black

nationalism and a marked increase in prison riots. Taken together, these factors

cornbined to push race relations in prison to the foreground.

Initial examinations of race relations attempted to incorporate race within

existing models of prison organization. For example, Irwin modified his earlier

irnportatiott analyses by noting that "there is some indication that the identity of the

Black National and that of the Chicano is becoming subordinare ro tlie criminal

identity" in many American prison systems (1917:182). Davidson (1914) maintained

that on one level it was necessary to examine whether a prisoner assumes tlie role of a

"convict" or an "inmate" but the "key" to his examination of the San euentin priso'

was tlie emergence of the Cliicano group La Familia as a means of counteracting

racism and cultural debasement.
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By the mid-1970s,race was no longer viewed as simply another variable that

could be attached to existing models of the prison. Rather, race was seen as a

prirnary variable around which a new theoretical perspective of the prison could be

constructed. In separate analyses, Carroll (1974) and Jacobs (1977) examined the

effect of black nationalism on the prisoner social system. Carroll showed how black

revolutionaries in a Rhode Island prison organized blacks into a political formation.

For the majority of the black population, the revolutionary goals of the group were

less important than were the individual "partnerships" that were facilitated by the

group.

Jacobs (1917) slrowed how the proselytizing efforts of tlie black nationalist

Muslim movement provided the initial impetus for the organization of blacks in an

Illinois prison during the 1960s. During the early 1970s, this role was assumed by

three black supergangs (a fourth supergang organized Latin-American prisoners) who

imported their street gangs into prison. Jacobs estimated that as many as 50 % of the

prison population was affiliated with one of four supergangs operational in the prison.

The supergangs cltanged the nature of the prison social system. Prisoners no longer

identified themselves as prisoners, but as members of a gang. Gang members no

longer defined themselves as inmates but as political prisoners and members of

racially segregated gangs. Whites were excluded from these organizations and

became vulnerable to exploitation and physical aggression (Johnson 1916).

Given the leveÌ of discrimination displayed by white prisoners and white prison

staff, Jacobs concluded that it is implausible that blacks and whites ever viewed
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themselves as members of the same oppressed class as Sykes postulated. By the

1970s a solidary mentality developed among blacks as they united in seeing

themselves as political prisoners. Jacobs (1977:153) describes the root of this

solidarity in the following manner:

The gangs demomtrate a rudimentary solidarity opposed to white society, white ailmirúsrratiou
and white irulates. The explanation for this soliclarity is not explailecl by fomral or_uarúzariou

-ooals or by prison deprivations but by the political cliurate on rhe streets of the ghetro.

In liglit of these discoveries, Jacobs concluded that "the old prisoner subculture

research seems to be exhausted; tllere is a pressing need for new descriptions and

conceptualizatioll " (1977 :77).

There is very little data examining the effect of race on prison organizations irr

Canadian prisons. Lowman (1986:254) has argued that "the organization of inmate

society does not appear to have changed in the way that it has in parts of the United

States", thus it is still possible speak of an inmate code. In many respects, Canadian

prisons are significantly different from prisons in the United States. For example, the

largest federal prison in Canada has a capacity of just over 500 prisoners, comparecì

to some United States prisons which house several thousand prisoners. Additionally,

over-crowding is a much greater problern in the United States. Most significantly,

however, is the difference in racial composition. Data on 36 prison systems in the

United States show that in 1986, 39.5% of the male stare prison population was

white, non-Hispanic, 45.3% was black, non-Hispanic, and rz.6% was Hispanic

(Maguire and Flanagan 1991). The Canadian federal prison population shows much

less racial and etlinic diversity. In 1990, less than I0% of the male federal prison
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population was black, and 10.9% was native. The greatest.degree of racial diversity

exists in the western Canadian provinces where 35% of male federal prisoners in the

Prairie Region and 73.1% of male federal prisoners in the Pacific Region are narive

(Correctional Service of Canada 1991). Unlike many state prison systems, caucasian

prisoners are a significant majority of male federal prisoners. These numbers suggesr

that it may be inappropriate to import American models of the prison into Canada.

Formal Social Control

The literature review so far has concentrated on the structure of the prisoner

population and relations between prisoners. One of the goals of this review is to

examine how social control operates in prison. Obviously guards and the prison

administration play a key role in maintaining a sense of order in the prison

environment. This section will review the literature dealing with the role correcrional

officers play in maintaining order. Specifically, this section of the literature review

will examine what guards do in their daily routine. How do guards ensure

compliance and control in the prisoner population? What resources are ar their

disposal? What limitations are their in the application of these resources?

Thomas and Petersen (1977:38) argue that "compliance and control are not

att¿ined in the prison setting by virtue of the organization being in the position to

reward compliance by some material means as might be true in an industrial

organization, nor by its ability to manipulate more symbolic rewards as mighr be the

case in public schools and many other people processing organizations. " They go o¡

to quote Etzioni's (1915:5) description of coercive power as power which:
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rests oll the application, or threat of application, of physical sanctions suclt as infliction of
pairt, deformity, or death; generation of frustration through restrictior of movement; or
controlliug though force the satisfactiou of needs such as those for foocì, sex, comfort, ancl the
like.

Thomas and Petersen claim that coercive power is the primary means of ensuring

compliance and control in prison. They hypothesize that prisons vary in the degree

coercive power is exercised and that variations in the exercise of coercive power are

related to the prisoner culture. Within prison organizations that rely heavily on

coercive power, a highly oppositional informal organization is likely to emerge. On

the other liand, prisons that rely less heavily on coercive power tend to generate less

oppositional or negative prisoner systems

Thomas and Petersen are correct in claiming that coercion is an important and

variable source of power in prisons. However, by accepting Etzioni's definition of

coercive power they fail to distinguish between the actual application of force and tlie

threat of force (V/rong 1988). These connected but analytically distincr forms of

power differ in terms of their effectiveness and likely produce different relationships

between guards and prisoners. They also recognise that the level of coercive power

employed in correctional facilities varies, however, they fail to make explicit the type

of power that is mobilized when coercive power is less intense. Is there a power

vacuum when less coercion is used in less authoritarian prisons? Finally, they do not

address the dynamics of power relations in prison. Prisoners are portrayed as passive

recipients of power, as opposed to active agents able to mobilize their own power

resources. It is necessary to move away from the conceptualization of power as an

object that is possessed by individuals, to a conceptualization of power as a relation
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between superordinates and subordinates.

There is ample evidence that suggests that the coercive power of guards is

more limited than Thomas and Petersen claim and that the coercive power of guards

is augmented by other forms of power. Stojkovic (1986) asserted that multiple forms

of power are operative in prison. He found that among prison administrarors, three

forms of power were identified: coercion, rewards, and access to information.

Coercive power ultimately rested on the ability to transfer prisoners to a prison with

less comforts, and, to sentence prisoners to time in the solitary confinement. Most

prison administrators agreed that coercive power alone would not maintain order.

They also relied on rewards for prisoners who supported the goals of the institutio¡.

Rewards included better jobs and paroles. A third basis of power was access ro

information. Stojkovic found that "a majority of inmates at this prison felt that there

was an excessive number of snitches and that many were recruited and promised

privileges if they would give information about other inmates and their activities"

(1986:163). Stojkovic's recognised that it is importanr to extend liis analysis to

include the interaction of forms of power, and to examine the types of power relations

that develop between prisoners and guards.

Many researchers have noted that while prisoners and guards exist in an

antagonistic relationship, at times the interests of both groups coincide. Within the

structural-functionalist framework, accommodations between staff and prisoners were

seen as a means of maintaining an equilibrium within the prison. Using anecdotal

evidence, Sykes (195S) argued that guards preferred the use of a "carrot" rather than
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a "stick" to maintain order. Thus, in favour of co-operation in the long-term, guards

will overlook minor rule violations. Similarly, Grosser (1968) argued prisoners and

guards develop tacit understandings regarding the types of rule violations thar are

acceptâble. Over time, these tacit understanding become routinized and are

tantamount to new rules. Hewitt, Poole and Regoli (1984) tested the hypothesis that

guards overlook some rule infractions as a means of gaining prisoners' co-operatior.ì.

They presented guards with a list of fourteen types of prisoner rule violations and

asked how many they had observed over the previous three months. A sarnple of 44

guards reported I,819 separate incidents but only 66 were wrirten up i¡ official

iricident reports. Data presented by Glaser and Fry (1981) show that guards are

under pressure from their supervisors not to report all prisoner rule violations. Close

to seventy percent of a sample of guards said that their superiors would react

negatively to rigid rule enforcement against prisoners. Statsny and Tynauer (1982)

argue that there is a "polycentric power configuration" in maximum security prisons:

guards, illmates, unions, courts, the public and the media influence the organizatio¡

of the prison. The rnajor effect of this configuration of power has been to furrher

regiment the rules and regulations of tlie prison. This is consistent with Jacob's

historical analysis of Stateville. Jacobs argued that authority and power in Stateville

was maintained by the personal dominance and charisma of the warden. The social

basis of power shifted to a more bureaucratic and rational-legal style after the courts

intervened during the 1950s and 1960s (Jacobs Igjl).

Some researchers have argued that prisoners themselves are a greater source of
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social control than guards. For example, Hepburn (1987) found that guards perceived

their level of control to be lower than what they perceived as an ideal level of control.

Not only did guards feel that they had less influence rhan they ideally ought to have,

the data showed that guards perceived their level of influence to be lower than the

level of influence exercised by prisoners. Maclean (1983) also nored rhat rhe

coercive power of prisoners over prisoners is a much more powerful influence on

prisoner behaviour than any type of formal social control available to guards.

According to Cloward, the prisoner elite constitute the single most imporrant

source of social control in the prison community. Cloward (1968) focused on

accommodative relationships that develop between prisoners and guards. Lower

echelon guards cede material goods, information or status to the priso¡er elite. In

return, tlie prisoner elite integrate the population and ensure order and stability in

prison. Cloward argued that in the absence of a conservative prisoner elite

the prison would be characterizecl by constant iutemecine warfare between the offlcial aucl
inmate systems, for control and dominance. Hence the irurate elite - because they eruphasize
accommodation and passivity - are strategic agents of social control.... Thus, theie roles rnay
be viewed as functional for both the official ard inmare sysrems (1968:108).

Tlius, the prisoner elite stand between the prisoner population and the fonnal systerrr,

acting as a bridge and a binding agent. These studies point ro tlie restrai¡ts imposed

on the ability of guards to carry out their tasks and lend partial support to Cloward's

aphorism that guards "con them, chastise them, coerce them, but never charge thern,,

( 1 968:95).

Lowman (1986) provided a brief, but informarive, description of the

relationship between formal and informal social control in a Canadian maìe provincial
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prison. Using Henry's (1933) framework, Lowman showed how these two levels of

social control interact to produce a negotiated institutional order. Guards turn their

back on rule violations (or actively assist in officially prohibited acts) and, in return,

prisoners ensure a degree of order on their range. Lowman's analysis is beneficial

because it highlights how order is negotiated between guards and prisoners and how

this order affects relations between prisoners. Compared to structural-functionalist

analyses such as Sykes, Cloward, and Grosser that focus on system maintenance and

equilibriurn, Lowman's analysis draws attention to the conflicts, the antagonisms and

the disequilibrium of prison life. Guards may rely on prisoners to mainrain order on

their range but the price of this control is violence and predatory behaviour. Lowman

accepts Sykes' version of the inmate code, but maintains that the inmate code is

almost entirely negative; it encourages predatory behaviour, discourages organized

resistance, and leads to violent confrontations between prisoners. Lowman's

emphasis on the negative and alienative aspects of the inmate code misses much of the

contradictory forces that encourage and discourage social solidarity among the

population. Additionally, Lowman accepts Sykes' argument that the inmate code is

derived from the deprivations of prison. The difficulty with this position is that

Lowman fails to theorize his primary insight: the relationship between official and

unofficial worlds of the prison. Thus, he argues that the inmate code is a means of

resistance to tlie surveillance of the prison administration, yet he does not provide a

theoretical framework capable of explaining how the official world assists in the

production of the inmate code.
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A problem common to these authors is that the "failure" of guards to officially

document all rule violations is characterized as an indicator of "corruption. " The

implication is almost entirely negative: the proper functioning of the prison system is

subverted by guards who, for the sake of convenience, devise disreputable means to

fulfil their daily routine. Marquart and Roebuck (1985) argue that the relationshíp

between guards and prisoners is not so much one of corruption as it is a managemenr

strategy. The coercive power available to guards is limited in effectiveness

therefore, it is necessary for prison administrators to negotiate with prisorlers as a

Ineans of ensuring some sense of stability in prison. Their examination of the "snitch

system" in a Texas prison showed how the prison administration used snitches as a

means of acquiring information and ensuring order and stability in tlie institution. In

exchaDge for privileges and prestige, "building tenders", "runners", and "turnkeys"

act as agents of social control for the prison administration by (1) providing security

related informatiott, (2) intervening in disputes between prisoners, and, (3) meting out

punishments for rule violations.

Marquart and Roebuck's examination highlights the fixed relationship berwee¡

formal and infonnal social control. For example, they note that cell tllieves are

surnmarily beaten with the approval of staff and how guards use the snitch sysrem ro

penetrate the prison population and prevent the developrnent of solidarity between

prisoners. In cases such as these, it is unlikely that an official charge will be laid

against the aggressor as guards are directly implicated in the assault. Tliese types of

cases may explain aEreat deal of the discrepancy that was observed by Hewit et.al.'s
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(1984) between rule violations and official charges. By characterizit'tg the relationship

between formal and informal social control as a management strategy as opposed to

evidence of "corruption", Marquart and Roebuck are closer to examining the mutual

dependence between formal and informal social control. On the other hand, their

analysis fails to examine structural features of the prison that facilitate "snitching",

nor does it theorize how the "snitch system" structures relations between prisoners.

Summary

The review of the literature dealing with the inmate code revealed a number of

deficiencies. Using the inmate code as a central organizing feature produces a reified

view of life in prison. At a conceptual level, the inmate code prescribes certain

modes of behaviour and clusters of attitudes yet at the level of the reality of prisoners'

lives it has been consistently shown that the experience of prisoners and their

orientation to the inmate code is quite different. A more complete understanding of

prison social life entails an examination of the manner in which prisoners are engaged

in the production and reproduction of their own world; an examination of the conrenr

and operation of the 'inmate code'. Is the traditional concept of inmate code

applicable in Canadian prisons? If an inmate code operates in Canadian federal

prisons, what is its source and how does it structure social relations between prisoners

and between guards and prisoners? Is the race relations perspecrive more suitable in

explaining tlie structure of the prison society? Are street gangs reproducing their

structures in Canadian federal prisons? Has, as Jacobs argued, race replaced the

colivict identity as the central organizing feature of federal prisons?
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The literature review dealing with the role of guards and their contribution to

social control in prison has raised a number of issues that will be examined. There is

a fair degree of consensus that guards require the assistance of the prisoner population

to ensure compliance to the daily routines of prison life, physical force and threats of

coerciotl alone are not sufficient. Nevertheless, these forms of power do exist and are

employed' It is important, therefore, to specify the conditions that give rise to their

use. What are the limitations of force and coercion? Equally important, do all

guards have equal access to physical force and coercion? If force and coercion alone

are insufficient to maintain order, what other forms of power are operative i¡ priso'?

Stojkovic and Marquart and Roebuck have argued that guards use information as a

source of power. How is information distributed tliroughout the guard population?

Do all guards liave equal access to information or do some guards have greater

access?

If guards require the assistance of prisoners in order to bring about compliance

in prison, then it is necessary to examine the interaction between prisoners and

guards. How do prisoners respond to the mobilization of coercive power (and other

forms of power)? Do prisoners develop methods to resist force and coercion, and any

other form of power that is applied against them? The literature review also found

that under certain conditions the interests of guards and prisoners coincide.

Additionally' if guards require the assistance of prisoners as a means of maintai¡i¡g

stability, then one would expect that the interests of guards and prisoners intersect.

At what points do these interests intersect? How does the intersection of inrerests

structure social control in prison?
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Chapter 3

Theoretical Framework

A lot of tinles drere's, especially front line staff or guaril staff, there's not a whole lor of
differeuce ill the enviromrent for the staff as there is for inr¡rates. Innates get institutiorulizetl
a¡rd so do staff. You get used to being told when ro open barriers, when to do this, wher] to
do that. So I cau sympadr.ize with innrates ill one respecr, the oues thar have spent a lot of
tinle all of a sudden they step out or.t the street and they're almost ready to go back insicle
because it's a lot more orgatúzed world than what we're in on the outri,l. worlcl. [guaril]

V/ell you study [the materia] received at tlìe staff collegel and learu it while you're rhere a¡ii
you get here and everybody tells you it's all a crock of shit. Forget everything that you
leamed there. Wtrich is probably a product of a lot of years of bittemess. people feel that
they're not responsible for their own destiny. I try to tell the new recruits ,rau.. to forget t¡e
stuff they learn in the Suff College because down the road, if you carì focus ou that ancl
maint¿in a positive attitude, you'll always do all right. If you get caught up in t¡e bitre¡less ir
will eat you ald everybody who's involved with you, faniily and friends ancl so forth. lguarrll

Tlie literature review raised a number of key issues that need to be addressed

in order to move beyond the current impasse in the literature on the social

organization of the prison. Many of these issues need to be addressed ar tlie level of

theory. What is required is not simply to re-work existing concepts such as tlle

inmate code but to re-cast the debate within an alternate theoretical perspective that

may provide fresh insights. The questions posed by the founders of penology are as

valid, if not more valid, today as they were when they were originally formulated.
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The key theoretical issue of the social organization of prison is that of order:

how is order possible in this social system? Why is the prison not irl a constânt srate

of chaos or riot? The problem of order/disorder, stability/insøbility and

cohesion/atomization is a problem of social control and social control is intimately

connected witlt power. The literature review revealed that both prisoners and guards

play a role in tlie maintenance of social control in prison, therefore, an adequate

theoretical understanding of social order within prison must be able to address the

multifaceted nature of social control. What is the connection between the manner in

which prisoners mobilize power for the purposes of social control and the man¡er in

which power is mobilized by guards? Power, too, assumes diverse forms in priso¡.

What forms of power are available to prisoners? How is the power of guards shaped

by the type of authority relations tllat exist between guards and prisoners? Thus, an

adequate theoretical understanding of the social organization of the prison must be

able to account for the diverse forms in which power is mobilized by guards and by

prisoners. Examining victimization incidents - concrete examples of breaches of rhe

social order - is one method of connecting social control and power and their

relationship to (in)stability and (dis)order in the prison environmenr. This chapter

will review the relevant theoretical literature dealing with social control, power and

the (re)productioll of authority relations.
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Social Control and the Problem of Order

The problem addressed in this research - social control in prison - is a more

narrow version of the fundamental problem of sociology: the problem of order. park

and Burgess, founding members of the Chicago school of sociology, claimed that "all

social problems turn out finally to be problems of social control" and that social

control should be "the central fact and the central problem of sociology" (in Cohen

and Scull 1983:5). The problem of order was central to the founders of sociology;

indeed, sociology as a distinct discipline emerged during the 1800s, a rime of rapid

change and concern about social disorder. For Marx, conflict was inevitable in the

capitalist mode of production. A new ordered society would emerge out of the class

conflict inherent in the capitalist mode of production. For Weber, order is explai'ed

in terms of relatiolis between superordinates and subordinates. For Weber, legal-

rational, charismatic or traditional authority relations ensure a ståble society.

Durkheim examined the problem of order in industrial society in terms of the divisioll

of labour. The division of labour in industrial society replaced religion as the cenrral

irttegrative mechanism in society. As the division of labour expanded liumans became

more and more interdependent which ensured social cohesion. The problem

addressed in this research is obviously far less ambitious rhan the problem taken on

by the founders of sociology. Nevertheless, this study addresses the fundamental

sociological issues of order, power and social control.

For early American sociologists, social control was associated with the

positive, co-operative, harmonious and cohesive aspects of the social order. Thus

Mead defined social control as "the degree to which the individuals in society are able
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to assume the attitudes of others who are involved with them in common endeavours "

(in Cohen and Schull, 1983:5). Ross defined social control as "the analysis of how

men live closely together and associate their efforts with that degree of harmony we

see about us" (in Rothman 1983:107). Ross and Mead focus on tlie cohesive side of

social control. Their concern was with the role of social control in the conservarion

of stability, collective order and cohesion.

Early American functionalist and interactionist tlieorists examined the manner

in which individuals became socialized into society, thus the study of social control

was transformed into an examination of the social-psychological process of

socialization. Cohen and Scull (1983:6) argued tllat tlie study of social conrrol simply

became the study of the "means and processes whereby a group or society secures its

members' conformity to expectations." Social control is produced via "internalization"

or through the informal pressure of peer groups or, lastly, through official means

such as the police or judiciary. For example, Parsons' theory of social control

centred on:

the arulysis of those processes iu the social system which tend to counteract the cleviant
tendencies.... Every social systen has ... a complex system of unplarureil ancl lar_eely
unconscious lnechanisms wltich serve to counteract deviant tetdencies (parsorx tlst:Zgl ,
quoted in Gibbs 1982:83).

The effect of the social-psychological conception of social control was that i¡ its

theoretical usage it became virtually synonymous with socialization. Attention was

focused on how individual attachment to the social order was secured at rhe level of

face-to-face interaction.

Much of the early work on the prison was framed within this "quintessentialìy

progressivist" conceptualization of social control. The primary contriburion of
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Clemmer's penological study was his analysis of the changes prisoners undergo duri¡g

their period of confinement. The process that Clemmer (1958:299) referred ro as

'prisonization' was defined as "the taking on, in greater or lesser degree, of tlie

folkways, mores, customs and general culture of the penitentiary." As Wheeler notes,

Clemmer's theory of prisonization is similar to Sutherland's theory of differential

association: the degree to which a prisoner is prisonized depends on the frequency,

duration, priority and intensity of contact with criminal patterns. Deprivation theory

was saturated with functionalist overtones. The prison social system arose to meet the

needs of the prison community. In an ordered prison society the deprivations of

prison life are eased by the mutual joining together of prisoners. The inmate code

functions to incorporate members into this community and thus ensure stability and

social order.

Rothman (i983:108) argued that the early usage of the term was

"quintessentially Progressive"; the study of social control was a means of explicating

how social harmony, social order, or stability could be achieved. As a result of this

focus, a range of issues were left unaddressed: what were the objectives of social

control? What political and economic factors were involved in social control? What

was the role of the state in ensuring social control? Why are some forms of social

control applied more frequently than others? Does social control even counteract

deviance? This narrow focus failed to call into question the motives of those at rhe

levers of social control or tlie apparent benevolence of the state and allied institutions

(Lowman, Menzies and Palys 1987:3). In their search for sources of harmony and

collaboration, argues Rothman, the term social control "became flabby". According
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to Rothman, early American sociologists "were prepared to label all of the institutions

that came under their scrutiny institutions of social control, which were almost

indistinguishable from institutions of socialization" (1983:I07). Scull and Cohen

argue that mainstream American sociologists would not even go so far as to

distinguish the relative importance of each type of social control; social control was

secured by institutions ranging frorn the farnily to the police but tliere was no criteria

witli which these institutions could be assessed. The end result, according to Scull

and Cohen, was "social control without history or politics, a concept severed from its

original organic connecrion in the project of classical sociology" (19g3:6).

During the 1970s, there was a considerable growth in the social control

literature. A key contribution of this body of work was to expose what Melossi

referred to as the legal syllogism: "the commonsensical idea, originating in the

classical school of law, that punishment is simply the consequence of crime"

(1989:311). Tlie legal syllogism holds that crime and punishmenr do nor have

separate existences or trajectories, rather crime explains punishment. punishment is

simply a means to an end, a technique for eliminating or at least decreasing the

quantum of crime. Because punishment is self-evident, criminological analysis shéuld

be directed towards examining the causes of crime. Revisionist historians and

sociologists of social control set out to provide a history and politics to social control;

to locate social control within the complex structural relations of society. In doing

so' revisionists cliallenged the motives of the reformers and re-assessed the degree to

which the benevolent rhetoric of liberal reformers and government officials matched

tlie practice of social control agents. Social control was transformed from a social
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psychological process that brought about stability, cohesion and solidarity inro a

macro-sociological process that prevented rebellion, quelled dissent, and assured

compliance. Social control was a code word for manipulation, ideological

indoctrination and state repression. Revisionist historians have argued that the prison

is the product of the reform efforts of middle-class moral entrepreneurs (Rothrnarr

1980); or that prison is the form of punishmenr most functional for a capiralist society

(Rusche and Kirchheimer 1968); or that prison was parr of a bourgeois solurion ro a

class crisis that emerged during the birth of capitalisrn (lgnatieff l9i8:10); or that rhe

prison was part of a larger movement involving the encroachment of the disciplines

into all aspects of society (Foucault 1977:24). The expanding body of work on rhe

sociology of punishment is recognition that punishment has its own history and needs

its owli explanation.

By breaking with the legal syllogism, revisionist accounts of the birth of the

prison have advanced understanding of the peculiar form penality assumes in a

capitalist society. These accounts have also contributed to a lively debate concerning

contemporary trends in penality (Scull r9B4; Cohen 19g5; McMahon lggz).

Notwithstanding this important contribution, one of the negative consequences of the

growth of the social control literature is that it has broken too cleanly with its

penological roots. McMahon charged that by focusing on tlie place of prison within

society, revisionist historians and critical criminologists neatly side-stepped social

control within prisons.

Where imprisot.tnrent has been concerned, critical criminology's attempt to break with more
co¡:servative approaches involved several d.iffereut... teudencies: politically, and especially
during the early stages of critical crimiuology, there was involvement with prison issues, but,
conceptually, the major teltdency has been a dìsrancing from inquiries into imprisormìeDr, as
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critical criminologists have tended to focus on broader aspects of perul ancl social conrrel
(1992:24).

By focusing on the function and origin of the prison or the dispersion of disciplinary

tecliniques throughout the social body, revisionist historians and critical criminologists

have failed to advance the theoretical issues raised by the pioneers of penology sucli

as Clemmer (1958) and Sykes (1958).

Social Control and Conftict Management

Cohen (1985:3) defines social control as:

or-qauized responses to critlre, cleviance and allied fonus of deviaut aucl/or socialiy problemaric
behaviour wlúch are actually couceivecl of as such, whether iu the reacrive sel6e iafter the
purútive act has takeu place or the actor has been identified) or in the proactive sense (to
prevenr the act).

Social control may be undertaken by the state or by more autonomous professional

agents such as social workers. According to Cohen the goals of social control agents

may be as specific as individual punishment and treatment or as diffuse as 'crime

prevention', 'public safety' and 'community mental health'. Henry (1987) argues thar

Cohen's definition of social control is too narrow because it excludes a range of

groups and organizations that exist outside of the state. According to Henry, social

control is also maintained by a range of non-shte institutions that emerge wit¡in

groups and organizations to control their membership. Henry refers to these forms of

social control as private justice: According to Henry, private justice "comprises those

institutions of social control that maintain the normative order of groups and

organizations (1987:89)". Henry claims that agencies of private justice exisr

alongside state justice. At times, the interests of private justice and those of the state

are compatible, at other times private justice and state justice oppose each ot¡er.
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According to Henry (1983), state law and private justice exist as semi-

autonomous entities; each shapes and is shaped by the other. Henry examined various

styles of labour relations employed among industrial organizations in Great Britain.

The penetration of private justice by state law is evident in the fact that managers

assess their grievance procedures on the basis of the decisions of industrial relations

tribunals that operate under the auspices of state law. Additionally, private justice is

penetrated by state law when managers go to outside courts to resolve disputes. For

example theft may be dealt with in the public court rarher than inrernal disciplinary

courts. Finally, the concepts, language and procedures ('justice', 'guilt/innoce¡ce',

'due process') developed and utilized in the outside courts are often imported into

private company disciplinary hearings. These examples show how privare justice is

penetrated by state law. State law, however, is also penetrated by private justice.

According to Henry's analysis, state-created labour relations law was, in part, a

codification of some existing industrial practices. State law also relies on private

justice to handle the bulk of offenses against state law. Heruy argued that outside

courts could not possibly deal with the magnitude of violations of state law and musr.

therefore, rely on private justice. Additionaily, most managers prefer to deal

privately with violations of the state law because it allows them to situate the criminal

act in the context of the workplace, something that is not easily accornplished in the

outside courts. As this example shows, what constitutes 'crime' to be dealt with

'officially' is subject to being redefined as a private matrer to be dealt with i'ternall¡,.

One of the most valuable contributions of Hen¡y's work is his ability to link

agency and structure. He noted that a deficiency of both the micro- and macro-
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approaches to the study of industrial social control is their construction of typologies

of private justice that bear little relationship to the reality of workplace discipline.

These pure forms existed as ideal types constructed by emphasizing particular micro-

or macro- features. The reality of private justice was obscured by the pre-defined

conceptual frameworks investigators brought to their problems. By selectively

applying their typologies, both micro- and macro- theorists were able ro confirm their

original hypothesis. Incidents that were anomalous to a particular form of private

justice were explained away as either remnants of the past or vanguards of the future.

For example, micro theorists do not see private justice as structurally determined.

Private justice is conceptualized as arising from competing interests during the daily

operations of the workplace. From their vantage point, micro theorists are able to see

a plurality of forms of private justice operating in any given historical period. Macro

theoresits, on the other hand, are able to account for the dominant form of proivate

justice that corresponds to the prevailing structure of the economy, but they are less

equipped to examine how private justice on the hsop floor is realized in the actions of

individuals.

The tendency to reify forms of private justice is similar to the treatment given

the inmate code and prisoner social systems in the criminological and penological

literature. The inmate code and the prisoner social system are presented as pure

types. Discrepancies between the inmate code and how prisoners actually live their

lives are glossed over. Thus at a conceptual level, the inmate code prescribes a

certain mode of behaviour and cluster of attitudes yet at the level of the reality of

prisoners' lives it has been consistently shown that the experience of the inmate code
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is quite different.

Black (i983; 1984;1990) also recognises that there is a plurality of forms of

social control. Black referred to social control as "conflict management. " Conflict

management is the process of handling grievances. Formal state law and the judicial

system is one method of conflict management, but other methods of conflict

management include self-help, avoidance, negotiatioll and toleration (Black 1990).

Black's analysis of conflict management is similar to Henry's in two important

respects. First, both Black and Henry recognise that forms of social control or

conflict management are produced and reproduced via human agency. Henry argued

that law and social control, as well as other structural features of society are both the

medium and outcome of human agency. For Henry, social relations are recursive,

they are produced and reproduced via human agency. Similarly, Black argued that

particular lnodes of conflict management reproduce their social environment. Conflict

management is a reflection of the types of social relations that develop within a

society, but conflict management "recapitulates and intensifies its larger environment"

(Black 1990:61). Thus, both Black and Henry provide a means of examining tlie

relationship between structure and agency. Both allow one to examine social systems

such as formal and informal social control as being produced and reproduced in the

actiorls of individuals.

Henry and Black also recognise that different forms of social control co-exist

in the same social field. For example, Black argued that much of what constitutes

'crime' is actually self-help on the part of the perpetrator of the crirne. The

perpetrator of the crime is simply utilizing self-help as a means of redressing a
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perceived grievancer. Thus, the issue of identifying tlie 'victim' and the 'aggressor'

depends on the form of social control from which one's analysis commences. Black

also provides a means of identifying the form of social control most likely ro appear

in a given social field. 'social field' refers to a particular configuration of social

relations that exists in a given setting. Social fields differ in terms of social

segmentation (both liorizontal and vertical segmentation), the interdependence and

mobility of members of the social field, and the degree of intimacy between members

of the social field (social or relational distance). For example, highly mobile,

independent, socially distant and vertically segmented social fields will have a

different form of conflict management than immobile, interdependent, intimate and

egaliørian societies. Thus, Black argued that "conflict management is isomorphic

with its social field" (1990:6i). That is, particular forms of conflict managemenr

arise out of structural and social relations specific to the social arena in which they

operate.

Black and Henry approach the relationship between different forms of social

control from different angles. Black is primarily concerned with understanding the

quantitative relationship between law and other forms of social control, thus, one of

his theses is that "law varies inversely with other social control" (1989:7g). Black

claims that the effect of "legal overdependency" or the "addiction to law" is that the

efficacy of other forms of social control is eroded. Thus, the introduction of formal

law to frontier lands breaks down traditional methods of self help; when police

' Smart (1990) argues that intra-marital rape is au example of male violence as a mears of
respondiug to a perceived failure on dre part of a woman to fulf,rl lìer contracrual obligation of sex in
exclmnge for security. This is an exalrple of crinle as a rueans of social control.
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displace citizens as the primary means of crime control, crime becomes easier to

commit and harder to prevent; and, finally, when lawyers are brouglit into a dispute,

there is a tendency for the conflict to amplify. On the other hand, legal minimalism,

such as that practised in Japan, is associated with an increase in the power of other

forms of social control. Saving "face" and reputation are important means of

ensuring trust and co-operation and in maintaining a strong sense of social cohesion.

For Black the relationship between formal law and other forms of social

control is linear. One of the problems associated with specifying the relationship

between law and other forms of social control in this manner is that it does not

provide space for examining the interaction effect between various forms of social

control. In contemporary societies an adult may be engaged in discipline ar home,

practice avoidance among neighbours, and utilize settlement to solve a dispute with a

stranger. Black does not examine the impact of one form of conflict management

upon another that exists in the same social field. For example, under what conditiolts

would avoidance of a neighbour be abandoned in favour of utilizing the formal court

process to settle a dispute? Or alternatively, how does the knowledge that one has a

justiciable grievance structure one's ability to tolerate, negotiate or ignore an

annoying neighbour? Henry's conception of private justice provides a means of

explicating this connection. Henry's examination of labour relations showed liow

formal state law and private justice exist as mutually dependent but semi-autonomous

entities. State justice agencies could not possibly deal wirh the magnitude of

violations of state law and, therefore, must rely on private justice. On the other

hand, to be effective, private forms of labour relations often rely on the threat of
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going to the official court system as a means of ensuring compliance.

Black and Henry provide complimentary frameworks for analyzing the

interaction between forms of social control. Both, however, are largely silent on the

issue of power, or at least power figures only implicity in their work. For example,

Henry argues that theft in the workplace may be handled privately or in the crirninal

justice system. Who decides which system will be used? Do the employer and the

employee have equal standing in both venues? The ability to determine which forum

will be used to handle a particular dispute is an expression of power. In the case of

workplace theft, managers can use the criminal court system as a power resource as

the threat of taking an incident to outside court can be used to force an informal

outcome suitable to the manager. State law and private justice are indeed semi-

autonomous spheres, but it is important to recogllize how power relations mediate this

connection.

A similar criticism can be applied to Black's concept of social control as

conflict management. The ability to manage a particular conflict in a particular way

depends upon one's access to power resources. For example, take the case of

discipline and rebellion. Black (1990) argues that discipline and rebellion occur in

social fields characterized by inequality. The greater the inequality, the more severe

the discipline and rebellion, such as a master-slave relationship. Inequality presumes

imbalances in power resources and structures the type of power employed by

participants in a conflict. In a master-slave relationship the master generally has a

monopoly over the means of force and therefore can employ physical force or

coercion to maintain discipline. Black argues that social inferiors may resist the
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power of superiors by minimizing their labour, damaging property, pilfering, or self-

mutilatioli. It will be argued that the types of power mobilized by prisoners and

guards is directly related to the types of resources they have available. While guards

may have a monopoly on certå.in types of resources that may be mobilized as power,

under certåin circumst¿nces prisoners are able to resist the power of guards.

Power, like social control, is a central but elusive concept. Weber claimed

that the concept of power is "amorphous", that "all conceivable qualities of a person

and all conceivable combinations of circumstances may put him in a position to

impose his will in a given situation" (1978:53). Weber then proceeded to defi¡e the

sociological concept of domination (herrschaft) as the probability that a command with

a given specific content will be obeyed by a given group of persons. Accordi¡g to

Weber, domination does not include every exercise of power or influence over others.

Domination irnplies a minimum of voluntary compliance or arì interest in obedience.

Thus, he excludes from his definition of domination instances wliere one is in a

monopolistic position and the other party has no choice but to accede to tlie power of

the former. weber further qualified the concept of dominarion:

Experience shows that in no instauce does domination voluntarily limit itself to the appeal to
material interests or affectual or ideal motives as a basis for contiuuauce. In aclclition every
suclt systent âttenpts to establish and cultivate ùe belief iu its legitiruacy (197g:213).

Thus, no stable system of command-obedience is based purely on self-interest or

habit: "the main prop is belief by subordinares in the legitimacy of their

subordination" (Giddens 1971: i56).

Weber provided three ideal types of legitimacy. The validity of the claims to

legitirnacy may be based on legal grounds, traditional grounds or charismatic grounds.
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Domination in modern societies rests on legal authority. Superordinates have tlle

right to command. Authority over others is based on impersonal norms, as opposed

to an appeal to tradition or the super-human or spiritual qualities of the leader.

Subordinates have an obligation to obey. Commands are obeyed not because of tlle

qualities of the person but because subordinates accept the impersonal norms which

define authority. Obedience on the part of the subject is voluntary and based on a

belief in duty. Legal authority presupposes the existence of shared norms, ¡ot only in

immediate context of a particular command-obedience relationsliip but in rhe larger

community.

But how is power to be conceptualized in the absence of shared norms and

values; that is, when the legitimacy of superordinates is questioned by subordinates?

How does one conceptualize "naked power", an exercise of power in the absence of

consent or when there is resist¿nce on the part of the object of power? Clearly, this

is the case of power relations in prison. Sykes accurately identified the problem of

legitirnacy in prison as follows:

The regime of the custodiarx is expressed as a ilass of conrmancls ancl re-qulariors passiu_u
down a hierarchy of power. lu geleral, these efforts at cortrol are regarãecl as legìdmate b1,
individuals in the hierarclty, the individuals tend to respond because tliey feel they "s¡ouìc1,,,
dowu to the level of the guard in the cellblock, the industrial shop, or dle recreatlou yarcl. But
now these comntands and regulatiorx must jump a gap which sepirates tlìe captors from tire
captives. And it is at this point that a serìse of duty tends to disappear ancl wìth it goes dre
easily-wolt obedience wltich many organizatioru tend to t¿ke for granted in the naivete of dreir
streugth. In prison power must be based on something otber than intemalized morality aucì rile
custodiaus f,rrrd themselves co¡rfronting men who must be forced, bribed, or cajolecl into
compliauce.

The literature review has already highlighted some of the mechanisms in which

custodians supplant their lack of legal authority and maintain order in prison. It is

necessary, however, to examine how power may be conceptualized in the absence of
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Weber's three ideal types of legitimate authoriry.

Wrong (1988) provided a typology in which legitimate aurhoriry is one form of

the "sociologically amorphous" concept of power. Wrong defined power as "the

capacity of some persons to produce intended and foreseen effects on others"

(1988:2). Power is not a thing that is possessed by individuals, ir is the mobilization

or activation of particular resources. This is llot to say that the exercise of power has

no unintended effects. As will be shown, an actor within the prison community may

exercise power with the aim of producing a particular, intended result. The effect of

this exercise of power, however, may produce results unintended by that actor, but

power can never have only unintended effects.

According to wrong, power assumes four forms: force, manipulation,

persuasion and authority. Authority assumes five forms: coercive, induced,

legitilnate, competent and personal. Force refers to "... the creation of physical

obstacles restricting the freedom of another, the infliction of bodily pain or injury...,

and the frustration of basic biological needs which must be sarisfied if the capacity for

voluntary choice and action is to remain unimpaired" (1988:24). Force involves

treating the subject of power as an object, such as incarceration or sit-ins, and is thus

distinguishable from the threat of force. The threat of force is a social relation. A

threat involves communication at the level of symbols and the subject is understood to

have a degree of choice in the matter. Manipulation occurs when the intent of the

power holder is concealed from the power subject. Manipulation can occur within a

social relationship or when no social relationship exists between the liolder of power

and the subject of power. An example of the latter is when the holder of power
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manipulates the environment to produce a desired response. persuasion occurs where

the power holder presents arguments, appeals or exhortations to the power subject

who, after independently evaluating their content, accepts the arguments. In order for

the subject of power to be persuaded as opposed to coerced or induced, the decision

to accept the arguments must be unconstrained by considerations of penalties,

rewards, or any other obligation.

Force, manipulation and persuasion are premised on the content of the

message' Was the individual physically removed? Did the explicit message produce

the hidden but intended effect? was the strength of rlie argumenr sufficienr to alter

the subject's behaviour? Authority, on the other hand, relies on the characteristics of

the power holder:

Iu autltority, it is llot the conteut of a comruunicatiou but its source, ilrat is, rhe perceiveclstatus, resources or personal attributes of the communicator, which iuclucer'.orpli"na,(1988:35).

Authority has four subtypes that are distinguished on the basis of one,s motivation for

obeying' Wrong suggests that legitimate authority, as defined by V/eber is one form

that authority assumes. The subject of power is neither coerced, manipulated or

persuaded to obey by the content of the command. A command is obeyed because the

power subject accepts the norms that define the power holder,s right to make the

command' In a relationship of coercive authority, the subject of power obeys the

command out of the fear of the power holder's capability and willingness to use fbrce.

Thus, wrong distinguishes between the actual use of force and the threat of force.

Hitting and threatening to hit are distinct, but related forms of power. Applications

of force may be used to establish one's coercive authority, not only to the individual
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receiving the force but to the larger community of individuals who witness the

application of force. Offering of rewards for compliannce with a command rather

than threatening deprivations is an example of authority by inducement. Economic

relationships that are maintained over and above crude economic exploitation are

examples of authority by inducement. Competent authority refers to a command-obey

relationship wherein the power subject obeys the power holder because the latter is

believed to possess expert knowledge or superior skills in a particular field. Doctor-

patient and lawyer-client relationships are examples of competenr aurhority. The fifth

form of authority is personal authority. In this form of authority, a command is

obeyed because of the power holder's personal qualities; "love, admiration and

friendship ... are the basis of personal authority relations" (19gg:61).

Wrong's typology of the different forms that power may assume in social

relations can be seen as an extension of Weber's three types of legitimate authority.

One of the benefits of Wrong's typology is that is provides a means of examining how

power operates in the absence of what Weber referred to as legitimate authority

relations. This is particularly useful in the prison setting. It will be argued tliat in the

absence of authority based on their office, Weber's legal-rational authority, guards

rely on a form of personalized authority that resembles what Wrong referred to as

competent authority.

Foucault on the Prison and Power

Cohen (1985) argues that Foucault is distinct among revisionist accounrs of the

prison because lie does not view the prison as an instrumental means of achieving

some identifiable end. Foucault argues that the prison cannot be reduced to the
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intentions of reformers, the needs of capital or a strategy for class containment.

Foucault (1977:2I5) argues that the prison is a system of disciplinary power in irself.

'Discipline' may be identified neither as an institution nor with an appararus; it is a rype of
power, a modality for its exercise, comprising a whole set of instru¡neuts, techrúques,
procedures, levels of application, target; it is a 'physics' or an 'arutto¡¡1y' of power, a
techrology.

For Foucault, power is not entirely negative or simply a means of controlling or

oppressing populations. Power is also has positive effects. The application of power is

productive and capable of shaping, adjusting and crearing human subjects. Disciptine

is the "art of the human body" or a means of training, subjugating or making obedient

the knowable man.

The expansion of the disciplines occurred in conjunction with the accumulation

of population and the accumulation of production. The disciplines, capiralism and the

growth in population implied one another. The disciplines developed first i¡

institutions such as the army, monasteries and schools. These institutions perfected

the organizational principles required for effective disciplinary control: the distribution

of individuals in space; the development of timetables and routines, effective

rankings; and the examination. The prison was able to assume the central place i¡ tlre

punishntent complex because of the successful diffusion of disciplinary power. The

prison was not the product of eighteenth century reformers, rather it was imported

into the legal system from outside (i.e. from the models provided by the army, the

school and the monastery). The fact that the prison was able to secure itself as tlie

central form of punishment in a relatively short period of time was a result of the fact

that it employed disciplinary tecliniques already in use elsewhere in the social order.

Foucault (1977:206). argued that the disciplinary techniques of the prison
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constitute a site of power-knowledge that operates on the body. According to

Foucault, the body is the ultimate material upon which power is exercised. Systerns

of economic, politic and social domination require that the body be subjugared,

rendered docile and obedient or trained. Power refers to the various forms of

domination and subordination that operate wlierever social relations exist. Knowledge

links power and the body. Knowledge is required ro successfully control a body.

Thus to have power implies knowledge; the more that is known the more controllable

the body becomes. The prison is a site of power-knowledge; the prison provides a

site for the investigation, measurement, diagnosis and training of the criminal.

Bentham's Panopticon provided the ideal laboratory for the new form of knowledge.

Bentham envisioned power to be visible and unverifiable: visible in the sense that the

prisoner should be able to see the tower, but unverifiable in the sense that tlie

prisoner does not know if someone is on the tower. Power becomes anonymous. It

does not matter who administers the Panopticon or what the administrators motives

are. The Panopticon was a means of observation but it was also a laboratory that

could be used to experiment on prisoners; to test medicines and different punishments

on prisoners and also to test the behaviours of employees and workers in the

institution. Thus, the Panopticon is polyvalent; it lias a use whenever a particular

task or mode of behaviour needs to be imposed on a group of persons (1977:205). In

this sense, it is a political technology.

Foucault argues that the Panopticon makes possible the perfect use of power

because (1) it allows the few to exercise power over the many, (2) because it is

possible to intervene at any moment and because it provides constant pressure on the
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subject, (3) its strength is that it never is required to intervene, "it assures its

efficacity by its preventative character, its continuous functioning and its automatic

mechanism s" (1977 :216)

Foucault contributed substantially to the literature on punishment, penality and

power, particularly in terms of his conception of power as a relation, rather than

something that is possessed and the productive, positive aspects of power. There are,

however, disadvantages to his work. Steinert (1983:95) provides a persuasive accourlt

of a common criticism:

oue is coufronted with a monstrous social machine that grinds aìong relentlessly and ver1,
intelligently at the top, making no mismkes, anticipating all possible opposition, which it cloes
uot crush but rather draws in, invcllving it in its own destruction.

Steinert continues by saying that Foucault's world is not paranoid; there can be no

conspiracy because there is no centre. Paternek (19S7) offers two criticisms of

Foucault. First, Foucault trivializes tlie power to punish by placing the prison on rhe

same continuum as the school, factory and hospital. She argues that Foucault

overstates the dist¿nce between criminal conduct and abnormal conduct. Quite

sirnply, slight irregularities do not result in imprisonment and imprisonrnent is more

onerous than the school and factory. Second, by reducing punishment to a series of

techniques, Paternek argues that Foucault is unable to question the legitirnacy,

distribution or control of punishment. Lyon (1991) refers to this as the "vacuum ar

the centre"; it does not matter who operates the panoptic machine, this technology of

power and discipline has its own effect. Foucault is able to dispense with humanity,

and the need for human consciousness and creativity. Garland (1990:170) also argued

that Foucault's analysis of the great transformation lacks a place for agency in the
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application of disciplinary techniques and strategies:

The failure to identify agents and decision-makers - or even any recognizable process of
policy-making - makes it difficult to accept his use of remrs like'strategy'ancl 'tacrics', eveu
though these tenls are often critical to his arguments.

Foucault presents a political conception of power - he leaves little room to address

issues of class domination, class alliances and the influence of ideological conflicts on

penal policy. Foucault's conception of power "appears as a kind of empty structure,

stripped of agents, interests, or grounding, reduced to a bare technological

scaffolding" (1977:162). Foucault begins with the presupposition rhat punishrne¡t is

power and then asks readers to "explore in what sense this is true,, (Igj|). For

Foucault, power is never irrational, counter-productive, or devoid of functio¡al

effects. This is seen most clearly when Foucault turns the failures of the prison into

tlie successes of the prison. The problem with this conception of punishment is that it

leads to functionalist reasoning. This is seen most clearly in Foucauìt's discussio¡ of

the 'failure' of prison.

According to Foucault, in so far as the prison has not reduced crime it is a

failure. Wlien the failures of the prison are recognised, reformers call for a return to

the requirements of sound penal policy: correction must be paramount; prisoners must

be classified more adequately; penalties must be modulated to rhe individual offender;

there must be education; and there must be post-prison services. "Word for word,'

argues Foucault, "from one century to the other, the same fundamental propositions

are repeated" (1977:270). Thus, the prison has always been a failure. Foucaulr

argues that the more fruitful question is as follows:
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But perhaps one should reverse the problem ard ask oneself what is served by the failure of
the prison; what is the use of these different phenomena that are continually being criticizecl;
tlle maintenance of delinquency, the encouragement of recidivism, the transformaiion of an
occasional offender irto an habitual delinquent, the organization of a closed milieu of
delinquency (1977 :272).

Foucault argues that penality may not be successful in eliminating delinquencies, but

it is successful in'distinguishing'and 'distributing'; penality does not check

delinquency, it differentiates delinquency and delinquent and provides them with an

economy:

Penality would then appear to be a way of handting illegalities, of laying down rhe lirnin of
tolerance, of giving free reign to sorìte, of putting pressure on others, of excluding a particular
sectiou, of making another useful, of neutraliziug cerain indivicluals ancl of profitìng fionr
others (1977:272).

Tlie carceral system produces the delinquent and substitutes the delinquent for the

offender. The prison is the point at which the delinquent is created, this is the sub-

product of the prison. Tlie prison brings together disparate criminal elements into o¡e

space which improves surveillance. Additionally, the prison places criminals orì the

fringes of society and cuts their links with more serious forms of criminaliry. Thus

the prison concentrates, supervises and disarms illegality. Delinquency is also

supported by the police. The police provide a generalized surveillance for the

delinquent population thus providing a population for the prison, which in turn,

provides a population in need of surveillance. Thus, Foucault argues that rhere is a

prison-pol ice-del inquency ensemble :

Police surveillance provides police with offenders, which prison transforms into clelinque¡ts,
the targets and auxiliaries of police supervision, wlúch regularly send back a certain number of
them ro prison (1971:282).

Thus, the police-prison-delinquency ensemble has a positive political functio¡; it de-

politicizes criminality and creates a delinquent class of offenders that is identifiable
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and open to surveillance. Thus the prison produces a politically and economically

less dangerous form of delinquency. Foucault leaves room for only one answer to

why the failures of prison are actually its successes. Alternative hypotheses (the

prison is successful in incapacitating certain criminals, the prison resonates with

popular demands for justice, there are no functional alternatives to the prison) are

ruled out a priori.

Structuration Theory

Concepts derived from structuration theory provide a means of examining t¡e

complex social system of the prison. Structuration is most closely associated with the

work of Anthony Giddens who has produced several volumes detailing the

methodological and ontological assumptions of structuration theory. The core of

structuration theory is its concern with "the essential recursiveness of social life", or

the manner in which actors produce and reproduce the social world in which they

Iive. By focusing on the recursiveness of social systems, structuration theory attempts

to navigate between structuralist and agency-based social theories. As opposed to

agency-based theories, structuration theory recognises that individuals are constrained

by structure. The mistake of functionalist theories, both Parsonian, Marxist and

Foucaudian functionalism, is that structure dominates agency; structure acts as a

constraint on individuals to the extent that individuals are driven by mechanical

pressures. Structuration theory attempts to link structure and agency by examining

how action is bounded by structural properties of a social system and, in turn,

reproduces that structure via intended and unintended consequences of action. Thus,

the dualism between structure and agency is replaced by the duality of structure and
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agency.

The theoretical standing of structuration theory is paradoxical. In the New

Rules of Sociological Method, and several subsequent books, Giddens provided

detailed accounts of structuration theory. Giddens regards structuration theory as "an

ontological framework", or a conceptual investigation of the nature of agency and

social institutions and, most importantly, the relatioll between the two. Giddens

presents the concepts as a unified theory, yet he claims that these concepts should be

used as "sensitizing devices" that are to be used selectively, sparingly and in a critical

fashioll, rather than imported in toto into a given research problem. Cohen (1990:3a)

suggests that Giddens' concepts represent an "ontology of potentials" because they

apply to generic human capacities rather than to concrete empirical realities and they

provide a context in which the multiple historical and contextual variations of social

life can be situated and examined. Moreover, in The Constitution of Societi¡ (1984)

Giddens uses Willis' (l9ll) research on working-class youtlis' schooling experience

as an example of applied structuration theory, leading one commentator to suggest

that "it is possible to be a structurationist without even knowing it" (Bryant and Jary

1991:2). Giddens defended his position by arguing that the overall framework of

structuration is most relevant for those engaged in broad questions of social

organization and social transformation. When dealing with confined arenas of social

research, argued Giddens, "it is not especially helpful to drag in a large apparatus of

abstract concepts" (1991 :213).

Giddens (1984:285-286) did provide three guidelines for social research.

First, he argues that all social research necessarily has a cultural, ethnographic or
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anthropological basis. The researcher enters into an ongoing, meaningful social

world. The task of the researcher is to come to understand what others already

know; actors have a knowledgability of their social world and to a greater or lesser

extent are able to discursively explicate their motivations for action. Second, Giddens

argues that researchers must be "sensitive to the complex skills which actors have in

coordinating the contexts of day-to-day behaviour" (1984:285). Third, researchers

must be sensitive to the time-space constitutioll of social life. This is more than a

plea for historical analysis. Giddens argues that sociologists must also be aware of

geography. This means analyzing the geographic context within which actors conduct

their routine activities.

Specific concepts derived from structuration theory are particularly useful in

analyzing the "confined arena" of prison. Most importantly, concepts derived frorn

structuration theory provide a means of overcoming the structure-agency dualism

implied in the majority of tlie prison researcli. Giddens argues that the dualisrn of

structure-agency must be reconceptualized as the "duality of structure." By duality of

structure, Giddens (1984:374) means: "structure is both medium and outcome of the

conduct it recursively organizes; the structural properties of social systems do not

exist outside of action but are chronically implicated in its production and

reproduction". Giddens conceptualization of srructure differs from how it is

traditionally defined. In structural-functionalism, structure is conceived of as a

skeleton or frame of a building, within which certain functions take place. Structure

is external to the subject and acts as a constraint on behaviour. In structuration

theory, structure refers to "isolable rules and resources recursively implicated in the
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production of social systems. " Giddens uses social system to refer to the surface

patterns of interaction. He states that one of the main propositions of structuration

theory is that the rules and resources, or structural properties of a social system, rhat

are drawn upon in the production and reproduction of social action are simultaneously

the means of system reproduction, the duality of structure.

Rules refer to "techniques or generalizable procedures" that are drawn upon in

enactment of social practices (1984:21). Rules can be thought of as formulae, nor in

the mathematical sense, but as methodology, or to 'know how to go on' in social life.

Rules do not refer to generalized practices, rather rules generate practices. Rules are

not specific to a specific action; rather the understanding of a social rule allows actors

to proceed in a variety of contexts. Rules have both constitutive and regulative

aspects. For example, 'do not steal from others' is generally regarded as a regulative

rule as it prescribes a certain type of behaviour and implies a particular sanction. But

it also has constitutive elements. It helps to define what it means to be a member of a

particular society, how honesty, respect and private property are constituted. That is,

rules constitute the meaning of social activity and relate to the sanctioning of conduct.

These are not two types of rules, rather these two aspects of the rules are interlaced

and are only separate in the abstract.

It is important, argues Giddens, to bear in mind several features of rules.

Rules can never be abstracted from the totality of a social system and analyzed

separately. It is necessary to examine the interconnections between sets of rules and

their ebb and flow though tirne. Because rules form interconnected sets or

aggregates, there is not a one-to-one correspondence between a rule and an activity.



Additionally, one may "know how to go on" in a particular setting yet not be able to

discursively formulate the rule. Here Giddens distinguishes between the discursive

and the practical consciousness. Discursive consciousness refers to what individuals

are able to express verbally about their social condition and the rationalizations they

provide for their actions. Practical consciousness refers to what actors believe about

tlieir social conditions but cannot express discursively. Finally, unlike the rules of

chess, for example, rules in social action are contestable. All actors in a particular

social system may not share the same rules and all actors within a social system may

not have access to the resources to apply sanctions.

Structure is constituted by resources as well as rules. Resources are central to

the concept of power in Giddens' work. Giddens argues that power is logically

implied in agency. Agency refers to the capability of humans to do rhings. AII

action involves individual intervention in the world and implies rhar the individual

could have acted differently, including refraining from intervening. Thus, agency and

transformative capacity are linked through tlie ability to intervene in events. power is

a special case of transformative capacity. At the level of interaction, power refers to

interactiotl where transformative capacity "is harnessed to actors'attempts to get

others to comply with their wants" (198a:93). Power, in this relational sense,

concerns tlie capability of actors to secure outcomes where tlie realisations of these

outcomes depends on the agency of others.

Power -.. coDcenìs the capability of actors to secure outcomes where the realisations of these
outcomes depends upon the agency of others. The use of power iu interaction thus can be
u¡rderstood in temrs of facilities that participants bring to and mobilize as elements of the
production of that interaction, thereby influencing its course (19ga:93).

Power relations are relations of autonomy and dependence. No matter how wide the
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asymmetrical distribution of resources, those in position of dependence are able to

manage resources in such a way as to exert control over those in established positions

of power. Thus, power relations are two-way, there is a "dialectic of control" in

which the less powerful are able to manage resources in such a way that they are able

to exert a degree of control over the more powerful.

Power is transformative capacity at the level of the individual. Resources are

the media througli which transformative capacity is mobilized. The mobilization of

resources over time produces and reproduces structures of dominatioll that are based

on the asymmetrical power relations at the level of interaction. Domination depends

on the mobilizatioli of allocative resources (transformative capacity generating

command over objects, goods and material phenomena) and authoritative resources

(transformative capacity generating command over persons or actors) (Giddens

1984:33). Thus, resources are simultaneously the media tlirough which power is

mobilized during the course of interaction and resources are structural properties.

Agents have a considerable degree of knowledge of the social sysrem in which

they are corlstituted and which they help reproduce. Knowledgeability is related to

the reflexive quality of human actior.ì, or the ability of agents to monitor the flow of

social life, one's own action and the actions of others, and to give reasons and

rationalizations for their activities. Knowledgeability, however, is bounded by

unacknowledged conditions of action. The knowledgability agenrs liave of their social

system allows them to draw upon structural properties, such as rules and resources, in

the course of interaction. This, in turn, reproduces the structural properties.

For the most part, the reproduction of a social system is the result of the
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unintended consequences of action. Routinized practices have regularized

consequences that are unintended by the actors engaged in the interactiol.r. It is

important to recognise that Giddens rejects the functionalist argumenr that separates

manifest from latent functions. Giddens characterizes structuration theory as a "lton-

functionalist manifesto." While he recognises functionalism's contribution of

highlighting the importance of unintended consequences to the reproduction of social

systems, he claims that any explanation of social reproduction that "imputes

teleology" must be declared invalid (Giddens I979:7). Thus, it is inappropriate to say

that an apparently irrational action has latent consequences tliat are functional to the

social system or that it can provide an explanation for the actioll.

Summarv

Tlte Iiterature review identified a number of issues that have yet to be resolved

in the literature on the prison social system. Key among these issues was the

relationship between formal and informal social control. What is the connecrion

between prisoners' responses to problematic behaviour and how guards respond to

problematic behaviour within the prisoner population? one of the means of

examining how order and stability are maintained - that is, how social control

operates in prison - is to examine breaches of the social order. What are rhe lnosr

common types of breaches of the social order of the prison? How frequently do these

breaches occur? Equally important, what is the response of persons within this social

system to these breaches of order? Breaches of the social order can be examined

through victimization. Victimization data allow one to examine how social control

operates in a particular environment. Social control presupposes an analysis of power
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relations between actors. An examination of victimization within the prison,

therefore, must examine how social control, power and victimization inter-relate

within tlie prison environment.

Black's investigation of the variety of forms of social control that arise in

particular social fields will be used to examine tlie different styles of social control

that develop amongst the prison population. It will be argued that the prison

(re)produces two forms of social control: vengeance and discipline/rebellion. These

two forms of social control are produced and reproduced by the types of relations into

wliich prisoners enter. One of the deficiencies of the existing literature on the prison

is the failure to address the linkages that exist between the world of the prisoners and

the world of the guards. Following Henry, it will be argued that there are two layers

of social control in prison. The informal layer of social control (represented by

prisoners) and the formal layer of social control (represented by the world of guards)

are situated in what Henry referred to as a semi-autonomous but dependent

relationship. The relationsliip between formal and informal social control is

structured by the type of authority that guards rely on, particularly their inability to

rely on legal authority. Following Wrong's typology, it will be argued rhat guards

supplant legal authority with a fonn of personalized authority. The personalized

authority of a guard is contingent on the guards understanding of the rules and

resources that inform the mobilization of power in prison.

One of the problerns encourltered during the literature review was rhe inabiliry

of either importation or deprivation theory to provide a dynamic account of social

relations in prison. Giddens' concepts may be used to move beyond tlie irnpasse of
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the importation-deprivation debate. It will be argued that the prison social structure is

constituted by specific rules and resources that guards and prisoners draw on and, in

turn, reproduce during the course of their routille activities. Prisoners have a set of

rules, or a methodological framework for how to 'do time', and guards have a

analogous set of rules for achieving a 'good shift'. Both sets of rules guide the

mobilization of power in prison.

A major criticism of both theories was the tendency to reify the prison social

system. Giddens' notion of the duality of structure allows one to overcome the

deficiency in previous work on the prison. A significant benefit of using concepts

derived from structuration theory in the analysis of the prison is that these concepts

allow one to grasp how agency is implicated in the production of structure, and how

structure restricts and limits agency. The ability to examine the role of agency ill the

creation of the prison social structure opens up the possibility of advancing tlre

theoretical literature in the area, which up to the mid-1970s was mired in a debare

between structure- and agency-based theories.
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Chapter 4

Methodology

If you wailt to know what it's like in here theu kick-in a bank. [prisoner - mediunr securirl,]

We have 'otte-day wottders' ruruúng our Service. [A medium security institution] usecl to bc
the fìrst place tltey'cl go wheu they went for a tour fionl Ottawa. We'cl lìâr,c reu or fltìccn
iudividuals cotue fiom Otmwa f-or a tour f-or a day, they'rl -uo back to Orrawa ancì the¡,'rc
iusnnt experts. Fuckin-c horse shit. As they say, walk a ¡nile in nry shoes lady. [_quard]

The goal of the this study is to examine the interaction between the informal

means of social control that prisoners use to maintain order amongst themselves and

the formal means of social control represented by guards, and the manner in which

the interaction between these two layers of social control is implicated in levels of

victilnization and violence in prison. It will be argued that these two layers of social

colltrol exist ill a dependent relatiottship. Guards rely o¡ tþe existence of the infbrnral

layer of social control in order to maintain order and stability in the priso¡

population. On tlie other hand, prisoners are aware of how the formal layer of social

control operates and both present resistance to, and encourage strategies guards use to

maintain order. Victimization data are used to examine the inter-connection between

these two layers of social control. Incidents of violence and victimization are

concrete examples of social control. The application of physical force is often a

means of social control, for exarnple, when an aggressor responds to a perceived
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grlevance in a violent manner. Additionally, how members of a particular social

system respond to violence and victimization provides evidence of the type of social

relations that exist in that setting.

The goal of this project was not simply to provide a descriptive accourlr of lif-e

in prison but to develop a systematic account of recurrent relationships in Canadian

fèderal prisons in the 1990s. Given this aim, the value of testing theories derived

from research in American prisons during mid-century is dubious. A more flexible

methodology was employed throughout this project. Specifically, the data used in this

project were collected in two stages using both qualitative and quantitative techniques.

First, interviews were conducted with prisoners. The interviews collsisted of open-

and closed-ended questiolls. Open-ended questions were designeci to probe

respondents' thoughts on such issues as the inmate code, general levels of violence in

prison, the types of relationships prisoners develop with others, and similar topics

relating to their life in prison. These qualitative dara were augmented by quantirative

data on violence and victimization collected on a victimization survey. The

victilnizatioll survey measured the incidence and prevalence of victimization witlli. a

sample of prisoners housed in five federal prisons in one region under the jurisdiction

of the Correctional Service of Canada.

Based on an analysis of the data collected during interviews with prisoners, a

series of open-ended questiolls were designed to examine how guards responded to

victimization in prison. Interviews were conducted with thirty guards (ten each frorn

a maximum, medium and minimum security prison) and three preventative security

officers. The goal of these interviews was to develop an understanding of the
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strategies guards utilize in order to maintain social control in prison and how prison

staff react to informal means of social control. One of the key issues addressed

during the interviews was the methods employed by guards to manage conflicts and

maintain stability within the prison environment. For example, under what

circumstances do guards intervene in disputes between prisoners, rather than allowing

prisoners to resolve the disputes themselves? On the other hand, what barriers to

discipline do prisoners pose? How do prisoners prevent correctional officers from

undertaking their official duties? What types of conflicts between prisoners are most

likely to result in official punisliment? Thus, rather than testing theories derived

from the American prison experience in the 1950s and 1960s, the research strategy

employed in this project provided the flexibility to move back and forth between

theory and data and to proceed along inductive Iines using qualitative and quantitative

techniques.

Conceptualizing Victimization

Critical examinations of official criminal justice statistics reveal that they are

less than adequate indicators of the actual level of crime in a given setting (see

Skogan 1975; Sparks 1982; Lea and Young 1984: Fattah 1991; Ahluwalia lgg2). For

example, the Canadian Urban Victimization Survey (CUVS) estimared that in 1983

there were more than 700,000 personal victimizations and almost 900,000 household

victirnizations. Only 42 percent of these victimizations were reported to the police or

came to the attention of tlie police and subsequently became part of the official record

on crime. Furthermore, official accounts of criminal victimizations are skewed

according to crime type. Automobile thefts, for exampìe, are much more likely to be
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reported than sexual assaults (Evans and Himelfarb 1987). What these figures suggesr

is that officially reported st¿tistics underestimate the true depth, nature and extent of

crime.

The idea of a'crime funnel' has been used as a guide to measuring the

usefulness of crime statistics. The crime funnel suggest that of all the possible crimes

that occur in a society, only a small fraction are officially processed by the police and

only in a smaller fraction are suspects identified, a fraction of which are charged, and

only a fraction of those charged are found guilty (Evans and Himelfarb I9B7:45).

What shows up in official statistics is a distorted picture of reality. Brannigan (1984)

has suggested that the crime funnel is an inadequate metaphor for official statistics.

He suggests the notion of a 'crime net' be used. The metaphor of the 'crime net'

recognizes that not all potential offenses have the same likelihood of becoming

recognized by the police. The official crime rate reflects the interests and

organization of the police and courts. Whether or not a crime is officially recorded

will depend on, among other factors, the nature of the victimization (both the amount

of damage done and the willingness of the victim to engage the police), and, police

priorities, the latter being an overtly political decision.

Victimization surveys were developed to overcome some of the problerns

inherent with official crime statistics. By directly asking persons whether they had

been the victiln of a specified criminal offence within a given period of time,

victimologists can provide a more valid estimate of the prevalence and incidence of

crime. Instead of relying on official measures, victimization surveys by-pass official

processing and ask individuals if they have been the victim of crime within a specified
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time period.

Victimization surveys provide answers to a variety of questions. First,

criminal victimization surveys provide a more complete estimate of the number of

criminal victimizations per specified crime category. Most criminal victimizatio¡l

surveyors limit their crime categories to the major offenses most often encountered by

the police. For example, the Canadian Urban Victimization Survey provides

estilnates for following criminal victimizations: sexual assault, robbery, assault, rheft

of personal property, theft of household property, motor vehicle theft, vandalism and

break and enrer (Fattah 199T:34).

At first glance victimization is an apparently unproblematic concepr, however,

there have developed over the past two decades multiple conceptualizations and

taxonomies from which to begin victirnization research. For example, Fattah (1991)

noted that victimization can be conceptualized according to (i) the type of victim, (2)

the location of the victimization (institutional, corporate), (3) the quantity of

victimizatiotl, or, (4) the frequency of victirnization. Fattah's preferred conceptual

schema locates the definition of victimization according to its source. For example,

there are two primary sources of victimization: natural victimization and victimization

by hurnan actioll. Natural victimization refers to victirnizations that result frorn

natural disasters, natural predatory agents and natural health hazards. Victimization

by hurnan agents refers to victirnizations of oneself (suicide or self-mutilation, for

exarnple) and victimizations by others. Victimizations by others can be further sub-

divided into structural victimizations (abuses of power), victimizations as a by-product

of industrial or technological innovation (for example, environmental 'accidents'),
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victimizations that are violations of civil wrongs and criminal victimizations.

This study focuses exclusively on criminal victimizations. Fattah (1991:10)

defines crirninal victimization in the following manner: "victimization caused by, or

resulting from, a criminal offense, which is an act committed in violation of the

criminal law". The legal definition of victimization includes heterogeneous acts such

as murder, violent assaults, vandalism, fraud and extortion. To determine whether a

behaviour is classified as a criminal victimization, the legal definition of victirnization

focuses not on the quality of the act (such as its harmfulness in terms of economic

and/or physical damage) but on whether the act meets certain legal criteria; wþether

all act is defined as a crime, placed in the criminal code and has attached to ir sollte

sort of satlctiotl. This project uses a modified version of the legal definition of

victimization.

According to Fattah (1991) the legal definition of victimization has several

advalltages. The legal definition provides an objective (although non-exhaustive) base

from which to begin victimizatiorl research. The Criminal Code of Canada lists a

variety of prohibited acts and provides a skeletal framework from which to determine

if a crime has occurred. Additionally, the legal definition of victimization has the

benefit of providing some specificity to the otlierwise amorphous concept of

victimization. Victimization occurs in every shape and form; the extent to which

victimizatiot'ts occur and the diffuse character of the many forms of victimization

irnpedes the task of developing a tlieoretically informed analysis without paramerers.

Utilizing the legal definition of victimization provides a degree of specificity ro this

otherwise unwieldy concept.
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The legal definition of victimization is not without problerns. Firsr, everr

though the criminal code specifies which actions collstitute criminal violations, for an

act to be called a crime it rnust be interpreted as a crime. The process by which a

certain act becomes defined as a crime has several layers. Initially, the act must be

defined by one of the participants involved as criminal and worth reporting ro the

police, the police must interpret the act as sufficiently criminal to warranr an

investigation. If a perpetrator is suspected, again, the act must be defined and classed

according to a specific legal definition set our in stature. This process of

interpretation and reinterpretation is continued throughout the criminal justice process

until, finally, the initial act is recorded in the official statistics (Lea and Young lg14).

Crime and the crime rate do not have an independent reality. It is tlie product of a

series of political decisions (should charges be laid?, on what and where should

criminal justice agents expend their resources?) and judicial interpretarions (was there

mens rea and actus rea?). Victimization surveys avoid some of these levels of

interpretation by going directly to the victim, but ultimately the decision to define an

act as a crime rests oll the interpretive process of either the interviewee or the

interviewer. The objective criteria specified in the criminal code serve only as

heuristic aids.

A related Iimitation of the legal definition of victimization is that one's scope

of inquiry is Iimited to 'conventional crime'. The legal definition of victimizarion

cannot account for victimizations that are not defined as criminal. For example, the

legal definition of victimization does not include some forms of injury and killing in

the workplace, or victimizations that result from violations of occuparional health and
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safety regulations. In terms of objective physical damage, these non-criminal

victimizations are as costly, if not more costly, and are as prevalent, if not more

prevalent, than certain types of criminal victimizations. For example, there is

evidence to suggest that Canadians are eighteen times more likely to die as a result of

a workplace victirnization than they are from murder (Reasons, Ross and Paterson

1981; McMullan 1992). Although both events are equally serious, only the latrer is

defined as a crime and a victimization survey that utilizes a legal definition of

victimization necessarily excludes the formerr. In the case of prisoners, Drapkin

(I976:103) argues that prisoners in some North American jurisdictions are victims of

many non-criminal features of institutional life including problems relating to

overcrowding, lack of hygienic conditions, poor rnedical facilities and scarce

monotonous and filthy food. These types of non-criminal victimizations are not

captured by the legal definition of victimization.

The limitations of the legal definition of victimizarion do nor outweigh its

benefits, especially if the researcher is well aware of the limitations and these

limiutions are kept in mind when one draws conclusions based on survey research.

Prison Victimization

Researcli indicates that prevelance rates for specific forms of violence i¡

Canadian federal prisons are high compared to a sample of North American prison

jurisdictions (Cooley 1991), however, the true depth, nature and extent of violence in

I Recent'left realist'victimology has exposed the gender-biases in standard victimizatiou suneys.
For example, DeKeseredy (1992) argues that standard victimization questioruraires do nor address nou-
criminal victimizations such as woluen's fear of crime, psychologicaf victimizatio¡rs, iucest ancl chi¡l
abuse, and sexual harassruent.
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Canadian federal prisons is not fully realized. To date, the bulk of knowledge about

violence in Canadian prisons comes from officially collected statistics and it is nor at

all clear what these statistics represent. In most studies of prison violence, violence

was the dependent measure in a search for variables that lead to its cause. When

official dala are used it is uncommon that individual level data are obtained. Gaes

and McGuire (1985) justify using system level data because, they clairn, assaults are a

relatively rare occurrence, therefore using individual level data would prove to be too

prohibitive. A similar reliance on official data is evident in examinations of prisoner-

staff assaults (Kratcoski 1988).

The limitations of official criminal justice stâtistics have been well

documented. Based on what is known about official crime statistics in rhe free

community, it is likely that official rates of prisoner rule violations do not reflect the

'true' extent of tliese types of beliaviours. Official rates of prisoner rule violatiolls

rnay be a measure of the most serious types of prison misconduct, or they may reflect

tlte prison administration's or front-line staff's desire to concentrate their policing

efforts on certain prisoners (or categories of prisoners) who have a reputation of bein-q

particularly unmanageable. Another difficulty with using official reports of violence

is that, by definition, rule-breaking is seen as exceptional. The picture that is

presented by the official st¿tistics is one of a small percentage of offenders

committing the bulk of prison violations. This focus individualizes prisoner rule-

breaking. It leads easily to the conclusion that rule-breaking is the result of a

minority of incorrigible prisoners. The key to reducing rule violarions is either to

find out who these prisoners are in order to rehabilitate, deter or isolate thern, or
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locate the structural factors of the prison environment that cause tliese individuals to

violate the rules. Rule violators are either inherently wicked, in need of rehabilitation

or improperly socialized. One the one hand, researchers examining prison society

have correctly recognised that staff-prisoner alliances exist and that these alliances

mean that certain rule violations are not reported (Grosser 1968; Hewitt, Poole and

Regoli 1984: Glaser and Fry 1981) yet on the other hand, when prison violence is

examined official statistics are taken as reflecting the lived experiences of prisoners.

The idea that rule vìolations are exceptional (which is buttressed by the use of official

statistics) obscures the possibility that disciplinary infractions are everyday

occurrences in prisons.

Criminal victimization surveys overcome some of the difficulties associated

with the layers of interpretation embedded in official measures of crime and provide a

more complete estimate of the number of criminal victimizations per specified crime

category in a given community, but victimization surveys cannot ultcover all of the

'dark figure of crime'. Criminal victimization surveys are based on a sample

population. The size and represenhtiveness of the sarnple will determitre the survel,'5

generalizability but a margin of error will always remain and, therefore, the survey

will always remain an estimate (Fattah 1991:49). Victimization surveys also have

built-in limitations; one of which is operationalizing the concept researchers desire to

measure. Block and Block (1984:151) have suggested that criminal victimization

surveys cannot uncover all of the 'dark figure of crime' as they were originally

intended to do because "there is no 'real' number of criminal occurrences." They

argue that official statistics on crime and victimizatioll surveys measure different



aspects of a complex process in whicli police and victims define particular acts as

'crime'. Aside from limitations such as forward and backward telescoping, and

respondents forgetting, Iying or misrepresenting victimization incidents, victimization

surveys and official crime reports construct victimization rates differently.

Notwitlistanding these limitations, criminal victimizatioll surveys do provide valuable

information that escapes official sratistics.

Although a considerable amount of criminal victimization research has been

conducted at the national and local level, the majority of this type of research has

taken the form of general social surveys and scant attention has been paid to

victimization at the institutional level, such as schools and mental institutions.

Virtually no research directed specifically at estimating a broad range of crirninal

victimizations in prisott has been conducted, although prison victimization has been

dealt with tangentially by Clemmer (1958), Sykes (1958) and Schrag (1954). These

studies reflect the tendency among prison researchers to take a case study approach to

the problem of violence (Bowker 1980:205).' The majority of violence research in

prison has been concerned with prisoners as victimizers rather than victims with the

goal of uncovering the relationship between violence in prison and variables such as

population density (Megargee 1916; Nacci, Teitlebaum and Prather 1977; Farrington

and Nuttall 1980; Ekland-olsen 1986), prisoner transiency (Ellis 1984; Gaes and

McGuire 1984; Porporino 1986), age (Bonø and Nancekivell 1980; Flanagan 1983;

Anno 1985), or the relationsliip between violent offenders and violence in prisorr

(Myers and Levy 1978; Gaes and McGuire 1984: Porporino 1986). Researchers who

have examined prison victimization have limited their analyses to one or two types of



victimization, usually tlie most serious forms such as homicide (Porporino, Doherty

and Sawatsky 1987), suicide (Anno i985; DeHeer and Schweitzer 1985 Winfree

r98l), or sexual assault (Scacco 1975: Lockwood 19s0). when lesser forms of

victimization are considered, the common methodology is to examine official records

of prisoner-prisoner assault which has obvious limitations.

Fattah (1991) speculated that "institutional victimization" may be qualitarively

different from victimization in the general cornmunity. He suggests that the

victimizations may not vary in form but there is likely variation in the relationships

between the victilns and the offenders. On the other lland, Walklate (1989),

suggested tliat victims and offenders in the community and in institutions may be

similar in terms of power and exploitation but these relationships may be rendered

more visible in examinations of victimization within institutions. There is, however,

little systematic research on institutional victimization, including victimization in

prison.

Sparks (1982:128) argued that the limited nature of systematic, empirical

accounts of criminal victimization within prisons is due to the lack of public concern

for prisoners. Prisoners, especially male prisoners, do not fit common-sense

definitions of a 'victim'. Prisoners are not perceived as vulnerable targets of violence

and exploitation, quite the opposite, prisoners are 'predators'. As a result of this

perception:

too little is larown about the extent to which victimization - not onJy sexual attack and assaults
but also robbery, theft, and extortion - is a fact of life iu prisor and the extelìr to which the
threat of victintization structures social relatiorx arlrong irurates ancl with staff.

Sparks goes on to suggest that given the low levels of public concern for prisoners,
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tlrere is a danger that 'criminal victimization' will, in the eyes of the public, refer

exclusively to crimes committed in the free society. A convincing argument can be

made that, by omission, 'criminal victimization' does not include behaviour that goes

on beliind the walls.

The Sample

In order to arrive at an alternate estimate of victimization in federal prisons, a

criniinal victimization survey was administered to a random sample of federal

prisoners. Tlie sampling frame included prisoners housed in five federal prisons for

at least twelve months prior to the commencement of the interviews. Interviews were

conducted at one maximum security prison, two rnedium security prisons and two

rninimum security prisons2. The prisons were selected because of their geographic

proximity to one another and because they were fairly typical of the other Canadian

federal prisons in terms of population size and type of prisoner. Based on the

sampling frame, the sample universe consisted of approximately two thousand

prisoners. A random sample of prisoners was selected from each prisou iu proportiort

to the prison's percentage of the total prisoner population of the region. Replacement

sarnpling techniques were utilized to deal with refusals. A toul of Il7 interviews

were conducted at five prisons between July 31, 1991 and Septernber 6, 1991. The

interviews ranged in length from forty-five minutes to one hundred and twenty

minutes. The modal interview length was approximately seventy five minutes. All

2It was origirully proposecl thar inteniews woulcl be coucluctecl at six fecleral prisous, however,
because of a series of security incidents that resulted in an imtitutiorul lock-dowu ard a labour dispute

between the Public Service Alliauce of Canada and managemeut, the ilterviewer was derúed access to

ore nlaxinum security prison.
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interviews were voluntary and all information collected was confidential. The

interviews were conducted in person in the prison. Prison st¿ff were not present

during the interviews. All respondents were male. All respondents signed an

interview consent form indicating their agreement to participate in the project (See

Appendix I). AII interviews were conducted with prisoners housed in the general

population of the prison. Because interviews were not conducted with prisoners

housed in protective or administrative segregation, there is a high probability that the

survey estimates underestimate the extent of victimization3.

As Table 2 shows, the sampling requirements produced a sample that was

older, that had longer sentences lengths and liad convictions for more serious offenses

compared to all male federal prisoners housed in the Region where the interviews

were conducted. This is likely because prisoners with shorter terms for less serious

offenses had a greater probability of receiving some type of conditional release and,

therefore, were less Iikely to meet the one year residency requirement or to be in the

prison during the time of the interviews. The racial composition of the sample was

identical to the racial composition of the total prison populationa. The mean rime

served for the sarnple was 4.0 years and the median time served was 2.3 years.

While care was taken to ensure the sample was random, there are several

factors that mitigate against generalizing the dara to the Region or other CSC prisons.

' Protective custody ancl adnirristrative segregation are used to house prisorers who are juclged to
be a security risk. Prisoners desiring to leave the general population because they risk victirnizatio¡ ca¡
asked to be trausferred to protective custody.

4 85% of tre sample was caucasiau and 14% of the sarnple was lìon-caucasiau. Basecl on
defirútions contailted in Offender Population Profile Report, Correcdonal Service of Canacla
7991t03t31.



First, there was a relatively high rate of refusers and non-contacts. Refusal and non-

contact rates ranged from a low of 15% at a minimum security prison to a liigh of

31% at a medium security prison. Another limit to the generalizability of the resulrs

is that there is reason to believe that the data-base from which the sarnple was drawn

is not representative of the universe. The sample was pulled from the National

Headquarters data-base. This data-base is not on-line with prisons, therefore, there is

a time-lag between the time a prisoner enters a prison and the time this entry is

recognised in the National Headquarters data-base. Conversely, there is a tirne-lag

between the time a prisoner leaves a particular prison and the time this move is

picked up by in the national data set. The National Headquarters data-base, therefore,

does not accurately reflect the universe.

Table 2.-- Comparison of
bhe TotaL Population

Survey Respondents and
of the Fi-ve Prisonsu

Àge
?;Samp1e ?Total

Offence
?Samp f e'

Homicide 18 .4
At.t. Murder 2.6
Manslaughter 7.0
Robbery 28.0
Sexual 11.4
Other Viol. 6 .2
B&E 5.3
f)rilo 1 4 .9
Other Non-Vio. 5.3

Type
ZíTot a l

< 19 0.0 0.6
20-24 12.B 16.1
25-29 19.1 26.0
30-34 17.1 20.0
35-39 12.0 74.9
40-49 24.8 15.3
50-59 8.5 5.2
60+ 5.1 I.9

14 .I
2.3
4.8

)4 2

6.9
9.1

L2 .9
10.3
TE

Total 100 100 100 100

b missing cases=4
'missing cas€s:3
Source: Offender Population ProfiJ_e Report, Correctj_onal Service of
Canada, 799a/03/3r

Sample selection for this project was hampered by these difficulties. On

several occasions, sample members had been transferred out of the prison, or were on

day parole, full parole or mandatory supervision and were unable to be interviewed.

Sentence Length
?Sampl-eb ?Total

<3 6.2 23.6
3-<5 2r -2 24.4
5-<'7 77.1 13.6
7-<10 14.2 9.'7
10-<15 7.r 7.7
15-<20 5.3 2.3
20+ 1.8 1.3

Indet . 26.5 77 .4

100 100
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This was particularly frequent in minimum security prisons. On one occasion a

member of the sample had died several months prior to the commencement of the

interviews. Difficulties associated with the sample limit the generalizability of the

results.

A non-random sample of guards was also interviewed. The decision to use a

non-random sample was made because of the small number of interviews that were

being conducted and the desire to ensure that both more experienced and less

experienced male and female officers were interviewed. Potential interview

candidates were identified with the assistance of a prison administrator. Interview

candidates were contacted and asked to sign an interview consent fonn indicating they

understood that the information they provided would remain confidential (See

Appendix II). All interviews were conducted in tlie prison, during working hours,

and in a private setting. A total of 30 correctional officers were interviewed. Eleven

interviews were conducted in a minimum security institution, nine in a medium

security institution and ten in a maximum security institution. Six interviews were

conducted with female officers, tlie remainder were conducted with male officers.

Years of experience as a guard ranged froln 3.5 to 25 years, with a mean of 13.4 and

standard deviation of l.I. Three additional interviews with officers associated with

the Preventative Security office of each institution were conducted. The interviews

with guards and preventative security personnel lasted approximately one hour.

The Questionnaires

The interview schedule administered to prisoners consisted of four separare

questionllaires: (1) The Social Life Questionnaire, (2) the Victimization General
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Questionnaire, (3) the Victimization Screening Schedule, and, (4) the Incidellr Reporr

Form (See Appendix I). A combination of open- and closed-ended quesrio¡s was

used. Each component of the Victimization Survey was designed to measure

prisoners' attitudes and behaviours on different aspects of prison life. For example,

the Social Life Questionnaire addressed prisoners' friendships, prisoner loyalty to one

another, tlie rules prisoners must know in order to survive in prison and the

relationships that develop between prisoners and correctional staff.

The Victimization General Questionnaire was designed to address prisoners'

perceptions of the level of potentially criminal activity in the prison. For example,

respondents were asked to rate the chances that specific potentially criminal incidents

would occur in the prison within the next month, they were asked if they worried

about being the victim of certain incidents, and they were asked to provide

characteristics of victims and aggressors most likely to be involved in tliese types of

incidents.

A modified version of the victimization questionnaire utilized on the 1988

Canadian General Social Survey (GSS) was used to measure victimization in prisorr

(Statistics Canada 1988). The Victimization Screening Schedule arrempred to identify

whether or not respondents had been the victim of any of six victimization incidents

between August 1, 1990 and July 37, 199I. The survey was limired to victimizations

tliat occurred while the prisoner was housed in a federal prison. VictimizatiorÌs were

further limited to events that involved the actions of another prisoner or an employee

of the prison. Specific victimization incidents included: 1) robbery with force, threar

of force arld/or atternpted robbery, (2) sexual assaulr, (3) assault with/without a
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weapon and threats of assault with/without a weapon, (4) theft of personal property,

(5) vandalism and (6) two types of extortion (muscling and forced payment of

protectioll rnoney). These categories are different than those used on the GSS. The

GSS included eight victimization categories in their survey: (1) sexual assault, (2)

robbery (including attempts), (3) assault, (4) break and enrer, (5) theft of a moror

vehicle, (6) theft or attempted theft of household property, (7) theft or arrempred theii

of personal property, and (8) vandalism. It was possible for a prisoner to be the

victim in all of the victimizalion categories covered by GSS. For example, one

prisoner indicated tliat while he was in prison he allowed an acquaintance to use his

car. The acquaintance eventually sold the car without the knowledge of the prisoner

and the prisoner did not receive any of the proceeds of the sale. In tliis case a

criminal victimization occurred. The prisoner was the victim of a theft or fraud.

Because of the focus of this project, these types of victimizatiolls were excluded.

For the purposes of this project, one generic category was used to categorize

property thefts, however, based on the respondent's description of the incidellt it was

possible to discern between 'cell thefts' and other types of theft. Additionally, rhis

project asked questions on extortion, a victimization not dealr with by GSS.

A modified version of the legal definition of victimization served as tlie basis

for measuring victimizatiorl. 'Victimization' was operationalized in the following

manner. In order for a victimization to occur, two criteria must have been met.

First, the respondent must have responded affirmatively to at least one of the incidents

contained on the Victimization Screening Schedule. For example, each respondent

was asked the following questiorl: "Within the past twelve months, did someone attack
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you with a weapon. " If the respondent answered affirmatively, he was considered to

be a Lotential victim. A detailed set of coding rules was followed when the

Victimization Screening Schedule was completed. First, care was tåken ro nor inflate

the gravity of incidents. In cases where there was some ambiguity concerning the

exact nature of an incident, the incident was coded in the category that resulted in the

least serious victimization. Second, when more than one victirnization occurred

during the same incident, the incident was coded according to the mosr serious

victimization. For example, if during a robbery attempt a prisoner's personal

property was damaged the incident would be coded as a single robbery, and not a

robbery and a vandalism.

The second criterion in the operationalization of 'victimization' attempted to

distinguish between provoked and unprovoked victimizations. Incident Report Forms

were completed for each poterttial victimization. Among other things, the Incident

Report Form asked respondents to provide a detailed description of the event. The

Incident Report Form obtained specific information regarding the victimization such

as time and location, whether the victim was assaulted, whether weapons were presenr

and whether the victimization resulted in any property loss or damage. Based on this

informatiorl a potential victimization incident was counted as a victimization if it did

not contradict Sections 34 to 37 of the Criminal Code of Canada that deal with self-

defence against an unprovoked assault, self-defence in the case of aggression, and the

use of proportiollal force in the prevention of an assault. This criterion was only

invoked in the case of assault.

A potential assault incident was not counted as a victimization if the
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respondent indicated that his aggressor was using force equal to or lesser than the

force used by the respondent. For example, one respondent indicated that he was

assaulted. When asked to provide further details regarding the alleged arrack, rhe

respondent indicated that he initiated the attack by entering another prisoner's cell and

demanding the occupant lower the volume on his radio. When the occupant refused

he was physically assaulted by the respondent. During the course of this assault, the

respotldent received several blows to his head while the occupant received severe

physical damage. In this incident there was (1) no consent on the part of the occupant

of the cell to engage in an altercatiorl, and, (2) the force used by the occupant against

the respondent was less than the force used by the respondent. This was not counted

as a victimization. In total, four potential assault victimizatiolls incidents did not

satisfy this criterion and were not included as victimization incidents. This criterion

is more restrictive than those used in most victirnization surveys in the cornmunity,

including GSS. Even though a GSS respondent may have initiated a physical

confrontation, if the respondent was assaulted during the incident the respondent was

classified as a victim.

Also eliminated by this criterion are those events that occurred during the

normal course of a sporting event. Several respondents indicated that they were

"attacked with a weaporì" during hockey games. Incidents that occurred during the

normal course of an organized or unorganized sporting event were not counted as

victimizations. For example, one respondent indicated that he was assaulted by an

opponent during a hockey game. Upon further questioning, the respondent revealed

that the assault occurred as a direct result of liis play during the hockey game and the



confrontation between the players was not taken up again in that game or any time

after the game ended. This incident was not considered a victimization. On the other

hand, a respondent indicated that he and an acquaintance were playing an unorganized

game of floor hockey. The floor hockey ball accidentally rolled to the other end of

the gym. When he went to retrieve the ball. another prisoner, who was not involved

in the game, asked the respondent what he was doing in "his end" of the gyrn. The

other prisoner initiated a physical altercation with the respondenr during which the

respondent was assaulted. In this case, the incident was deemed not to liave occurred

during the normal course of the game and was counted as a victimization.

For the purposes of this study, a respondent was victimized if he responded

affirmatively to at least one of the six types of incidents on the Victimization

Screening Schedule and based on the victim's account of the incident, he was judged

not to have provoked the incident.

The prison presents a challenging environment in which ro conduct interviews.

The primary restrictiort to prison interviewing is the prison routine. Typically,

researchers are allowed access to prisoners for a maximum of 4.5 to 5.5 hours per

day. The Prisoll Victimization Survey took approximately seventy-five minutes ro

administer whicli meant that a maximum of four interviews were conducted per da1,.

In order to balance these time constraints, the decision was made to reduce the length

of some interviews in order to increase the amount of interviews completed each day.

Thus, because of time constraints, llot all questions were asked to all respondents.

The questions were ranked in priority to allow the interviewer ro skip specified

questiolis in the event of a shortage of time. All respondents completed the
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Victimization Screening Schedule in its entirety. Nevertheless, during some

interviews it was impossible to complete Incident Report Forms for all potential

victimization incidents. Therefore, it was impossible to verify whether some potential

victimization were 'provoked' or 'unprovoked'. Table 3 provides a comparison of

potential victimizations and verified victimizations.

Table 3.-- Comparison of Potential Victimizations
With Verified Victimizations

Victimi-zation No. of potential No. of Verified
Type Victimizations Victimizations ?; Verified

Robbery'
Sexual Assaul-t
Assauft "
Threats..
Theft
Vandal i sm
Extortion(1)

7
6

45
)9
45

5
10

4
6

30
23
42

57 . t_4
100.00
66 .67
79.31
93.33

0
2 20 .00

L47 r07 72.79

:,å?'riî"ñ n:iï in"'.î 
" " =

Fifty-five of lll respondents (46.61%) met the first criteria for victimizarion

by answering affirmatively to at least one of the victimization types. These

respondents reported a total of 147 separate potential victimization incidents but

because of tirne constraints, Incident Report Forms were not completed in 40 potentiaì

victirnization incidents. Four respondents accounted for these 40 victimizations

incidents: one respondent reported 2l separate victimizations and only one Incident

Report Form was completed; another reported 17 victimizatiolls and five Incident

Report Forms were completed; another reported 16 victimizations and only 12

hicident Report Forms were completed; and, one respondent reported four

victimizations and only one Incident Report Form was completed.

The actual number of verified victimizations is I07, or 12% of the total
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number of potential victimizations. The ratio of potential victimizations to verified

victimizations - the ratio of reported victimizations to victimizations thar resulred in an

Incident Report Form - varied according to incident type. For example, five acts of

vandalism were reported but due to limitations of time, Incideltt Report Forms could

not be completed and, hence, the act could not be verified. Further discussion of rhe

results of this study will involve only the 107 verified victimizations.

Limitations

Great care was taken to ensure that the results of the survey were statistically

souttd, however, as was noted above, tliere were difficulties witlr regards to sarnpling

that limit the generalizability of the results. There are other limitations ro rhis study'.

Also previously noted, the sample included only males. Moreover, the racial

cornposition of the Region where the study was undert¿ken is dissimilar ro orher

regions, especially the relatively low proportion of aboriginal offenders. In some

CSC prisons, natives comprise over 50% of the prison population. The dynarnics of

this type of prison may be different than one in which the majority of the population

are caucasian.

Another limitation is that interviews were only conducted with prisoners

housed in the general population of the prisons, as opposed to the prorective custody

wings of the prisons. In many cases prisoners are removed from the gheneral

population and placed in protective custody after they have been assaulteed or

threatened with aassualt. It is likely that the vioctimization rates would have been

higher had interviews been conducted with priosners housed in protectiove cusrody.

The results of this study are not generalizable to provincial prisons and remand
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centres. The key difference between federal prisons and provincial prisons and

remand centres is time-space. Federal prisoners not only spend a longer time behind

bars, they spend a longer time in the same prison and must associate with other

prisoners and guards over a longer period of time. It will be shown that the impact

of time-space has a significant effect on the types of power both guards and prisoners

are able to mobilize.

There are other difficulties inherent in victimization research. As in all survey

research, the validity of tlie data is dependent upon the accuracy of the information.

While greal care was tåken to ensure that all infonnatiorl was recorded and coded

reliably, researchers have little control over what information respondents provide.

Fattah (199i) summarized intentional and unintentional sources of error in

victimizatioll research. Intentional sources of error include respondents

misrepresenting or not revealing relevant information. Unintentional sources of error

include telescoping victimizations into or out of the reference period, not knowing a

victimization has occurred, forgetting a victimization has occurred and lnisdefining a

victimization incident. As a response to these limitations, some victimization

researchers have utilized reverse record checks to verify the validity of respondents'

information. Fattah goes on to suggest that reverse record checks offer no significant

impact on the data as, by definition, this technique is unable to verify victimizations

that have not been reported to officials. In light of these inherent limirations of

victimization research, the best indicator of the validity of survey dara is furure

research.
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Chapter 5

Victimization in Prison

Front what you believe about the rhetoric, this is a terribly violent place but you're probabll,
nluch safer here thau on the street. This is an amazingly passive place. [prisoner - nlediunl
securityl

This chapter provides the results of the criminal victimization survey that was

administered to a random sample of male federal prisoners. A total of lll interviews

were conducted in five prisons. Thirty interviews were conducted in a maximuln

security prison, sixty-five were conducted in medium security prisons and twenty-two

were conducted in minimum security prisolls. Fifty-five of II7 survey respondents

(41.0%) indicated they were the victirn of at least one incident mentioned on the

Victimization Screening Schedule. 107 separate victimization incidents were

uncovered. The victimization incidents and the victims of these incidents are

discussed separately.

Victimization Incidents

The survey uncovered 107 separate victimization incidents during tlie twelve

month reference period. The most frequently reported victimization was theft, whicli

accounted for forty-two of tlie 107 victimizations (39.3%). In tot¿l, personal

victimizations (robbery, sexual assault, assault, threats and extortion) were more

frequently reported than victimizations involving property (theft and vandalisrn).
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Approximately 61 % of the reported victimizations v/ere personal incidents compared

to 39.3 % for property incidents. Table 4 shows the breakdown of victirnizarions by

incident type.

Table 4. - - Victimization Incidents by Incident T:æe

Victimization # of t of Incidence Rate
Incident Incidents.Incidents per 1OO0

Robbery'' 4 3 .7 34.3
Sexuaf Assault 6 5.6 51.3
Assault..' 30 28.0 256.4
Assaul-c - Threat. . . 23 2L.S 196.6
ExCort ion
Theft
Vanda I i sm

Personal-
Property

2 r.9 , 1_7 .r
a) ?o 2 ltro 

^0 -----
65 60.6 sss.6
42 39.3 3s9.0

,(N=117)
. .Includes attempts
. . .WÍth/without weapons

The most serious types of incidents (sexual assault and robbery) were least likely to

be reported by survey respondents. The most commonly reported type of personal

victimization was assault which accounted for 46.2% of all personal victimizations

and 28.0% of personal and property victimizations. There were a grearer number of

assaults than there were threats of assault, but taken together these two categories

comprise approximately 82 % of all personal victimizatiolts uncovered during the

course of the survey.

Forty-one of the forty-two incidents of theft involved theft of articles from the

victim's cell and did not involve face-to-face contact with the aggressor. Table 5

shows the most serious type of aggression reported by the respondent. Face-to-face

contact between the aggressor and the victim was made in the sixty-five personal

victimizations. The victim was physically assaulted in fony of the sixty-five personal
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victimizations (61 .57o) and the victim was threatened with assault in tlie remaining

twenty-five personal victimizations (38.5 %).

Table 5.-- victimization rncidents by Degree of Àggression

No Physical Verbal physical
Aggression Threats Assault Total

# of Incidents 42 (39.3?í) 25 e3 -42 ) +O (37 -q) t at
punched - 26 (652)
Kicked - 4 (10?)

Tlpe of A,ssaul-t: Hit with object/
Stabbed - 4 (10?)

Sexuaf Assaul-t - 6 (15?)

The forty cases in which the victim was physically assaulted by the aggressor

included thirty assault victimizations, six sexual assault victimizations and four

robbery victimizations. Some assaults were mirìor altercations that lasted less tlran a

minute. Others assaults were of greater intensity and involved attacks over a period

of days, including one prisoner who was the victim of six sexual assaults perpetuated

by tlte same aggressor over a period of several weeks. Another prisoner indicated

that he assisted a friend with a dispute in tlie prison yard and he and his friend were

involved in a fight. The next day a group attacked both parties with a's¡ank', or a

knife. 'Others', such as the aggressor, bystanders, and co-victims, were harmed i¡

th irty-three victim izations.

Five victimizations resulted in the victim receiving medical atrenrion. Three

prisoners required routine first aid for cuts and bruises they received during the

course of an altercation. Orte prisoner required eighteen stitches and two weeks

Itospitalization after being assaulted. A fifth prisoner received dental services after

losing his front teeth in a fight. Other victimizations may have required medical
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attention, but there is great pressure on the victim not to seek the aid of

administration following these types of incidents.

Weapons were present in twenty-two of the sixty-five personal victimizations

(33.8%). Weapons were used in fifteen assaults and were present but not used in

seven other victimizations. The weapon of choice was a knife (twelve of twenty-two

victimizations), followed by a pipe (five of twenty-two victimizations). Other

v/eapons included a telephone receiver, a bowl, and a pitch fork. Weapons were

equally likely to be used in maximum and medium security prisons. Of the twenty-

two victimizations in which weapons were present, eight occurred in the maximurn

security prison, ten occurred in a medium security prison and three occurred in a

minimum security prison.

The types of weapons used by aggressors, the physical damage caused by a

victimization and the nature of medical treatment received as a result of a

victimization are objective measures of the seriousness of the victimizations. ln many

cases threats of physical assault were equally serious. For example, one respondent

said that another prisoner approached the respondent while the respondent was in his

cell. The aggressor then threw a lit cigarette on the respondent's bed and indicated

that if the respondent did not transfer to another range, his cell would be 'burned

out'. Shortly after the incident a guard entered the respondent's cell and told the

respondent to pack his possessions as he was being transferred to protective custody.

In this case, the victim was not directly harmed but the threat of physical violence

was made abundantly clear.
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Property Victimizations

The dat¿ on personal victimizations indicate that direct violence and threats of

direct violence are relatively frequent occurrences in prison. Fewer property

victimizations were uncovered, but nevertheless the incidence and prevalence of

property victimizations remained high. Forty-two victimizations resulted in the loss

or damage of property; forty-one of these victimizations involved another persori

entering tlie victim's cell and without the victim's knowledge removing personal

property, or 'cell thefts'.

Figure 1 provides data on the dollar value of the loss or darnage of personal

property. Financial losses reported from these thefts ranged frorn $1.00 to $125.00.

The mean financial loss from theft was $25.90 and the median loss was $12.00.

Tobacco products were most frequently stolen (39.6%), followed by jewellery

(r4.6%),clothes (10.4%),food (8.3 %) anddrugs (6.3%). In all cases of ceil theft,

the stolen property was never recovered and the cell thief was never identified.

The absolute dollar value of property victimizations appears low compared to

property victimizations on the street, however, relative to their average daily incorne.

tlie dollar value of property victimizations in prison is quite high. If a prisoner does

not have money coming in from the street he must rely on prison employment for
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income. At the time of the interviews prisoners' pay ranges from approximately

$30.00 to approxirnately $70.00 over a two week period. Even though prisoners do

not have to pay for food or shelter, they do have to purchase toiletries and other

sundry items which consumes a considerable portion of disposable income. If a

prisoner uses tobacco, disposable income decreases at a faster rate. During the time

of the interviews a package of cigarettes cost approximately $3.35 or orle half of a

prisoner's maximum daily wage. Given these pay rates, the loss of a carton of

cigarettes - or for those prisoners on the low end of the pay scale, the loss of a

package of cigarettes - is an onerous financial set-back.

There was a mild correlation (r:-0.391 p<.001) between security level and

victimization. Prisoners in a maximum security settings were more likely to be

victimized than were prisoners in a medium or minilnum security setting. Figure 2

sliows the breakdown of victimizations by security level. Two-thirds of the survey

respondents lioused in maximum security indicated that they were involved in at least

one victimization incident. Tlie number of survey respondents involved in at least one

victimization incident drops off as one moves below the maximum security level.

The percentage of respondents reporting victimizations at the mediurn and minimuni

security level are virtually identical, 39.4% and 38.7% respectively. There was,

however, no relationship between security level and personal or property

victimizations. Victims housed in maximum and medium security prison were equally

likely to be vicrimizedby either a properry or a personal victimizatiorl.
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The Victims

The previous section provided data on the incidence of criminal victimization;

that is tlie total number of victimizations that occurred within the twelve month

reference period. Prevalence rates measure the proportion of the population that is

subject to a specific phenomenon. In this case, the prevalence rate for victimization

refers to the measure of how many prisoners were victimized during the twelve montlt

reference period. This section provides data on the victims of prison victimization

incidents.

Multiple Victimization

Fifty-five of IIl survey respondents (47.0 %) indicated that they were involved

in at least one of the incidents mentioned on the Victimization Screening Schedule.

Table 6 shows the number of victims by victimization type. Forty-nine of the 117

respondents (41.8%) were victims of at least one personal victimization incident and

twenty-three of 117 respondents (19.7%) reported being a victim of at leasr one

property victirnization incident. Individuals were most frequently victimized by

assault, threats and theft. Table 6 also shows that in many cases there were multiple

victimizatiolls. For exantple, there were six separate incidents of sexual assault but

only one victim and forty-two separate incidents of theft were distributed among

twenty-three different victims. On the other hand, there were twenty-three separare

incidents of 'threats' and twenty-one victims and thirty separate incidents of assault

and twenty-three separate victims. What these data suggest is that apart from sexual

assault and theft, few victims were victims in the same incident more than once

during the twelve month period.
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Tabl-e 6. - - Nunber of Victimizatíon Incidents and
Victims by Victirnization \pe

Victimizat.ion
Tncident

#of # of Preval-ence Rate
lncidents Victims per 1O0O

Robbery''
Sexual- Àssaul-t
Assaul-t' ' .

Threats'. .

Extort i-on
Theft
Vandal i sm

Personal-
Property

4
6

30
23

¿
42

0

65
42

3
1

22
2I

¿
23

0

49
23

8.6
18B. O

r79.5
17 .I

'?2 _2

418. B

196 .6

'N=117
''Includes Attempts
. . .Vfith/without weapons

While victims were not likely to be the victim of the same incident more than once

during the twelve month reference period, a significant number of survey respondenrs

reported that they were multiple victims. Figure 3 shows data on multiple

victirnization. Fifty-one percent of the victims were victimized once during the

twelve month reference period whereas 49% of the victims reported that they were

victimized more than once during the twelve montll period, including 16.4% of the

sample who were victimized four or more times.

Victims v. Non-Victims

Victims and non-victims were compared on several variables related to tlleir

previous penal history and current incarceration, however, only two relationships

showed statistically significant differences between the two groups. First, as noted
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above, victims were more likely to be housed in a maximum security prison than in a

medium or a minimum security prison. Second, younger prisoners were more likely

than older prisoners to report being a victim in at least one incident. Figure 4 shows

that 8I% of survey respondents under the age of twenty-eight reported being a victim

of at least one incident, as compared to 18.2% who indicated they were not a vicrim.

On tlie other hand,72.7% of survey respondents over tlie age of forty reported they

were not a victim compared to27.3% of this age group that were victims. Younger

prisoners were as likely to be multiple victims.

There were no significant differences between victims and non-victims in

terms of aggregate sentence, the absolute amount of tirne served on their currenr

offence, the amount of time left until their warrant expiry date, or the number of

previous federal convictions. Additionally, there were no significant differences

between victims and non-victims in terms of tlie offence type for which they are

currently incarcerated. The number of respondents convicted of a sex-related offe'ce

was too small to make any empirical claim that sex offenders are more likely to be

victillls than prisoners committed for other types of crimes. As will be sliown, the

perceptiol.l among prisoners and guards is that sex offenders are the target of violence

if tliey are in the general population of a prison.

Predicting Victimization

Only two of the bivariate relationships (age and victimization and security

level and victimization) proved to be statistically significanr. Two multivariate

analyses were conducted to determine whether multiple combinations of variables

could successfully distinguish between victims and non-victirxs.
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Discriminant function analysis (DFA) techniques were used to determine which

variables best discriminated between survey respondents who were victims from

survey respondents who were not victims. DFA is a ståtistical technique that call be

used to predict group membership. DFA determines the best combination of variables

that discriminate between groups. In the case of two group discrimination,

discriminant functioli analysis provides the best discrimination along one discrirninanr

function. If the goal of a research project is to discriminate cases into two or more

groups, DFA produces a solution that discriminates the cases along k dimensions,

where k equals the lesser of the number of groups or the total number of predictor

variables. Two separate DFA solutions were computed. The first solution attempted

to discriminate between victims and non-victims and the second atternpted to

discriminate between non-victims, victims of one incident and multiple victims. The

two solutions are discussed separately.

DFA cannot handle cases with one or more missing values therefore of the 117

original cases twenty cases were eliminated owing to missingdaø for one or more

predictor variables. Ninety-seven cases were used to produce the DFA solution.

Nine variables were enrered inro the equation: (1) security level, (2) age (logged), (3)

number of previous federal commitments (logged), (4) offence type, (5) admissio¡

date (logged), (6) amount of time served on current offence (logged), (7) the amounr

of time served in the current prison (logged), (8) the number of previous provincial

terms (logged), and, (9) the percentage of their current offence served.

Table 7 shows the summary table for the two-group discriminant solution that

attempted to distinguish between victims and non-victims. In the two-group DFA,
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one discriminant funcrion was produced with a a2(3):i6.315,p<.001. As Table 7

indicates, three variables were found to be statistically significant predictors of

victimization: logged age (LOGAGE), security level (SECURITy) and logged

aggregate sentence (LOGSEN). Compared to non-victims, victims were younger,

were housed in higher levels prisons and had shorter sentences. Variable LOGAGE

had the largest srandardized discriminant coefficient (0.741) which means that rhis

variable is the primary variable that distinguishes between victims and non-victinls.

Security level (sECURITY) and logged aggregare senrence (LOGSEN) also

contributed to discrimination between victims and non-victims. Overall the solution

did not provide a great deal of discriminating power. A canonical correlation of

0.4001 indicates that roughly 16% of the variance between victims and non-victinrs

was accounted for by the discriminant function.

Table 7.-- Sr¡$rrary Table for Two-group
Dt=.rtrt"""t F""a

Standardized

variabre 3å:;iiËiåii' iåå¡å. sig.
LOGAGE 0.747 .BB2 O. 0006
SECURTTY 0 .572 .854 0. 0006LOGSEN 0.348 .840 0.0010

Canonical Correl-ation = .4001

A second DFA solution was computed. This solution attempted to

discriminate between respondents who were not victimized, respondents who were

victimized once during the twelve month reference period and respondents who were

victimized more than once during the twelve month reference period. Two

discriminant functions are produced in a three group DFA.

Two discriminant functions were calculated with a combined a2(6) :2L526,
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p<.01. When the first function was removed, there was little significant

discriminating power lefl, d.2(2): 1.878, p < .390. The first discriminanr function

accounted for 91 .16% of the between-group variability and the second discriminant

function accounted for 8.84%.

An examination of the group centroids, Table 8, indicates that the first

discriminant function distinguished between those who were never victimized and

those who were victimized more than once. The second discriminant function

distinguished those who were victimized once. Similar to the two-group DFA, logged

age (LOGAGE), security level (SECURITY) and logged aggregare senrence

(LOGSEN) were sratistically significant discrirninators. Table 9 sliows rhe summary

statistics.

Table 8. - - Canonical ÐiscrimÍnant Functions Evaluated at
Group Means (Group Centroids)

Group Function 1 Functíon 2

Zero Victimi-zations
One Victimization
>One Victimization

0.4r78
- 0 -2542
-0.6430

-0.0408
o ?2.)1

-0.1534

TabLe 9.-- Sr:$slary TabLe for Three-group
Discrj-minant Fur¡ctíon Ànalysis

Standardized
Discriminant Wilks,

Variable Coefficient Lambda Sig.

LOGAGE O .7 07
SECURITY 0.523
LOGSEN 0 .432

.870

.840

. 810

0.0015
0.0026
0.0032

Function 1 Canonical Correfation -_ .4I1 O

Function 2 CanonicaÌ Correl-ation : .I4J-4

Table 10 sliows the loading matrix of correlations between the three predictor

variables and the two discriminant functions. LOGAGE and SECURITY loaded

the first discriminant function that discriminated between respondents with no
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victirnizations and respondents who were victimized once, with LOGAGE providing

the greatest amount of discriminatory power. LOGSEN loaded on the second

discriminant function that discriminated respondents who were victimized more than

once. The three-group DFA was slightly more successful in accounting for the

variance in victimization than was the two-group case. In the three-group DFA, the

first discrilninant function accounted for I7% of the variance, while the second

discriminant function accounted for approximately 2% of the variance.

rable 10' --':ii:Ëi3i'E:.:?ï:ïå;Ë: o'""riminanr

Function 1 Function 2

LOGAGE 0.707 _0.488
sEcuRrrY 0.523 -0.099LOGSEN 0.432 0.733

Discriminant function analysis techniques were run using victimization as the

discriminating group and nine criminal and penal history measures as predictor

variables. The two- and three-group discriminant solutions produced similar predictor

variables. In both cases (logged) age, (logged) aggregate sentence and security level

loaded on the discriminant functions, however, both solutions were weak, accounting

for 16% and 18% of the variartce, respectively. In the two- and three-group cases,

prisoners who were older, serving longer sentences and serving time in a lower

security facility were least likely to be victimized. Conversely, younger prisoners

with comparatively shorter sentences who were housed in higher security levels have

the greatest chance of becoming a victim.

Logistic regression techniques were utilized to determine the estimated

probability of victimization based on knowledge of the three predicror variables
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derived from the DFA solution. Table 11 shows the output for the logistic regression

equation using age, admission date and security level as independent variables, and a

binary dependent variable measuring whether or not the respondent reporred a

victimization. The overall model was not significant which means that it does not

differ significantly from the perfect model, therefore, the solution is able to estimate

the probability of victimizationl.

Table i-1.-- Log Odds and Odds for Victimization

ÞeLd
Variable Coefficients Exp (B)

Àge -0.0672** 0.9350
Security Levef*

Maximum 0.8337* 2.3018
Medium -0.2772 0.1617
Minimum -0.5565 1.0583

Admission Date 0.0567 0.3608

Model a2=2I.2, df 4, p< - 001
Goodness of Fit a2=126.3II,df 108,p=.119

itol.?ã,

The exponential beta weights are the factor by which the odds of victimizarion

change with one unit change in the predictor variable. For example, a one year

increase in age decreases the odds of victimization by a factor of 0.9. Using these

beta weights it is possible to calculate the odds of victimizarion for prisoners of

various ages, security levels and years in prisons as measured by their current

admission date. Table 12 shows three combinations of these variables and the

associated odds of victimization. The odds of victimization are lowest for a forty

year old prisoner who has served a comparatively long period of time in prison and is

1 For logistical regression it is desirable thar the goodness of f,ir chi-square not be signiñcaut which
rneans that the diffèrence between the expected distribution of rhe cases an<l the actual ciistribu¡ion of cases
is not significanr (see Waish 1987).
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housed in a minimum security prison. Compared to this prisoner, the odds of

victimization are eight times higher for a twenty year old prisoner who has served a

comparatively short time and is housed in a maximum security prison. The results of

the DFA and logistic regression procedures show that victims tend to be younger,

housed in higher security settings and are in the early stages of their sentences than

non-victims.

Table 72.-- Odds of Victimization
Security Years in Odds of
Level- Age prison Victimization
Maximum 20 2
Medium 30 5
Minimum 40 10

6 .937
I.298
0.871

These findings suggest that there is a degree of homogeneity between prisoners

as victims and prisoners as aggressors and support Bowker's (1980:31) description of

the aggressor-victim relationship as a "macabre version of the garne of musical chairs

in whicll today's aggressor may become tomorrow's victim. " Victim-aggressor

hornogeneity has been questioned. Wright's (1991) data showed that aggressive

prisoners tended to be younger than victims and that these individuals tended to have

a history of violence on the street as well as in prison. Victims on the other hand,

tended to be'lambs'; they were less involved with the criminal subculture in the

street and in prison. In examinations of sexual assaults in American prisons,

Lockwood (1980) and carroll (1974:184) argued that sexual assaulrs are

predominantly inter-racial. White prisoners are the victims of black aggressors who

"direct aggression developed through 300 years of oppression against individuals

perceived to be representâtive of the oppressors. " The number of sexual assault
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victimizations uncovered on the victimization survey was too small to provide

comparable data for Canadian prisons. Contrary to American literature, inter-racial

tension in the prisons where the interviews \ryere conducted was less acute than in

some American prisons (Davidson 1974; Jacobs I9j7: cf. Lowman 19g6). Inrer-

racial tension does exist but it has not developed ro the point where racially-orgarized

gangs dominate the social structure. This may be because, caucasian prisoners rernain

the significant majority2. The issue of race relations and tlie relationship between

race and victimization in Canadian prisons requires furtller researcli.

Prison Victimization Rates and Official Rates of Security Incidents and
Community Rates of Victimization

A final question to be addressed in this chapter concerns the relative magnitude

of victimization in federal prisons. Previous research has indicated that violence in

CSC prisons is relatively high compared to violence in other correctional

jurisdictions. Comparative analyses are limited, however, as the majority of prison

violence research utilizes official statistics. One of the goals of this project was ro

provide an alternate account of the level of violence and lesser forms of rule

violations in a sample of federal prisons. The fact that 107 victimizations were

ullcovered in i17 interviews suggests that rates of victimizarion are high in t¡e prisorrs

where interviews were conducted.

One indicator of the extent of victimization in prison is to compare the data

2 According to official statistics, 84.3% ofthe population of the sample universe was caucasia¡,3.6%
was 'North American lndian'or'Metis', 7.0% was 'Asiatic', 7.3% was 'Black'and 3.1% was 'orher'. The
racial/ethnic composition of Canadian prisons varies by region, particularly in terms of rhe percenuge of
Aboriginal prisoners. For example, in the Prairie Region, approximately 35% of male federal prisoners
were classiñed as 'Native'. (source; correctional Service of canacla i991b).
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collected on the victimization survey with official security incident data for the region

where the interviews were conducted. Only one category of victimizatioll is directly

comparable to the officially collected data. Table 13 compares official security

incident rates3 for the five institutions where interviews were conducted with rates

derived from the victimization survey. The official rate of prisoner assault during the

twelve month reference period covered by the victimization survey was 50.61/1000.

The comparable rate for assaults (excluding threats) produced by the victimization

survey was 256.40/i000, or over five times higher than the official rate. Even when

the official rate for prisoner fights is added to the official assault rate, the

victimization survey still produced a rate over three times higher than the official rare.

Similar to the relationship between community victimization surveys and the

community crime rate, the victimization survey datå suggest that official records on

security incidents subsrantially underestimate the extent of victimization in prison.

Tab1e L3. - - Cornparison of Official Data and
Victimization Survey Data, Rate/l_OO0

Assault Fight Total

Official Rate" 50.61 27 .01 77 -68
Survey Rate" 256.40 256.40

uSource: Tnternal- document provlded by Institutional
Operations, Correctional Service of Canada, November 22,
1991.bexcl-udes threats

Another indicator of the magnitude of victimization in Canadian federal prisons

is tlie rate of victimization in prison compared to the rate of victimization in the

community. Table 14 compares incidence and prevalence rates for assault (including

' Baseci on the number of ofhcially recordecl incirients cluring rhe twelve month refèrence periori
computed as rates using the 'actual in'population coultt at the encl of the twelve nronrlr period.
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threats) for the prison sample with rates derived from the 1988 General Social Survey.

Incidence and prevalence rates for two comparison groups are provided: (1) the total GSS

sample, and, (2) a sub-sample of urban males, aged 20-59, whose household income was

under $20,000. The sub-sample provides an appropriate comparison group for the priso¡

population.

Table ]-4.-- Comparison of ÀssauLt Victímization Rates per l-000"Prison v. Total Comnunity Sample and
C"*""ray C"rpart"a

Victimization Rate fncidence Rate

Pri son
Total Community
Community

Sub - Sample

37 6 / 7000
116l1000

227 /r000

402 / 7000
208 / r000

4r7 / ro0o

Source: Statistics Canada. The General Social
Itä.%"" tuåtåå TMRDFI '

As would be expected, the rate of victimized persons and the rate of

victimization incidents are higher in prison than in the total population sarnpled by

GSS (c'?14.524,df:1,p<.001). whar is perhaps surprising is that when the prison

sarnple is compared to a matched sub-sample of urban males with low household

incomes, differences in the rates of victimized persons are reduced but differe¡rces in

the rate of victimization incidents are reversed. The data show that prisoners are

more likely to be victirnized by assault, but members of the community sub-sample

are assaulted slightly more often (azl}.525,df:I,p<.001). That is, compared ro rhe

community sub-sample, victimization rates are higher in prison but incidence rates are

lower. These rates, however, should be interpreted with caution. The low number of

cases drawn from the prison means that the rates are subject to instability. Moreover,

tlie prison rates likely underestimate the extent of victimization in prison because
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interviews were not conducted with prisoners housed in segregated units.

Summary

The data presented in this chapter indicate that victimization rates in the five

prisons that were visited are high in comparison to officially collected security

incident data and in comparison to community rates. Fifty-five of 111 survey

respondetrts (47.0%) reported a total of 107 separate victimizations. Vicrimizations

ranged in severity from serious and repeated sexual assaults to relatively minor

property thefts. Personal victimizations (sexual assault, robbery, assault and threats)

were more Iikely to be reported than were property victimizatiolls (theft and

vandalism). Of all victims, 47% were multiple victims. Respondents who indicated

they were multiple victims were more likely to be victimized by two or more differenr

victimizations than they were to be victims of the same incident on more than one

occasion.

Age was negatively related to victimization and security level was positively

related to victimization and both were statistically significant. There were no

statistically significant associations between victimization and otlier offence related

variables or variables related to penal history. Discriminant function analyses

indicated that age, security level and aggregate senrence were statisticaliy significant

predictors of victimization, however, the discriminant solutions produced in these

analyses accounted for only a small portion of the variance in victimizatiorl. Logistic

regression solutions were computed for the significant predictor variable derived from

the DFA solutions. The logistic regression solutions showed that the odds of

reporting a victimization are eight times higher for a twenty year old prisoner who
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has served a comparatively short time and is housed in a maximum security prison

compared to a 40 year old prisoner who has served ten years and is currently housed

in minimum security institution.

The data uncovered by the victimization survey provide a much needed

supplement to officially collected data on violence and related incidents in prison.

what remains to be addressed, however, is accounting for the patterns of

victimization and the role or place of victimizations in the prison community. Tlie

bivariate tabulations produced few sratistically significant results and the mulrivariate,

predictive solutions were less than adequate discriminators of victimizatio¡. One

reason why these solutions may have proved unsuccessful in their task is that these

types of models fail to adequately address the complexity of prison life. Placi¡g t¡e

victimization data within the qualitative information obtained during interviews with

prisoners and guards may provide a more adequate, although less statistically

rigorous, understanding of victimization within prison. In order to provide a fully

social understanding of victimization in prison it is necessary to examine how this

social system operates. The next two chapters will examine liow prisoners interact

with one another and how this interaction produces an environment in which violence

and victimization flourish.
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Chapter 6

The Informal Rules of Social Control

A lot of people preselìt themselves as solid. The men are less solicl no marrer where you go iu
the peru.... The youtt-uer guys play ttre solid part until their owu chance conres tcl gaiu
sometlúng from ratting. Tlere is not a new set of rules. The old code still applies bur now
there are holes in it. Now it's'you give trust and respect and you get it back'. [prisoner -
maxiluu¡u security]

The old rules dou'r apply any more. [prisoner - mediunt security]

This chapter examines some of the qualitative data collected during the

interviews. The point of departure for the analysis of the qualiråtive data collected is

the concept of the inmate code. It will be argued that what has traditionally been

defined as the inmate code does not exist in the prisons where the interviews were

conducted. What does exist are a set of informal rules of social control that provide

structure to the prison social system. Four rules were uncovered: (1) do your own

tirne, (2) avoid the prison economy, (3) don't trust others, and, (4) show respecr.

The contellt, operation and source of these rules differ significantly frorn the

traditional inmate code.

Using Giddens' (1979; 1984) concept of rules and resources discussed in

Chapter 3, it will be argued in the next three chapters that the informal rules of social
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control are discursive elaborations of prisoners' knowledge of how to "do tirne. " The

informal rules of social control are rules in the sense that they are "techniques or

generalizable procedures applied in the enactment/reproduction of social practices"

(Giddens I984:2I). The informal rules of social control provide structure ro the

prison social system. Prisoners draw upon these rules in the enactment of behaviour

which, in turn, helps reproduce the rules across time-space and provides continuity to

the prison social system. This chapter will examine the content and operation of the

informal rules of social control. The next two chapters will provide an accounr of

how these rules interact with one another and how they are linked with power in the

prison social system.

The Informal Rules of Social Control

In Chapter 2 it was shown that the traditional characterization of the inmate

code suffers from many deficits which makes suspect those theories that utilize this

concept as a point of departure and central organizing feature. This is nor to suggesr

that there are not recurring patterns of behaviour that provide a framework for how to

'do time', rather it is to call into question the manner in which the inmate code has

been presented in the prison literature. This chapter addresses the adequacy of the

'inmate code' in relation to the experiences of Canadian prisoners in the 1990s.

One of the major criticisms of the literature on the sociology of the priso¡ is

that it presents a reified world; researchers' conceptualizations of tlie inmate code do

not accurately reflect prisoners' experiences within prison. A series of open-ended

questìons was administered to allow prisoners to speak of their conditions of existence

within the prison. The questions were both broad and narrow in scope. one
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question, in particular, was designed to elicit prisoners' views on normative standards

or codes of conduct that provide structure to the prison social system. Prisoners were

asked: "What are the rules a prisoner must know in order to survive in prison?" The

goal of this question was to provide prisoners with an opportunity to voice their

thoughts on the content and operation of the inmate code. Responses were hand

recorded as close to verbatim as possible. Based on the responses of survey

respondents, categories or themes of rules were developed and responses were coded.

This chapter provides the results of this and other questions aimed at assessing the

strength of the 'inmate code'.

During the course of this study visits were made to five different prisons

spanning three security levels. Each of the prisons differed in terms of the prisoner

population, the types of programs offered, the general 'reputation' of the prison and,

most importantly, security level. For now, these differences will be set aside in

favour of concentrating on the overall themes that emerged across prisons and security

levels.

The data provided in tliis section will show that an inmate code, as it is

traditionally defined, does not exist in the federal prisons where the interviews were

conducted. There does exist, however, a set of informal rules of social control' that

are known among the prison population. Similar to the inmate code, these rules are

'informal' in the sense that no formal mechanism exists to transmit the content of the

rules to the prison population. Taken together, these rules are a primary means of

social control in prison. Black (1984) referred to social control as "how people define

and respond to deviant behaviour" or behaviour regarded as undesirable when judged
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against context-specific normative standards. The rules define appropriate conduct ili

the prison community and provide a method of responding to deviant behaviour,

hence, they act as an informal means of social control in prison.

The informal rules of social control differ from what has traditionally been

recognised as the inmate code in terms of content and operation. Some of the

traditional themes of the inmate code a¡e evident in the informal rules of social

control. The low percentåge of prisoners volunteering other categories suggests that

some elements of the traditional inmate code may have declined in saliency.

Additionally, tlìe data indicate that two new themes are clearly evident. The infonnal

rules of social control also differ from the inlnate code in operation. Sykes (1958)

and otliers (Schrag 1954; Clemmer 1958; Sykes and Messinger 1960; Grosser 1968)

have argued that adherence to the inmate code moves tire prison population in the

direction of social coliesion and solidarity in opposition to an enemy out-group.

Adherence to the informal rules of social control does not necessarily lead to social

cohesion. The rules are not an integrative mechanism with group cohesion as their

dominant theme. It is more appropriate to view the informal rules of social control as

having both centrifugal and centripetal effects. Centripetal effects move prisoners

into a cohesive community and promote solidarity by providing prisoners with a

meaningful social group that can be used to overcome the difficulties associated with

imprisonment. On the other hand, centrifugal effects work to counteract forces that

push the prison population towards social cohesion. Centrifugal effects separare

rather than unite prisoners and create a social system in which prisoners not only face

the realities of prison life without a social support network but may even fäce
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opposition from other prisoners.

The centripetal and centrifugal effects of the rules are, for the mosr parr,

unintended consequences of individual action. Giddens argues that the uninrended

consequences of action play a key role in social reproduction. Routinized practices

have regularized consequences that are unintended by the actors engaged in the

interaction. The unintended outcomes of individual action provide continuiry to the

prison social system and assists in the reproduction of this social system across tine.

It is important to stress again that Giddens use of unintended consequences differs

from functionalists' use of the term 'latent consequences'. For functionalists,

irrational behaviour, sucli as crime, is explained by the functions it fulfils.

The prison is neither entirely stable and cohesive, nor is it entirely chaotic and

atomistic. Embedded within each of the informal rules of social control are

contradictory fories operating simultaneously to produce an environment best

characterized as 'partially unstable'. At the level of prisoners' experiences, prisons

oscillate between degrees of stability, but stability is always partial, ternpered by

structural features of the prison environment and the social relations tliese features

help reproduce. The partially unstable character of the prison is captured in the dara

oll victimization. As will be shown in Chapter 8, any intersection between two

prisoners creates the possibility for victimization. The content and operation of the

informal rules of social control are described below. The percentage of prisoners

volunteering responses in each category is contained in brackets.
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(1) Do your o\ryn time (70.9%).

Rules that make up this category define the public and the privare realms of

prison life in recognition that mobility and anonymity in prison is restricted. For

example, there are rules such as 'don't rat', 'keep your nose out of others' business',

'don't ask too many questions', 'mind your own busìness', and 'don't look in

somebody's house'. The rules that make up this category help prisoners maintaill

personal autonomy within the closed context of the prison. The rules prescribe thar

prisoners ought not interfere in the lives of other prisoners. A prisoner 'does his own

time' by minding his own business. The most important component of this rule is

that prisoners must never inforrn or 'rat' on other prisoners.

Centripetal and centrifugal effects are present in the theme of rules that

cautions prisoners to'do your own time'. This category of rules helps to construct

the definition of the public and private spheres of prison life. Rules such as 'don'i

rat' and 'don't look in another prisoner's house' allow prisoners to conduct their daily

activities, both licit and illicit, with a degree of assurance rhar they will nor be subject

to administrative surveillance. 'Do your own time' rules provide a framework for

delineating which aspects of a prisoner's Iife are in the public domain, and accessible

to all prisoners, and which aspects of a prisoner's life are in the private domain and.

therefore, not subject to interference from other prisoners.

This category of rules has the centripetal effect of encouraging social cohesion

by helping to shape boundaries of admissible conduct in prison and, therefore,

promoting order and minimizing friction. For example, one interview subject

suggested that the best way ro ger by in prison is to do the following:
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Just do your own tine, mind you own business and worry about yourself. Keep an open
rnild, try to be laid back and don't expect anything because you don't get nothing. Youuger
guys want to have a high profile or be a shooter and they cause problems by trying to clevelop
into a wheel. The older guys realize that it is easier to get along when you co-opcrare. By
and large, nlost irmates want to live as easy and as sllooth as possible ancl dtey tenci ro live
tlnt way. It is the sane with staff. They try to facilitate tlnt. But rhere are a few suff aucj
coru that fuck up.... Most of the tiure it runs smoothly but every now and then it gets iu a

turmoil. [prisouer - nledium security]

To 'do your own time' is to minimize friction and to co-operate with other prisoners.

To be a high profile prisoner, a'wheel', or a'shooter', to try and get a reputation by

entering into the affairs of another person at a point in time when such intervenrioll is

unwarranted generates conflict between prisoners and is frowned upoll.

The 'do your own time' rules tend to minimize frictions between prisoners and

thereby contribute to social cohesion, however, this category of rules also has

centrifugal effects. Taken to their logical conclusion, these rules separate and atomize

prisoners by closing-off lines of communication. For example, prisoners may sever

meaningful ties with other prisoners in order to avoid putting themselves into a

position where they may have to assist another prisoner. One prisoner remarked:

I have two people that I nlk to frequently and others that I talk to less frequently but I clon't
Itave a partlìer. I alt mostly a louer. That is the way I have always been iu prison. Guys
who get involved in gangs get into trouble. You always have to settle other guys' accounrs.
[prisouer - medium security]

Sirnilarly, a prisoner is 'doing his own time' wlien he does not intervene to assist

another prisoner involved in a 'beef'.

I get aloug with a lot of people but I wouldn't lay down my life for any. It's not a snobbl,
tlting but people come and go. The best way to get along is to do your own tiue. We all
have problems, I don't want to inherit any. It's a self-preservatiou tool. [prisoner - mecliunl
securityl

Moreover, these rules imply that prisoners not seek the assistance of other prisoners.

For example, one prisoner indicated that he was subject to a series of brutal assaults.

He refused to react violently towards his aggressor. He informed staff of the
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occurrences but, according to the respondent, they refused to act. He felt he was

unable to ask for assistance from other prisoners, asking for assistance is not 'doing

your own time'. A neighbour happened to witness an altercation between the

respondent and his aggressor. The neighbour intervened and there were no further

assaults. In this case, the cluster of rules that warns prisoners against intervening in

the affairs of others prevented the victim from asking for assisunce, even when

assistance may have put an end to the attacks.

(2) Avoid the Prison Economy (33.BVo).

This category of rules suggests that prisoners ensure they do not put

themselves into a position where their safety might be jeopardized. This category of

rules warns lenders and borrowers and buyers and sellers of tlie consequences of

doing business in the informal economy. In the prison economy, cigarettes and drugs

are the rnost frequently traded cornmodities. Unless borrowed from a partner,

cigarettes or drugs 'taken on the cuff' carry extremely high interests rates.

Negotiation may be the first recourse for an unpaid debt, but not always. Physical

assault and getting 'rolled off tlie range' - being forced off the range by other

prisoners - are common methods of sending the message to others that unpaid debts

will not be tolerated. Other components to this category of rules include 'don't do

drugs', 'don't borrow' and 'don't lend'. The emphasis of these rules is on avoiding

the consequences of being on either end of a debt. These rules are directed at lenders

and borrowers and buyers and sellers.

There is a'formal'prison economy that is sanctioned by the administration.

Prisoners are employed in various jobs within the prison and are paid according to
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their employment performance. At the time of the interviews, rates of pay ranged

from approximately $30.00 to $70.00 per two-week pay period. In some prisons,

prisoners may earn up to several hundred dollars per month if they are employed in

CORCAN, a prison-run office furniture production facility. A percentage of

prisoners' bi-weekly employment income is deposited into a mandatory savings

accourlt. Prisoners are free to use the remaining portion of their income to purchase

tobacco, toiletries, stamps, food or other goods sold in the prison-run canteen. There

is also a thriving informal economy. Goods available on the formal economy are

available on the informal economy at inflated prices. Additionally, contraband items,

such as drugs, are available on the informal economy.

Within the prison's inforrnal economy there are sophisticated rules regarding

wholesaling, retailing and price-setting of commodities, such as cigarettes and drugs.

In order for the prison economy to run effectively, debts must be paid within a

reasonable period of time. On the street economy, purchasers must pay retailers. who

must pay distributors, who must pay wholesalers, who must pay manufacturers. As

one prisoner noted, a similar economic interdependence exists in the prison:

Last year I was selling [drugs] for a dealer. I needed a couple of grams so I took rwo gralìs
as payüent. Whel I wert to the gym with the dealer, I bought rhree more grans for $100.00.
It took about tluee weeks for ttre to get the money. He [the dealer] owed rnoney to anclther
guy. That guy canìe and wanted to beef me. I told hiru to back off. [prisoner - maxiutuul
securityl

Another prisoner described his method of negotiating a repayment schedule for a

loan:

I lent a guy a carton of smokes. He didn't want to pay. I asked him if he was goin-e to pa1,

and he didn't give me a straight answer so I broke his jaw and his nose. I hit him and rwo of
his friends jumped me from behind and kicked ne in the face. Then they were taken out
because another guy stepped in to help me. The next day the guy paid back the cartor.
[prisoner - maximum security]
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Just as in the street economy, the informal prison economy requires a high degree of

social cohesion to operate efficiently. As the above statements suggest, this category

of rules cautions prisoners to avoid becoming enmeshed in the prison economy if thye

are unable to pay their debts.

This category of rules assists in maintaining social cohesion by defining the

outermost boundaries of economic pursuit. Thus, the centripetal effects of this

category of rules include promoting social cohesion by forewarning prisoners of the

consequences of not paying debts. For example, one prisoner suggested that new

arrivals in the prison avoid the drug scene for the following reason:

Doll't -set caugltt up in the drug bullshit or get into debt. I bought shoes that are worth over
$100.00 from a guy for a carton and a half of smokes. It was a good cleal. If the -uuys in
here waut dope they will sell their grandmother. [prisoner - maximum security]

Another prisoner noted that it does not take long to accumulate a significant debt in

prison and the problems that occur because of this:

Dope is a major rip-off. For example,Il3 of a grarìì of hash costs $20 cash when the supply
gets low, and it's very easy to run up hundreds of dollars in debts iu a matter of miuutes.
[prisouer - mediu¡u security]

These rules provide order to the informal prison economy which serves to distribute

scarce resources throughout the population, although it is clearly not the mosr

effective means of distribution.

The rules that warn prisoners to avoid amassing debts also have centrifugal

effects. These rules reflect tlie fact that many prisoners have been exploited or have

heard of other prisoners being exploited in the prison economy and are reluctant ro

put themselves in that position again. One prisoner had this to say about lending

cornmodities:
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We all have sigrs orì our doors that say "Don't fucking come [ancl ask for tobacco]." Guarcls
tear them dowrl. Guys will borrow a bale of tobacco and then check into the hole [protectivc
custodyl so to not pay. Theu they get out and do it again. [prisoner - maxinluru security]

According to this respondent, many prisoners enforcing these rules leads to

atomization.

..' if someotle lends you smokes they want twice as much back and lots of guys get caught up
in tlnt. They get into debt. If they don't pay theu the debt corupouncls. That is where clope
and cell thieving come iu. They have to hustle to pay their debts or they may ruu to pC

[protective custody] evett tltough there is nothing wrong with them. [prisoner - nlediulu
securityl

Not lending goods, such as tobacco, forces prisoners to either go without or find

illegitimate methods, such as cell tliieving, to acquire goods which furtller perpetuares

the problern of the distribution of scarce resources.

(3) Don't trust anyone (25.6).

These rules caution prisoners to be wary of those with whom they associate.

Prisouers may be the target of direct or indirect exploitation of cigarettes, canteen

goods or other commodities. Additionally, information is a potent source of power in

the prisort environment. The fewer people to whom a prisoner divulges personal

information, the better. These rules protect a prisoner from those who wish to inform

on other prisoners or ståff about one's street or institutional life. Corollaries to these

rules include 'pick your friends carefully' and 'avoid certain people' who are knowu

to be informants.

The most obvious effect of these rules is to push the prison population towards

atomization: if you can't trust them, then stay away from them. These rules have

developed in part because of the perception that prison informants - 'rats' or those

who send 'kites' - have increased in number over the past few years. In prison,
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information is one source of power and revealing the right information to the wrong

person may place a prisoner's safety in jeopardy. For example, the following

comment is typical of prisoners' views on the level of trust in prison:

My experience is that you can't trusf anyone. To protect yourself you have to keep people
away. if sotrreone gets close he can hurt you by going to 'the nau' or he can hurt yclu
persoually. I have learted this fron experience. A few people screwed me up wheu I canlc
in.... They pretend to be a friend and then they ulk behircl your back. They sent kires in on
n]e. For example, they sent a kite in on me this year sayin-e thar I warìted a rrarnfer ro
arlother institutiott. Tltey were close enough to ule to klow my [fecleral perritentiary senice]
nunlber so they put that on the kite. They wanted me ro go to a PC [protective custocly]
irutitution. The adnúrústration callecl me up and wantecl to know why I wanrecl a trarxfèr. I
showed them the birth date on the kite, they had the wrong birth date, aud that euclecl dtat.
[prisoner - medium security]

Another prisoner made the following comments:

There is rlo loyalty in here. It is more of a dog-eat-dog worlcl. It's just in the envirc)umcrìr.
In my case, it is my ltrst time here. I a¡u usecl to a circle of friends who are rustworthy and I
call be myself. Having that habit I expected to behave as always. This isn't rhe case. Odlers
have learned what I aru just picking up ou. They build up deferxes against getting close, as a
result everybody is looking out for themselves. [prisoner - mediun securiry]

Additionally, prisoners are warned to be wary of those with whom they associare in

order to avoid becoming involved in exploitive relationships:

You have to watcll out for other com who try to marúpulate you. Don't lencl out or elìsure
that if you do le¡rd something you will get it back or you will be marked as a sucker. Bewarc
of somebody bringing gifts. Always take precautions and never turu your back on soneoue
because they night stab you. Pick your friends carefully and be yourself aud ilou't try to be
sonteone you're uot. [prisoner - mediu¡u security]

Another prisoner said:

Those that accept you out of nowhere are the nìost dangerous. You have to ask yourselt
'Why are they friendly with me? What have I got that makes people wanr to be my frie¡d'?'
[prisoner - mediunl security]

These comments indicate the low level of trust that is found among the population of

the prisons. The centrifugal effects of this low level of trust include hindering the

development of personal relationships amongst prisoners.

The extent to which the development of personal relationships amongst
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prisoners is hindered is evident in the data collected on friendships. Prisoners were

asked how many other prisoners they consider to be close, personal friends. If a

prisoner required clarification regarding the definition of 'friend', interviewers

responded by saying a friend was someone witli whom they could share confidences

with reasotiable assurance that confidentiality would not be violated. Table 15 shows

the results of this question.
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Almost one-third of the survey respondents indicated that they had no close,

personal relationships in prison, while close to 40% of the survey respondents

indicated that they entered into one or two close, personal relationships. In total just

over two-thirds of the survey respondents said they had fewer than three close,

personal relationships. Although comparable rates for friendships among males in the

community are not presented, these data do suggest that close, personal friendships in

prison are relatively infrequent occurrences and when these types of relationships do

develop they are most likely to develop amongst dyads or triads. These data reflect

the centrifugal effects of the 'don't trust anyone' rules.

This category of rules, however, does produce centripetal effects. While the

gerteral perception is that most prisoners cannot be trusted, the potential exists for

strong bonds of friendship to form between two prisoners that do develop a trusting,

'partner' relationship. The following comments indicate the nature of 'partner'
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relationships.

I luve one friend. We supply each other with tobacco. He looks out for ne. He says he
would step-in if anyone ever touclles me and a few times he has. I klew hiur fronr rlìe srreer.
I arn always with him whenever I leave the range. [prisoner - maximum security]

I have olte partner. All the rest of the prisoners here are tenporary acquainrances. I have
100% trust irl him. I would die for him and he would die for ne.... We can argue and still be
the best of friends which is urusual. Most guys would split after an argunìenr because dteir
bond is based solely on their relationship here. [prisoner - maxi¡lum security]

My partrter keeps an eye out for me. We both go to the yard at the sarne tinre. My parnrer is
afraid to go to the yard by himself. He is up on a rape charge and is worriecl about gertiug
piped. [prisoner - maximum securiry]

In an environment where lack of trust dominates, partner relationships allow some

prisoners to seek assistance and advice with relative assurance that their confidences

will not be exposed. Additionally, partners may alleviate material discomfort by

pooling their canteen thereby ensuring that each has an ample supply of tobacco or

other necessities. Perhaps most importantly, under certain circumstances, partners

can be counted on for backing or protectiorl. The flip-side of the 'don't trust anyone'

rules, then, is the production of strong bonds between prisoners who, over a period of

time, have cultivated a 'partner' relationship.

(4) Shorv respect (2l.4Vo).

These rules prescribe the manner in which prisoners ought to inreract with

other prisoners in the course of their daily activities. Specific directives associated

with this category of rules include: 'keep the noise down', 'don't bother others', a¡d

'don't interrupt others in conversation'. These directives are norms of governing the

interaction between prisoners. The consequences for violating these norms may range

from ostracism to physical assault. For the most part, these rules are similar to

norms of interaction that are found in other bureaucratic structures that bring together
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individuals, with the significant difference that sanctions for violating these rules are

far more serious than in other bureaucratic settings.

Similar to 'do your own time', the rules that comprise the theme of 'respect'

define what is acceptåble behaviour and what is unacceptable behaviour, what is

'right'and what is 'wrong'. These rules also provide a means of measuring ståtus

within the prison world. Those who abide by the rules are accorded respect, those

who do not are not accorded respect. For example, the following comment is typical

of responses to the question that was designed to elicit thoughrs on respecr in the

prison community:

... those guys who are strai,ultt-forward, someoue who is honest aud won't bullshir you [gcrs
respectl . It's just like in the free world. Even if you deal <lrugs people will treat you like a
huuau being except if you rip people off. For example, a drug dealer broke another guy's
jaw. He wettt to the hole for twenty days. That's a very lenieut senteltce. He râtred our so
he gets no respect. I won't have anythirg to do with him. [prisoner - maximum security]

Anotlier prisoner offered the followillg comments:

The ones that give respect demaud respect. People who don't tolerate people wllo are
disrespectful get respect. I demand that people give me my space. It's hard to describe. lt's
iunates who treat other guys with courtesy, who give them space, ancl who woulil call a _uuy
up if he infringed ou that space. That gets respect, those with a well cleveloped concepr of
justice and fairness. It is the sane criteria as on the outsicle except that ¡niuor thiugs take on
added importauce. [prisoler - medium security]

These rules play a large role in determining the social hierarchy in prison. The

irnplications of being respected will be discussed in tlie next chapter.

Additionally, by defining what is appropriate and inappropriate behaviour,

these rules provide a basis for the system of justice that develops in prison. When

prisoners are in the 'rìght' they may be able to rely on the support of tliose prisoners

with whom they have developed friendships, however, if they are in the'wrong', if

they have shown disrespect, the likelihood that they will receive backing from others
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decreases. For example, a prisoner described the limits of his friendship with other

prisoners in the following manner:

I would back then up unless they were in the wrong, then I wouldn'r. For exuuple, if a

friend owed noney for drugs or if he ratted a guy out we woulcln't talk to hint. [prisoucr -
medium security]

Being rowdy, piaying music too loud, not cleaning up after yourself, bothering orlìers,

and interrupting others are all considered to be disrespectful and in the 'wrong'. If a

prisoner displays behaviour that is disrespectful it is unlikely that he will receive rhe

general support from the prison community.

These rules help define tlie system of justice that operates within the prison.

For example, Prisoner X said that he was on the telephone. According to Prisoner X,

Prisoner Y was playing his music too loud which interrupted Prisoner X's telephone

call. Tlie two prisoners initially exchanged words and a fight ensued. Later that

evening, Prisoner Y came back and said he was in'the wrong', apologized and shook

hands with Prisoner X. Prisoner X accepted the apology and no further action was

taken by either party. In this case, the rules of respect helped to placate a potenriallv

volatile situation between two prisoners, therefore, conrributing to the stability of the

prison social system.

Tliis type of negotiated justice does not always result following violations of

the rules of respect. Often times, violations of the rules of 'respect' result in quite

severe consequences and it is in these situations that the rules of respect, and the

system of justice that develops around these rules, have centripetal effects. For

example, Prisoner X said he left the common area in a state of disorder and was

warned not to do it again. Later that day Prisoner X again left the common area in
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disorder and received a'sucker shot' in the mouth. The prisoner was then transferred

to another range.

The rules of 'respect' have centrifugal and centripetal effects. This caregory

of rules, and the rudimentary system of justice that develops around it, contribures ro

the order and stability of the prison world but, at the very same time, the manner in

which these rules are enforced de-stabilizes the prison by pitting prisoners against

prisoners whicli leads to violent confrontations.

Four distinct categories of rules were uncovered during the interviews. The

most frequently volunteered rules were classified under the theme 'do your owrr

tilne'. This should come as no surprise to those familiar with prison populations.

The cluster of rules represented by this theme is well known among researchers and

practitioners, and is one of the features of Sykes' inmate code. It should be noted

that 'do your own time' is often used by prisoners as a method of summarizing a

great many of the 'rules'. Care was taken to probe survey respondents to unpack

what they meant by this phrase. In many cases when prisoners were probed to

explain what they meant by 'do your own tirne', other rules, such as 'don't exploit' or

'show respect' etnerged. In order to classify a prisoner's response under the catch-all

phrase of 'do your own time', a prisoner must have made some distinction between

the public and private realms of the prison world.

Conspicuous in its absence is a theme of rules that governs prisoner-staff

ititeractions. Only 11.9% of respondents volunteered responses that fit the category

"dol.l't talk to guards. " The relatively low rate at which this category of rules was

volunteered was surprising. It appears that the relationship between guards and
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prisoners has changed in recent years. For example, one prisoner made the following

comment:

... dorl't ulk to tlte nan, this doesn't apply any more. There is heavy coutroversy over the
code. Being in a medium [security prison] you have to participate in prograrnming. You can'r
really live by the code because if you do you wolì't get parole. [The parole boarcl] askecl rne
"Do you believe in the code?" In here, suff have to break-down the cocle or they coukln'r run
the prisou - divide and conquer. [prisoner - nedium security]

Anotlier prisoner offered similar comments:

Before tltey weren't -setting parole, uow a lor more guys get ir. Inclividuals cloing riluc realizcri
that tltey calt get out quicker so that chauged the wllole conrext of prisou. You wereu't scr

hostile to guards and surted workin-{ towards early release. Once this liue of commurúcatiou
opened the solidarity decreased. [prisoner - mediun security]

Prohibitions against communicating with guards was a significant cornponenr

of the inmate code and one of the central organizing features of the deprivation and

importation theories as it signifies the fundamental cleavage between keeper and kept,

which encouraged prisoner solidarity against an enemy out-group. While this division

no doubt still stands, its saliency as a central concept around which prisoners guide

their actiolt may be reduced in importance. With the increase in the number of

privileges prisoners can receive and changes in the nature of conditional release, it

appears one of the hallmarks of the prison social world - 'keep away from the mall' -

is eroding. Respondents said that prisoners must co-operate with staff in order to be

granted an early release. Chapter 7 will show that the decline in the level of

solidarity and the increased communication between guards and prisoners has a

significant effect on the nature of social relations in prison.

Other elements of the inmate code as portrayed by Sykes and others were

infrequently mentioned. Only four respondents (3.4%) províded responses rhar

closely resembled the theme of 'don't weaken'. Finally, two themes not typically
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recognised in the literature on the inmate code emerged as frequently volunteered

categories of rules. These themes are 'don't trust anybody' and 'avoid the prison

economy'.

The set of rules uncovered in this analysis, and tlie manner in which they

operate, bear only a mild resemblance to what has traditionally been defined as the

'inmate code.' Overall, these data indicate that of Sykes' five elements of the inmate

code, only two received substantial support among survey respondents, and two rules

not traditionally recognised as part of the inmate code were frequently endorsed by

survey respondents. Thus, the responses volunteered by survey respondents call into

questiorl tlie traditional conceptualization of the inmate code.

These data suggest that there are certain rules that have saliency in the prison

population yet tlie relative infrequency with which some of the rules are volullteered

suggests that to call these rules an 'inmate code' is misleading. For example, only

10.3% of the respondents volunteered rules relating to exploitation and only ll.9%

volunteered rules relating to conversation with guards. The fact that relatively f-ew

prisoners volunteered these responses casts doubt to claims of "universal" verbal

aìliance to an inlnate code.

One of the reasons that the inmate code was described as a 'code' of behaviour

was the perceptioli among researchers of the "passioll" with which prisoners speak of

the inmate code and the "almost universal alliance verbally accorded it".(Sykes and

Messinger 1960:9). The difficulty with this position is the inconsistency between

attitudes supportive of the inmate code and behaviour that lived up to its expecrations

(Wheeler 1961; McKorckle and Korn I9l3; Hawkins 1916). While this discrepancy
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was not directly tested in this analysis, the data show that a significanr percenlage of

respondents do not perceive others as living by the rules they volunteered.

Respondents were asked "what percentâge of the population do you think Iives

by the rules you have stated?" Half of the respondenrs indicated less than 30% of the

prison population lived by the rules respondents volunteered and three-quarters of the

respondents indicated the rules they volunteered are adhered to by less than 50% of

the prison populatiort. There are a set of informal rules that are known arnongsr a

segment of the prison population, but respondents perceived that only a minority of

prisoners actually guided their beliaviour according to these rules. This percepriorl

does not make the rules redundant; in fact, just the opposite. The next chapter will

show that deviation from these rules acts as a catalyst to the production and

reproduction of the rules themselves.

The data presented in this analysis suggest that the traditional portrayal of the

inmate code requires a re-conceptualization. The informal rules of social control do

not operate in one directioll. Adherence to the informal rules of social control does

not push prisoners solely in the direction of solidarity. That is, even if every member

of the prison population adhered to these rules there would not be unity or solidarity

throughout the population. By their very nature, the informal rules of social control,

as they are presented liere, prevent this. Elements of the informal rules of social

control produce centripetal and centrifugal effects of varying degrees of fbrce. The

same set of rules, in fact the same individual rule, that has the effect of moving the

population towards social cohesion also has the effect of moving the prison population

in the opposite direction, towards atomization.
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Conceptualizing tlie informal rules of social control as containing cenrripetal

and centrifugal effects allows for a much more fluid analysis of the social

organization of the prison. A prison cannot be characterized as either 'solid' or not

'solid' according to the percentage of the population that abides by the inmate code.

Nor can a prisoner be defined as a'real man'or'solid con'. There may be some

prisoners who are more solid than others, and some who are considerably less solid,

but it is inappropriate to view the informal rules of social control as a mechanism to

assign prisoners to argot roles within the prison. The fluidity and contradictory

nature of the informal rules of social control makes problematic argot roles such as

the'real Inarl', or the'gorilla'or the'rat'. The manner in whicli these rules effèct

the social world of the prison is too flexible for this type of role assignmenr.

Prisoners move into, or out of these roles and, more importantly, at the very momeni

a prisoner is displaying beliaviour that is 'solid', that prisoner is contributing to the

disunity and atomization of the prisoner population. Conversely, even tlie actions of

the most despised prisoner, for example a cell thief, contribute both to solidarity and

atomization of the prison social world.

Sykes argued that the prison can operate on arl equilibriurn uirtil tension rises

as ullstable prisoners, prisoners who reject the major tenets of the inmate code, gain

positions of power within the prison population. When this occurs a new equilibrium

is achieved by force, coercion or riot. The data presented in this analysis suggest that

an equilibrium can never fully be realized. As will be shown in Chapter 7 there may

be periods of 'relative calm', the prison is not always in a state of riot, but exploitive

behaviour and an undercurrent of tension are entwined within the social fabric of the
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prison. This exploitive behaviour is built into the system, and the very nature of the

informal rules of social control reflect this tension. The prison is a balance of

centripetal and centrifugal effects produced simultaneousl)¡ by each elemenr of the

informal rules of social control. Within the social world of the prison, there are

elements of cohesion (a sophisticated economy and communication system) and there

are elements of atomization (you can't trust anyone, kites and 'checking in' to

protective custody to avoid paying debts). This inherent tension creares a world rhat

is best characterized as'partially unstable'. Stability or order is always partial, it can

never be realized in full.

Moreover, when the traditional definition of the inmate code is abandoned, it

is no longer tenable to view the rules that prisoners use to structure their lives, rules

which have both centrifugal and centripetal effects, as 'anti-administration'. Elements

of the informal rules of social control prescribe behaviours that are clearly against the

interests of the administration. For example, the principles behind the theme of rules

that cautions prisoners not to rat represents an attempt to preveltt the prison

administration from gaining access to valuable information and, therefore, works

against their interests. On the other hand, rules that minimize frictiolls betweelt

prisoners, for example the categories of 'respect'and'do your own time', are aligned

with the interests of the prison administration as they help to produce a quiescent

prisott environment. In Chapter i 1 it will be argued that guards are cognizant of the

informal rules of social control and, moreover, because guards mobilize these rules

for their own purposes they are engaged in the production of and reproduction of the

rules. Thus, the informal rules of social control, which contairl both centrifugal and
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centripetål effects, are neither pro- nor anti-administration.

Race Relations

Studies of American prisons show that the growth of racially segregated gangs

shattered the existing inmate code (if it existed at all): doing "gang time" replaced

"doing your own time"; gang identification and opposition towards a'white

administration' replaced the solidary opposition of all prisoners against one common

enemy (Carroll 1914, Davidson l9l4: Jacobs lgiT). The politicizarion and

organization of minority prisoners in the United States means tliat it is no longer

possible to speak of a set of norms that cuts across the entire prison population.

Consistent with Lowman's analysis, the data collected during interviews witli

male federal prisoners did not reveal the degree of organized racial cleavage that

exists in the United States. Racial tension exists in Canadian prisons. Several

prisoners provided examples of how an incident between two persons can develop into

a racial incident.

My buddy got killed here last year. It was a black gu)'/white guy, clrug cleal ùar welr sour.
Other people pumped the black guy up. Both sicles' people got then goin_u. They enclecl up irr
a krúfe fight in the -uynt. My friend diclu't waut to get in the fight but he was primecl so nruch
by the ran-ue that he didn't waut to look like au idiot by backing cìown. Alì of this was over a

$50 piece of crack. Nobocly wius. It's stupicl. A young guy died - wlmt a wasre. [prisorrer -
mediun security]

Anotlier prisoner made tlie following comments on the existence of gangs organized

around race:

There are a lot organized racially; blacks, Hispanics. The weakest are the wllires who clou't
stick together like other racial groups. Writes operare ou an individual basis. If souredrin-c
happens to a black guy it becomes a "black problem. " You will probably have ro fight 2 or 3
otlier blacks. They will jurup in to help even if they clon't know the guy. [prisoner - uediuu
securityl

While racial tension exists, racial polarization has not developed to the exrent thar
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racial identification has become the dominant organizing feature of the prison.

When asked about the existence of cliques over two thirds of the sample said

that they existed. Cliques are organized around race, ethnicity and region of

residence. For example, there are black, Italian, Native, Chinese and French cliques

that receive official recognition from the administration, and unofficial cliques

organized around the city in which offenders reside. What differentiates these cliques

frorn the gang structure documented in some American prisons, is that in tlie latter

case the organizational norms of the group provide a source of identification fbr the

prisoner. The clique structure uncovered in the interviews was mush less pervasive in

effect. Racial and etlinic identification has not developed to the point where one's

race or ethnic identity supersedes the prisoner identity. The morality of 'gang time'

has not displaced the general code of conduct in prison. One respondent described

how the standards of 'right' and 'wrong' behaviour embodied in the rules of respecr

operate within a clique:

They are or-garrized arouud race. If a menrber was iu the wrou-e , he's on his owu. They
would back him up if he was ,eettin-u beat up fbr uo reasou. If a guy was iu debt they ri,ould
help him out. [prisouer - medium security]

Another prisoner said:

There are a few city cliclues, drug cliques and racial cliques. Everyone groups off accorcling
to their own interests.... Wheu au Italiar iruuate comes iu we iuvite hinl to the Iralian club ancl
give hirtt frieuds, make him feel comfortable and let hin larow what's ,uoin-u ou. You ca¡l _gcr
kicked out if you are a mooch, or an asshole or a drug addict. [prisoner - mcdiun securir¡']

These comments indicate how the informal rules of social control take precedence

over group affiliation. Cliques provide a group identification for a prisoner, but the

group members must still, for example, 'show respect'to fellow prisoners. Tìrus,

over half of the respondent who said that cliques existed also said that loyalty within
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the clique is tempered.

The interview data on race relations in prison show that Canadian and United

States prisons are similar in several respects. Canadian prisoners group together

according to race, non-caucasian prisoners are more likely to group together than

caucasians and racial groups can be drawn into a dispute between two prisoners.

There are, however, significant differences between the American prison experience

and the experience of the respondents. First, caucasians remain the significant

rnajority in Canadiatr prisotrs. Second, racial groupings in Canadian prisons do llot

reproduce a gang structure that existed on the street. Third, racial groupings in the

prisorts where the interviews were conducted did not appear ro match tlle level of

politicization that exists in gangs in US prisons, hence, the degree of racial

polarization and racial antagonisms is less intense than in American prisons. Final11,,

neitlier racial groups nor groups organized around city of residence appeared to attain

the level of power that gangs possess in prisons in the United Srates. Unlike the

United States, there was no evidence that cliques have cornered the'rackets'. Race-

specific norms of appropriate conduct did not appear to supersede the more general

informal rules of social control to which prisoners of all races and all ethnic

backgrounds are equally subject.

In many respects, respondents depicted a prison organization similar ro thar

which existed in the United States before the emergence of politicized gangst. Racial

tension exists in the Canadian prisons, but race-related antagonism is less organized

I For example see Jacob's (1977) descriprion of Stareville in rhe trrst half ol this cenrur¡,, c¡r lrwin's
(1977) comparison betrveen the social organization rhe 'Bi-e House'ancl 'Correcrional hisrirurions'.
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and less politicized than in some American prisons. It is not possible ro predict the

future of race relations in Canadian prisons. Although caucasians constitute the

majority of federal prisoners, previous research has shown that numerical strength

alone does not account for the emergence of intense racial cleavages; politicization

and organizational ability are also significant variables (Leger 1983). It may be

speculated that given the level of atomization that exists in the population as a whole.

the potential exists for a deterioration of race relations in Canadian prisons if a critical

mass of racial or ethnic prisoners politicize their existing organizations. Equally

important is the reactiorl of caucasian prisoners. During the interviews, a rninority of

caucasian prisoners expressed tlie desire to establish a "white group" in respor.ìse to

tlle native and black organizations. These attempts have been blocked by the prison

administration. The issue of race relations in Canadian prisons requires more

attention than has hitherto been given. It is necessary to examine the operation of the

informal rules of social control in prisons that are more racially and/or ethnically

heterogeneous.

Summary

The data presented in this chapter bring forward several important points fbr

discussion. Based on the analysis of prisoners' responses to the questiorl that was

designed to tåp perceptions on the rules prisoners use in order to survive in prison, it

is evident that an'inmate code', as it has been traditionally defined in the literature,

does not exist. What does exist, however, are a set of informal rules ol social

control. These rules differ from the traditional inmate code in several respects.

First, there is a degree of over-lap between the content of the infonnal rules of social
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control and the inmate code, liowever, the inmate code fails to capture crucial aspects

of the prison experience, aspects that are recognised in the informal rules of social

control. Second, the informal rules of social control do not operate solely in the

direction of the social cohesion or solidarity. Contained within each rule, to a grearer

or lesser extent, are centripetal and centrifugal effects. As a result of tlle tension that

is built into the informal rules of social control, the stability of the prison is always

partial. Tliird, it was suggested that inherent in the conceptualization of the informal

rules of social control is the recognition that a significant portioll of the prison

population is perceived not ro abide by these rules.

It was further suggested that this perceptioll does not make these rules

redundant. On the contrary, the perception that violations of these rules are frequent

occurrences serves to produce the very conditions on which tlie rules are premised

which, in turn, serves to reproduce both the rules and their conditions of exrstence.

The recursive nature of the informal rules of social control is examined in the nexr

chapter. Additionally, tlìe next chapter examines the link between the informal rules

of social control to power and social status.
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Chapter 7

The Informal Rules of Social Control
and the Social World of the Prison

The first tlúng is to get out and that mearu rattiug. That is how the sysrem keeps coutrol of
irulates, by knowing tlmt his neighbour will sell hirn down the roa<ì.

Chapter 6 examined data collected on questions designed specifically ro probe

prisoners' thoughts on the inmate code. The data provided in Chapter 6 called into

questiorl the distinct quality of the inmate code as tradirionally defined in the

literature. The frequency with which rules were volunteered during the interviews,

the perception that a low proportion of prisoners actually live by these rules, and the

manner in which these rules operate provide evidence that a distinct inmate code does

not exist in the five prisons that were visited. What does exist, however, is a set of

informal rules of social control. Unlike the inmate code which was said to function

as an integrating mechanism that produced an equilibrium or a stable social systelr,

these rules were shown to have centripetal and centrifugal effects. These largely

unintended consequences of action both push the prisoner population towards social

cohesiorr and towards atomization, creating an environment characterized as 'partially

unstable'. Moreover, irnplicit in the conceptualization of these rules is the recognition

that they are not adhered to by a significant portion of the population. It will be

showti in this chapter tliat the tension embedded within the informal rules of social
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shown in this chapter that the tension embedded within the informal rules of social

control plays a large role in structuring the social world of the prison.

The goal of this chapter is to examine the recursive nature of the rules. How

are the informal rules of social control which comprise the structure of the prison

social system implicated in action, which helps reproduce the very conditions that

gave rise to the rules? As Giddens argues, action implies power; to act is to have the

capacity to have acted otherwise. Rules and resources are the media through which

power is mobilized. A theoretical understanding of the informal rules of social

control, therefore, requires an understanding of how these rules act as conduits of

power, or more appropriately, how these rules provide a normative framework within

wliich resources are mobilized as power. Specifically, this chapter will (1) provide a

description of the prison social world that emerged over the course of interviewing;

(2) situate the informal rules of social control within the descriptive account of rhe

prison world; (3) show how these rules produce and reproduce this social world and,

illustrate how violations of these rules produce the conditions necessary for the

production of the rules themselves, and, (4) show how the informal rules of social

control provide an interpretive framework within which power relations betweell

prisoners can be understood.

Solidarity and the Social lVorld of the Prison

It was shown in Chapter 6 that the informal rules of social control contåined

centrifugal elements that had the effect of moving the prison population towards

atomizatioti, and, simultaneously, centripetal effects that had the effect of moving the

prison population towards solidarity. To a greater or lesser extent, each element of
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the informal rules of social control had both centripetal and centrifugal effects. The

prison social system reflects the inherent tension in the informal rules of social control

and is best described as 'partially unstable'. The prisons that were visited were

neither in a consLant state of chaos nor was there a harmonious consensus. Programs

were delivered, counts were conducted, meals were prepared, distributed and

consumed, drug deals were negotiated and goods were bought and sold, yer the

potential always existed for victimization.

One of the key indicators of the partial instability of the prison is the degree of

loyalty amongst prisoners. It has been argued that one of the prirnary functions of rlie

traditional inmate code was to create a social world in which strong bonds of loyalty

developed between prisoners. Tlie outgrowth of these bonds of loyalty was said to be

prisoner solidarity and opposition to the administration and "conventional society. "

The data collected on the informal rules of social control call this belief into question.

In fact, contrary to the esrablished literature, the most striking theme that emerged

throughout the five prisons that were visited was an overwhelming lack of loyalty and

solidarity amongst the prison population as a whole.

One question on the Social Life Questionnaire component of the Victimization

Survey asked prisoners to describe the bonds of loyalty that exist amongsr the general

population of prisoners. Sixty seven percent of the survey respondents indicated that

there was a low degree of loyalty amongst prisoners, a further 30% indicated that

there was a moderate degree of loyalty amongst prisoners. The remaining 3% said

there was a high degree of loyalty amongst prisoners. Prisoners' observations on the

low level of loyalty, trust and solidarity provide a descriptive account of rhe social
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relatiolls within prison and show how elements of the informal rules of social control

(such as 'don't trust anyone' and 'do your own time') are produced by, and further

reproduce levels of loyalty, trust and solidarity that are far less pronounced tlian

traditionally depicted in the literature.

What emerged over the course of the interviews with prisoners, especially in

illterviews with prisoners wllo had spent a considerable length of time behind bars,

was that any loyalty that existed in past decades no longer exists in the 1990s. The

following are typical comments of respondents who had done time in tlie 1960s and

1970s:

Back in the 60s' it was more solid, tighter ancl closecl. Todal,'5 world is llore t'lexible.
People are not hard-liners any nìore. They're all for themselves and wilì fuck their buclcly ancl
those arouud them. People stand up for principìes in voice aloue.

I rloticed the changes inulediately whel I calne back in. It's all luore sleazy, there is lìo nìorc
honour antolìg the inmates. They are all out for themselves. Before if you were stuck people
would help you out, now there is no more of that. TTrere is less loyalty alld solidarity. ft is
harder to do tinle because you used to know where you stood, uow you don't.

The prisons in the 1990s are not totally devoid of loyalty. Some prisoners developecl

'partner' relationships which are premised on a great deal of trust. Many prisoners

fèlt that there was loyalty "amongst the older guys" or amongst tlie various cliques

organized around race, city of residence or other affiliations. But most prisoners wlio

said that loyalty existed amongst cliques tempered their comments by adding qualifiers

such as "only in cerlain circumstances" or "depending on the situatiou."

These and other comments provided by survey respondents, and elements of

the informal rules of social control such as 'don't trust anyone' reflect the partial

instability of the prison systern. The vast majority of prisoners interviewed do not

know who they can trust. They feel that whatever degree of respect, solidarity or
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loyalty that existed in tlie past no longer exists which makes life behind the walls

more difficult. The distribution of scarce resources, for example, is hindered as

prisoners are unwilling to lend goods to 'unknown commodities'. Similarly, the

development of meaningful relationships that can alleviate some of the ernorional

hardships of being held captive is also hindered when prisoners do not know who they

can trust.

In many cases, prisoners were willing to offer an explanation for the lack of

loyalty amongst tlie population. Explanations for the decline in prisoner loyalty fèll

into two categories: (1) clianges in the composition of tlie prisoner population, and,

(2) structural features of the prison tliat have the effect of creating cleavages in the

prison population.

The (Pepsi Generation' and Solidarity

Many survey respondents felt that a new generation of prisoners is responsible

for the overall decline in loyalty and solidarity. This new generation of prisoners

possesses different values than prisoners who served time in the 1960s and 1970s,

which is reflected in their styles of criminality and their attitudes and behaviours on

the street and in prison. Several prisoners linked the lack of solidarity in the prison

population to changes in the broader culture of society. In this explanation, changes

in the prison social world parallel changes in the free society. One prisoner made the

connection between changes in cultural values and changes in the prison experience itr

the following manner:

Five to ten years ago maybe [there was loyalty] , now there is ltone at all.... This is a rotal,
drastic clmnge fron the past. Then there were people you coulcl trusr or talk to. Now clays
there is nobody like this. It's the'Pepsi Generation'. Youth brought up with less control aucì
respect for others. Kids don't help, they think they're 'owed' sornethin-q. They are brougirt
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up differently. There are nlore kids here now then there was teu years ago. There used to be
n]ore respect. Now there is no respect.

one prisoner characterized this new generation in the following manner:

I noticed that in society in general it is weakening. I don't see the best of society here bur it's
also weakening. There is no more code of ethics. The old saying is 'honour ¿unong thieves'
but there isn't auy. It's a newer generation, a revolurion every two years. They -qer worse
and worse, especially tltose involved in coke and the crack freaks. They conte iu here aud do
[drugs] and they get parauoid and then put it on a guy [iufomr] au{ check in.

Other prisoners shared sirnilar experiences with this new generation of prisoners:

I've seeu things clnnge a lot.... Now there are roo mauy young -uuys here. They are a bunch
of kids. They come in with the attitude that this is a play grouucl ancl drey don't have ro live
by the formal rules. It's lnrder to live now. You don't have the privacy you usecl ro have.

Several prisoners made the distinction between criminals who commit crimes because

of tlieir drug habits and 'true criminals':

TIle whole class of convicts has charged. Now there are a lot of first tirne clru,c ottenclers who
co¡nmit robbery because of their addiction. If you are a true crirìliml you are houourable. it's
your lifestyle but these guys have uone of that. It's harcler ro put up with these people. Therc
is no more soliilarity.

Another prisoner noted:

There are less 'crinrinals' now. People go out and get drunk then rob a store or fuck worììer).
This is what we are seeing, drug related crimiruls. These aren't true crininals. Woulcl you
call someone who fools arouud with his car in his backyarcl a mecharric? These ,uuys cìicli't
pìau their crime. They aren't criminâls. They are acldicts, 'bugs', they're crazy.

Finally some prisoners suggested that the change in the social world of the prison is a

result of the multi-racial mix of the general population:

I blame that [the decline in loyalty] on the Jane and Finch crowd. I was here a few years ago
and there were a few black from the Jane ard Finch area. Now there are three tinres that
amourlt. They have a different mentålity. They're looking for marks. They think they're orr
the street conter. You uever saw that ir the '70s, ntuscliug for stufï. It's the god cìalut crack
dealers, a lot ltave conle irt fronr the States that have the mentality of the Allericau prisous aud
bring drat shit here.

These prisoners premised their arguments on the fact that the type of criminality

younger criminals are engaged in differs from older criminals. The new breed of

criminal use crime as a means to support a drug habit ratlier than an erìd in itself. As
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a result of these changes in criminality, younger criminals do not posses the types of

criminal values that allow them to do tlieir time with the least amounr of discomfort to

themselves and others around them.

Whether evaluated in terms of their patterns of criminality or their street

behaviour, to these prisoners, the new 'Pepsi Generation' of younger, first-tirne

offenders abide by a different set of values than the older generation of prisoners.

Younger prisoners are more likely to be involved in drugs, both on the street and i¡

prison, which creates problerns amongst the prison population. This new class of

prisoners does not represent the values of the 'true criminals' of previous decades.

Taken together, these changes in the composition of the prison population have

lowered levels of loyalty, trust and solidarity.

The extent to wliich the values of prisoners have changed over the years in a

manner that is consistent with the 'Pepsi Generation' hypothesis is not known.

Admissioli statistics do not support the claim that the criminal profile of the prisoner

population has changed dramatically. In terms of age, offence type and senrence

length tlrere are few differences in admissions to federal prisons between 1919 and

1990'. The issue of the values of the new generation of criminals is more difficult to

resolve. There is some anecdotal evidence that suggests that the drug culture on the

street has changed in a manner consistent with the Pepsi Generation hypothesis

1 The median age of admissions in 1.979 was 26, rhe median age of admissions in i990/91 rvas
between 25 and 29. In terms of offence type of new admissions, the only noticeable difference berween rhe
two time periods is the percentage of prisoners admitted for 'other sex offenses' which increased from 3 %
to lZc/c. This increase corresponded with a7% decline in persons admiue<l for robbery. TIie iucrease iu
'other sexual oflence'admissions is largely the product of refornls to ¡he sexual assaulr legislarion in 1983
arld to increased public awareness of tiie crime. All other categories reniaine<l virtually unchaugecl. Senre¡ce
Iengtirs f'or nerv adnrissions irave decreased marginally. (Source: Correcrional Se¡vice of Canacla, 199Ì).
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(Stoddart 1991).

There are severar probrems with the .pepsi 
Generation, hypothesis. it is

difficult to accept the distinction between a .true crimina| of the past and

contemporary criminals. The use of drugs may have increased over the past decade,

but drug and alcohol use and abuse is not a recent phenomenon, nor is the use of

drugs and alcohol in prison. The 'Pepsi Generarion' hypothesis is characterjstic of
the type of thinly veiled racist and gender-biased moral and political commentary

current in Nortrr American society whicrr longs for the ,good 
ord days,. The

difficulty with this type of rhetoric is that the ,good 
ord days, of a ,kinder 

and

gentler' society nlay never have existed at all. In the mid-1g70s, Jacobs (1g77:160)

lloted a similar nostalgic recollectior.ì among prison officials in Stateville who fèlt thar

lhe "new inmates" were younger and more aggressive than the inmates of a decade

earlier even though statistical data showed this not to be the case. How ¡nuch of the

"Pepsi Generation' hypothesis is nostalgic reminiscence is difficult to establish.

while this hypotliesis deserves further examination, there are other structural features

of tlle prison environment that may have a more direct effect on changes in the nature

of the prison sociar system, features that are arso amenabre to change.

The 'Rat System, and Solidarity

The second factor that prisoners identified as having an influence on ùe

degree of loyalty among prisoners relates specifically to administrative polices and

practices' Many prisoners felt that the policies and practices governing the passage of
information between prisoners and the administration had the effect of driving a

wedge between prisoners and eroding whatever bonds of loyalty tliat existed in the
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past and preventing the creation of bonds of solidarity. In this regard, the two

policies and practices most frequently mentioned were (1) the perception thar rhe

administration actively encourages the use of the 'rats' to acquire information on

prisoners' behaviour, and, (2) the perception that prisoners who exchanged

information with the administration wouid receive preferential privileges such as

visits, transfers and favourable conditional release recommendations.

There is no doubt that ratting has always existed in prison. Indeed, one of the

limitations of tlie deprivation-importation debate is that both perspectives glossed over

what are obvious violations to the inmate code. The data collected in this analysis

suggest that ratting is not an exception but the rule. The frequency with which this

behaviour is said to occur and, more importantly, the perception of its occurrence are

powerful forces in the prison environment. Information is one resource through

which power is mobilized by prisoners. Moreover, as will be shown in Chapter 10,

access to security-related information is one area in which prisoners have a decided

advantage over guards. Perceptions of ratting, or the mobilization of infonnation as a

power resource, give meaning to the informal rules of social control that help to

structure rhe prison social system. It is within this context that a more complete

understanding of some of the rules outlined in Chapter 6 can be realized.

Most prisoners felt that 'ratting' and sending in 'kites' were daily occurrences

in prison. For example, one prisoner made the following comment regarding the

system of information exchange that has developed between prisoners aud guards:

Tltere are lots of fucking stoolies in here. TIle mail box is full of kites every rnonún_c. It's
ntuch worse than other joints. If you want to do something theu clon't let auyone knou, abour
it. Tllis used to be a good joint in the nid-7Os, rouglì but good. You klew wiro you cou¡ì
trust back then. There are very few you can trust now. I ouJy trust my frien<js.... [Guards]
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latow wllat's goirtg orr before it happeru. They get it througir other iruuates.... you have ro
know whell to talk and when lìot to. I watch out for that. You can't call a persou a rat ulilcss
you call prove it. It's not Iurd to prove. You just watch them aucl pick up on it.

Another prisoner had similar comments:

There isn't any more loyalty. There used to be loyalty ancl maybe there still is il sonle
prisotls but not here. I was in the hole [punitive dissociation] and there was some writing on
the wall: 'This joint is so solid it sticks together like a soup saldwich'. At one time we all
used to think the s¿uìre way. Not any nore. It's chan,sed because there are nlore ilivisiols.
Cons are talking and doing the work of the guarcls. They do anythiu-u ro ger our of here.

It was clear throughout the interviews that a majority of respondenrs held the

perception that prisoners are a potent source of information concerning the licit and

illicit activities of otl'ìers, that this practice has increased over the years. and that

ratting colttributes to an environment where prisoners are leery about entering ipto

trusting relationships.

Many prisoners believed that the administration actively encourages dle use of

rats ill order to keep the prison population unstable. In one prison a confidential

memorandum signed by a prison administrator was intercepted and circulated amongst

the prison population. The memorandum indicated the administration's intent to

integrate protective custody prisoners into the general population. Protective custodl,

is used as a means of protecting a prisoner from other prisoners. Prisoners may be

adlnitted to the protective custody wing of a prison for several reasons, including

unpaid debts, cell thieving, or ratting, or because a 'street beef' lias been carried over

into the prison, or because of the offence they have committed. In the region where

the interviews were conducted a parallel system of 'PC joints' has been inforrnally

established. This parallel system includes maximum, medium and minimum security

prisons. If the problem that resulted in the prisoner being senr to the PC wing of the

prison cannot be resolved internally, a 'PC case' may be transferred to a 'PC joint'.
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Next to a sex offender, PC cases are among the least respected members of the prison

population because they have been publicly marked for violating the informal rules of

social control that exist among prisoners. Once a prisoner has received the PC label

it is difficult to remove, even when transferred to another prison, or if the prisoner

returns to prison for a subsequent term of incarceration.

One prisoner described the effect of the policy to integrare PC cases inro the

general population in the following manner:

Tllere was a rrrenlo that said they're brin-eing in PC cases to dre population. They walrccli5%
of tlte populatiou to be PC. That's harcìer on the resr of us. If a guy's tryin_u to sruoke a joiut
aDd anotlter guy drops a kite, he ruay lose his parole. You clon't k¡ow wllo you cau rrusr alìy
n]ore.

Another prisoner from this prison said:

Tlte biggest cltange is that there is no soliclarity. People stick together oril¡, if rhey are ticl¡r
your area but the systellì is designed to weaken us by putting PC cases in the populatiou. I
doll't wallt to klow who the PC cases are, others might but when PC cases are filtereil in thcu
you know who is in coutrol.

No investigations were made to determine whether the policy of integrating protective

custody prisoners into the general population was actually in place. But regardless of

whether or not this policy is in place, the effect of the perception of prisoners thar

protective custody cases are being integrated into the general population is to reduce

the level of loyalty, trust and solidarity amongst the population as a whole.

Whether solicited or unsolicited, the use of rats in prison has several

consequences. First, as noted by the comments of prisoners, the existence of rats

divides the population. Second, rats provide security-related information to the

administration which, from the administration's point of view has the potential to be

benefìcial to investigations into security incidents. It was the perception of prisoners
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tliat information from rats generally led to further investigations by the adminisrration.

Third, because prisoners know that the administration takes seriously the information

provided by rats, many prisoners use the rat system to their advantage. For example,

if a prisoner goes into debt lie may use the rat system to avoid repaymenr. Tliis tactic

works as follows:

Guys -eet iuto debt artd theu book-in [to protective custody] ancl everybocly _uets burnecl....
That's why so lltalìy people are in PC. Half of thent that are in PC are there tbr {ebts. Guys
Itave to -qive a reasotr for going there so they tell them sonleone is goin-u to dununy [assaulr]
thenl. The¡r they go to calnp.

In this case a prisoner will write a kite saying that his security is in danger and ask

for a transfer to another prison, thus avoiding paying his debt. Other tactics include

providing staff with incriminating evidence against a fellow prisoner in order to have

that prisoner transferred or providing staff with invalid information in order to draw

suspicion to another prisoner who may be disliked or feared. One prisoner related his

experiences with these tactics as follows:

[Rats] can have attyone locked up ou the sirnplest accusatiou without corroboratiou. Tlrey arc
very darlgerous because cons screw up all the time. [Rats] act out ofjeaìousy, fear or rhat
they can get sontetltittg for nothing. A lot of this goes ou because it is so widely acceprecl by
the Wardeu. He acts on it first, then he may question its validity. A lot of times the
iustitutiott uray have a lurd-on for a guy, he may be a suspect and with a little evicleuce a guy
can get ... a persolt locked up, or traruferred to the max, with just oue kire. The persou has
lto way of defeudiug or answeriug to the char-ues. It's just suspiciou, the Warden doesn't have
to justify it to artyone. This goes on in [the maximum security prison] but lor so blatantly a¡¿
it's uot relied upon as much. Someone may fear another person so the person puts a kite iu
saying that dle other person may be killed. Tlús gets the orher persot lockecl up. Here, the
staff ellcourage this type of activity. It's the Warden's way of controllin_c. Keep us diviclecl so
we calì uever ulúte and deal with the real issues we have iu jail. Twice I was uearly shipped
out because of kites. I uever got to see thenr.

These examples indicate how prisoners use the rat system for their own advantage in

tlie attempt to avoid debts or evade a potentially harmful prisoner. The use of false

information by prisoners sets up an information game between guards and prisoners.

As will be shown in Chapter i0, guards can never be certain that the information they
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receive is valid and this uncertâinty conditions the manner in which they respond to

the information they receive. Information is mobilized as a source of power that is

used to influence the behaviour of other prisoners and the administration.

It was a common perception that the mosr powerful levers available to the

administration with which to entice prisoners into providing information are transfers

to minimuln security camps and tlie various forms of temporary and conditional

release. The prison administration does not have the power to granr all types of

conditional release but having the support of the administration at a parole hearing

increases the likelihood of a favourable decision. The administration also carries a

great deal of weight in determining what portion of a prisoner's sentence is spent in

closed custody. In terms of relative freedom, placement to a minimum security carnp

is the next best thing to an early release. It is the perception of many prisoners that

the most immediate way to receive a temporary absence, or to receive the

administratiorl's support at a conditional release hearing, or to receive a transtèr ro a

lower security prison, is to rat on fellow prisoners.

Il the old days you krlew where you stoocl. Guards ancl inmates all stoocl behincl each other.
You either stood with us or you dichr't. ¡6q, you clon't know these thin_cs. Ytlu gct into a
beef ald the guards don't see. The next clay there are twenry kites because _suys walìr ro go ro
c¿ulìp or a day parole. Tllat's what they tell them, that's how they ruu the place.

Another prisoner drew a similar connection between exchanging information and

increasing one's chances of early release.

I tltought I came back to a solid prison but this place is loose. There are too many pC cases
ald ùey thilk they can get out by rolling over someone - which is true! They ,uet out of here
faster, they get to camp faster. Guys like me wllo arìnrit what they did but don't wanr ro ntake
aDyoDe else's life worse don't get out. They don't need to approach irmtates, drey go to thenl.
But a lot of people are stupid euough to let other inmates know stuff about theurselves.... Thcn
they run straight to the admirústration.

In fact, some prisoners felt that if they did not rat they would not gain access to
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certain privileges.

... staff areu't accustomed to people who won't rat. One staff saicl being a rar was being a
good citizen. I told him l would frnish my tine in a max if that was what bein.e a good citizen
was.

It should be noted that no investigation was undertaken to determine the actual policy

of the Correctional Service of Canada, thus no evidence can be provided to indicate

the degree to wliich CSC actively seeks out information from prisoners. The data

obtained during interviews with guards does lend strong support ro rhe position thar

the prison administration encourages this type of information exchange and that

prisoners and the administration negotiate the terms of information exchanges.

Regardless of whether or not the practice of trading information for privileges

is a frequent occurrence in prison (although based on the uniformity of prisoners' and

guards' accounts there is no reason to believe that this type of negotiatiorl do not

occur), the effects of this perceptioÌr are real and structure social relations witllin

prison. The effect of the perceived 'rat policy' is to drive a wedge through the prison

population. Prisoners do not know who they can trust, therefore, they trust nobody

and prisoner loyalty and solidarity decreases. These feelings of mistrust and lack of

solidarity are encouraged by prisoners'perceptions that ratting is endorsed by the

administration. This is especially the case when it comes to prisoners' perceprions

that providing information is the most effective route to acquiring some form of early

release.

Solidarity and the Informal Rules of Social Control

It is now possible to provide a more cornplete understanding of some of the

informal rules of social control. Situated within the type of environmenr jusr
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described, rules such as 'do your own time' and 'don't trust anyone' are tangible

reminders of the furtive tactics prisoners perceive other prisoners to be engaged in

with, at the least, the acquiescence of the administration and, at the most, tlie

administration's encouragement. These rules are directly connected to the

mobilization of information as a medium of power. Given the perception of ratting in

prison, and consequently the low levels of trust, loyalty and solidarity, the rules tliat

caution prisoners to 'do your own time' provide prisoners with a degree of protectiorr

from the surveillance of other prisoners and the administration: if you carl'r trust

anyone, stay away from them. The data presented in Chapter 6 sliowed that the

perceptioll was that a significant portiotl of the prison population does not 'do rlieir

ow¡l time', the combinatioll of the perceptions of ratting and the perceptioll that most

prisoners do not 'do their own time' contributes to the creation of the rules that wanl

prisoners not to trust others. The rules that caution prisoners not to trust anyone also

provide a degree of protection from 'unknown commodities' who may be using tlie

pretence of friendship as a means of exploitation.

This lack of trust has a spill-over effect into the prison economy where the

exploitation and unpaid debts are frequent occurrences, out of which arise t¡e rules

that caution prisoners to avoid the prison economy. Strategies used by prisoners to

avoid paying debts include 'checking in' to protective custody or utilizing the rat

system. These strategies, in turn, reinforce the other categories of rules. In this way

the informal rules of social control are linked in a complex pattern of mutual

interdependence. The centripetal and centrifugal effects of one of the informal rules

of social control contributes to tlìe creation of otlier rules. Sirnilarly, violations of
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one of the informal rules of social control contributes to the creation of other rules.

Thus, the informal rules of social control serve as an interpretive framework for the

mobilization of information as a power resource.

It is now possible to see how the inherent tension in these rules contributes to

the creation of an environment that is best characterized as 'partially unstable'. These

categories of rules are produced in a social system that encourages ratting and,

because of their centrifugal effects of atomizing prisoners, these rules also help

reproduce social relations that facilitate the rat system by preventing bonds of loyalty

and solidarity from forming. While the rat system may provide the administration

with some potentially valuable information, the benefits of this information must be

weighed against the centrifugal effects of this pracrice.

The Prison Status Hierarchy

The informal rules of social control are also connected to physical strength as

a mediurn through which power is mobilized. The low level of loyalty and rrust

among tlte populatioll, which produces and is reproduced by rules such as 'do your

own time' and 'don't trust anyone', also provide meaning to the rules that warn

prisoners to 'respect' others. The rules of 'respect' set out the basic norms within the

prison and provide an interpretive framework that stipulares the legitirnate use of

physical coercion as a power resource. In an environment where intrinsic bonds of

solidarity, loyalty and trust are lacking, outward behaviours are a major source of

determining status. Outward behaviours are judged according to the rules of respecr.

The rules of respect also establish the rudimentary elements of the prison justice

system. This system of justice is under-pinned by physical coercion. Like
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information, physical coercion is a resource through which power is mobilized. By

establishing a code of appropriate conduct and consequences for dealing with

inappropriate conduct, the rules of respect link the normative order with power in the

form of physical coercion.

The rules of 'respect' define what is acceptable and unacceptable behaviour.

Prisoners who follow these rules are accorded a degree of respect from other

prisoners, those who do not are 'goofs' or 'water-heads' and occupy the lowest

positions on the prison social hierarchy. This system of esrablishing respecr in[eracrs

with a hierarcliy of criminal status to contribute to the overall prison hierarchy. The

criminal status hierarcliy places 'lifers'and serious violent offenders on top and

rapists (skin hounds) and child molesters (diddlers) on the bottom.

Because of the reputation they establish as a result of their criminal behaviour,

lifers and serious violent offenders are perceived to have'nothing to lose', therefbre,

upon entering the prison tliey are provided a degree of dist¿nce from other prisoners.

For example, two prisoners said:

I don't see too muclt respect unless they ttúnk you will beat drenl up or you are crazy. lf tlre¡,
thiuk you can hurt thern they will give you respecr.

The one's who are crazy, tlnt will kill sonìeolìe without even thinking [_uet respect] . A lor of
guys thirù ùey are like tllar but there are really only about ten.

At the bottom of the criminal status hierarchy are sex offenders - skin hounds and

diddlers. Skin hounds and diddlers are the absolute lowest form of life in prison.

For example, one prisoner talked about a notorious sex offender who received a lifè

sentence:

We didn't consider [prisoner X] a lifer even though he has a life senrence - he's just a skiu
hound, a sexual fucking beast. [Prisoner X] ancl the other fucking pukes are nor lifèrs.
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Skin liounds and diddlers meet with almost unanimous disapproval amongst prisoners

and, if a skin hound or diddler's charge becomes known amongst the population, it is

likely that he will be the recipient of continuous tlireats. In many cases, skin hounds

and diddlers are housed in the PC wing of the prison or in a 'PC joint'. Bur even

protective custody does not guarantee the safety of a sex offender.

Although no investigations were conducted specifically to determine the source

of this animosity, it may be speculated that prisoners' attitudes towards sex offenders

reflect similar values held by members of the fiee society. Comrnents by some

prisoners appear to support this speculation. Two prisoners related their animosity

towards sex offenders as follows:

I hate rape hounds and child urolesters because I have a tuuily auri I kuow ilow I u,oulcl reacr
if anythiu-e happened to them. I just stay away fron thern. They are klown in the population.
They survive, or just 

-eet by I guess. It's not like it used to be on my first bit iu '83.

Wherl I was iu [anotlter prison] I woulcl see all these skin houucls aucl woncler w¡y this _cuy. was allowed to live but I knew if I did auything to him l woulchl't get out. You can'r shut ir
out of your ru.irtd. I have a faniily and kicls. When I was on the street I usecl to say t¡at if I
ever went to jail I would kill them. When I got here I had terrible frghts with nryself'. I fèlr I
was compromisiilg because I didn't step in ancl kill the fuckin_s weasels.

In many respects, these comments are similar the opinions of free Canadians with

respect to persons convicted of violent crimes against women and children. The poi¡t

remains that skin hounds and diddlers are relegated to rhe bottom of the criminal

status hierarchy.

The rules of respect interact with the criminal status hierarchy to form the

social hierarchy of the prison. Lifers and serious violent offenders are immediately

granted a higher status but the st¿tus of a lifer or a serious violent offender may be

lowered depending on how close his behaviour corresponds to the rules of 'respecr'.
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For example, some prisoners responded to the question dealing with what type of

prisoner is likely to get respect from others in the following manner:

Guys that deserve it. It doesu't natter if you shot a cop or if you are a lifer. It's how you
preselìt yourself, ltow you talk to otlters. I treat people the way I expect to be treatecl.

In the eyes of the young guys it's ttre lifers because they think these guys have nor¡i¡_c ro lose
which isll't true because 96% don't want any problems. It's a big deal for these youug guys.
Tltey think ìri-ahly of thent. I respect everybody ancl hopefully I will receive sonle back bur I

uever do.

A lot of guys say 'he's a lifer so he's OK' but that doesn't mean much. You respect
somebody and oilters will respect you. 'Dor't do to others what you don't waur clone to 1,6u'.

While lifers and serious violent offenders may stårr out with an edge, ultirnately, rhe

respect they are accorded depends on their behaviour in prison. On the other hand, it

is likely that no matter how a sex offender performs in prison, if his charge is known

to others he will almost always occupy tlie lowest order.

People watch you, ltow you conduct yourself and they judge you for úrat. Whar you clo, who
you talk to, so respect gets respect. There are a lot of people here who are NG [no _uoocl] a¡cJ
those lowlifes - rape hounds - get uo respect, periocl. You don'r have to like it but you have
to accept ùat they are here. You cau't step out and uke them out because you jeopar¿ize
yourself.

The interaction between criminal status and respect determines where one is situated

on the overall prisott hierarchy. The prison social hierarchy is a semi-caste sysrem as

some types of prisoners can have upward and downward mobility while otliers are

largely denied any mobility.

The rules of respect have both centrifugal and centripetal effects. The

centripetal effects include providing a set of rules of common courresy in prison that

minimizes frictions between prisoners. Specific directives such as'don't be loud', 'be

polite' and 'don't bother others' define what is acceptåble and non-acceptable

behaviour. It was also shown in Chapter 6 that contained within the rules of respect
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is a rudimentâry system of justice based on what is'right'and what is 'wrong'.

The centrifugal effects of the rules of respect include the manner in which the

rules are enforced. Prisoners violating these rules may be warned once but repeated

violations may result in physical punishment. To continually violate tlie rules of

respect may result in a loss of status for a prisoner. Not to enforce the rules of

respect may also lead to a loss of status for the person who was violated; if a prisoner

does not challenge someone who has been disrespectful, that prisoner loses status.

One prisorter explained how the rules of respect encourage prisoners to confront those

who are disrespectful.

If you have lto respect in here you're in big trouble. To stay above water you have to be
stable.... It doesn't matter what happens when you are in the ri-sht, you have to go [fight]. If
you dolt't go you ntigltt as well leave. If you lose respect iu here you are il big troublc. Yrtu
might as well weld the door [to your cell] shut aucl stay in there.

Another prisoner explained why he thought being assaulted was a more serious

victimization than a cell tlieft:

Of course, being assaulted. Physical violence is just pure aggression. Stolel _soods you ca¡
replace. During an assault you never know what cau lnppen. In here it's a big thiug ul have
respect. If you get the shit beat out of you are lookecl clown on ancl rhe oclcls are high tìrat ir
will happeu again.

Physical power and coercion underpin the rules of respect. If a prisoner does nor

physically retaliate against someone who has shown disrespect towards him, that

prisoner is marked as an easy target and may become the victim of other prisoners.

Whetlier or not a prisoner triumphs in the physical confronøtion mauers less than if

he 'stepped out' to 'right' the 'wrong'.
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Summary

Based on the accounts of prison life documented above, it is now possible to

provide a more complete picture of the social world of the prison and the recursive

nature of the informal rules of social control. The most striking feature of prison lifè

is the lack of solidarity and loyalty amongst prisoners. It is the perceprion of

prisoners that informing or sending in kites are daily occurrences in prison.

Information is a source of power in prison and is mobilized by prisoners for a variety

of reasons. Whether solicited or unsolicited, the use of rats to acquire infonnation on

tlie behaviours of prisoners causes distrust and suspicion amongst the population as a

whole. This distrust and suspicion gives meaning to the rules that caution prisoners

to 'do your own time' and 'don't trust others'. While these rules provide a degree of

social cohesion, they also act back upon the very conditions that brought abour their

existence and thus reproduce an environment characterized by lack of loyalty and

solidarity. In an environment that lacks intrinsic bonds of loyalty and solidarity.

outward behaviour becomes the crucial determinant of st¿tus. Together with the

hierarchy of criminal statuses, how a prisoner's behaviour corresponds to the rules of

respect - which contribute to the social cohesion of the prison - plays a role in

determining a prisoner's place on the prison status hierarchy. The rules of respecr,

however, are underpinned by physical violence and coercion which further conrributes

to atomization of the population. The social world of the prison, tlien, reflects the

tensioli between the centrifugal and centripetal effects inherent in the informal rules of

social control and, because of this tension, is best described as 'partially unstable'.

It is within tliis type of environment that victimization must be situared. The
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tension within the informal rules of social control provides sufficient conditions for

victimization to occur. The types of victimizations, the relationship between victinls

and offenders and the manner in which victimization incidents are resolved provide

evidence of the centripetal and centrifugal effects of the informal rules of social

control and the partial instability of the social world of the prison. The relationship

between the victimization data and the informal rules of social control is the topic of

the next chapter.
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Chapter I

Victimization and the Partial Instabitity of the Prison

It has two sides. It can get as kicked-back as it can be. It can be quite relaxecl - very easy ro
socialize, the sanle as olt the street. But at the sanle tirne, you calì't uuderesti¡latc the rìangcr
here if you are foolish, careless or selfish. It coulcl be a coruplete rúghtnrare. But nobocll,
waltts trouble here so we all try to make life the best. If sonleoue slips they are pullccì up
irunediately. It wouldn't take much to put your life or sonebocly's life in jeo¡rarcl¡,. [prisoncr'
- mediurrr securityl

The data on rates of victimization in prisolt indicate that violence and orher

fbrms of predatory behaviour abound in the prisons where the interviews were

conducted. How is the level of victimization to be explained? A simple answer

might be tliat prisons house violent individuals. Many prisoners are in prison because

they have been violent in the past, and given that past criminal behaviour is often

used as a predictor of future criminal behaviour, it is not surprising that these

individuals are violent in prison. This explanation, however, is unsatisfactory.

Saying that prisons are violent because they house criminals avoids examining the

social relations that develop and sushin the prison social system; one's explanation is

reduced to simple human nature, that "wicked people exist". Black's (1983)

investigation of crime as conflict management showed that much of what is considered

crime is a method of social control, albeit an inappropriate method. Thus, crime is

not a random event but is purposive behaviour perforrned by knowledgable actors

within a given social seming.
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There is an identifiable set of rules that exists in the prisons where the

interviews were conducted. However, as the frequency with which prisoners

volunteered these rules and the content of the rules suggest, the informal rules of

social control fall short of constituting an inmate code as it has been traditionally

defined in the literature. Rather than an inmate code, these rules combine to form the

informal rules of social control. Inherent in the conceptualization of the informal

rules of social control is the recognition that they are frequently violated by a

substantial portion of the prison population. Moreover, elements of tlie informal rules

of social control do not operate uni-directionally. Elements of the informal rules of

social control produce centripetal and centrifugal effects. The rension embedded

witliin tlie elements of the inforrnal rules of social control creates a world that is best

characterized as 'partially unstable'. Even if all prisoners followed these rules -

which tlie data clearly indicate is not the case - the prison would not be torally stable.

The nature of the rules themselves, the centrifugal effects of the rules, creare

instability. These rules are produced and reproduced by tlie concrete behaviours of

prisoners and the structural conditions of the prison environment, including policies

and practices of tlie prison administratioll.

This chapter will place the victimization survey data within rhe context of the

informal rules of social control. It will be argued that the partial instability of the

prison can be seen in the patterns of victimization that were reported on the

Victimization Screening Questionnaire and the nature of the victimizations as reported

on hicident Report Schedules. The types of incidents most frequently reported on rhe

survey are one indicator of the 'partially unstable' character of the social world of the
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prison. Personal victimizations, while not totally unpredictable, have a high degree of

spontaneity. A similar spontaneity exists with property victimizatiol.ìs. This

spontaneity contributes to instability in prison. But the prison is not torally unsråble.

In the case of personal victimizations, the way in which prisoners resolve their

disputes returns a sense of order to prison life, both at an individual level and at a

community level. In the case of property victimizations, cell thieving and the f'ear of

cell thieviltg, is moderated by group disapproval for a common enemy: the cell thief.

This chapter provides data on the social relations that give rise to personal and

property victimizations. Emphasis is placed on the relationship berween victims and

aggressors, the impact of victiniizations on the larger prison community and the

manner in which victimizations, and resolutions to victimizations, are connected with

the informal rules of social control.

Property Victimizations

As noted in Chapters 6 and 7, the prohibition against cell thieving is

particularly strotlg amongst prisoners. Almost half of tlie survey respondents

indicated that a cell theft was more serious than a physical assault that resulted in

extensive bodily harm. One prisoner responded to tlie question by saying:

You wouldn't ask if you've ever cloue tinre. I've seeu people walk arouncl with two black eyes
saying I eamed it, it was my fault. But you clon'r tolerare cell thievin-e. A fight is clitterenr.
lf you cau't take care of yourself then shut your mouth, but there is no protection agairxt cell
thievin-q. ln [a maximum security prison] we hacl three guys suspected of thieviug. The
attitude was that all strould go, evelì on suspicion. One guy ended up in the hospital, rhe orher
two were told to leave, to check in to PC. We're not forgivin_a people here. [prisoner -
nledium securityl

Another prisoner responded to the quesrion by saying:

Its the idea, it feels like a breach of trust. It is a dilenuna. We are pur in jail for crimes bur
therl victiruized. You feel vuhrerable, like a target. Your trust has been betrayed. you f'eel
like a victim on the street. It hurts you in some way, nor physically, but eruoriolully.
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[prisoner - mediunl security]

Efforts to investigate cell thefts, and capture and punish a cell thief, often involve

several members of a range and are expressive of group disapproval for tlie act. Yer

despite the strong prohibitions against cell thieving, cell thefts are frequent

occurrences in prisoti. Forty-one of the 107 victimízation incidents (38.3%) involved

theft of personal property from a prisoner's cell and twenry-three of 117 survey

respondents (19.7%) indicated they had been the victim of at least one cell theft

during the twelve month reference period. Tlius, even though there is mass

disapproval for cell thieving, tlie incidence and prevalence of cell theft is high.

Olle of the reasons that may account for the incidence and prevalence of cell

thieving is that despite well-known and severe consequences for cell thieving, f-ew cell

thieves are caught. In all cases of cell thefts uncovered during the course of the

survey, the cell thief was not discovered. The types of items rnost frequently stolen -

for example, cigarettes (39.5 % of a|l property victimizations) and jewellery (14.6% of

all property victirnizations) - are easily consumed, hidden or passed to visitors.

Identifiable conimodities such as televisions or cassette players are rarely stolen. If a

cell thief picks his target carefully the data suggest there is a high probability that the

thief will not be apprehended. The unpredictability of cell thieving promores

instability in the prison environment.

One can only wonder why there are not more cell thefts in prison? There are

several conditions in prison that would appear to be 'criminogenic'. Low rates of pay

combined with relatively high prices for consumer items creates an environment

where sorne prisoners have significantly less purchasing power than others. ln any
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society, there is a possibility that an unequal distribution of commodities can lead to

dissent or victimization. This is especially the case when commodity shortages

involve addictive substances such as cigarettes and illicit drugs. Moreover, the

centrifugal effects of the 'do your own time rules' and the rules that caution against

trusting others create an environment with relatively low levels of trust and solidarity

which inhibits the distribution of goods and increases the probability that theft will

occur. Finally, there is ample opportunity for theft to occur. In most of the prisons

that were visited, prisoners were unable to control the locks on their doors which

meant that cell doors were frequently open while prisoners were working or in

recreation. The combination of these structural features of the social world of the

prison produces optimal conditions for crime and a high success rate for cell thefÌs.

There are several methods available to prisoners to prevent cell thieving.

Prisoners may carry their belongings witli them at all times or hide tirem in their

cells, but this is not always practical. Prisoners may 'hire' another prisoner to guard

their possessions, but this option is not available to all prisoners. One reasoll that cell

thieving does not occur more frequently is likely a result of the prohibitions against

cell thieving. The centripetal effects of the 'do your own time' rules help to maintain

a check on tl.ìe level of cell thieving in prison. The fear of getting caught and

punislied prevents some prisoners from stealing from others.

The mutual abhorrence of cell thieves provides prisoners with a sense of

solidarity against an enemy out group: the cell thief. Thus, even in an environmenr

that tends to encourage theft, 80.8% of respondents indicated they did not worry

about cell thefts. Many respondents relied on community standards as the reason why
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they did not worry about theft:

On my ralt-qe most of the guys are lifers. It's a good range. Everybody knows everybocly.
don'r worry about it. [prisoner - medium security]

I don't worry. lt doesn't happen too much and when it does it's lot toleratecl. [prisoner -
medium securityl

As was shown is Chapter 6, the rationale for this abhorrence was not so much the

loss of property but the violation of the prisoners sense of privacy, a feeling that is

not unlike that of victims of property theft in the community. But even this

abhorrence is not enough to eliminate cell thieving or even maintain cell thieving at

'reasonable'levels.

Personal Victimizations

The data ot1 personal victimizations provide an even clearer indicator of the

partial instability of the social world of the prison. The nature of the relationship

between the victim and the aggressor, the events that lead to victimization, and the

mallller in which victimizations are resolved show how the informal rules of social

control operate in prison. Victimizations in prison are produced by, and reproduce

the informal social rules of social control. This can be shown though an anal),sis oi

tlie social relations of victimization in prison.

In order to develop an understanding of the social relations of victimizarion in

prison, prisoners were asked to provide an account of the victirnization incidents they

reported. The victimizations were categorized according to the relationship between

the victim and the aggressor. Victimization surveys in the community classify the

relationship between the victim and the aggressor based on how 'well known' the

aggressor was to the victim. This classification scheme breaks down when applied to
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the prison environment. The common-sense notion of a 'victirn of crime' - two

strangers meeting on a dark street - simply does not fit the prison environment (and

may not even be relevant in the community). The prison is a closed world in which

time-space is tightly compacted which makes it difficult for prisoners to maintain

anonymity. Most prisoners have some knowledge of the majority of other prisoners

in their prisott, knowledge that is gained through direct personal ties, conversations

with others or observation. It is likely, then, that the majority of victirns had some

previous relationship with their aggressor, however fleeting that relationship may have

been.

The data bear this out. Prisoners involved in a victimization incident were

asked to indicate'how well'they knew their aggressor. Excluding incidents of cell

theft, Table 16 shows the relationship between the victim's knowledge of the

aggressor and personal victimization incidents. 56.1% of the aggressors in personal

offenses were either well known or a friend of the victim or were a casual

acquainlartce of the victim and 93% of all aggressors were 'known by sight'. In only

6.1% of all personal victimizations was the aggressor'not known'to the victim.

Thus, the victim had some previous knowledge of the aggressor in almost all of the

personal victimization incidents.

Table l-6.-- VicÈim,s Relationship to Àggressor,
Personal Victimízations

Relationship to Aggressor

Well Known/ Casual Known by
Friend Acquaintance Sight Not Known

%of
Victims 26.7? 30.0?
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In order to account for the closed nature of the prison environment, arl

alternate classification scheme was developed. Based on the victim's account of the

incident, victimizations were categorized as either 'interpersonal' or 'situational'. A

victilnization was classified as'interpersonal' if, based on tlie victirn's accour.rt, it met

the following criteria:

(1) tlte respottdent alld the aggressor hacl a sigrúhcant relationship prior to the
victinlization, aud.

(2) the victirnization was directly or inclirectly the result of the relatiornhip between the
victim aud the offender.

The following is an example of an 'interpersonal' victimizatioll:

I got into a beef with a guy. He owed me $100 casll because I paid off a$2qO clebr tbr hinr. I
photted people ou the street ald they sent noney to his account. He thou_tht we were eveu. I
said he owed nte $100. He said he would not pay. We arguecl ancl I got pissed ofTancl saicl
lets go to the back of tlte range. He said no. We talked it out and he saicl he woulci pay. The
next dlirl-g I klow he canle up the range and I hacl my back turned aucl he pipecì ure irr rhe
head. I saw snrs. He hit nle a few more times. I took the pipe ancl hit hiru back. A few of
nty frieuds broke it up. He eventually paid me $75 then he was releasect to the srreer.
[prisouer - ruaximum security]

In this case the victimization was related to previous financial transactions between

the victiln and the aggressor and the victimizatiorì was coded 'interpersonal'.

The following criteria were used to categorized 'situational' victimizations:

(l) tllere was rto si-qtúficant relatioruhip between the responclent ancl thc aggrcssor prior rtr
the victintization, or,

(2) if the respondeut aud the ag-{ressor hacl a previous si-udficant relations¡ip, t¡is
relationship was rot implicated in the victinúzation.

The following incident is a typical 'situational' victimization:

We had a social. There was screaming at the window. Another con canìe over aucl t6ì<I the

-cuy to stop screaruing. I said he didn't scream. He punched me in the face ancl saicl nliucl
your owr business.... I got up and he kicked ne in the knee then in the face widl his stcel
toed boots. Then I fell to the floor and he kicked me in the side of his head with his boor.
[prisoner - maxinum security]

According to the victim, there was no previous relationship between the vicrirn and

the aggressor. The victimization was a direct result of the immediate relationship in
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which the victim and the aggressor were placed.

Table 17 shows the breakdown of the sixty-five personal victimizations by the

relationship between the victim and the aggressor. Approximately 54% of tl-te

personal victimizations were categorized as 'interpersonal' , 4r.5% of the

victimizations were'situational'and the remaining 4.6% could not be classified.

t""t" tt . - - -"t".ryiîi.î"å;:î .vicrin and Àssressor,

# of Victims 3s (s3. B?) z't (4r.52) 3 (4.62)

1N=65)

The victimization incidents were also categorized according to the

circumstances surrounding the victimization. Five categories were used for this

classification: 'drugs/debts', 'respect', 'ratting', property (excluding debts), and sex-

related victimizations. Victimizations categorized as 'drugs/debts' related to incidents

arising out of drug trafficking and disputes over debts arising out of drug trafficking,

and, disputes over debts arising out of non-drug related transactions. The category of

'respect' refers to victimizations tliat were precipitated as a result of breaking o¡e of

tlte prison 'rules of respect' (for example, playing a stereo too loud). 'Rattirrg' refers

to a victimizations as a result of being accused of passing informatioll to the

admiltistratiolt. 'Property' refers to personal victimizations that were the result of a

property dispute between prisoners that did not involve drugs or debrs. Sex-related

victimizations refer to victimizations that involved forced sexual contact between

prisoners, and victimizations that were the result of a prisoner being convicted of a

sex crime.

Table 18 shows the breakdown of the victimizations by the circumsr¿nces
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precipitåting the victimization. One-third of all personal victimizations were the result

of violations of the rules of respect. One-fifth of the victimizations involved drug

transactions or debts and an almost equal amount involved victimizations relating to

sex.

Table L8.-- Percentage of Victims by Victimization IIT)e,
Personal Victímizations

Ðebt /
Drugs 'Respect' Ratting Property Sex-Re]. Other

20 .0 33 .8 1.5 4.6 18.5 16 _9

Table 19 shows the cross-tabulation between victim-aggressor relationship and

type of victimizatioll. Taken together, the relationship between the victirn and the

aggressor and the circumstances precipitating the victimization indicate the manner in

which the informal rules of social control reflect social relations in prison and the

manner in wliich tliese rules are produced and reproduced over time. What is

immediately apparent from the data presented in Table 19 is that some types of

victimizations were relatively unlikely to be reported. Personal victimizations relating

to 'ratting' and 'property' occurred much less frequently than other types of personal

victimizations. The single victimization relating to 'ratting' involved one prisoner

talsely accusittg another prisoner of passing informatiolt to the administration. The

accusations were accompanied by threats against the respondent's life. The three

property-related victimizations included one robbery, an assault resulting from a false

accusation of a cell theft, and an assault arising out of a 'muscling' incident.
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Table 19.-- Victi_n-Àggressor Relationship byIfpe of Victimization personal Victimizations
uLpw/

Drugs Respect Ratting property Sex Other Tora]
123

ïnterpers . 35.22 8.8?
92.32 :-3.62

1
2.92
100?;

11 734
32 .42 20 .6r" 10 0
100?í 63.62 56

1 19
Situation. 3.72'70.4e.

7 .72 83.4e"

3

11.1?r
100?

4 2'7
14.BZ 1002
36.42 442

Total 13 22
2r.32 36.7e"

1

r .62
3

4.92
11

18.0?
11 67

18.0? 100

mlSS].ng caS€S=4

The victimization data dealing with ratting and property victirnizarions are

interesting not for what they show but for what they do not show. Ratting and cell

thefts are perceived to be regularly occurring events. In terms of cell theft, the

victimizatiort data substantiate this claim, yet a small proportion of personal

victimizations related to these types of incidents. One explanation for the lack of

these types of events is an unwillingness orÌ the part of survey respondents to admit

that they were assaulted as a result of ratting or cell thieving. This explanation is

quite plausible given the seriousness of the charge and the desire not to be labelled a

cell thief or a rat. Another explanation is that prisoners are able ro engage in rhese

acts witli a high degree of assurance that they will nor be caught and punished by

others. The fact that no cell thieves were apprehended lends credibility to this

hypothesis. Similarly, the anonymity involved in'sending in a kite', the protecrive

custody system and transfers to other prisons provide informants a degree of

protection from other prisoners. Moreover, it is likely that rates for these types of

incidents would have been higher had interviews been conducted with prisoners

housed in protective custody wings.
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Wliatever the explanation for the lack of 'ratting' and 'property' related

victirrizations, the irnplications for the prison population are clear. Because

informants and cell thieves are able to operate with a relative degree of impunity,

prisoners' trust in others decreases and overall prisoner solidarity is threatened. The

most effective way of avoiding these types of incidents is to 'do your own time' and

'don't trust others'.

Six of the seven sex-related 'interpersonal' victimizations involved one party

forcing another to have sexual relations. All six of these victimizations involved the

same two parties. These victimizations are difficult to explain with respect to rhe

informal rules of social control that operate in the prison. While it can only be

speculated, it is likely that forced sexual relatiolis in prison operate according ro

similar dynamics of power, exploitation and commodificatior'ì that prornote worne¡

abuse in the communiry.

The four sex-related 'situational' victimizations resulted from a victim's

charge. According to official records, thirteen survey respondents were in prison for

rape or sexual assault or 'other' sex-related cri¡nes. Six of these respondents reported

a total of i0 separate victimizations. Only one of these six respondents indicated that

his victimizations were a direct result of his conviction. This respondent reported

four separate victimizations. On one occasion he had been the target of repeated

threats against his life, threats which stemmed from his desire to enrer a rehabilitation

program for sex offenders. On three other occasions he was pliysically assaulted.

These victimizations are a brutal reinforcement of prisoners' attitudes towards sex

offenders and their place in the prison social hierarchy.
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The most frequently occurring type of interpersonal' personal victimization

involved disputes concerning debts, both drug (nine cases) and non-drug related debts

(three cases). The following is a typical description of a non-drug debt-related

interpersonal victimization:

My friend left. He owed $120.00 and i2 carrons of snokes. I tolcl the guy ro give mc a fèu,
weeks so I could pay. i wanted to buy the smokes so I coukl pay the -suy off. The ,uuy on,e<i
snokes to others arld was stuck. I told him l took the debts to help hinr. He stanecl conring
oD to nle, putting pressure oD nte. He said if I dichl't pay he'd be back with frieucls. [prisoucr
- mediul securityl

Another prisoner described his victimizatjotT as follows:

I was making a brew. A guy said he would buy three PJ's [peanut butter jarsl of shi¡e ou
loan and would pay that rúght. Then the guy then said he wouldn't pay. He tol¿ nle hc woulcl
pipe rne. I went to my buddy and told him what was going on. He wenr ancl got two others.
We had a tnessage colne to us that he would pipe me. I sent worcl back that we woulcl be out
i| the yard. On the way to the yard two of his friends came ancl were apolo-cetic, tryirrg tg _uct
out of it. Tìrey -save a gram aucl a half of lush as payrnerìt. Vy'e setrlecl ir thar way. Fr.onr
theu on, business weut great. [prisoner - naximunl security]

Drug-related interpersonal victimizations involve similar dynarnics of the marketplace:

So[rebody felr tllat money was sent to a dea]er I'm involvecl wirh. Because I was dre nliclcllc-
matt, they figure I was responsible because the mouey didn't show up. He took a swi¡g at nre
iu the yard. Vy'e gave each other five or six shots. Then it broke up. We met twelty ¡riuures
later altd he apologized. He clairned the dealer hacl his money but it had not beeu transferred
into a third party's accourìt yet. Today we get along great. [prisoner - maximum security]

These examples of drug related and non-drug related 'interpersonal' victimizatio¡s,

and tlìe remaining eight victimizations in this category, occurred as a result of

transactiolls in the marketplace and involved either a prisoner refusing to pay a debt

or a prisolier being falsely accused of owing money or drugs to another prisoner.

Twelve of the thirteen drug/debt related victimizations occurred after the

tralNactiolls had taken place, hence a relationship between the victim and the

aggressor was established and the victimizations were coded as 'interpersonal'.

Threats of vioìence or actual violence was used in all cases of interpersonal
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victimizations involving drugs or debts. In seven cases the dispute was settled to the

satisfaction of both parties; either one party paid the debt or the dispute over

ownership of the debt was resolved. One case involved an aggressive resolution and

another was never resolved.

The only drug/debrrelated victimization that was classified as 'siruational'

involved a prisoner tlireatening another with physical assault if the larrer did not

smuggle drugs into the prison. What is interesting is that no victimizations resulred

from immediate economic transactions between parties. No victimizations resulted,

for example, from a dispute arising out of the price of a particular commodity.

Sirnilarly, no drug/debt-related victimizations resulted frorn the sale of faulty or

misrepresented goods. This is surprising given tlie fact that several prisoners

adlnitted that a 'gram' of hash weighed substantially less than a one gram weight.

Had these types of incidents occurred, more victirnizations would have been classified

as 'situational'.

These data suggest that, from a purchasers point of view, the marketplace

appears to operate with reasonable efficiency. Most conflicrs that arise in the

marketplace result from non-payment subsequent to the delivery of a good. This is

precisely what the informal rules of social control warn against. Rules such as 'don't

trust others' and 'avoid the prison economy' are less in place to warn prisoners about

being exploited at the point of purchase than they are to warn prisoners of the

consequences of going into debt and the dangers of 'fronting' a particular commodity.

One prisoner made the following cotnments:
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Lots of people are getting rippecl off. I saw a case toclay. He owecl lots of mouey, abour
$100.00 - lte was eating pills, so he booked it. They gor him all pilled-up and he clid¡r'r know
wlut he was doing so it's partly their fault. [prisoner - ruedium security]

As this prisoners indicated, the principle market ethic is'seller beware', the seller

sìiould have realized that the buyer was in no position to fulfil his financial

obligations.

The fact that all cases of interpersonal debt/drug-related victimizations resultecl

in some form of violence further suggests that the rules that warn prisoners against

entering into the marketplace are to protect prisoners from other prisoners. Based on

this data, the prison economy is'partially unstable'. wliile there may be few

problerns at the point of purchase, the overall prison economy has an elernent of

instability. Tlte informal rules of social control assist in regulating and providing

stability to cash-flow in the prison economy but the manner in which these rules are

enforced, the fact that tlireats of violence are necessary to settle accourlts, (and, even

then, threats or actual violence may not be have the desired effect) ref-lects a¡td

promotes instability.

The tension within the informal rules of social control and the 'partially

unstable' prison environment tliat is produced and reproduced by these rules is also

evident in victimizations classified under the heading of 'respect'. Twenty-two

personal victimizations (36.l%) were respect-related. These types of victimizations

are difficult to decompose into finer sub-categories. It is possible that there could be

a victimization for every norm associated with the rules of respect because tlie rules

of respect, and the prison status hierarchy that these rules help produce, is

underpinned by violence and coercion: if someone shows disrespect towards you, you
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ITlust 'step out' or challenge that person in order to maintaill respect in the eyes of

others. This challenge may end at a verbal stand-off or it may escalate into violence.

the issue is less one of who wins or Ioses the confrontation, but that disrespectful

behaviour was challenged. Thus, for every possible breach of prison etiquette a

subsequent victimization is possible.

The types of victimizations classified under the category of 'respect' reflect the

diversity of behaviour in prison. Using another prisoner's weight bench, interrupting

conversations, bumpiug into someone and talking too loud are examples of the types

of 'disrespectful' behaviour that lead to victimizations. For example, one prisoner

explained a victimization incident as follows:

It was il the dirúng roont, during breakfast. I was pissecl off arcl threw soure cot-Èe ili the
draitl. SoIue hit hinl alld lle got wet. He cane ruruúng at nre and tried to puuch nre. I gave
him a couple of snacks and tolcl hinl to slow down. I dichl't know the -uuy bef'ore this
happened. Sutf was sunding right there ... we both got charged but I bear it il court because
I was defetdin_u myself. [prisoner - maximum security]

Another prisoner described a respect-related victimization as follows:

I asked hin to turtt dowu his radio, to have respect for others because there were peoplc on
the phorte. He took it the wrottg way. We exchangecl words. He punched ne several rinles.
He was a big _uuy. [prisouer - maximum security]

Looking at it from an aggressor's point of view, one prisoner explained why he

instigated an assault:

A guy was playing his stereo too loud. I said'turu it dowu'and he said'fuck otT. I wellr ro
his cell to tunÌ it off. We argued and had a fist hght. I got him -uooil, he took eight stitches
in the mouth. I uever apologized and he's beerì transferrecl. He's steered clear of me. He
lalew he was in tìre wrortg and I'n sure others told hirn the same thing. [prisoner - mediurn
securityl

While this incident did not meet the criteria for a victimization, ir does indicate

the manner in which the rules of respect operate in prison. The rules of respect

define acceptable and unacceptable behaviour in prison, what is 'right' and wliat is
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'wrong'. Nineteen of the twenty-two victimizations classified as relating to 'respect'

were situational which means that a previous relationship between the vicrim and the

aggressor did not precipitate the victimization; the 'cause' of the victimization was in

the immediate context of the event - for example, inadvertent contact in a corridor, a

misinterpreted glance or leaving a mess in a common area. The victimizations

relating to 'respect' highlight the centrifugal,aspects of these rules. It is not difficult

to breach one of the rules of respect but any breach has the potential to explode into a

confrontatioll with another prisoner. What appear as relatively minor incidents take

on much greater consequences in prison.

While the rules of respect contribute to the stability of the prison (centripetal

effects) by defining what is acceptable and unacceptable behaviour, what is 'right' ancl

what is 'wrong', the system of justice tliat arises out of these rules and the manner in

which this system of justice interacts with the prison status hierarchy contributes to

the atomization of prisoners (centrifugal effects). The nineteen respect-related,

situational victimizations were not spontaneous; aggressors likely calculate the

probability that their threats will be taken up and the probability of 'winning' a

physical confrontation. But these types of victimizations are not likely to be

predicted. These types of events point to an environment that is partially unståble, an

environment when, at any given intersection between two prisoners, a potentialll,

serious victimization may result.

Prisoners' attitudes towards being assaulted reflect the unpredictability of

victimizations and the partially unstable environment of the prison. Prisoners were

asked if they worried about being the victim of an assault and 84.2% indicated that
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they did not. When asked why he did not worry about being assaulted, one prisoner

responded:

I don't worry because worryiug ain't going to stop it. Wtry worry, things happe¡. If your
goilg to worry about it your going to drive yourself crazy. [prisoner - mecliunl securityl

Another prisoner said:

No, it cau happen anytime, who lilows? To worry about tlmt in a place like this is craz1,.
That would take up ruy wltole day. I have better thiugs to clo than worry. [prisouer - nrec]iuru
securityl

The most frequently reported reason for not worrying about being assaulted was tltar

prisoners try to avoid situations that may result in some type of physical

confrontation:

If it [au assault] happens, it happerx. If you are -toiu,u to get it you will. There is uo use
worrying. If you mind your own business you have no fear. I clon't take any precautious rtr
avoid it. [prisoner - maximum security]

I dorl't look for trouble. You have to put yourself in the position or the place for troublc ro
happeu. I've leanled to be joint snart aud to serue trouble aud get out of those places.
[prisouer - medium security]

Prisoners can never be free of the threat of victimization. They can, however,

minimize their chances of being assaulted by keeping to themselves, by doing rheir

own time and showiltg respect for others.

Resolution and Order

For tlie most part, tlie victimizalion data point to the instability of the prison

environment. That is the nature of victimization researcli. By definition,

victimization focuses on breaclles of order. It has been argued that the prison is besr

characterized as 'partially unstable'. Prisons are not in a constant state of chaos or

riot. The stability of the prison environment can be seen in the resolution of

victimization incidents. The resolution of victimization incidents reflects the rules of
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respect that operate in prison. This category of rules encourages prisoners to

physically confront those who have shown disrespect bur the rules of respect also

structure resolutions to confrontations.

It should be noted that when discussing the resolution of victimizatio¡

incidents, reference is made to resolutions between prisoners. Little data were

collected on the administration's response to victimization incidents and the data that

were collected came from prisoners. Victims were asked if, to the their knowledge.

staff were aware of the incident. If a victim indicated that staff were aware of the

incident, the victim was asked to describe their response. Table 20 shows the result

of this quesrion.

Table 20. - - Staff Knowledge of
Personal Víctimization Incidents

Staff Knowledge No Yes ltjt d ì

# of Tncidents 37 (67.82) 21 (36.2e") sB (100?)

No staff response
Administrative Segregation/

Institutional Charge
Transfer vict im,/aggressor

to another range
Transf er victim/aggressor

to another prison
tvti s s ing

(missing cases=7)

According to victims, staff were aware of 21 of 58 personal victimizations

(36.2%). Victims indicated that staff responded with some type of acrion in less rha¡

half of these victimizations. These data provide an imprecise estimate of tlie number

of victimizations that are recognised and followed-up by the administration. Given

the perception of ratting, it is highly probable that staff were aware of a grear deal

more victimizations than is revealed by these figures. But even if staff were aware of
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more victimizations, ultimately it is the prerogative of the parties involved to reach

some type of resolution to the incident.

The manner in which prisoners resolve disputes provides insight into the social

world of the prison. Violence and threats of violence that occur during the course of

prison victimization incidents contribute to the instability of the social world of the

prison. This was especially the case in terms of the victimizations related to

'respect'. The prison is not, however, continually on the brink of disorder. The

manner in which prisoners resolve their disputes shows how stability is returned to rhe

relationship between the victim and the aggressor after a victimization incident and

how, on a Iarger scale, this contributes to the stability of trre prison.

Survey respondents were asked to provide details of how victimization

incidents were resolved and their responses were coded into three categories: (1) no

resolution, (2) non-aggressive resolutiol.l, (3) aggressive resolution. The following

coding rules were used to classify victimization incidents:

No Resolution: Victinúzatiotts where neither pany macle any atrempt to resolve the iuci¿eur;
tbr exarnple, irlcidents tltat are 'forgotteu' and/or if one party is trausfèrred to auother
iltstitutiotl and/or if one party attenrpts to engâge il a peaceful resolutiou withour the co-
operatiou of rhe odrer party.

Non-aggressive resolution: Victimizatiors where the panies uegotiate a uon-aggressive
resolutiott to the incident including payment of clebts or replacemert of properry, apologies by
either pany and/or third party mediation is used to partially or fully negotiare a serrlemenr ro
the dispute.

Aggressive resolution: Victimizations that are followed by aggressive acts of 'reven_ee'
(includin-l tlrreats and assaults) by either the victinl or the offender and/or b), third parrics ou
behalf of the victim and/or the offeucler. There must be a tinre-lag berween the initial
victi¡nization and follow-up aggression.

Not Classifiable: Victimizations that canlot be classified according to the coding rules listed
above.
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Table 21 shows that 41.4% of all personal victimization had no resolution.

The victim suståined a victimization and there were no 'revenge' attempts by the

victim and no apologies or reconciliation attempts from the aggressor. An equal

percentage of victimizations resulted in non-aggressive resolutions. That is, in almost

half of the personal victimizations the victim and the aggressor reached some type of

settlement or reconciliation and no further action was taken on the part of the

aggressor and no retaliatory acts were taken on the part of the victim. Revenge

attacks or subsequent victimizations were rare, occurring in onìy three personal

victimization incidents (5.2%). Each of these incidenrs involved an initial

Victimization followed by a subsequent victimization. In each of these cases friends

of the victim and/or the aggressor were drawn into tlie confrontation.

Table 2t.-- ResoluÈion of Victimization Tncid.ents,
Personal Victimizations
Tlpe of Resol_ution

No Res. Non-Aggressive Res. Aggressive Res.

27 (47 .4>") 27 (41.42) 3 (5.22)

(N=57, missing=6 )

The most frequent method of arriving at a non-aggressive resolution to a

victimizatiotl was for the aggressor to apologize to the victim. Nineteen of the

twenty-seven non-aggressive resolutions (10.4%) involved an apology, three involved

repayment of a debt (1I.1%) and six involved third party mediation without an

apology (22.1%). In cases involving an apology, the aggressor realized that his

actions were inappropriate, he had stepped over the admissible boundaries of what is

'right'and what is'wrottg'. For example, Prisoner Y accidentally burnped Prisoner
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X. Prisoner X challenged Prisoner Y to a physical confrontation. Later tliat day,

Prisoner X apologized to Prisoner Y for acting inappropriately and the incidenr was

resolved non-aggressively and the two parties began an affable relationship. This

incident shows the complex manner in which the rules of respect operate. Prisoner Y

was in the wrong for not recognizing he bumped into Prisoner X. Prisoner X reacted

to the disrespectful behaviour by challenging Prison Y. Prisoner X later apologized

for'losing his cool'. The reconciliation between these two prisoners allowed both to

maintain 'respect' in the eyes of others.

The incident noted above shows how a non-aggressive resolution to a

victimization returned stability to the relationship between two prisoners. An apology

also plays a more symbolic role and brings stability to the larger social system. For

example, a misunderstanding regarding the ownership of a debt caused a physical

confrontation betweell two prisoners. A third party intervened and clarified the

misunderstanding and the two parties realized the mistake. Tlie victim in this illcidenr

described the resolution process:

The situatiou was resolved with his owu people. It was a urisunclerstanclin-s ald his peoplc
worked it out. My frieuds wauted to 

-Qet 
in a beef with his friends because they thought thc

fight was bullshit. I ttren settlecl my friends down and werìt to the other guy. We walkecl
aroutld the yard to show people we ulked aud thet shook lnnds to sllow it was all over.
Therefore we avoided a nìean situation. [prisoner - maximum security]

In this case the apology served as a symbolic gesture that notified others that a

potentially violent situation had been resolved. The apology served to reconcile the

parties involved and show the larger prison community that their relationship had

stabilized.

The rules of respect determine what is 'right' and 'wrong' behaviour in prison.
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One means of acknowledging to another prisoner or the prison society that one is in

the wrong is to apologize to the aggrieved party. Thus in almost one-third of the

personal victimizations the aggressor apologized to the victim. The apology served to

invoke closure on a victimization incident and ensure that retaliatory acts would not

ensue. The apology also returned a sense of stability to parties involved and to rlie

larger prison community.

Victimization and Conflict Management

The relationship between victims and aggressors, the events that lead to

victimization, and the manner in which victimizations are resolved show how the

informal rules of social control operate in prison. Victimizations in prison are

produced by, and reproduce the informal social rules of social control. One means of

understanding how order is possible within the prison and, hence, developing a

theoretical understanding of the informal rules of social control and the patterns of

prison victimization, is to follow Black's lead and examine social control as conflict

management. It has been argued that the informal rules of social control define rhe

types of behaviours that are 'right' and 'wrong' within tlie prison social world and

provide appropriate responses to deviant behaviour by way of the rudimentary systenr

of justice tliat develops around the rules of respect. By defining deviant behaviour.

and appropriate responses to deviant behaviour within a given social context, the

informal rules of social control are a mechanism of conflict management. Black

(1990:61) argued tliat "conflict management is isomorphic wirh its social field." Thar

is, particular forms of conflict management arise out of structural and social relations

specific to the social arena in which they operate. Moreover, Black argued that
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particular modes of conflict management reproduce their social environment. Conflict

management is a reflection of the types of social relations that develop within a

society, but conflict management "recapitulates and intensifies its larger environment"

(1990:62).

Drawing on an extensive review of cross-cultural forms of conflict

management, Black argued that forms of conflict management have a corresponding

'social field'. 'Social field' refers to a particular configuration of social relations.

Social fields differ in terms of social segmentation (both horizonral and vertical

segmentation), the interdependence of members of the social field, mobility, and the

degree of intimacy between members of the social field (social or relational distance).

Social fields with different configurations produce different forms of conflict

management. For example, highly mobile, independent, socially distant and vertically

segmented social fields will have a different form of conflict management than

imlnobile, interdependent, intimate and egalitarian societies. Social fields that ntix

these characteristics will have multiple forms of conflict management. The prison

represents a social field that has a mixture of these cliaracteristics and, therefore, a

mixture of two types of conflict management: (1) self-help in the form of individual

vengeance and discipline and rebellion, and, (2) negotiarion.

Self-help refers to "handling a grievance by unilaterar aggression" and

encompasses gestures ranging from disapproving glares to blood feuds. Within this

general forln of conflict management there are two sub-categories: (l) vengeance,

and, (2) discipline and rebellion. Vengeance refers to reciprocal aggression. Black

argued that individual vengeance operates between parties of equal standing or rank.
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'Codes of I'lonour' which "specify who should seek redress against whom, and u¡der

what circumstances, and how" are most prominent in stratified societies but peruin to

relations among peers (1990:45). Black suggested that individual vengeance is

"frequent and often fatal in American prisons" and in American slums where honour

is important. Individual vengeance is most likely to occur where the social distance,

or horizontal segmentation, between two parties is great but mobility is restricted.

Individual vengeance is also most likely in social arenas where individuals are

independent of each other for their well-being. While vengeance operates arnong

equals, discipline and rebellion is most likely to occur in vertically segmented ancl

unequal societies sucli as the master-slave relationsliip. Downward social control is

discipline, upward social control is rebellion. Discipline and rebellion exist in a

mutual relationship, although as Black argued, rebellion may be less frequent and less

visible than discipline. Social dist¿nce between those who discipline and those who

are disciplined is also necessary as is immobility and functional unity, or as Black

(1990:49) said when persons "participate in the same enrerprise, whetlier production,

warfare, imprisonntent, or education. "

Social arenas where negotiation is prominent have qualities similar ro those

where individual vengeance is prominent with respect to equality and mobility.

Negotiation is most likely to occur among equal parties and amongst parties that are

physically proximate to one another. Negotiation differs from vengeance in terms of

functional unity and cross-linkages. Negotiation is most likely to occur in social

arenas where there is homogeneity or some type of shared cultural language or otl'ìer

lnutual ties that functionally unify prisoners. Cross-linkages, or social bridges that
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link parties, are also necessary. Whereas vengeance predominates in social arenas

that are horizont¿lly segmented, negotiation is most likely in social arenas where

parties are associated at least through indirect ties.

This brief review of two forms of conflict management and the characterisrics

of the social fields in which they are most likely to occur can be applied ro the

analysis of the prison developed in the previous chapters.

Conflict Management in Prison

The prison represents a combination of two forms of conflict management and

their corresponding social fields. First, the prison, by definition, provides the

requisite degree of irnmobility that is associated with individual vengeance, discipline

and rebellion, and negotiation. Second, the prison social hierarchy provides the

segmenhtion structure appropriate to each form of conflict management. The priso¡

social hierarchy is a semi-caste system, with the majority of prisoners occupying

positions of relative equality based on how their behaviour corresponds to the 'rules

of respect'. There is also a high degree of horizontal segmentation between prisoners

of equal standing. A prisoner can be relegated to the bottom rung of the prison social

hierarclty, he can be given the status of a'goof', depending on his behaviour. Once

given this status, upward mobility is difficult. Some prisoners, such as known skin

hounds, diddlers and rats, are relegated to the bottom rung of the prison social

hierarchy regardless of their behaviour and almost never progress higher than the

class of 'goofs'. Individual vengeance and negotiation operate among equals,

discipline operates downward, from those higher in status to those lower in status.

The social world of the prison provides the requisite conditions for individual
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vengeance to occur. The rules of respect operate similar to the 'codes of honour'

described by Black. They define when and how prisoners are to respond to

disrespectful behaviours. The rules of respect dictate that failing to respond to

disrespectful behaviour begets further disrespectful behaviour and a loss of status.

Violations of the rules of respect call for vengeance on behalf of the party who was

violated. The rules of respect operate amongst prisoners of equal social status,

amongst the mass of prisoners who are 'respected'. The horizontal segmentatioll of

the prison, the lack of loyalty and trust that prisoners exhibit towards each otlier

which is reflected in rules such as 'do your own time'and'don't trust anybody',

provide the appropriate degree of social distance required for individual vengearrce.

Moreover, horizontal segmentation reproduces the conditions that initially gave rise to

the rules of respect: it is precisely because prisoners are horizontally segrnented that

outward behaviours, how one follows the rules of respect, take on such great

importance. As was shown in Table 19, nineteen of twenty-two 'respect-related'

victimizations were 'situational'; they occurred under conditions of social disrance as

the victimization incident did not result from a previous significant relationship

between the two parties.

While tlie dominant characteristic of the prison is the lack of loyalty and trust

amongst prisoners - horizontal segmentation - the prison is not totally atomized. One

area where social cohesion, or cross-linkage, is present is the prison economy. The

prison economy requires at least a minimum level of functional interdependence in

order to operate. Drug suppliers must have knowledge of dealers, who must have

knowledge of runners, who must have knowledge of buyers. Thus Table 19 showed
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that twelve of thirteen debt/drug-related victimizations were 'interpersonal'. The

victim and the aggressor were associated through mutual ties and the victimizatiorl

was the result of this previous relationship. Of the twelve interpersonal, debt/drug-

related victimizations, seven resulted in a 'peaceful resolution' or mediated settlement

where the dispute was resolved via an apology, compensation or repayment of a good.

Of the remaining five victimizations, one resulted in an aggressive resolution, one

resulted in no resolutiort and three could not be classified. Although the numbers are

extremely small, tliese data indicate that where victimizations involve functional

interdependence and cross-linkages among equals, there is likely to be negotiatior.

Discipline and rebellion are most prominent in settings with vertical

segmentation. While vengeance operates between equals who may live within a

vertically segmented social field, discipline and rebellion operate between superiors

and inferiors. The primary axes along which the prison is vertically segmented are

offence type and prison behaviour: known'skin hounds', 'child molesters'and other

sex offenders and 'goofs' and 'water heads' are on the bottom of the prison social

hierarchy. In terms of the victimization data, the sex-related victimizations best

represent this type of conflict management. Black argued that discipline and rebellion

are "llorfftally penal in style and authoritarian in procedure. " The sexual assault

victimizations and the victimizations against the sex offender represent two different

mobilizations of physical strength as a resource of power used againsr those deemed

subordinate in the prison social hierarchy. In each case tlie victim rebelled either

through physical force or through rernoving himself from the prison.

One question that cannot be addressed within the context of the dara collected
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in the analysis has to do with cell thefts. The reason this type of victimization is

difficult to accommodate within this framework is that the dara collected provide no

knowledge of the circumstances that lead prisoners to steal from others. Black

posited that much of what is labelled 'crime', including theft, is actually self-help.

For example, he argued that many crimes involving confiscation or destruction of

property are moralistic in intent, such as when theft involves those in spousal or

farnilial relationships or when a thief specifically targers victims who are disliked in a

community or tårgets affluent members of a community (Black 1984b:11). It is

possible that cell tliefts are an example of individual vengeance. If cell thefts are a

form of individual vengeance one would expect they are precipitated by prisoners who

have been subject to a personal affront by a peer. Another possibility is that cell

tliefts are a form of secret rebellion on the part of those in inferior positions. Here,

cell thefts are a means of striking back against those in positions of power and

domination. The specific form of conflict management, or combination of forms,

represented by cell thefts would require greater det¿il regarding the circumstances

surrounding cell thefts. This type of detail was not collected during rhe course of

interviewing. Nevertheless, prisoners' perceptions that being victimized by a cell

theft is a personal affront, regardless of the value of the property stolen, woulcl

suggest that reactions to cell thieving are a form of individual vengeance; retâliatiorls

against the aggressor resulting from a personal affront, rather than, for example. a

demand to be compensated for the loss of property.

Placed within the context of forms of conflict management as outlined by

Black, it is possible to see how the informal rules of social control provide order to
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the social world and delineate the social and structural relations that give rise to these

rules. It is not simply the case that the deprivations of prison result in patterned

behaviours, although alleviations of material deprivations may be a consequence of

the informal rules of social control. Nor is it the case that the informal rules of social

control represent an accommodation to various patterns of behaviour imported into

prison. The infonnal rules of social control act as a mechanism of conflict

management in prison.

The informal rules of social control correspond to the structural and social

relations of the prison. The lack of loyalty and trust that is pervasive in prison and is

partially induced by structural features of the prison environment (such as the

perceptiotl of a 'rat policy' and the existence of various privileges) creates cleavages

amongst prisoners, hence giving rise to horizontal segmentation and social distance.

Informal rules of social control such as 'do your own time', 'don't talk to guards' and

'doll't trust anybody' are produced by and, in turn, reproduce these structural features

and social relations in the prison. In a world that lacks intrinsic bonds between

prisoners, outward behaviours - how one's behaviour corresponds to the rules of

respect - form one axis along which the prison is vertically segmented. But the

prisott is not fully devoid of social coliesion. Social cohesion, or functional

interdependence, does exist, for example in the prison economy, which is regulated

by the informal rules of social control that caution prisoners to avoid amassing debts.

Tlie prison economy fosters cross-linkages and functional interdependence between

prisoners. The combination of these forces creates vertical and horizontal

segmentation that are necessary for individual vengeance, discipline and rebellion alld
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negotlatlon.

within this structure it is possible to provide a diagram of possible

confronntion relationships within the social world of the prison and the conflict

management structure that operates in each case. Using this Diagram 1 it is possible

to generate hypotheses regarding the nature of conflict management in prison. The

vertical and horizontal double solid lines of Diagram I represent vertical and

horizontal axes of segmenûation. Line ABC represents a confrontation between

prisoners where cross-linkages exist among status equals. A typical victimizatio¡

involving this type of relationship is an interpersonal, drug/debt victimization. In

situations such as these the form of conflict management likely to take place is

negotiation. Line AC and EF represent confront¿tions between horizontally

segmented individuals. The victimization data suggest that the rules of respect are i¡

operation in these cases and conflict management is likely to involve individual

vengeance as a 'face saving' tactic. Lines AE and CF represent examples of

discipline and rebellion. Actions flowing from A to E are discipline, acrions flowing

from E to A are rebellion. Acts of rebellion were difficult to isolate in the dara, bur

acts of discipline, sucl'l as the power reìationships that existed between aggressors a'd

sex offenders are a reflection of the
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Diagram 1 - The Prison conflict Managenent structure
Horizontal

Segirnentation

'C

'-l
Vertical-

Segmentation

authoritarian and penal style of social conrrol that is typical of this type of

relationship. Line CD ma¡, represent confrontations between prisoners who are

tieither vertically nor horizontally segniented, relationships of a trusting nature or

'partnerships'. In these cases, social control or conflict management would operate

according to a logic not likely to result in a victimization. There were, for example,

only a small percentåge of victimizatiotls that were classified as 'interpersonal',

respect-related v ictim izatiolls.

Individual vengeance, discipline and rebellion and negotiation are three

common types of conflict managenìent that were produced and reproduced within tlie

social world of the prisons that were visited. There are, however, other possible

forms of conflict management that operate under different social configurations. For

example, group vengeance is one form of conflict management that was not evident to

any great extent in the victimization data. Group vengeance operates according to the

same logic as individual vengeance with the exception that vengeance is precipitated
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by groups as opposed to individuals. If groups of prisoners are socially intimate with

each other yet socially distanced from other groups thar exist on an equal status level,

and, there are little or no cross-linkages between the groups, then one may expect the

appearance of group vengeance as a form of conflict management.

It is not unforeseeable that group vengeance as a mode of conflict management

may make an appearance in Canadian prisons. For example, during interviews many

prisoners indicated that cliques organized around home cities and race were prevalent.

however, the loyalty among members of these groups was low, or conversely, there

was a high degree of social distance between clique members. Should these cliques

solidify into intimate but discrete masses the potential exists for group vengeance to

appear as a form of conflict management. This is not to say that cliques are

inlrerently aggressive. Cliques have the potential to offer a great deal of support ro

prisoners. If appropriate cross-linkages exist between cliques then negotiation may be

the form conflict management assumes. But tlie potential for group vengearlce to take

hold exists when cliques are socially intimate in and of themselves, yer socially

distarlced or horizontally segmented from other cliques. In such a situation line AC

of Diagram 1 would represent a confrontation between Clique A and Clique C. In

fact, it may be speculated that this is the pattern of conflict management that exists in

some prisons in tlie United States where gang affiliations are more inrense.
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Summary

The social and structural relations that exist in prison give rise to the infonnal

rules of social control which, in turn, produce and reproduce the conditions of their

existence. The informal rules of social control are a means of conflict management

within prison. The types of victimizations and the responses to rhe victimizarions

reflect the forms of conflict management that arise from the specific configuration

these relations within the social arena of the prison. Black's framework requires

modification because it does not provide space in which to analyze the interacrion

betweetl layers of social control. Henry's (1983) exarnination of labour organizations

showed that the formal and informal levels of social control exist in a serni-dependent

but autonomous relationship. Each layer relies on and, in turn, shapes the other. It

is necessary, therefore, to examine how the official layer of social control operates in

prison. What strategies do guards use in order to maintain social control? What is

the relationsliip between this layer of social control and the informal layer of social

control. Tlte next two chapters the rules and resources guards draw upon in course of

their daily routine. Chapter 1i examines the totality of social conrrol, or the

interaction between the formal and tlie informal layers of social control.
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Chapter 9

Guards' Authority in Prison

You turn a blind eye to certain little things. You're not supposect ro but you cau't nail thcnl
for every little thirl-g because you'll lose their respect, you'll lose coutrol. Basicalll, you s()r ro
have dleir respect so you call have control of this place. If they want to they could rake over
this place any ntirtute tltey waut. It's up ro theul. There's weapolìs but that doesn't stop rhcur.
There's only so ntuch, tltere's ouly so many rounds you can throw arouucl. They cau take
over. Respect equals control. That's somethiug that's gained with experieuce. [guarcl]

Chapters 6 and 7 examined how social control operates among the prisoner

population. The data presented in these chapters provide only a partial account of rhe

totality of social control in prison. Henry's (1983) examination of labour relations in

industrial organizations shows that the formal and informal mechanisms of social

control must be studied in conjunction. In prison, the formal layer of social control is

represented by the guards and the prison administration. The next two chapters will

examine guards' role in the maintenance of social control in prison.

This chapter will examine how the authority of guards is constituted. One of

the assumptions of this chapter is that any examination of the prison social sysrem

must begin from the premise of the primary structural contradiction of the prison: the

printary aim of prison workers is to keep prisoners in, the primary airn of prisoners is

to get out. This primary structural contradiction between guards and inmates

manifests itself in varying intensity. On the part of inmates, the contradiction can be
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expressed as a total rejection of the guards world, never "cracking" or talking to srat]

or, ultimately, attempting to escape from prison. On the other hand, prisoners nray

express this contradiction in a less extreme fashion. Thus prisoners may accept the

fact that guards are only doing a job and may even assist guards in performing their

duties; an innocent inmate may refuse to admit to guilt even if doing so would mean

release from prison; a sex-offender may refuse parole to avoid having a placard

identifying hirn as a sex offender posted in the community; or some persons may

colnlnit crimes as a means of escaping poverty in the community. On the part of

guards, the primary structural contradiction also varies in intensity. Sorne guards

indicated that it "pushes their professionalism" to assist certain prisoners in their

efforts to return to the street. This was most often expressed in relation to prisoners

coltvicted of sex-related offenses. On the other hand, many guards expressed an

attitude that some prisoners were victims of circumstance, that the events leading to

their incarceration could have happened to anyone. But the fact remairls that it is the

primary functiolt of guards to ensure that prisoners do not escape and tlie primary

interest of prisoners is to be freed from confinement.

The prirnary structural contradiction between guards and prisoners creates a

situation where guards lack legitimate authority. Wrong (1988:49) defines legitirnate

authority as:

a power relatiorl in which the power holder possesses an acklowledged ri-uht to co¡u¡aucl aucì
tlte power subject ag ackrtowledged obligation to obey. The source radler tllau dle courenr of
any particular conunatlcl endows it with legitimacy and induces willirg compliance on the parr
of the person tcl whour it is addressecl.

For example, soldiers obey superiors even though they know they may die, chiidren

obey parents'because it is their parent', a member of a voluntary organizatiorr
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consents to the directions of the chair at a meeting because the member accepts the

chair's authority to issue commands. The general community may acknowledge the

rigltt of guards to command prisoners, but it is unlikely that prisoners comply with

the commands of guards because they accept guards' right to command. This chapter

will examine the role of guards in the maintenance of social control in prison. Why

are rules obeyed in prison? How do guards establish their authority to command

prisoners? Do all guards possess this authority? How do prisoners respond to

attempts by guards to establish a command-obedience relationship? What is the

influence of prisoners on the formal social control structure?

Tliomas and Petersen (1977) argue that unlike otlier large organizations,

guards are not in the position to reward compliance by some material means nor are

they able to alter symbolic rewards for compliance. They follow Etzioni's posirion

that coercive power is the primary means of ensuring compliance and control in

prison. Sykes and Messinger (1960) argued that guards overlook many rule violations

as a mearìs of gaining the co-operation frorn prisoners in the long run. Over time

there develops between guards and prisoners tacit underst¿nding regarding the types

of prohibited behaviours that will be overlooked (Grosser 1963). Stojkovic (1986)

identified three forms of power used by guards in order to ensure compliance:

punishment, rewards, and access to information. Guards and prison administrators

have access to each of these sources of power. Statsny and Tynauer (1982) argue rl.ìar

there are not only multiple sources of power in prison, but there are a variety of

groups capable of mobilizing power. They identified a "polycentric power

configuration" itl the maximum security prisons they researched: guards, inmates,
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uttiolls, courts, the public and the media influence the organization of the prison.

This chapter will examine the type of power relations that develop between

guards and prisoners in the absence of legitimate authority. Following Giddens,

power is conceptualized as a special case of transformative capacity. Power refers to

interaction where transformative capacity "is harnessed to actors'attempts to get

others to comply with their wants" (Giddens 1979:93). Rules and resources are the

media through which individuals mobilize power. It will be argued that guards

supplant authority based on their role or office with a personalized form of authority

based on their competence and knowledge of common sense rules of the prison.

Official Rules

Formally, guards maintain a monopoly over the allocative and authoritarive

resources in prison. Guards have at their disposal codified rules, or formal law, sucll

as the Criminal Code of Canada (CCC), the Corrections and Conditional Release Act

(CCRA), and regulations such as Commissioner's Directives and institutional policy

and procedures that can be used as a source of coercive power over prisoners. Most

obviously, the CCC provides the legal grounds for detaining persons againsr their will

in a federal penitentiary. Additionally, the CCC delineates behaviours, and

procedures for dealing with behaviours, that are formally prohibited to all persons in

Canada. Criminal code violations in prison are handled by civilian police forces.

The CCRA outlines the formal rules prescribing the rights and responsibilities

specific to prisoners, prison workers and visitors to prisons. Among other things, the

CCRA defines how searches of prisoners and visitors are to be conducted, it

est¿blishes a minimuln standard of living in prison, it defines the types of healtlt care.
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educatioll and other programming to which prisoners may have access, and it defines

the procedures for releasing prisoners to the community. The CCRA also establishes

conduct rules for prisoners. Section 40 defines behaviours that are subject to an

internal disciplinary offence. Disciplinary offenses include specific behaviours such

as gambling, consuming an intoxicant, and fighting, as well as less specific

behaviours such as being "disrespectful or abusive" towards staff or towards other

persons. Sections 41-45 of the CCRA defines the procedures for charging and

adjudicating disciplinary offenses, and the sanctions that may be imposed on prisoners

cornrnitting disciplinary offenses. Prisoners found guilty of a disciplinary off-ence

rnay be liable to receive a warning or reprimand, loss of privileges, an order to make

restitutioll, a fine, performance of extra duties, or, a period of segregation for up to

thirty days. Section 45 defines the types of behaviours in prison that are subject to a

summary convictioti in the outside courts. For example, persons found in possession

of contraband or persons who deliver or receive contraband as defined in the CCRA

commit a summary conviction offence. For example, possession of prescribed valiurr

is not prohibited by the Food and Drug Act, but possession of valium by prisoners or

prison visitors contravenes the CCRA and is subject to summary conviction.

Supplernentary rules and regulations are contained in Commissioner's

Directives and the inmate handbooks. The latter document provides prisoners with a

synopsis of the daily routines and regulations of the prison in which they reside. For

example, the Inmate Handbook for a maximum security prison stipulates general

aspects of the institutional routine including hours of work, times of meals, and when

movement between sections of the institution is perrnitted. Additionalìy, the
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Handbook regulates aspects of life that, in other settings, would be considered rrivial.

The Handbook states that electric combs are prohibited, as are electric typewriters;

prisoners are allowed one knife, one fork, one spoon, one plastic cup but "no

pepper"; pyjarnas and slippers are not to be worn during work hours and "thermal

underwear will be worn beneath acceptable attire"; institutional clothing must have

name tags, one half inch to one inch above the left breast pocket for shirts, one half

inch to one inch above the right rear pocket for pants and half way across the lefr

breast and even with the armpit for parka's and jackets. Additionally, the handbook

contains omnibus infractions that are subject to disciplinary actiolt: a prisoner may be

officially disciplined if he "fails to work to the best of his ability"; a prisoner rriusr

not "behave towards any other person, by his actions, language or writing, in an

indecent, disrespectful or defamatory manner"; and all orders issued by an officer

must be obeyed promptly. Thus, the prison, as a total institution (Goffrnan 1961),

regulates virtually all areas of a prisoner's life, or as one guard said: "there is a rule

fbr everything. "

Tlte CCRA, supplementary regulations and, to a lesser extent, the CCC are

sets of formal rules, or media, through which guards mobilize power in prison. For

the most part, these rules are authoritâtive in nature in that they formally define

relations of domination over persons. Regardless of the extensiveness of the official

rules, it will be shown that official rules are mobilized as a source of power in a

selective manner. The selective application of the official rules highlights the

productive aspects of power. The mobilization of the official rules is not only

negative or for the prevention or discontinuation of a particular beliaviour; tl.ìe
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mobilization of the official rules and sanctions is productive in the sense thar ir

(re)produces relations of domination and subordination between guards and prisoners.

The existellce of "a rule for everything" plays a key role in this process. The official

rules as a source of power are also constrained by several factors. As in all relations

of power, the application of official rules operates according to a "dialecric of

control" (Giddens, 1984:93). Power relations are asymmetrical and involve conflict

and struggle over power resources. Those in a position of dependency - prisoners -

are able to challenge the authority of those in a position of dorninance. The 'dialectic

of control' sets up limits or constraints that impede the ability of guards ro drau, uporr

official rules during the course of interaction. Additionally, official rules as one

method of mobilizing power and maintaining social control exist in a recursive

relationship witli other sets of rules that provide structure to the prison social system.

Before examining the manner in which guards mobilize official rules as a

resource in the exercise of power, it is helpful to compare the position of prison

guards witli that of police officers on the street. In the broadest sense both

organizations are engaged in similar duties of policing populations and assisting i¡ the

reproduction of order through the application of codified rules, as well as engagi¡g i¡

less formal methods of conflict resolution. Ericson (1982) showed that the police use

the criminal law as a residual source of power, to be applied when other methods of

resolving disputes are unavailable or have been tried unsuccessfully. Criminal law

enforcelnellt is llot the prirnary role of the police, rather the criminal law is o.e of tlie

tools available to the police for the reproduction of order. Additionally, police invoke

the crirninal law in a manner that is consistent with their organizational culture.
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Crime is produced, according to Ericson, via the application of recipe rules. lt will

be shown that guards use similar strategies in dealing with prisoners. Codified rules,

or more precisely, the selective application of codified rules, are used as one resource

in the production and reproduction of order in prison. The internal disciplinary

system and the criminal law are utilized in relation to other sets of rules that are

drawn upon as resources through which power is exercised.

Policing the street and policing the prison differ in many respects. The most

significant difference between the two policing agencies is that police officers are

granted a certain degree of legal autliority from civilians with whom they conre in

contact. On hte whole, citizens recognize the authority of police officers to issue

commatlds alld this autliority is based in law. Ericson argued that persons colltact the

police as an end in itself; citizens utilize the authority of the police as a resource in

and of itself to re-order a problematic situation. Once on the scene, the police are

able to use their authority to transform individual troubles into police matters. As

Ericson says "the aura of the police officer ... ernits authoritative waves that are

usually translated unquestionably into deference by the public" (1982:202). Because

of the structural contradiction between prison workers and prisoners, guards do not

enjoy the type of legitimate authority - authority granted by virtue of one's office or

role - granted to police officers. It will be shown that guards supplant their lack of

legitimate authority with a form of authority based on their personal conducr. The

mobilization of formal rules is implicated in this process.

A related issue concerns time-space differences between police work on the

street and police work in prison. Police-civilian encounters are generally limited in
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terms of time and space. Ericson found that on an average shifr a police officer

spends a total of 76 minures dealing with the public. Depending on the type of

encounter, individual face-to-face police-citizen contacts ranged from an average of l5

to 28 minutes (1984, Chapter 4). Policing the prison environmenr, a roral institution,

is substantially different. Time-space as a variable comes into play to a much grearer

exterìt in a federal prison. Individual guards and individual prisoners interact on a

daily basis, for an extended period of tirne and in a dense social space. For example,

a guard who begins a 25 year career at the same time as a prisoner who begins a life

sentence, may spend ten or more years in the same prison before the prisoner is

transferred to another institution.

The exercise of guards' discretion is not analogous to the exercise of discretion

by civilian police officers because of differences in the time-space relationship

between a guard and prisoner and a police officer and civilian. One police officer

may give a motorist a waming for exceeding the speed limit by twenry kilolnetres

wliile another police officer may give a motorist a citation for driving at a similar

speed. In a large rretropolitan centre, for example, it is not likely that both mororists

will meet to diseuss their sanctions, nor is the officer or the motorist likely to

encounter each other later that day, let alone for a period of years. The fact that a

guard may liave to deal with a prisoner for a significant portion of the guard's career

has a bearing on the types of resources the guard mobilizes to maintain order. As

one guard noted, this means that the operation of power in federal prisous differs

from provincial prisons:
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That's why the provincial buckets are ruu like a military catup.... The ntosr they evcr havc a
guy there is a year, a year and a half. So you can play it a lot more heavy. There woulcl bc
very few you would have for a year and a half. But when you've got to live with a guy for
five or six years, you can't do it the sarne \ryay. The guy's going to be in your face for a
quarter of your career. It's oue thin-e to say "I'd do this and I'd clo that", you can't do that
when he's goin-t to be right there with you for the whole nine yards. [-uuarcl]

Because time-space is tightly compressed in a federal prison, guards and

prisoners are able to familiarize themselves with each other to a much Ereater extent

than in provincial prisons and in citizen-police encoullters and this knowledge that

prisoners and guards gain of each other has a significant impact on the type of power

guards employ during their daily acrivities.

Limitations of Official Rules

You can go by the book if you want but you really have to watch yourself. If you clou't.
you'll end up getting beat up down the range or kúfecl or something. You've gor ro use
cotluìloll settse. Conunolì selìse will dictate everything in this job. You take solìleone wirhout
cornmotÌ serxe and I guarantee you they won't survive. [guard]

The official rules and sanctions are one set of resources that guards may

mobilize to compel prisoners to comply with their comrîands. As a power resource.

the official rules and sanctiorls help constitute the structure of tlie prisorl social

system. Thus the routine mobilization of the official rules by guards, and prisoners'

responses to the mobilization of official rules, plays a key role in the reproduction of

the prison social system. The official rules coupled with punitive sanctions are botll

enabling and constraining. It will be argued in this sectioll that the official rules, as a

source of power, are used strategically by guards in their day-to-day routine as a

means of producing and reproducing relations of domination and subordination.

Official rules and sanctions also have constraints. There are structurally generated

limitations on tlie ability of guards to mobilize official rules as a means of compelling

prisoners to comply with the their commands.
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The most obvious limitation on the use of official rules as power is that there

is a "rule for everytliing. " In the abstract, the official rules provide guards with a

potent resource that can be used in the mobilization of authoritative power over

prisoners, however, the official rules encompass such an extensive range of behaviour

that reporting all rule violations becomes problematic. When asked about the ability

to document all rule violations observed during the course of a shift, one guard

replied:

Oh Jesus Christ, he'd be ruutirtg paperwork frour uow until Tuesclay. I'nr uot talkin_c urajor,
I'nr talking just tuittor stuff. You'll see au innlate walking froru the carpeuter slrop _uoiug ro a
job where his boss is waitin-e fbr hi¡n, Ile hasn't -sor a pass ro walk thar 150 yarcls bur are you
going to stop hiur there alld call hinl on it? There are so malìy rules, so nrauy tiny drings that
you just call't.'.. God we coulcl sit ltere, your lnncl woulci be pretty well crzuupecÌ lry the encl
of the god daluued <Ia1,. [guard]

Because every aspect of a prisoners life is regulated to the extent that it becomes

difficult for guards to document all rule violations, guards are required to use their

discretion or exercise common sense in applying the rules.

You have irt any situation the black and white aud theu tllere's the grey i¡l the uriilclle. yeu
have rules aud regulatiorx, all kinds of them fron different levels. Orders, iustructious, p6sr
orders, starldirlg orders, divisional instructions, regionai instructions, Conu¡issioner's
Directives, they're all rules ancl regulations and they're all interpreted. I woulcl say tlut usiug
the rules but bending them usin-q corunorì seme does help you get along with innates a lot
better. You don't lÌave to be black and wllite. You cau bencl tlle rule without r.eally breaking
the rule. Ytlu can't blatautly break the law. As loug as what you clo is lawful when you bcud
the rules or add soure of your owrì or delete some in orcler to make lifè a lirtle easier or lesseu
tetìsion, yes you have to be flexible. [_euard]

Another officer made the following comments on common sense:

\ùy'e carl ltave directives througlt the Deputy Conunissioner or ilre Conunissioner. It's a
guideline, it's not the Holy Bible. Some officers tlúnk it's the Holy Bible but ir's ¡or. you
have to pull a value juclgement on a persorurl level. If you want to pursue beilg a super
screw, a super cop, tlten you'll drive yourself nuts lookiug for justification. you neecl
con[Iìolì sense. A lot of it comes dowrl to what woulcl you want theuì to clo if you were iu t¡e
salle boar. [guard]

The existence of a "rule for everything" means that guards must exercise

discretìon in the application of the rule. Guards referred to the exercise of discretion
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as "usit-tg common sense. "

Establishing this point may seem pedantic since it has been well docurne¡red in

the literature tltat police officers exercise a considerable degree of discretioll. The

existence of "a rule for everything" has notable consequences on tlie mobilization of

power in prison. Because there is a rule for everything, guards rely on commoll

sense guidelines for when and where to mobilize official rules and sancriolts.

Common sense acts as an interpretive framework for when, where and against whom

to apply the official rules. Guards and prisoners monitor their behaviour and the

behaviour of others according to these common sense guidelines.

To say that common sense understandings structure one's daily routine

requires clarification. First, 'common' should not be taken to means universal or

shared by all members of the community. One of the sources of stress identified by

guards was precisely the opposite: inconsistencies in interpreting common sense -

inconsistencies frorn guard to guard - is a continuous source of tension among guards

and between guards and prisoners. Prisoners exploit the inconsistency between

guards in the application of common sense and play one guard off another in order to

secure advantages. Thus, what constitutes common sense is a contestable issue.

Second, common sense knowledge is far from average or ordinary, rather it implies a

sophisticated understanding of the daily routines of prison life. Common sense

reflects a theoretical awareness of the operatiorl of power in prison, regardless of

whether that undersranding can be discursively forrnulated. Common sense can be

thought of as part of a set of rules; much like the informal rules of social control

reflect the lived experiences of prisoners and, in relation to structuration theory, are
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rules that exist in conjunction with resources which togetlier provide structure ro rhe

prison social system. Common sense acts as an interpretive scheme for guards and is

connected to the mobilization of various power resources. Before examining the

connection between official rules as a power resource and methods of mobilizing

power, it is necessary to note some other limitations inherent in the official rules.

A second lilnitation of utilizing the official rules as a power resource relares to

the "I.ìeat" that is associated with charging a prisoner. The admonition not to "bring

on the heat" has been recognised as part of the inmate code (Grosser 1968). All

prisoners on a range face confiscation of unauthorized items if one prisoner's

behaviour results in a cell-to-cell search. Like prisoners, guards also do not war'ìt to

generate the heat associated with invoking the official rules.

If guards invoke the official rules in a manner tliat is perceived to be overly-

stringent, tliey will find themselves in conflict with their peers, in conflict with the

administration and in conflict with prisoners. One guard noted the personal stress rìrar

is placed on a guard that goes by tlie book:

.'. but I think at times it's not that the officerneans to be really lenient. It gers reall;,
exluustirlg constantly. day after day atìer day. If you're up there fbr a nlouth ancì a half or
soluethitl-q, wclrking the same post all the tinle, you get damn sick of the whirúu_r: a¡d tlte
crying. Sonte days you just say touglì, I don't care what you're wearing, do whatever you
waut but get the work done. [guard]

Guards who charge more than what is considered the norm also come into conflict

with their peers. When asked their perceptions of working with an officer who has a

reputation for charging prisoners more than what is considered the norm, 55.6% of

those interviewed replied in a negative manner,33.3% replied in a neutral manner

and only 11.1% of guards responded positively. For example, one guard made the
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following comments about working with a guard who frequently charged prisoners:

It's ltorrettdous. Absolutely horrendous. I had quite a few indivicluals that were likc tlur, ir
just drove me fuckirtg banauas. I'nt a very easy going person and these indivicluals sÈerìì r()
enjoy the conflicts that arose from their inflexibility with the rules and regulations. The paper
work! For little things like having a towel halging over their bars so the li_qht cloes¡'r shi¡e i¡
wlteu they're sleepiu-u. I urean, pull the fucking dting down ancl throw it on the floor if you
waur to see in. [guard]

A guard who enforces the official rules overly-stringently not only causes stress fbr

the guards working on the same shift, but may also have the unintended consequence

of causing problems for the next shift:

[T]lte¡' seelll to wind irunates up just for the pleasure of ir ancl a lot of times they woulcl clo it
irt a way that would ,set tltenì wouncl up and then they woulcl clisappear alcl sonrebocly else
would have to clearl up atier.... You take over at tlrree o'clock and they say it's becrr a quicr
day, no problems at all. The ltrst time you walk clowu the fucking rarì-se you uever kneu,
wltether you were goin-u to get busted porcelain or bucken full of excrenterÌt or _uocl klows
what tltrowrt at you throu,clì the bars. It just fuckiug horrenclous. I hatecl people like that.
lguarcll

Prisoners also recognise that there are limits on the extent to wliich the official

rules should be mobilized during the course of a shift. Prisoners are knowledgable of

what collstitutes common sense and resist guards' attempts to extend their power

beyond those limits. The following comment indicates how prisoners respond to whar

they perceive to be an over zealous guard:

Those officers cause an awful lot of stress ou therìtselves by working by tire book. The
iturlates wilì give theru a harcl tirue froru the tine he stans his sltitì to the encl of his shifi. To
nte, I don't see the poilt. To ne rules can be broken, but there are limiudorr. [guarcl]

Another guard illustrated how prisoners are aware of the authority relations in which

they are situated and resist the domination by guards:

I stay away frolu tllent. I clon't need the heaclaches alcl the bullshit they're going rtt crearc....
Bullshit front the cous. They're just goin-e to get everybocly wouucl up. It's rúce to play
super-cop but it doesn't work iu this place.... You're ... going to end up driving yourself
insane by trying to keep up with all the wrong clothes, illegal clothes, pi.tu..r,iúraius,
wroll-q ran-qe, plants, you look furury, or whatever the case may be. So the mental ancl
pltysical stress of it comes afìer that from having 550 couvicts in [this iustitution] lookiu_rr ro
try and kill you because of literally your pettiuess. No, I clon'r waur ro work with rhe perso¡.
[-cuard]
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Physical resistance is one method that prisoners use ro contest what they regard as

excessive use of the official rules, but resistance also takes other forms. One guard

described how prisoners challenge the authority of guards who overstep the common

sense boundaries of when to invoke the official disciplinary apparatus:

If the inntates have friencls ill llere they'll krow, the montent they walk in the frout cloo¡, rhe
guys that do a lot of charging the imrates. I'm sure [prisoners] do it just ro pass the tinle,
aggravate certain staff, do things they know is going to bug but isn't bacl enou,qh to lay a

cltarge. If you get sontebody continually trying to -qet at you or cloing things that a_s_gravare
you tìlr eight hours, and dten on a seveu day shift, it llakes you clo hard tinle aud there's
nothing you calì do about it. I'm not paid auy more for having an aggrâvatecl shiti than I aru
for having a smooth one. [guard]

Tliese examples indicate the knowledge prisoners have of the colnmon sense

guidelines that serve as an interpretive framework for the application of the official

rules. While the power relations between guards and prisoners may be weighted in

favour the former, power resources can be used by those in a position of

subordination. Prisoners know tlie boundaries of the official rules and contest what is

perceived to be an inappropriate exercise of authority by a guard by exhibiting

behaviours designed to 'pester' guards but at the same time stopping short of outright

collfrontation. From the point of view of guards, these challenges to authority are

seen as "pestering", "nagging", "whining" and, most interestingly, "actirtg like a

cliild ":

They're like a bunch of little kids. It's a coustant parade of "do me a favour, do me a fàvgur"
and it's bad-eer, bad-eer. "How come this hasn't beeu done, I askecl yesterclay?" You're tryi¡_r:
to keep tabs on the little games they have goin_Q. [guard]

Solue of tltetu are always pestering you. I cau unclerstaud some of theru askiu-u fbr stutT, a¡rj
that's tìne, we all lmve demands. But sonle of tllem do it just to bug you so rhey're jusr what
we call pests, they're bugs.... Sone of them can't cto tine. If they'cl onJy realizecl that betbrc
they did the crime. They cau't sit, they can't handle beilg controllecl. A lot of them have
llever been told, or had llever had discipline in their life.... They never expecr you to sa)/
llo.... A lot of thent, they're kindergarten kids in â nau's bocly, with a nìan's strength.
Iguard]
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Like guards, prisoners are aware of the authority relations in which they are situated

and are able to use the official rules as a power resource to contest the authority of

guards who step outside what is perceived to be common sense.

To say that tlie basis of order in prison rests on the application of formal rules,

backed up by coercion or threats of coercion, over-simplifies the complex patterns of

interaction between and among prisoners and guards. "Coming in heavy" by invoking

the official rules is one method of mobilizing power in prison, but the official rules,

coupled with coercive sanctions, have limitations that act as constraints on their

effectiveness. The productive capacity, or enabling aspects, of the official rules lies

in the selective application of the rules. Between the black and the white of the

official rules lies the a grey area of common sense that reflects guards' and prisoners'

knowledgeability of tlieir world. These common sense guidelines are discursive

elaborations of tacit stocks of knowledge gained through experience working and

living in prison. Common sense knowledge operates as an interpretative scheme a¡d

conllects official rules, as a power resource, with other sets of less formalized but

more intensive rules. These tacit understandings which guards draw upon tliroughout

the course of their daily routine provide structure to the prison social systern, and to

the extent that guards guide their beliaviour by these understanding they reproduce

that system.

Respect and Authority

The primary structural contradiction between guards and prisoners

circumscribes the ability of prison guards to rely on their "office" or role as a source

of authority. while the general community may acknowledge guards' right to
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command, a right which is formalized in law, it is unlikely prisoners comply with

commands out of an acknowledged obligation to obey. Lacking legitimate authority.

guards develop a more individual form of personalized authority. Wrong referred to

the type of authority relied upon by guards as individual authority, or a power relation

in which the command is obeyed because of the personal qualities of the power

holder. Just as a prisoner is judged to be "solid" and is granted respect according to

his behaviour while in prison, guards must also earn the respect of peers and

prisoners. Guards earn respect by being firm but fair and by taking a stand and

maintaining that st¿nd even in the face of pressure. Additionally, guards earn respecr

by knowing when and against whom to apply the official rules. Common se¡se

provides a link between the use of official rules as power and the process of earning

respect and being respected. Thus, common sense acts as an interpretive framework

that structures the selective application of the official rules. Guards who are

knowledgeable of what constitutes common sense gain the respect of the population.

Respect is a normative standard that provides a basis for individual or personalized

authority of the guard. 'Being respected' or 'earning respect' allows access to other

resources that can be mobilized by guards to maintain order, guards who are

respected by the prisoner population are able to mobilize prisoners as a means of

getting prisoners to comply with their wishes, they are able to call upon prisoners to

police themselves, and they are able to secure security-related information. The

process of establishing respect lias a significant effect on social control; respecr is not

sirnply a secondary mechanism of social control that augments the coercive power of

guards, rather respect is an essential element of the totality of social control in prison.
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Gaining the respect of tlie population provides one link berween the methods of

formal social control invested in guards, and the informal means of social control that

arise in the prisoner population.

In chapters 6 and J, the importance of respect among the prisoner population

was discussed. A prisoner who loses the respect of his peers may become the target

of exploiration from other prisoners. Guards used similar language to describe tlieir

authority in prison. The importance of being respected as a guard cannot be

overstated. Respect flows from how an individual guard interacts with prisoners and

other guards. Respect is related to work experience - new officers have to prove

tllemselves worthy of respect - but respect does not automatically follow froni

experience. This point was made by one guard:

Not most officers, all officers hâve to earn their respect. I dor't give a shit who you are.
You calurot walk into a place arcl demald respect because you're uot goiu_u to get it. Not ouli,
from the cotrs, you're not going to get it from snff roo. I clou't -uive a shit if you're a lou,l),
grade two guard or a warden or even tlle Soiicitor General. If you waur rÈspcct you haye 11¡

earn respecr. lguardJ

A recent recruit commented on his experience gaining the respect of his co-workers:

But then you've got to prove yourself evelì more. I've -cotten into the goocl botlks. It's raken
nte eight tuotttlts. I remeluber one -quy wouldn't eveu talk to nte fbr six mouths. he nevcr
spoke to me. He \üas orì nty ran,qe, but we only hacl a workiug relatioruhip. We'cl talk abtlur
work. I'd give hint his keys or whatever. It was strictly that. But after six mouths we srarrccj
ulking about the trockey ganle or whatever. He wouldn't speak to me until I prclved myself.
They're leery, they're very leery abour uew guys getting on. [guar<ì]

Earning respect is a process rather than a status; one's respect is augmented or

diminished during daily and routine interactions with prisoners and otlier guards, as

guards are continually evaluated by those with whom they have had no previous

associatiolis. One guard noted how new prisoners test the authority of a guard:
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You catt't fuilction il here if they dou't think you're going to back up whatever )ou Sa1r. l¡'5
experieuce and time in mostly. They get to know how you operate. You still have proble¡rs
with newcomers that come in and want to knock you off the top of the hill. hunates are like
sharks alld predators. They know how to spot weakness and the strouger crews ... the iluuares
tend to lay low wlten they're on shifÌ. Ancl then there are others that are less observanr ancl
less tenacious irl their job, that's when they run, drat's when they play.... They're here all rhe
time. We're ouly here seven days and we're off, ancl only for eigñt úours a ciay. [guar<i]

Thus, earning respect or to be respected is not granted by virtue of one's role or

office, nor is it a prescribed status; respect refers to a process in which guards are

continually engaged and which provides a basis for their personalized aurhority.

Authority founded on respect differs from legitimate authority in that the

former is a purely individual and personalized form of authority. While legitimate

authority rests on some intrinsic obligation to obey, authority in the form of i'dividual

respect is based on previous experience and personal competetlcy. As one guard

noted, prisoners observe individual guards and learn how they operate:

Of all the things that they nlk about around contraband, one of the greatest conmroclities iu
any institutiou is information. The irunate comes in and it doesn't uk. tong that if he ¡as
frie¡lds he klows tilat so and so is right by the book, don't fuck with hinr, ão¡'t mess u,ith
him. So and so might not get off his ass in an eight hour periocl, he likes ro warch drc ¡ockey
game, a good pencil pusher wlto does the write-ups on tinte aucl everything so don't push hinr.
Or if you piss this guy off you mi-eht as well change your caseload because you're never goiug
to -uet auything for the rest of your fuckiug life here.... Information is bought atd solcl as
mucll as any otlter fo*' of contraband. Because you clon't have the luxurl, s¡ spenclin_t rhe
tinle to learrl it. If you tlicl, you'd be cloing the majority of your sertelìce. If somebocJl,
conles ilt arld -uives you the lay of the urút lanclscape then you klow. one week ar [t¡is
institutionl and you know what personalities belong ro whar people and whar behaviours you
cal exhibit or what the tolerance level of your behaviour in cerûain situations witil certaiu
people is. lguard]

Another guard described how prisoners gain knowledge of an individual officer's

work routine:

That's'kllow tlty eneny' ... as you're perceived as being the enemy. Keep in nli¡d t¡ar I
ottJy conte here for ei-qht hours. They live here twenty four hours. You can havc fbur or flvc
iurlates spell each other otT ancl keep an eye on staff rwelry four hours a clay. Hclw ar.c t¡c¡,
beltaving irl all these circurustances'l Then correlate all that informatiou. Tirey have a bettcr.
report or outlook on you than you have on yourself because they have observecl you in ¡rore of
a context than you have observed then. You're looking at them because it's your job, t¡e¡,
have looked at you looking for your faults. They know who's coming iu on ihifr.- It's jusr
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like a Iight switch, "let's party so and so is comiug in" or "we better keep our uosc cleau, so
and so is coming out, he's super-screw. " [guard]

Anotlier guard offered similar comments:

They know who the guards are that are workiug then they just back off if it's a good creu,. If
it's rtot, if it's a weak crew then they just run tike fucking wilclñre, they'll jusr clo whar tlrey
wâIlt. Because tlte guards might sit i¡r their office with their book ancl their snlokes, shooting
the shit and they got tlìeir backs to the range. They're talkilg with the guy ancl the ran-uc is
over here. [guard]

These examples indicate the impact of time-space as a variable in structuring social

relations in prison. Prisoners and guards co-exist in a social system in which time

and space are densely compressed. Unlike the police-citizerl relationship, for

example, prisoners are able to monitor the actions of guards and adjust their

behaviour based on this knowledge. Prisoners know which guards will granr certain

privileges or bend the rules and which guards are less tolerant to rule violations.

Tltus, prisoners alter their behaviour according to the particular crew that is workin_q.

It is through this reflexive monitoring of action that prisoners gauge the extent of a

guards' personalized authority based on the respect a prisoner has for the guard.

On the part of guards, "earning respect" or "being respected" is the discursive

equivalent for several inter-connected normative rules governing the operatioll of

power in prison. Earning respect means being able to'tâke a stand', not'flip-

flopping' on an issue, or being able to 'say no' to a prisoner. The following

colrments indicate one guard's experience with how prisoners monitor and test the

reactions of guards:

They'll tend to play ganes with you and do what they can to try and upset you and jerk you
arourtd. You stand your -uround and go rose to nose wiù a couple of then ancl that usually
stops pretty quick. It's the comt¿nt harassmeut, coming to you ancl asking you questiorx tìre
first few tirues you work in the blocks. They've never seen you before aucì they're prerry sure
tlnt you're green and you dou't know the ¿urswers. They'll keep buggin-t you to conre up wirlr
stuff. They're just constantly coming to you to try aud rattle your cage a little bir. [_suard]



Allotlier guard made similar comments on how prisoners determine the personal

authority of guards:

They'll test you, they'll try to get everythiug they can fron you. Al extra toothbrush. To nre
aIì extra toothbrush is nothirtg, to them a toothbrush is nothing. It's the principle of it. I cor
that frour hirl so I'll try somethiu-u else. They walìt to see if you're able to say uo ro theul.
You have to earn respect. Once you do it's great. Your job is so nluch easier. [guarctj

One guard provided the following example of a guard who lost the respect of his

peers and the prisoners:

We had an officer that was quite involved with the bikers, he thouglrt he had a good rapporr
with the bikers and they used him. They basically used Iúm uutil tlrey got theiistreugjiou
this olle particular range. They gave him information in retum for a favour to trlove so aucl so
up to tlte range. But uodrilg of any importance, it was "I'll clo this if you clo this." Ir c¿ìnlc r()
after a while that orle of then said he wartecl sonething and the officer nlade a smrcl aurl said
uo, that's it.... All of a sudden the officer woke up ancl saicl this guy's uot as lúce as hc's lrecu
puttiDg oll over the last two months. What he was doing was using him to get w¡at ¡e
wanted. An iruuate has a lot of tinte to use somebody wheu he has a plan fbr what hc u,anrs
to get. There's always games like that. [guard]

As tliese examples show, the lack of legitimate authority offered to guards, the

limitations of invoking the official rules and the impact of time-space as a variable

structures the type of authority available to guards.

Authority relations in the prison social system are constituted through a series

of on-going individual relationships between guards and prisoners in which respecr

operates on a quid pro quo basis: guards who have gained the respect of certailr

prisoners are more likely to receive co-operation from the prisoners on their range.

One guard made the following comment on how prisoners' awareness of a guard's

work style effected the work conditions for that officer:

If [prisoners] consider you to be fair and houest, above the boarcl, you'll get on cerraiu ran_gcs
and sorue cons that will try aud keep a lid on because you're there. But if you're up there aud
you're an assllole artd a prick allcl all this shit, you're otì your owu. Don'r ask fbr ¡oiltiu_q.
you ger uo help. [guard]

Another guard noted how he consciously monitored his interaction with prisoners in
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order to gain respect as a means of reducing conflict and tension in his daily routine:

If I treat tltenl fairly I gain respecr so therefore I use thenl more or less as a nrecliator. If I
have a problem with an irunate I'll deal with the inmate. If he wants ro conrinue beiug au
asshole, I'll ask oue of the imlates that I get aloug with, that I've dealt with previously ancl
askhiru to talk to the individual and a lot of tines it gets straightened our.... It's irnporraur ro
do it artd it nlakes your job a lot easier. They're not going ro do it for you if they don't
respect you.... If you don't lie to them and don't treât dìem like a piece of shir, they see drat
you don't mind doing stuff for them ther they'll trear you f,rne and when you're in a pinclr or a
guy's giving you a hard time ormouthiug off, they might step in ancl say "pull up Jack" or
they'll inrerveue and sertle dle irunate down. [_suard]

For various reasons, many guards and prisoners do not develop this type of quid pro

quo relationship. For example, two guards make the following comments on how

they deal witli prisoners with whom they have personal differences:

I've ltad rtty coufìicts widr certaiu i¡lclividuals.... A cou will ask "why are you always orì rìì)/
ass? You're the orily one in this whole urrit?" I say "Look, lets sit clowu aud straighren dris
out." lf you let things go tlteu they just keep boiling aud boilin-c until one of us blows. I'll sir
down attd say "You have a problern with me ancl I have a problem with you. Persoruliry
clash. Let's stay out of each other's face for a while. I'm only here for eight hours a clay.
We'll suy out of each other's face. Dou't talk to me, I wou't tålk to you." That's the way it's
been with one guy for two weeks aud everythiu-u llas beeu fine. That's the way I cleal u,irh
sontebody who I caunot get along with, there's lo reasorúug with theru. lguarcì]

I treat every imtate as if he's doing his time ancl that's it... and I'll clo everything to help, but
once they cross me that's it. I played fair with you.... There's other iumates on [ny range], I
talk to thent and it's a two way street. It's an iruportaut relatiorship especially when yrlu'rc
workirtg sevett days irt a row witlt those guys. Because if you get terxioru all the tinle it ,sers
tiring. Some days you go home and you're quite draiuecl, not physically but menully. you
figure you did something to help this guy, like you wert and founcl out that his nìorìey wasu'r
brought in or whatever, and you expect a little bit back. I went to firnnce for this guy al<l
fourtd out a lot of stuff. At the end of the day he had his radio on. I saicl tum it dowu pleasc
or we take it away. He -uot all upset aud startecl cursiug aucl sweariug at me. I saici "For_scr
it. I'tu llot doin-u anythiu-u for you for the rest of the week. I'll do the mirúmunl, what I'vc
got to do but there's no extra...." The uext day he came back and apologizert so we're back o¡
a working relatioruhip. You can get very mentally drainecl. Pltysically the job's lor tou_sh,
it's all ruetal srrain. [guaril]

These comments indicate the extent to which respect penetrates tlie routine functioning

of the prison. Having respect reduces conflict and tensions between an individual

officer and an individual prisoner. Moreover, individual guards who have the respect

of individual prisoners are able to use these prisoners as a resource to resolve a

particular problern witli anotller prisoner. Thus, respect between prisoners and guard
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operates on a quid pro quo basis and plays a key role in the production of order and

the maintenallce of social control within prison.

While respect is an important base of authority in prison, tliere are limits on

the quality of relationships guards and prisoners maintain. For example, having t¡e

respect of the population does provide a degree co-operation from prisoners and

illcreases the flow of security related information a guard receives, but having the

respect of the population is no guarantee of personal safety. One guard identrfied the

limits of respect in the following terms:

He will [give you nore co-operation] until it geß ro the point if it's hinr or you, you'rc as
good as dead, sarne as tlte -uuy tltat says "that's an iile-rral TV ancl I'rn takin_s ir." Duriu,c thc
tine it nmkes his job a little bit easier. Yes, Ile gets along a little bit easier. yes, he's officcr
frieudly. Yes, he's a nice guy. But when push cones to shove aud they're all clrug_uecl o¡ rllc
range and I make dle ran-qe walk they don't give a fuck. If you're it, you're it. [guard]

Respect, tlierefore, has its limits of which ail guards are aware.

Respect and Official Charges

"Earning respect" among the prisoner population is also connected to

knowledge of the common sense guidelines of when and where to come in "heavy" by

applying official rules. Common sense provides one link between domination

exercised through the application of the official rules and personalized autlrority in the

form of respect. Domination and power in the fonn of the official rules, cornnlon

sense as an interpretive framework, and respect as a set of normative rules are

produced and reproduced via the selective application of the official rules and provide

structure to the prison social system. It has already been established that the use of

the official rules and sanctions as a source of power is constrained by several factors.

A guard who "comes in heavy" with the official rules and sanctiorls "draws heat"
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from otlier guards and from prisoners. Additionally, the existence of "a rule for

everything" means that it is not possible to document all rule violations one observes

during the course of a shift.

The Iimitations inherent in the official rules means that all rule violations in

prison do not result in an official charge. The selective application of the official

rules can be seen when security incident reports are examined. Security illcident

reports are used as a means of alerting staff members and the prison administration of

actual and potential breaches of the security of the institution. Guards provide

security informatioll to a preventative security officer and the preventative securiry

officer tlien places the information on a security incident reporr. Security incident

reports are placed in prisoner files that follow the prisoner throughout his period of

custody.

The CSC national headquarters dara-base contained 649 separate securiry

incident reports for the twelve month period corresponding to the time frame used for

the victimization survey administered to prisoners. A rotal of BI2 instigators were

identified, including 43 visitors who were identified as instigators. 117 victims were

identified, including twenty staff members who were injured during the course of an

incident. Table 22 shows the breakdown of officially recorded security incidents by

type of incident.

Incidents involving contraband were most likely to be contained in the data-

base. Possession of contraband and being under the influence of an intoxicant

accounted for one-third of all the incidents tliat were available in the data-base.

Drugs and home-made alcohol were the most frequently seized forms of contraband.
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Drugs were seized in 51 incidents and home-made alcohol was seized in 43 incidents.

The next most frequently seized itern of contraband was a shiv or a knife (17

incidents). An additional ninety-five security incidents involved drug trafficking or

cases in which one or more of the parties involved in the incident were suspected of

using drugs or alcohol.

Table 22.-- Officíal_ Security tncidents
Inc ident Number Percent

Murder and Attempts 10
Prisoner assaults, fights B9
Suicide, Self-Injury 36
Possession of contraband t74

42
2B
54

52
1B
30
42
13
61

1.5
t3.7
5.5

26.8
6.5
4.3
8.3

8.0
2.8
4.6
6.5
2.0
9.s

Under the Infl-uence
Escapes , Walk- al-ways
Dl s turbances
Àssaul-ts, threats

against staff
Property damage
Intelligence
PC Request
Â,rrest of offender
Other

Total b+v r-00.0

A total of 649 security incidents were completed during the twelve monrh

reference period. Internal charges do not always occur after a security incident reporr

lias been filed. There are several reasons why a security incident report may not

result in all intertial charge against an inmate. In the case of an assault, for example.

the aggressor may not be known to the prison administration and the victim may nor

wish to co-operate by naming his assailant. Security incident reports are also

completed when contraband is found unattended in a common area, such as when a

brew is found in a storage locker or an air duct and no instigator can be identified.

Finally, security incident reports classified under the heading 'intelligence' and 'pc
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request' do not necessarily involve violations of the official rules.

Table 23 provides data for security incidents that resulted in an internal charge

for incidents where an instigator was identified. Approximately half of the incidents

in wllich an instigator was identified resulted in an official charge against the

instigator.

Table 23.-- Securíty Incidents with an

_ 
-d"rtttt"Ot. trr rg.

Incident Offence Report Compl_eted
Yes No

#ro#ZToral
Murder and Àrtemprs 0 (0.0) 4 (100) sPrisoner assaul_ts, fights 23 (39. o) 36 (61. o) 59
Su j-cide, Self -Injury r (2.8) 34 (94.4) :S
Possession of contraband 119 (78.1) 33 (2I.9) rSr
Under the Inf l-uence 25 (59.5) 16 (38.1) +t
Escapes, Walk-always 4 (I4.3) 24 (85.7) 28
Disturbances
Assaul-ts, threats

against staff
Property damage
Other

23 (46.0) Zt (s4.0) s0

33 (63.s) rS (36.s) 52
6 (46'.2) 7 (s3.8) 13
4 (8.3) 40 (83.3) q+

Total 237 (49.7) 240 (s0.3) qtt

The dynamic element of tlie official rules lies in the selective application of the

rules as a meatts of producing or re-establishing an authority relationship between a

guard and a prisoner. In order to examine how common sense affects the selective

application of the official rules, guards were asked to describe parricular

circumstances when they would consider laying an internal disciplinary charge.

Guards' responses clustered around two themes: charges would be considered in

circumstances that (1) caused or would likely cause serious injury to a prisoner or a

guard or would jeopardize the security of the institution, and, (2) where the authority

of the guard is challenged by the prisoner(s) involved.
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The first consideration for laying a charge is relatively straightforward. One

of the primary goals of the front-line guard is to ensure prisoners are not seriously

injured and to ensure that the safety and security of other guards and rhe institution is

not jeopardized. Thus, certain behaviours are non-negotiable and will likely result in

official sanctioning. The following comments are typical of this rheme:

The mirtor violations are pretty vague, the major ones you carì'r tum a blincl eye to. The
bottoul line is that anything that will ultimately jeopardize the safety or security of the
irutitutioll, the irunates or the staff, I always report.... Those are the things that you live aud
die by here when you're a [guard]. It's the security or safety of the iustitution, of dre iruuares
or the staff and the conulurúty. [guarcl]

Prisoners who engage in incidents such as inciting a rior, major fights that are

witnessed by guards, tlireatened or actual assaults against staff, or prisoners who are

intoxicated to the poiut where their behaviour becomes unpredictable are likely to

receive an official sanction.

Many rule violations fall short of this threshold and are rherefore subject ro rhe

discretion or common sense of the individual guard. For example, the following

comments are how one guard decided when to intervene in a physical confrontation

between two prisoners:

Tltey lnndle their owu problents. You see it almost everyclay. You see solììeorìe wirh a nlark
here or a bang there or sontething. If it's a physical confrontatior in front of you, then we
handle that situation and the inmates are turfed and locked up. If the inclividual is in realll'
bad shape and needs hospital attention, then dehnitely we'll lnndle that. If it's jusr a shor 19
the punpkiu for doing sontething he shouldn't, uuless he cones to me alìd asks to pur a fbnual
complaint in, I'm goiug to stay away front hinl.

Wlien asked it if some disputes are better left to prisoners to resolve, the guard

repiied:

Exactly, as lon-q as it doesn't get to a point where it's out of hancl. Then we'll have ro haurjle
it. They have their owr systen in here, it's just like being orì the srreer. They have dreir
system aud that's the way they work. If you have a probleru with sonebody you take dte
problenr up with hiru. [guard]
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Another guard offered similar comments:

I'm sure there's sonie [problems] they don't inform us about ancl they nke care of them il
their own little way and we do not llear about it. Sudderily the guy's got a black eye or a welt
or sontetlting like ùat. Sometime one of the more relaxecl inmates, shall we say, will let us
krlow tltat we had a little problem but it's taken care of. We woulcl prefer it that way as loug
as it doesn't involve klúves or weight bars or somebocìy getting really injured. We pretèr rcl
let tltern lnudle it as nluch as drey cau. I thiuk any time you leave irunates to haudle thin_us
properly, not -eettirlg out of llartd, if they can hanclle it reasorubly well and nobo¿y really gets
hurt then it's nuch better. [guarcl]

These examples sliow how guards distinguish between serious violeuce that

warrants some type of official response and lesser forms of violence that are

considered to be matters besr dealt with by prisoners. As long as a physical

confrontation does not occur in front of them or does not lead to excessive violence,

these guards indicated that they would not intervene.

The issue of drug use provides anotlier exarnple of how the official rules are

applied selectively. The use and availability of illegal and restricted drugs is

pervasive in federal prisons. Of the 649 security incidents available for examinatiorl,

drugs and/or alcoliol were seized in 85 incidents. Table 24 shows the number of

incidents and amount of drugs seized for the most common types of intoxicants.

t"bl" r4. - - 
"r"g 

-t

Drug
#of

Incidents Amount Seized

Hash, Hash oil
Va I ium
Heroin
Cocaine
Brew

55
30

2
4

50

466.5 grams + 7 unspecified
5360 piJ-J-s + 6 unspecified
0.7 grams + 1 unspecified

14.5 grams + 2 unspecified
117 gallons + 18 unspecified

amounts
amount s
amount

mount s
mount s

The data presented in Table 24 índicate the magnitude of tlie drug problern in

Canadian federal prisons. An additional52,'7'72.00 was confiscated in 50 incide¡ts.

Olle of the methods that drugs are introduced into the prisoner population is through

visitors. Visitors were identified as instigators of security incidents ot't 43 separaie
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occasions, of which 30 involved drugs or alcohol. Twenty cases involved visitors

attemptilig to smuggle contraband drugs into the institution, 1 involved an arrempr ro

smuggle alcohol into the institution, and 4 involved the illegal passage of money

between a visitor and a prisoner. In seven additional cases, visitors were suspected of

smuggling drugs into the institution and in 5 cases visitors were refused entry ro rhe

institution because they were suspected of being intoxicated. Finally, visitors were

arrested by the civilian police force in 15 cases.

Guards' attitudes towards drug use in prison reflect their emphasis on prisoner

and staff safety and tlie security of the institutioli. For example, it was cornmon ibr

guards to distinguish between the consumption of marijuana and hashish, and the

consumption of heroill and home made alcohol:

There's supposed to be a policy of lo drugs in all federal irstitutiolx. wlren it colìres ro
chemicals, heroin and things like that, I believe in it one hundred perceur. But I'n not tcrribly
averse to a little lnsh or grass. I have seen many, many times, ancl will see malÌy, nany ulore
times, cotls smokin-u a little lush or grass il the conunon room or their cells or somethi¡l_r:.
And nty attitude is that I will make my preselìce known so that they klou, that I k¡ow aucl I
just leave it at dtat.... I have my line ancl heroin and valium go over the line because the logic
behild that is that if you smoke a little hash or grass, it mellows you our, you get the
urunclties and you waltt to go crasìt. You start popping V's [valiun] or clriukirig rhe hone
brew tlut you nake, or whatever, and you don't know where this guy's goiug or where t¡is
guy's comiu-u tioru. No tlmuk you. [guarcl]

Another guard made a similar distinction between the type of drugs consurned by tlre

prisoner and the effects of drug consumption on different prisoners:

If he's the type of ildiviclual tllat wauts to take his clope, sit iu his cell ancl shut his mourh ancÌ
not do anything, that's ¡tot really a big cleal. He's not cloiu-u anythin,u, he's just takiug his buzz
arrd goin-u with it and that's the eud of it. If he's dre type of individual who ger's very wou¡cl
up, very hyper, dren it is a probleru. [guard]

The issue for many guards was not the legality of consurning drugs but the

behavioral effects of consurning particular drugs. Heroin, crack, home made brews

and mixtures of alcohol and drugs, such as valium were considered much more
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serious than hashish because the former are more likely to lead to violence among

prisoners and between prisoners and staff. Additionally, for over half the sarnple of

correctional officers, the actual consumption of drugs was regarded as less of a

problem than were the related issues of drug trafficking and drug debts. Drug

trafficking and drug debts were considered a greater problem because of the violence

that results from power struggles between prisoners over the control of the drug trade

and the violence associated with settling unpaid drug debts. This is not ro suggesr

that guards take a permissive attitude towards hashish and marijuana. Rather, guards'

attitudes towards these substances suggest that they are likeìy to selectively appll, the

official rules when confronting a prisoner consuming these drugs.

These examples of less serious forms of physical confrontation between

prisoners and the distinction between types of drug consumption show how guards

selectively apply the official rules. The official rules are invoked in circumsances

that would likely jeopardize the security of the institution. The official rules,

however, encompass a far wider range of behaviours than those likely to cause

physical damage to prisoners or guards, such as a prisoner in possession of a weaporl

or a prisoner who becomes violent while intoxicated. Guards indicated that the

context of the beliaviour and the reputation or attitude of tlie prisoner involved would

influence tlieir decisiotl to mobilize the official rules. It is here that the connecrioll

between official rules, common sense, and respect, and the productive aspects of

official rules as a power resource, is seen in its fullest. The selective application of

the rules helps to produce relations of domination and subordination based on

personalized authority. The existence of "a rule for everything" serves as a residual
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source of power that may be invoked to (re)produce a relationship of domination

between a prisoner and a guard. The productive aspects of the rules can be seen iu

guards' attitudes towards punks.

Guards indicated tliat they would likely write a charge when a prisoner who

violates a rule is known to be a "punk" or challenges the authority of the officer.

Additionally, guards indicated that they would charge a prisoner in order to "build a

case" against an individual. A punk may be contrasted with the "n'ìodel" or "icieal"

prisoner. When asked to describe a model prisoner, guards responses clustered

around four thelnes: a model prisoner (1) obeys the rules and regulations of tlle

institution, (2) shows respect ro guards, (3) does his own time, and, (4) follows a

correctional treatment plan. One guard described the model prisoner as follows:

A nlodel prisoner would be a prisoner that woulcl rrear arì officer with respect. He's an iluuarc
tlut is courteous aud puuctual iu gettiug up in the monúug ancl going to work. He cloesu't
have to be told to go to work. He's an irulate that rather than air out his frustrations throu_r:h
threats, approaches the officer aud says this is what's going on. To me that woulcl be an icleal.
moclel imrate. [guar<ì]

Another guard described a model prisoners the followillg way:

Basically, the ilunate does his tirne, minds his owu busiuess. If that's the wa1, it was our jgb
would be that muclt easier. I'm not saying that excluding the fact that he's in jail for wharever
he did, if he's il jail already, if they all just did their tinre as they were supposed ro thar would
nake it a lot easier for us. That's about as good as it can get. They're in jit tor tìve years.
he does his five years, and doesu't have anythiug ro complain about. [guarcl]

Guards' description of a 'model prisoner' should not be surprising. Prisoners wlio

show respect to officers, prisoners who are not physically or verbally aggressive, and

prisoners who follow their correctional programme are less likely to engage in

violence or to consume narcotics. Unfortunately for guards, the mean percentage of

prisoners who fit their description of the model prisoner was low (22.j%,

mediarr:II.8%). The remainder were considered "punks."
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The description of a "punk" is in st¿rk contrast to the model prisoner. One

guard made the following comparison between a model prisoner and a punk:

The older oue's that have done a lot of time, they klow how to clo tinle. They just _qo abour,
they don't bother us, we don't bother them. That's fine, it rurls smoothly tlmt way. It's when
you get tlte youttg punJs, the young guys, nineteen or olcler, nineteen to abour thirty fìve.
They're trying to make a nanle for thenlselves, a repuntiou, they're dre one's tlnt clon't likc ro
do tinle.... Sonte of then are always pestering you. I can uuclerstaucl sonle of thenl askiug f'tlr
stuff, aud that's fine, we all have demands. But sonle of them do it just to bug you so rhe1,'¡s
pests, they're bugs.... That's the whole idea, to see how much they calì -set fiom us. [guar<J]

Another guard described a punk in the following manner:

A rartge tllat's hard to haldle, for example inmates that have punk attitudes, that slìow you no
respect, uot natter how much out of your way you go. There's always tlle ùreat rhar if au
itunate has already been given life and if the iruuate doesn't like you tbr whatever reasou, I
don't think tlte irunate would thirk twice about stabbing you iu the back. He's got uothing to
lose, he's already doing life. [_suard]

Punks were described as physically aggressive to other staff and prisoners and, as tl'ìe

latter comment indicated, prisoners who continually "pester" st¿ff with demands.

The official rules are mobilized as a means of (re)establishing an aurhoriry

relationship with a "punk. " For example, one guard described how the application of

official rules, common sense and respect are inter-connected:

There are rules but ttot everything is black ancl white aucl the ilunate knows which ofÏccr will
let a little go artd they give him a little more respect. In the unirs on a 4-I2 shift or a
weekerlrJ, you rutl across a couple of inmates that you lulow are good imrates aucl are doi¡g
their ti[le quite well and they don't cause any problems iu the institution and you've never
heard of thenl rutuúng wittr drugs or arythiug else, aucl they ruay be in drere cloing a coupìe trf
tokes or a little piece of hash. You go in with auother officer ancl you search rhe place a¡d
there's no drugs, just ttre little piece. They say "look we just bought this alcl were cloue, just
a couple litde tokes. " That's a situation where I might say "conle with me, go in the
washroom and flush it down the toilet." I'd say "that's your one ancl only chance." Vy'ord gets
arou¡rd that you gave them a break. [guard]

The officer then went on to say that the decision not ro charge a prisoner depended o¡

characteristics of the prisoner committing the act:

You luve to pick and choose what type of inmate you deal with. If you're dealing witll a
puttk lte lllay say "hey I got hiru, no probleru" aud you're not -eoiug ro gai¡ an), r.tp.at t' ou,
these guys whatsoever. The guys that know you, ùat have beeu arouucl, aucl you've cur rheul
a little break, you find the respect because the individual was a heavy tltat never said hello
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before is all of a suddeu sayilg "right on, this guy will give you a break." lf they're co¡snurly
causittg shit and you bust them drey know that you will do what you have to clo ancl you will
gain a lot of respect. That's different from the officer that goes clorvu au¿ -vives t¡eur a break
every fuckirtg tirtte alld turus his heacl every tinìe, he gets uo respect ancl they know t¡ey ca¡
do whatever they want when he's on. [guarcl]

This example shows the productive aspects of the rules. The behaviour

exhibited by prisoners in tltese examples was in violation of the official rules, but as

this guard indicated the rules were applied not only to prevent the behaviour from

occurring but to est¿blish the respect and authority of the guard. The selecrive

application of the rules operates to produce relations of dornination and subordinarion

between prisoners and guards. hi this case, it was not a questiorl of the legality of

cottsuming drugs that determined whether the official rules would be invoked, but the

personal characteristics of the prisoners involved. Moreover, tlle official rules were

llot invoked for some utilitarian purpose, such as deterrence or to promote the

offender's rehabilitation; rather the decision to charge was made based on a

consideratiol.t of the type of authority relation that exists between the individual officer

and the prisoners involved. The official rules were used as a residual source of

power with whiclt to produce a relationship of personalized authority between the

individual officer and the prisoner and other prisoners with whom that individual

associates.

It has already been noted how "a rule for everything" constrains the ability of

officers to mobilize official rules and sanctions as a source of power. For several

reasons it is difficult for guards to document all rule violations that occur or1 their

shift. But the existence of "a rule for everytliing" has significant consequences.

These apparently minor elemerìts of the official rules can be mobilized as a resource
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to gain the respect of prisoners. The following examples show how relatively minor

incidents have the potential to escalate into an official charge because of a prisoner's

lack of respect for the autliority of the guard:

Let's say sonebody from alrother unit goes down one of my ranges in my unit which rhey're
not allowed to do. I pull the person in and he apolo-eizes and comes up with a story that
[anotlrer prisoner] is leaving [the ilstitution] ancLhe'i-eoing to see hiur.... Then I'll arjvise hi¡u
tlut if I ever see hiru agaiu he will be chargecl. Bur the guy that coures in aud says "Wlnt dlc
fuck do you want? Yes, I want to go dowr there. " Attitude, charge right then ancl there. No
warrúrtg. Here's your char-ue, you're done, get out.... It depends on how they trear us. lf he
comes in and sltows a certain anlount of respect, "Yes I was down there and I shoulcl¡t'r havc
beerl, I should have asked pennission", then for the most part we usually won't make a bi_,Ì
deal abour it. [guard]

I charged a guy last week just because he pissecl ne off in the urúts. I was lockiug r¡e ranuc,
tltis guy was saying tltat he had a couple things ro clo tllel lle'd lock righr up. I leti thc rarige
and cane back five minutes later and he was still talking to his friends. I said "Listeu you tolcl
me you were going to lock up." He said "V/ell I liecl." So I chargecl him. Not for lying. I
charged him tbr disobeyin-u a clirect order.... Just because he wasn't goiu_u to bc able ro lau_'lh
at nte il fiont of his friencls. I guess one of the things I quotecl on dle charge was tlìar lìe
undennined the authority of a correctional officer by refusing ro lock up. [guarcll

A lot of tirues if in an interviewing atnosphere if the person warts to talk in a nonual,
coutrolled, intelli-cent fashiou, I could be quite ofteu persuaclecl to take a clifferenr kincl of look
at dle situatioll. If the inclividual comes in to the room ancl says "I waut, I clenraud", vcr1,
ag-{ressive, thel I dig ttty heels irt. "Where are you coming fionl? Wlere clo ygu _sct of1
telli[g me what to do? I'n ûe officerand you're the convict." So a lot of ir depencls orì tlìe
individual. If he wants to tâlk intelligently theu I'll talk intelligently. If he warirs to acr likc
au asshole, fine, I'll charge him. It's an issue of respect. [guard]

It is not appropriate to consider rules that regulate minor aspects of prison life as

trivial or to compare these rules with "blue laws" in the community. The productive

capacity of the official rules does not lie so much in the coercive apparatus connected

to the official rules, but the ability to activate the official rules in parricular

circumstances as a means of establishing or reenforcing personalized authoriry or

respect.

Sunrmary

Thonias and Petersen (1971) and Etzioni (1975) argue rhat rlie basis of po\À/er

in prison rests oll the ability of guards to mobilize coercive power. There is no doubt
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that guards have a rnonopoly over the means of coercion in priso¡, however, the

preceding discussion suggests that the application of the official rules coupled witli

coercive sanctions has inlierent limitations. The structural contradiction between

prisoners and guards produces specific constraints on the type of authority guards are

able to mobilize. of the five forms of authority ourlined by wrong (19g3)

personalized authority based on respect and competence plays a significant role in

structuring authority relations in prison. Common sense links the power of official

rules alld sanctious with the nor¡native concept of respect. The official rules and

sanctions, common sense and respect are structural elements of the prison social

systeln. As structural elements of hte prison social system they are both the niedia alld

tire outcome of social practices. They are produced and reproduced across time and

also reconstitute the conditions that bought about their existence.

The official rules and sanctions, commorì sense, and respect are inter-

connected sets of rules that provide structure to the prison social system. The

intersectioll of these three sets of rules connects power, meaning and authority. BotÌl

guards and prisoners monitor their own behaviour and the behaviour of others in

relatioll to these sets of rules. Guards who apply the official rules according to

colÏìlllotl sense guidelines gain respect and prisoners are less likely to overtly

challenge the authority of the guard. On the other hand, the aurhority of a guard w¡o

"comes in heavy" is contested by prisoners, either physically or through resistance up

to the limits of the official rules but not constituting a rule violarion. Finally, an

official charge is used to produce or reenforce a relationship of domination and

subordination between an individual guard and a prisoner. The data obrained from
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the interviews with guards is consistent with other analyses that document the use of

discretion by guards in the application of the formal rules (Grosser 1968; Hewitr,

Poole and Regoli 1984, Glaser and Fry 1951). It is inappropriate ro view the exercise

of discretion as evidence of corruption. Rather, the selective application of the rules

is one irnplication of the type of authority available to guards. Some other

irnplications of the peculiar authority relations in prison are discussed in the next

chapter.
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Chapter 10

Common Sense, Personalized Authority, Respect
and their Implications

The previous chapter examined how the authority of guards is constitured in

the prison environment. The primary structural contradiction between guards ancì

prisoners creates a situation in which the ability of guards to rely on legitirnate

authority is circumscribed. In the absence of legitimate authority, guards musr

establish their credibility in the eyes of their peers and prisoners according ro rheir

personal competerìcy. Personal competency was measured according to a set of

collìllìoll sense rules for when and where to apply the rules. The social system of the

prison is partially constituted by an agglomeration of individual guard-prisoner and

guard-guard relationships. One of the foundations of these relationships is respecr.

The respect relationship between a guard and a prisoner is partially determined by r¡e

mallner in which a guard follows the common sense rules of when and where to apply

the official rules and wlien and where to exercise discretion. Tliis chapter will

examine the irnplications that ensue from the form of personalized respect that is

operative in prisott. It will be argued that the type of aurhority that guards develop

creates and leads to (1) irregularities and inconsistencies in the application of the
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official rules, (2) a situation where there is no intrinsic bond between guards, (3) a

system in which security-related information is passed between members of the prison

community in a clandestine and exclusive manner, and, (4) a social sysiem in which

individuals are bound to one another through individual and pragmatic relarionships

based on respect and trust.

Respect and Irregular Rule Enforcement

The authority of a guard is personalized and must be earned as opposed to

generalized and granted by virtue of the role the guard fulfils. The authority of a

particular guard is determined by the guard's competency and ability to understand

the commotl sense rules of when and where to apply the official rules and regulations.

The irnpact of a rule for everything has already been noted: the existence of a 'rule

for everytlting' means that it is unlikely that all rule violations will be reported.

Guards, like police officers in the community, clearly recognise the impossibility of

applying the official rules and invoking the official sancrions without using their

discretion. Unlike police officers, guards are in a position to develop long-term

relationships with their subordinates. In Chapter 9 the effecr of time-space as a

variable was noted: prisoners and guards, as knowledgeable agents, are aware of, a¡d

adjust their behaviour according to the personal style of another guard.

One of the implications of personalized respect and the development of quid

pro quo relationships between individual guards and individual prisoners, combined

with the common sense rules, is irregularities in the application of the official rules.

The followirlg two comments provide a concrete example of the type of irregularities

that may arise from shift to shift in the same institution:
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I like to do att easy shift but to the best of my ability as well. The rules say you're orily
supposed to have eight [prisoners] out on the range ar oue tinìe. Well I'll have rwelve or
fourteen out. The way I look at it, if the range is quiet, nobody's hassling anybocly, drey'rc
not bothering me..., nobody's bleeding or nobody's hanging, whar's the problem? you give
them a little bit of freedom at night and they know that if you're fair, you'll bencl a lirtle bir
but you also expecr rhem ro bend a little bit roo. [guard]

Another officer from the same institution made the following commenrs regarding rhe

number of prisoners he allowed on the range at one time:

If I've got the ralì-se rep out and if I'nl allowecl to luve hve or six iruuates o¡ the rauge, w¡iclr
is nly quota, I'll say to the range rep I'm going to start showering aIrcl phoues aucl I'll pur rwo
in the showers an<l I'll have oue clearúrg a cell ancl olìe oD a phole aucl I'm not goilg io ler
anyolle else out until someone locks up. So if a guy wants to piss around on the range for a
half arld ltour or forty minutes, I'n not the one who's doing it, he screwecl it up fbr sonreonc
else.... I'nt puttirl-u it back on to them. I'n the security officer, I'll run the ralge the way I
see fit- I'll rurl it ultder these -cuidelines ancl if they wanr ro 

-uo by drar thar's tì¡lc, if thcy u,aur
to screw around that's fine because there not screwing anybocly but thennelves. There are
guys that say "Do your owlt fucking job asshole" but the way I look at it is j'll let six our ancl
then tltree lock up three ulore go out. If they want to keep playing the fuckiug clurruny, thar's
firle with tne. Wheu the others are screarniug why car't I get out, well it's because these _uuys
won't lock up. I -uot to put it back on them. They're dre ones tlnt luve to live together.
Iguarcl]

Other examples of discretionary applications of the rules have already been

documented. In Chapter 9 it was noted that guards exercise their discrerion when

dealing with narcotics use in prison. The type of intoxicant and the individual

prisoner will have an effect on how a guard deals with a prisoner who is found in

possession of contraband. It was also shown that the relatively trivial rules are

invoked as a means of (re)establishing a personalized authority relationship with

recalcitrant prisoners. Additionally, it will be shown that guards consider some

physical altercations legitimate and are hesitant to intervene by invoking tlie power of

the official rules. Thus, the power of the official rules lies in the ability of guard to

selectively apply them using their common sense and according to parricular

circumstances and individuals involved in the incident.
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In prison, where time-space is densely compressed, both guards and prisoners

know which guards are more lenient in the application of the rules, therefore, the

exercise of discretion is much more noteworthy. The requirement that guards earrr

the respect of their colleagues and prisoners through their understanding of the

common sense rules presupposes negotiations between guards and prisoners over the

applicatiort of the official rules. According to guards, irregularities in the application

of the rules was a source of stress for themselves and for prisoners:

If you ask an iuurate "What's the biggest fault with CSC?" he will say the inconsistency. h's
"One day I can do it, the next day I can't", even though the rule is wriuen, everybody's got
their own interpretation. I can't blarne them. I'd be frustrated too if I hacl ro live in a systcur
like tlnt. There are a lot of people that are afraid to say llo or to follow the rule but ill the
lortg run they respect you for it. They'd rather have a "yes" or a "no" rather than "l'll u,air
aud see" or somebody who can't make a decisiou. If you get to the poiut where you're beiu_r:

a wishy-waslìy persolì and you can't make a decisiou, you're no good to thenl. They waut au
arnwer, drey want yes or lìo. [guard]

... tlte incousistencies with thiugs, that's nomral. We did it yesterclay that way, well we'rc rì()r
doing it that way today. This is the way it's supposed to be done, this is the way we're cloiu_u
it. It leads to terìsiou. You have to explain it [to the prisoners], it takes explainin-u to
cornplete talking to them. You get tlle bullshit over with and to get to that point rakes time
and you have several other thin-es you have to cìo but you have to resolve it now. [_rtuard]

Prisoners are able to capitalize orì tlÌe irregular application of the rules by playing one

guard off against another in an attempt to secure more freedoms or privileges. One

guard described this practice as follows:

Everybody tries to naintair tltat consistelcy. If somebocly asks nle to leave tireir cloor g¡tcu,
... if I haven'thad auy problems, I'll say to the guy "I'll leave it open for you provicling I see
work, but that's not to say that the uext person that comes along after me is going to leave
your door open. And dou't say to thenl that she left my door open or wllatever. Dou't usc
me like that. If I do something for you, it's between you ancl L If you start ro abuse thar theu
you krtow what the answer is goin-e to be, we'll just say no ancl thar's ir. " Tlut's tllc kind ttf
lerúency ard cooperatiou, if you can establish it ancl then maintain it, everybody gets aloug a
lot better, st¿ff and innntes. [guard]

Another officer noted how she guarded against being placed in a position where sire

was being used by another prisoner:
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I believe that everything is black and white. There are a few _urey areas, depencling on who
the irultate is. And thelì you're doing favours for theur ancl it will come back to you: "l
remeurber when you did tìris for me, can you do it again?" Vy'ell, they're buildin_s sonrething
olt you again. I'm learnirlg this now. I do¡r't do favours for anybocly any more. You wanr
sontething, you go see somebody else. Because what you're going to clo is fucki¡g remenlber,
you're going to remember everythin-t I ever do for you and then when you get stuck, you're
goirrg to go to diss [dissociation] cells and say [I] clid this, this and this. I've been bunrecl ancl
that's what it takes. Other guards are going to say "Fuck off aucl ger our of ury office." Tltcrc
are otlìerguys that are going to say "conre on in my back oftice, we'll talk an<l make a cleaì ."
There's all different type of people. [guard]

Irregularities in the application of the rules and regulatiorls not only causes problems

for prisoners, it also leads to tension among the st¿ff:

You know by the itunates.... You can tell if you take over a shitì ancl for the seveu u.ighrs
befbre that sonebody was working aucl they wereu't doing what they were supposed to bc
doing, they were just sitting back and doing norhin-u ancl letting drese gr.rys rurr wi¡1, rllen ir's a
fight to have to Þke over after that. Because wheu you <Jo lock up the rauge they give yoLr a
lussle. Ir's "So and so didn't lock up, how come you're cloirg this'?" [guarcl]

Another officer made the following comment:

WheD you corìle orì a shift ancl you see who you're workiu-q with, you look arou¡lcl tlle clonle.
... tlìat could ntake or break a day, right there.... The problem is you,set dif-tererr styles....
Some of them come down really heavy, sone of them are not pullin-rr tlreir weight. That's rhc
hard part. If you say no dren another guy says yes, or he says no ancl you say yes, tlren ir's a
couflict betweeu us. Then of course, the iunate's just sranding there laughing. He's like
"Okay, good. I got these two guys fighting anlongsr themselves. I'nl defirútely going to get
nly way now. " It different styles. That's what I f,rnd a major source of srress. [guarcl]

These comments indicate some of the implicatiolis of the type of authority relariolls

that develop in prison. Irregularities in the application or interpretation of the rules

creates tension among prisoners and staff.

To a great exterìt, this tensioll is unavoidable given the type of authority rhat

exisis in prison. Guards replace legitimate authoriry with a form of personalized

authority that is dependent uporl how they apply the common sense rules of when a¡cj

where to invoke official sanctions. On the one hand, knowing these common sense

rules decreases the stress associated with "coming in heavy" with tlie official rules

and sanctions. On the other hand, not applying the rules, or different interpretations
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of common sense, leads to irregularities in the application of tlle rules. As these

colnlrìents suggest, in an environment where time and space are tightly compressed,

these types of irregularities often create tensions for prisoners and for guards. These

tensions may be relatively minor issues that prevent an officer from having a good

shift but, as will be argued, they also have more significant consequences for the level

of trust between prisoners and between guards and guards. Additionally, the

individual negotiations that flow from personalized respect encourage deal-making

between prisoners and correctional staff.

Respect and Guard Relations

You -uet to the point where staff aren't trusting staff. I've made the sraterììeur befbre thar rherc
are ceraiu staff iu here that if I get in a jacþot down the range, depending on who's on rhe
range witlt rne, I'd rather have a con back me up. That's a pretty sick thing to have to say. I
just don't trust them. There are staff in here that I don't like, that I will not associate with.
As long as I got this uilt'oru on and I'm in this place, it's my job, my moral responsibilitl, ¡s
back dlem up. I expect that in retunì. [guard]

A second implication of authority based on personalized respect is thar there is

no intrinsic bond between guards: guards must prove themselves to other guards.

Earning respect with other guards is similar to earning respect with the prisoners.

Other guards want to know that a new officer is capable of doing the job effectively.

For example, one aspect of gaining the respect of one's peers is that a guard must

prove that (s)he is willing to, and capable of responding to a disturbance on the range.

one junior officer described how he had to prove himself to other guards:

Sontebodl' gave nle dte advice that you clon't be overbeariug fbr the first six luour¡s. Ask
questioru about work but don't try to tìt in for the first six montlls. They'll be tèeli¡,u you
out. Wretl trouble is down tlte range, they'll walìt to see if you're there or whether you're
hidirrg. So ri-sltt away you got to prove yourself. It's almost like you're a glacliator, you _sor
to get irr ùere and prove your worth and after tlnt you gain the respecr of the ofticers.
lguardl
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Another guard indicated that he felt the administration "tested" the credibility of

guards to determine who they could trust:

They'll also send out false information that way. They'll tell one officer one thing and sa1,
"Dou't say anything" because they know god damn well f,rrst tirue down the range it's all ovcr
the place. They do it to see your reactions, to see the reactions of sraff. [guarcl]

These comments parallel the previous stå.tements of how prisoners challenge

and test the authority of guards and the degree to which the autliority of an individual

guard is judged according to personal competency. Guards must prove rhemselves

capable of performing their duties before they are granted respect from their peers.

Thus, personalized authority, rather than legitimate authority, structures relatiolis

between guards.

In a typical work setting losing the respect and confidence of one's peers ¡¡ay

be of little consequence, however, in the potentially volatile environment of the

prison, not liaving confidence in one's co-workers can be extremely stressful, The

following cotlìlrents indicate the importance of having respect among one's peers and

the consequences for an officer when that respect does not materialize or whose

respect dissipates over time:

..' if there was arì inciclent ou the rau,ue, sonte officers I woulcl bq reluctant. very relucta¡t. to
walk dowll tlte rart-ee with and other officers I woulcln't. Some officers work an amred posr
aud I have to watch myself twice as bad because I clou't klow tilat if the officer had rcl use his
weapon if he would arld there are other officers that I klow would because they're lunatic
enough rhar rhey'd enjoy it. [guarcl]

Another officer had similar comments on how his work routine changed when

working with an officer rhat he did not respecr:

A very rough seven days. Not so much security conscious, you're paying more atteu¡ioll to
tlte range because you don't waut to ulk to hiru, you don't want to associate with lún, ygu
dotl't wallt fuck all to do with hinl whatsoever. So you're actually more security conscious
because you spend mclre time sittirg there watchiu-q the ran-se irxteacl of talkin_c ro hint. Bur to
do anything? If sornethilg went down on our range, I wouldn'r even coruicler askiug him lbr
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help. I'd go sonle place else ancl get help because I klow I'n not going to ger drc respo¡sc
out of hirn that is expected and I'm not going to respoucl to him in the sarne way I shoukl
either. [guard]

These comments indicate the degree to wliich individual respect influences a guard's

st¿nding in relation to other officers. The authority of an officer is nor granred by

virtue of her/his position or rank but must be earned, or rather, authority is

distributed according to one's personal competence.

Female officers face a special challenge in regard to earning the respect of

tlreir peers. Earning respect means being able to meet physical force with physical

force or being a gladiator. While the number of female guards that were interviewed

was low, female staff that were interviewed stated that they were less likely than their

male counterparts to be giverl the opportunity to gain respect. Two female guards

frotn separate institutions and security levels, provided identical examples of how tlrey

were not given the opportunity to earn respect.

I get to ltold keys usually. Sonetimes, uow siuce we have this locking system, I get to pus¡ a
buttou to oper a cell when they want hirn out. That happens on a regular basis w¡ic¡ pisses
me off'... We -qet to hold keys. There's cases where I know that I coul<l walk down the
rallge, opelì up the door alld say "Come on, you're going to the hole" aucl I lalow that hc
would -uo. As far as I'nl cottcenled wlten you sencl six officers clowl nomrally t¡e im¡ate is
goirlg to fì-clìt. What's he -toiug to <lo to me, hit rrle? Like, is that -eoiug ro ruakc hinl look
real good, prove how tough he is? [guarcl]

This frierld [another fenlale guard] and I, wlut we're goiug to do if there's a problenr is ,eet a
basket. \Mlen tltere's a problern we're just going to hold it and everybocly will duurp their
keys and radios ott us because we cau't [get iuvolved], we're wonìeu. We'll jusr stay autl
arNwer the phortes arld watclì the blocks because we're not fully adequate to clo the job. It's
just like fuck off, give me a chance here. I haven't beeu given a chance. It's my t'ioor, I've
-qot a problern artd I have a good rapport with this inmate, but they don'r care they tell nre trl
sit iu the office. [guarcl]

The acerbic tone of these comments indicates the degree to which tirese rwo

female officers felt they were not given a chance to earn the respect of tlieir

(predorninantly male) peers. The experience of these two women suggesrs that they
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have not been fully accepted in their non-traditional work environment. Moreover, ir

may be the case that the very criteria against which they are judged - being able to

handle oneself in a physical conflict - both reflects and produces strucrured gender

inequality among fronrline staff.

One of the irnplications of authority relations founded on personalized respect

is that the intrinsic bond between officers is weak, or may never develop at all. In

this respect, relations between guards parallel relations between prisoners. The

inmate code literature suggested that prisoners possess a solidary rnentality because of

their structural position in opposition to guards. The data on the informal ruìes of

social control suggest that this solidary rnentality does not exist; on tlie contrary,

relatioris among prisoners were characterized by an overwhelming lack of trust and

solidarity. Given these conditions, a prisoner's behaviour was a key determinant in

establishing his place within the social order. A parallel system was evidenr among

the guards: respect is an attribute that is earned rather than granted by virtue of one's

position and a guard's outward behaviour plays a key role in determining her/his

authority and the respect he/she receives from peers. Guards must earn the respect of

other prisoners and they must earn the respect of their co-workers. Similar to

relations between prisoners, guards know which of their colleagues they can trust or

coullt on for assistance and which officers they would be less inclined to call upon for

support. Additionally, some guards, especially female officers, may never be give¡

the chance to earn the respect of their peers. The result of this is that some guards do

l'ìot trust their co-workers to provide assistance when it is required. Tlie lack of trust
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between officers affects the pliysical security of officers, as was noted in the

comments by officers, but it also affects the passage of information between officers.

Respect and Information

I don't like the word 'cleals' so much. It happeru. The ttring that gets nte is dlar if it's going
to save a life, or if it's going to save a problem, I agree with it oue hundred perceur. I clon'r
want to see alìyore get hurt, inmate or officer. The other thing is that a lot of the¡r are cloi¡_'l
it for tlte berrefit of theruselves. Wlen a guy corues up and snns telliug you sonredriu_u ancl he
says lte's just doing it's to be uce, 90% of the tirne there's sornethin-u uuclerlyin_u. He waurs
soruetlún*e or it's going to beuefit him or he coukl be rhe source of the problem. Like I saicl,
you look at the individual and you look at the situatiou ancl you got to jucl_ue it. [_suard]

Autliority based on personalized respect generates irregular applications of the

rules and regulations in prison. Prisoners are able to capitalize on these irregularities

by playing off one guard against another in order to secure favours. Additionally,

authority based on personalized respect structures relations between guards: guards

must earn the respect of their peers by showing they are physically capable of

performing their job. A third significant consequence that flows from the

personalized form of authority that exists in prison relates to access to infbnnation.

Information is a key power resource that is mobilized by prisoners and guards ro

secure their interests. The flow of information between prisoners alld prisoners,

prisoners and guards, guards and guards, and guards and management reflects the

value of information as a commodity in prison: information is bought and sold

clandestinely, and information is retained or disseminated selectively. The exchange

of information between all members of the prison community reflects the

individualized ties that bind the social system, a social sysrem in which there exisrs ¡o

a priori reason to trust or rqspect one's associates.
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For obvious reasons, front-line guards and senior management benefit from tlle

passage of information. Knowing which prisoners are consuming drugs and alcohol,

which prisoners are dealing drugs and alcohol, and which prisoners are potenrial

security threats is of great interest to correctional officers. According to one guard,

security-related information that is received from prisoners is important because:

it helps because we lorow then where it's couring from ancl we carì zoue in on particular guys
and take thent off the range and you can see the tension on the rauge go dowu. There's nil
nlore tetuiou, tltere's uo ltlore assaults, there's no nrore fighting, there's a lot of foocl, people
are walkittg and talking and are not hiding with their back to the wall like they're going to get
their head kicked iu every time they turn aroutd. [guard]

As was shown in Chapter 7, prisoners are aware of the imporlance of infbnnation ancì

are able to turn intbrmation into a source of power for themselves. The rat system is

used by prisoners to avoid paying debts, to draw the attention of the administration to

other prisoners with whom an individual may be in conflict, and to increase one's

chance for a transfer or some form of release. It was also argued that the manner in

which tliis information is conveyed to guards has a significant effect on the structure

of the prison social system. Given the existence of a rat system, rules such as do

your own time, don't trust anyone and show respect make sense; they reflect, and

help reproduce, a social rvorld in which establishing trusr with others is a protracted

process.

The passage of information between prisoners and guards and between guards

themselves is conditioned by the type of authority relations that exist in prison. One

implication of personalized authority relations based on respect is tliat guards who are

respected by prisoners, and who treat prisoners with a degree of respect, are more

likely to receive co-operation from prisoners during their shift. The quid pro quo
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relationship between individual prisoners and individual guards generally involves the

passage of security-related information. Information, therefore, is not distribured

evenìy throughout the guard staff.

Access to information represents one power resource in which some prisoners

have a decided advantage over guards. Guards and the administration have a

monopoly over the means of physical coercion; they control the guns, ammunitiolr

and hold the keys. They also have at their disposal 'a rule for everytliing' or the

ability to illvoke the official rules and sanctions for even the most innocuous

behaviours. But a well-connected prisoner will know who is organizing the drug

trade, who is running the drugs, and wlio is enforcing bad debts accrued from the

drug trade. Additionally, prisoners are the source of information on inter-personal

disputes between prisoners, rivalries between groups, or the location of weapons. For

obvious reasons this type of information is of great importance to guards, a situation

that prisoners recogtlise and use to their advantage.

The passage of information from prisoners to guards is prernised on respecr

relationships between individual guards and individual prisoners. One officer noted

how inforrnant relationships are built up over time:

You're going to lìave to be there working in the blocks at least a year before iuuates will
spotttaueously come to you wanting to talk about certain things. They walk into al office aucl
if there's a new guy sittin-c there ancl I'm sittin-u there, they'll just walk past the new persorì
and ulk to rne. When I work on a different unit, on overtime for exanrple, ... iruuates will
cone in and ask if so and so is on shift. [I will say] "No he's uot. " [The prisoner will repl¡,]
"Okay fiue I'll be back tomorrow. I don't know you, I don't expect you to help me because
you don't krlow what my situation is, and I'll deal with sonebody I know totnorrow." Tlut's
hne. [_uuard]

Guards who are respected are more likely to receive information from infornìanß.

The information they receive is of two types. First, a guard who has a source of
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informatioll in the prisoner population may receive information that could effect

her/his personal security:

There have beell a couple of situations where inmates have approached nle a¡cl saicl "Watc¡
yourself, this guy's out to get you." ... [B]ecause he's given me that infomratio¡, I r¡a1,go out
of my way arld bend the rules a Iittle bit to give him an extra pair of socks, an exrrâ blarùet
because it's cold that rúght. [guard]

Guards with access to informants may also receive information dealing with the safety

and security of other officers or other prisoners:

They don't go as far as pointing a finger at who's doilg what but it ni_sht be jusr as they are
passing by "V/atch out for your back tonight boss" or "It's not a goocl place to be right now
boss", this kirld of thing. If somebody has been s¿abbed or killed or sonething it may be a
"Better check cell 10." ... Experienced staffkeep it low key. There's u.u...uy nre¡rigu 9f
wlto gave ilretu a tip or wltatnot. There has been a lot of experiencecl staff aucl imrares rhar
have saved a lot of lives and property da:nage throu-gh the years by mentiolúng it to t¡e staff
meutber quick eDough so drat sontethirg can be clone and the suff member beins smart euclush
ro acr on it but yet quietly at the same tinre. [guarcl]

Orle guard made the following comment on the likelihood that information about a

fight would be passed from a prisoner to a guard:

It probably depertds on who the officer is ancl who the inmate is. It woulcl deperrcl ou rhar
rapport. I have a ,uood rapport with innìates, probably one of the best it the institutiou as far
as getting aloug with tltenl. It depeucls or how much respect they have for you. [guarcl]

Finally, guards are less likely to approach a prisoner for security-related informatio¡

if they do not have some previous relationship with that person:

Well it clepencls on if you latow the imnare or if you know orhcr iluuares. Wc all ¡ave iruriares
that we get alorrg with ancl we all luve personalities illat sometirues work and we'll talk with
those ilunates- Myself, persotrally, I dou't approach that inmate [for informatiou] u¡Jess I
klow hin quite well. I'll t¿lk to other innr¿¡s5, because I have a rapport with thern. [_cuard]

Information, an importånt commodity for prisoners and guards, flows on an individual

basis and is structured by the respect relationship that exists between a prisoner and a

guard.

Having respect increases one's potential to access information, but t¡e passage

of information between prisoners and guards is not free: information is a comrnodity
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that is bought and sold. one guard made the following commenr about the

information marketplace :

Often you see staff have got ttreir own little rats. I can tell you straight out, I rlon'r have
anybody like that. I'n not at a relatiorsliip standpoint with any of rhe innates that I woul<l
comider doing that. It's really â touch ancl go thing. Often what happeru is that staff clo litrle
favours for the ituuate. They niight bring a nagazine in for the irunate that the ilulate can't
access in the irxtitution or can't afford to buy it and it becomes a trade off. Tlnr coucept is
there. It's very infomtal, certainly it doesn't probably stop there with soruething as simple as
a ma,razine, it probably goes nruch farther than tlut. [guard]

According to this guard, information is sold by prisoners for material possessiorls rhar

they are unable to purchase in the institutional canteen. Another guard suggested rhat

prisoners provide information to avoid facing sanctions for internal disciplinarl,

offenses:

They do it because they gain for themselves personally to tell. There's somethiug to be -sailledby telling. I can't say specifically but there's ilutances where infornation gets exchan_qecl aucl
he could be clnr-sed with having a brew and he says "If you drop the charges I'll tell you
wltere dlere's a kúfe hidden in the gym. " To the staff, to nrarugenìent, it's more iurporrart to
firtd out where the laúfe is because that's potentially claugerous to other irunares aud to the
staff, as conrpared to just charging this oue inmate for a brew. He might get a trtonetary fine
or lle may speud a couple of days in the hole. Then all of a suilcien he says he'lì rell us wherc
a klúfe is aud we fild the knife then suddenly these charges get rippecl up. Other iruuatcs nral
coluider ilrat a sweet-heart deal and to an exteut he's ratted out, he's told where sourebodl,'s
kút-e is. [guard]

These examples show the power of information and how prisoners can mobilize

informatioll to gain advantages for themselves. The purchasing power of guards is

Iimited to such things as extra telephone calls or additional cell effects but buying and

selling informatiorl also works on a higher level.

In Chapter 7 it was noted that the majority of prisoners interviewed felt that

prisoners were rattillg or informing on others in order to secure a transfer to a lower

security institution, or to accelerate their release. Guards also agreed that this fornl

of deal-making was occurring between prisoners and senior management. For
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example, when asked if the quickest way to get to minimum security facility was ro

inform on another prisoner, one officer with over twenty years experience replied:

I wish it wasn't. I don't think that's marì.agettrert's position, I don't think tlnt's our position.
But what happens is that if you rat out you're found out, then you have to hicle. They can'r clcl

it here then they go to diss [dissociation] cells. Then our diss [dissociatiou] cells are plug_uerJ
up full of protective custody cases. Our only selection fbr mirúurum securiry are rhcse peoplc
so they go. They can't live here because they have incompatible people living here or uraybc
ilt arlotlter imtiution, so the onJy place ttrey can go is mirúmum security. [_suard]

Another officer with over twenty years experience made the following comments orl

deal-making with prisoners:

Corx do it [irrfonu] for favours. A lot of the time if someùing big goes clown ancl rhey can
get some good, reliable, substaltial information out of a con he'll get a trausfer our of here, a

transfer out especially if the heat starts coming down on hin. They slicle him out the back
door sort of thing, put hiur iu auother joint which lus happenecl orì nìalìy occasions over rhe
years. [_suard]

Of course at a minimum security institution, informing on others is often a condition

of being allowed to remain at tlie institution:

This irlstitution has so many inmates rolling over ou other irunates, it's just unbelievable.
They'll do auything to save their own hide. If we catch one inmate with clrugs aud we'rc

-eoing to transfer him, which we can do if we catch then with narcotics or alcohol, he will
give us infonnation about another inmate. Say he has such and such in his cell, "If you clon't
transfer nre I'll tell you where the valium are, I'll tell you whatever." So he bargairx. ... I'vc
seerl it work. I've also seen it be totally off base. He'll give ilformatiou thar's jusr lìor rnlÉ.
They usually eud up staying. lguard]

From the point of view of guards, the rat system provides security-related informatior.r

that has obvious personal and institutional benefits. For prisoners, the rat systerr

provides some leverage over the administration and other prisoners. A kite slipped to

management may help the prisoner's effort to transfer to a lower security, or remaill

at a minimum security work camp, or it may increase the prisoners chances for some

form of early release. Prisoners may also eliminate the competition by ratting our o¡

another prisoner who is involved in the drug trade or is muscling orhers.
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Not all guards use, or approve of, the rat system. For example, two guards

said that they did not use rats because they disagreed wirh exchanging infonnation fbr

privileges:

I uever encourage it, I never ask because the momenr I open up the dialogue silently he will
snfi to negotiate ilt ternìs of something in return. He may cone and say "May I get this boss'?
or "May I go here?" or "May I do this?" You may not find it a big cleal to clo it, but he thir*s
he's doing a favour for you and he wa'ts a favour in retu'r. [guaril]

I don't like that system, it pisses me off. Nine ti¡nes out of ren the rars who are operari¡_u
inside these places are givin-u information that is useless in order to gain favours. Either TA's
or advantageous jobs or -uettiug them off a snlall infraction - they are t'orgiven because r¡ey arc
orle of t-he bosses rats and I don't think that's right ... they get sent out, and yet you have
other individuals in the institutions who are no problem whatsoever ancl never -uet a chauce ro
get out on the street. They're gainin-u favour with the people who write up the reports that are
sent to the parole board. They're playing the systen, they know lìow to play it like ¡obocly's
business and we as correctional officers see it an awful lot. Ilere's nothin.c we carì rlo about
it, lothing.... [guarrl]

Notwithstanding these comments, the data collected during interviews with prisoners

and witli guards provided sufficient evidence to establish the existence of a rar sysrem

and that the terms of information exchanges between prisoners and prison st¿ff are

negotiable.

Tlie rat system is premised on secrecy and exclusion; it is only possible for

prisoners to sell information for privileges, including transfers, if the informatioll t¡e¡,

possess is not public knowledge. The value of a particular piece of information,

tlterefore, varies inversely with the number of people who are knowledgable of that

information. Some of the effects of the clandestine rat system and deal-making have

already been dealt with in the discussion of the level of solidarity among prisoners. It

is sufficient to say that guards recognised that ratting has a negative effect o¡ rhe le'el

of solidarity and trust among the population. Thus, according to one guard, there is

very little solidarity amongst the population as a whole
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because fron the Crown Attoruey to defence lawyers, to manågenent, to frour line otficers
like myself, and at times including myself, play let's make a cleal. Ancl rhat's what it boils
down to right uow. I don't care whether it's federal or provincial [correctious] , there's au
awful lot of let's make a deal. You've got information, you give me what I ueecl to know aud
I'll see what I cau do for you. That shatters the whole works. [guard]

The low level of solidarity and trust amongst the popularion has significant

consequences for the social system of the prison. The covert method of passing

informatiolt tneans that prisoners do not know who they can trust. Lack of trust

among the population provides meaning to the rules of respect and tlie system of

justice that is irnplied by these rules. These rules, in turn, are premised on violence

or the ability to confront one's aggressor. To the extent that guards solicir

informatioli from prisoners and to tlie extent that management trades information for

favours such as transfers, the prison administration is implicated in the production of

violence and victimization that occurs in prison. Aside form the fact that guards are

called upotl to tend to the results of violence and victimization, the level of ratting and

the fact that information is a commodity with which prisoners make deals also has

implications for guards.

The clandestine manner in which security-related infonnation is passed

between prisoners and guards has several consequences for the manner in whicli

guards relate to prisoners and to other guards. The power of information lies in its

exclusivity: information in prison only becomes a source of power to the extent tl.ìat

otl'ìers are excluded from having it. The exclusivity inherent in the rat system seß up

a situatiotl where prisoners can provide false informatioll in exchange for favours.

The problem for staff becomes determining which information is correcr and which
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information is incorrect. When asked how he knew if the information he received

from a prisoner was accurate, one officer had the following reply:

You dou't. A grain of salt, you're talking about iunates. Once they arrive here they'rc boru
to narúpulate and lie. Even the very best ores will learn how. You have to mauipulate or rry
to nadpulate. At least that's the way it works here. You're always hustliug sonethiu-s. So
whetirer it's a release or to get yourself in the PFV [private family visit] trailers, you're
always trying to ltustle something. And you have to in order to survive. So you take all your
infonuation with a grain of salt. If you can get another source, anorher irulrare thar is nor
friends witir the first source and the story comes out esseutially the sarne theu you'rc gcrting
pretty close. [guard]

Another guard made similar comments:

You doll't always krow [if the iufomratiorr is reliable]. There are sorììe peclple who quitc
regularly feed you iltforntaticln. Souletimes it's -qood aurl sometimes ir's not. Aud you clou'r
Iutow, you rlêver }crtow. You never trust, you can't. You go clo it. You _go out and tìud tlur
if the infonuation is correct. W'heuever you get fed infomratiou, if it's not auy _qood it's ntlr
good, but you calt llever take the chance that it isn't. ...you never take the chauce or you
never say "Well lte's beeu klown to bullshit us befbre so I won't pay attenriou ro hiln. " ir
luever hurts to check. [_suard]

Guards can never be certain that the information they receive from a prisoner is

accurate. The only way to ascertain the validity of the information is to act on it,

which in many cases may fulfil the intent of the prisoner who provided the

information.

Informational uncertainty also exists when guards receive security-related

infbrmation from other guards. Just as prisoners' information is deemed credible

according to its source, guards also assess the accuracy of information they receive

from their colleagues according to the source.

But you start to questiou were it comes fron. Who's the staff member that passecl it on?
Wlat in¡uate passed it to him? If somebody is throwiu-s an iufonnant's nalìte arouucl ar every
cour,ersatiou that we have, either that infonnation is strictly garbage or that irunare is ,uoiug ro
be dead. One or the other. That to ne says there's a problem right there. I woukl rìo utore
give you alt informant's uame than uothing, the imtiutiol coulcl bunt first. I coulcl be si_uning
that guy's death warrant. And if it's good information, if it's heavy enough, it could happen.
At [a ruedium security institutiol] for sure, the guy would never ntake it ro supper time.
[,uuard]
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There was sonetlìing hidden somewhere ard there was good, reliable infonuation fiour a
certain con. But this ot-her particular officer that passed it on, I said this officer is not reliable,
Usually the cons that this particular officer tâlks ro are rot reliable to start with. ...They're
doing it to make thenrselves look good. Tlrey got a source of infomntion, ùey _uor a pipeline
and drey tryin-q to look like rat nrasters. Nine times out of ten they encl up nraki¡g thc¡rselves
aud anybody else involved look like fools. [guarrt]

One officer noted how some staff are more adept at sorting out the misinformation,

and some of the problems associated with acting when this does not occur:

some staff people are very good at gaining infornlatiou fronl inmates, other one's ger rorally
used. Usually you get a lot of non-security people rhat ger suckecl into this. It souncls likc ir's
excitirt-u. You're beiug an unclercover cop for a while. You're goiug to save dre institution,
and really a lot of tintes you just been made a fool of. It very rarely leacls to problems excepr
tbr irlcollvedence. Like we may lìave to go aud clo a bunch of cell searches. That's whcrc
the problent is, especially if the staff members involvecl are clarnn sure that ir's misintìlnuariou
but you can never write the stuff off because just at the time tlut you do, uraybe it was solicl
stuff. [guard]

Wliether frorn prisoners or otlier staff members, information received tlirough the rat

system lnust always be verified. Thus, the secretive passage of information betwee¡

prisoners and guards creates a situation where guards are never sure that the

information they receive is accurate, and because of this, they can never discard a

piece of information without at least a cursory investigation.

The uncertainty and exclusivity inherent in the rat system creates a situation

where prisoners and guards play infonnation galnes with each other. The data

collected during interviews with prisoners provided some examples of the types of

information games prisoners are engaged in. For exarnple, false infonnation abour a

prisoner may be passed to guards in order to remove that prisoner from the

population, or, if a prisoner is in debt that prisoner may provide staff with false

information about himself as a means of getting into protective custody. One guard

provided the following example of how a prisoner may try to manipulate a guard

using false informatioll:
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The con wlto supposedly told this infornatio¡r, somerimes he's got goocl infb, oùer rirues hc
hasu't. But a lot of times he'll feed you bad inforuation ro see what you'll clo, to see if you
get burued. So he gets the keeper involved, nothing wrong with that. The joint is lockecl
down for an extra hour. Certaiu staff are involved. They go down to the gyn and search tbr
these slurks that are supposed to be in this spot and this spot ard this spor. Six off,rcers go
down there and there's nothing, absolutely nothing. He comes back up looking like a fbol aucl
so do the other officers, so does everybody there. Cons are asking what the fuck's going on.
We lnd to say irstirutional problems. It's the onJy thing you can say. [guarcl]

on the other hand, a guard described how he played information games with a

prisoner:

You catt see the gffites, it's not hard. An inmate will start out tlìe nrajority of conversarious
witlt "I'll tell you this if you give me that." Like "I'll give you who's pushing all ùe clrugs if
you calì get nìe to [a midntum security institutiou]." What you have to do is sit there aud sa1,
"tell nle sontethittg I dou't lanw." Theu he'll start rhyming off n¿ues. Well, that's soulerltin,c
tlew. Tlterl you got to start playiug the ga:nes, tell hilll he's -eiviug you uodring so he _uet's
nothing, even thouglt you do get a lot of vital information. But you dou't tell hinl it's vital.
you make it sound like you already larow it all. [guarcl]

This sort of information uncertainty establishes a situation wliere guards and prisoners

play information games witli one another, each tries to manipulate the other or gain a

particular advantage at the lowest cost.

There are two other elements of the rat system that require attentiou. It has

already been noted how prisoners inform on other prisoners in order to secure

advantages for themselves. The rat system also involves prisoners inforrning the

prisoll administration about the activities of guards, as well as guards infbrming on

other guards. Several guards recognised that one of emerging trends in the rar system

is for prisoners to inform on guards.

There's rats everywhere. Everybody wants to be a rat so they carì -qet out. The r)ew way
across Canada now is to blante the guards for somet-hing because they can't rat our on dre cons
any nìore because they'll just end up in diss [dissociation] cells ancl stay there f'or a year,
because there's tÌo roont for them anywhere. What they do is rat out the _quarcis.
Managerneur eats it right up. [guard]

Another guard sardonically noted how the new trend in the rat sysrem fulfilled CSC's

management objectives:
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Tlte com were much ruore solid wheu I started. Actually it makes you watch your back very
closely. ...[W]hedrer or Dot you do it right or wrong, everything you do comes uniler closc
scrutiny. Anything anyolte does automatically goes up front because of the rat sysrenì lìere.
So regardless of whether you do your job or you don't do your job, it cloesn't nrarrÈr,
everything you do you are accounmble for. They irútially wanred an accourìrability franework
and [the rat system] thrives in an accountability framework. [guard]

The key difference between prisoners ratting out on prisoners and prisoners ratting

out on guards is that in the latter case, the benefit of the information accrues to tlie

prisoners and the administratiou, while guards are kept "out of the loop. "

Information is a resource that is mobilized by prisoners and guards to achieve

desired ends. The informal rules of social control botli structure and reflect how

prisoners use information to influence the behaviour of others. One of tlie major

ramifications of the rat system was the lack of solidarity among the prison population:

prisoners do not know who they can trust. The clandestine altd exclusive nature of

information exchanges between prisoners and guards mirrors the exchange of

informatior.l between guards and the prison administration.

Throughout the course of the interviews, guards indicated tliat communicatioll

among guards and between guards and the administration was less than adequate. For

example, many guards felt that the administration was withholding security-related

informatioll whicli placed guards in a precarious position. One guard provided the

following example of information that was available to the prison administration but

was not disclosed to the front-line staff:

Infonnation cane it about a zip-gun beilg manufactured in the auto shop and they didn't tell
us. I tltilk they had the information for two days before staff sornehow got wind of it ancl the
three to eleven shift refused to go in, refused to go to work uutil we knew whar was eoin_u tlrr.
WIut resulted was ùat because smff refused to go in, they ended up shuttin_u clou'u dre
irstitutiou and having an institutioual search. ...They just thought they had somedriu_u, a
hidden a,uenda for firding it or locating it or whatever ancl they chose ror to advise sntÏ thar
there was this potential weapon out tlìere. lguard]
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Other examples of information that was withheld included the names of prisoners with

infectious diseases, potential and actual drug transactions between prisoners, and

escape attempts.

According to guards, the prison administration is prorective of the security-

related information it receives because they do not trust the guard staff to keep the

information frorn being leaked to the prisoners. One guard provided the following

explanation for why the prison administrators withheld information from the guard

staff:

They're the on-ly orìes, narugenent level, that can handle sensitive irúbnnation. Leaks. rhe
less people that know about tlúngs, the less information that gets back to the iruuates. I'nr nor
goirl-u to say that correctional officers, that we don't have ones here that flap their nlouths a lor
more rhau they should because it happens. [guard]

Another officer made similar comments:

You catl pretty well pick, it's human rnture. You're not going to tell so ancl so if he's going
to blab it all over or you're goiug to deal with this person and tlut's it. Just like the irunates
and just like the police. You're uot -eoin-u to tell him because the guy can'r s¡ut up.
Everybody's human artd wltel it comes dowu to the bare facts when somethiug is going ro
luppeu that night staff better }uow so at least they can be preparecl. [guarcl]

One guard indicated tliat security-related information was communicated to guards on

an individual basis according to the trustworthiness of the guard in question:

A lot of issues we get uo irfomration about. Its harcl to say if they jeoparclize our securit¡,
because you're not always positive with what they are so you don't really klow. There havc
been a couple of times when I tirink why the hell didu't they tell us? They don'r rrust us?
'..They might pick one or two trusted people and it doesn't go any further. This is goiu_u trr
happen and everyoue firds out r¡ùen it happens. Their reasor is that if they had to let all sraff'
larow tìle irìrììates woulcl Inve knowu. It's sort of a catclt-Z2. With so matìy suff dren yes
that could occur but ou the other hand I don't like the fact that they clon't trust us. Rarher
than findiug out who these people are ancl doing something about them, they just don't rrusr
anybody. Iguard]

A second reason offered by guards to explain why the prison administration withheld

security-related information is related directly to tlie value of information in prison.
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According to one guard, security-related information wâs withheld from front-line

officers because

Knowledge is power. Klowledge is power and we don't need to know anything. We'll be
told what to do aud then that's when we do it. They don't care about us, they're just
feathering their owu nests, all the more information they get nakes them look goocl anii we're
nothiug. [guard]

Another guard made similar comments:

Iufonnatiort is power. They otÌen don't rrust the staff to hanclle it.... But personally I thi¡ik a
lot of the tilue it's just that the mauagers would rather be seen by the higher authorities ro
tlletlt as having all this valuable iuformation. "See how much I l<now. See how much I kuou,
about rDy work area, nty udt. Aud this is how smarr I am and how iu touch I a¡n with whar's
going on. " That puts me iu a dangerous situatiou. rùy'e don't know who rrright be after
somebody else because dtey'd rather keep that quiet ancl work a cleal behind the scenes.
That's where dlar deal making thing comes in. [guarcl]

These comments indicate the value of information in prison. For prisoners and

guards, informatioll is a form of currency, the value of which varies indirectly with

the number of persons who are aware of the information.

A major consequence of the rat system and the ability to use information as a

source of power is that prisoners use information about other prisoners in order to

advance their own concerns. Because informatioli is used in this manner, prisoners

do not know who they can trust, therefore, they trust only those prisoners with whonr

they lrave developed partner relationships. Like the relationslrip that develops arno¡-q

prisoners, a number of respondents' indicated that the trust between guard staff was

less than adequate:

... botton line, you calì't trust anybody ... because you're makiu-u thenl look bacl. If you
make [other guards] look bad, and they're not doing their job, ancl they're worriecl about beiug
called up [by the adninistration] for whatever reason, that's when they snrt talkirg behincl
your back. If you're a real keener aud a heat score, nobody wants to work wirh you. T¡ey
wallt easy time. Tltey come ltere to be guards because they can't do rothir-s else. ...I wautccl
to be a cop, I don't want to be a guard. But this is it. It's good motey. ...l've got ro sray
here, I'nr trapped. lguard]
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Another officer noted how the level of trust between officers shaped who he

interacted with when on duty:

The rats are more out iu the open now than they ever were befbre, ¿unongst srafT aud anìongsr
the com. Sometines it's hard to tell the players. You'll fincl at least with myself aucl a couple
of other officers in here that if you sit back aud listeu to rhem ancl watch tìlenr clo their job,
you'll frnd yourself going towarcls a certaiu group of staff aucl you feel more comf'ort¿ble
working with them and you can count on them in an emergercy situation. If they're there
you'll try your best to be working with then or iu the same gereral area so they can be there
if you need them. lguard]

As with prisoners, guards learn who they can trust and who they cannot trusr.

Guards exchange information with other guards in a selective manner.

The manner is which information is mobilized as power by prisoners, guards

and management reflects and reproduces a social system that is bound together by a

inter-connected, individual and pragmatic relationships between members of the prison

comnrultity. The value of information as a power resource is paradoxical. Guards

require information in order to operate effectively and are therefore are in the position

of giving credits to prisoners who supply information. To the extent that prisoners

can exchange information for increased freedom, information is one of the most

valuable resources prisoners can acquire. The inherent contradiction of the power of

information is that orte of the methods for prisoners to acquire greater freedoms and

more privileges is the most significant taboo among prisoners themselves. The

consequences of passing information to the administration - ratting - are severe, botll

for the rat and for relations among prisoners as a group.

Summary

The type of authority that guards rely on (re)produces a social systern held

together by individual and pragmatic relationships between guards and prisoners and
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guards and guards. Neither prisoners nor other guards grant a guard authority by

virtue of the guard's role or position within tlie institution. Authority is

individualized and must be earned. This creates a situation in which the authority

relationship between a particular guard and a particular prisoner varies according.

Guards may be willing to overlook some rule violations in return for co-operation

from certaitt prisoners on a quid pro quo basis. Similarly, tlie relationship between a

particular guard and her/his colleagues is also individualized to the extent that tlle

respect a guard receives is based on job performance.

In many ways, the interview data obtained from guards were analogous with

that obtained during the interviews with prisoners. In both cases, there is no inrrinsic

bond between compatriots. Prisoners judge each other to be 'solid cons' according to

how well their behaviour corresponds to tlie rules of respect; guards respect otlrer

guards according to their work performance. Thus, outward behaviour in each case is

the key determinant of one's status, a status that must be earned rather than

prescribed by one's role. One of tlie consequences of individualized respecr is that

there is no a priori reason for guards to respect their colleagues. Like prisoners,

guards develop a respect relationship with their colleagues on an individual basis.

This relationship is based on how well a particular guard understands the common

sense understandings of when and where to apply the rules and sanctions. Finally.

prisotters and guards are acutely aware of the clandestine and exclusive nature of

informatiort exchanges. Certain individuals, both guards and prisoners, can be trusted

witlt sensitive information while others cannot. Informational uncertainty creates a

situation where guards and prisoners engage in information games with one another as



each tries to attain the greatest advantage from knowing a particular piece of

information at the least cost. Information is exchanged between prisoners and

prisotlers, prisoners and guards, guards and guards and the administration and guards

on an individual basis according to the trustworthiness of the individual(s) involved.

The next chapter will examine how the world of the inmates and the world of

the guards interact. It will be argued that the informal rules of social control that

define deviant behaviour, and responses to deviant beliaviour, among the prisoner

population and the formal layer of social control represented by the world of the

guards exist in what Henry referred to as an semi-autonomous but depe¡dent

relationship. The two layers of social control interact to form the totality of social

control in prison.
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Chapter 11

The Interaction Between Formal and Informal Social Control

Oue ilunate when I first started, he said "I like you, I respect you and I wanr you to know that

I will uever let you get srabbed in front of me. " Thanks a lot. [guard|

The data collected during interviews with prisoners examined the infbrmal

system of social control that structures interactions between prisoners. A set of

informal rules of social control were uncovered. The informal rules of social control

operate to define deviant behaviour, and responses to deviant behaviour, among the

prisoner population. Through this process, the informal rules of social control

provide the basis for a system of informal justice that operates among the prisoner

population. The examination of the informal rules of social control concentrated on

the centrifugal and centripetal effects of the rules. Unlike the inmate code, the rules

do not lead to solidarity among the prisoner population, rather the rules create a

world that was characterized as'partially unstable', a worid in which violence and

victimization flourish. These rules exist in a complex pattern of mutual

interdependence. They arise out of conflict in the prison, and, simultaneousiy,

reproduce conflict situations. The tension embedded within the infbrmal rules of

social control, a tension created by tlie counteracting centripetal and centrifugal eftects

of tlie rules. makes stability or 'equilibrium' problematic. Acts of violence are not



exceptional events limited to periods of disequilibrium or to particularly incorrigible

prisoners, violence is woven into the fabric of social relations in prison. Violence

and exploitation provide the material with which the informal rules of social control

are sustained, and, in turn, the informal rules of social control reproduce these

conditions. It is this process that creates the 'partially unstable' character of the

social world of the prison. At the level of the lived experiences, prisons may

oscillate between degrees of stability, but stability is always partial, tempered by the

structural features of the prison environment and the social relations these features

help reproduce. The prison equilibrium is always parrial.

Tlie data presented in Chapters 9 and 10 obtained during interviews wirh

guards examined the operation of social control from tlie vantåge point of guards.

The focus of that discussion was on the limitations and possibilities generated by

guard-prisoner authority relations and the existence of a 'rule for everything'. The

use of the formalized rules and coercive sanctions as a source of power is limited by

several factors, not the least of which is the overt and covert tactics prisoners use to

resist or challenge domination by guards. It was argued that the power of the otïicial

rules lies in the ability of guards to selectively apply rules in a manner thar

(re)establisltes a personalized authority relationship between an individual guard and

an individual prisoner and that this relationship is founded on respect. 'Common

setlse', as an interpretive framework for wlien and where to apply the official rules,

was a key determinant of the level of respect and authority a guard was granted by

his/her peers and prisoners.
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The two layers of social control do not exist in isolation from one anorher. In

order to develop an understanding of the totality of social control in prison it is

necessary to examine the interaction between the formal and informal layers of social

control. It will be argued in this chapter that the formal level of social control,

represented by the world of guards, and the informal level of social control,

represented by tlie world of prisoners, exist in what Stuart Henry (1983;1981)

referred to as a semi-autonomous and dependent relationship. Both layers of social

control rely on, and in turn, reproduce their counterpart. That is, the formal and

informal means of social control exist in a recursive relationship to each other. It will

be argued in this chapter that guards and prisoners have a cornmon interest in having

a "good shift" or "doirrg easy time" and it is at this point that the two layers of social

control intersect. The "good shift" and "doing easy time" are two sides of the same

coin; botli guards and prisoners want to avoid the heat associated with the applicatiotr

of the official rules. The intersection of the two layers of social control is represented

in Diagrarn 2.

One of the difficulties associated with the existing Iiterature on prisons is the

failure to adequately theorize how this common interest structures social control in

prison. On the one hand, the inmate code is provided as evidence that the social

systern of the prisoner population is, as Maclean (1983) argued, "diametrically

opposed" to the formal system of social control resulting in a permanent conflict

between staff and prisoners. On the other hand, there is a recognition that the

interests of prisoners and the interests of guards coincide. For example, Cloward

(1958) argued that guards cede power to prisoner elites in tlie form of accommodative
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relationships and that this process helps maintain an equilibrium or ordered

environment. Wliat requires examination is the interaction between guards and

prisoners in the maintenance of social control.

Diagram 2 - Formal and Infonnal Social Control

Formal Social Control
- official rules
- personal respect
- common s€nse

Good Shif t/Easy Time
- non-int€rvêntion
- rânOe & u ni t representat ives
- the'heavy'

lnformal Social Control
- do your own time
- show r€sp€ct
- don't trust Anyone
- avold the prlson economy

It will be argued in this chapter that the common interest between guards and

prisoners structures the totality of social control in prison. The informal rules of

social control that exist among prisoners and the rules that structure the mobilization

of power by guards - common sense, respect, and discretion - are not analytically

distinct sets of rules. As Giddens argued, clusters of rules can only be understood in

relation to other clusters of rules. This chapter will examine the extent to which
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common sense as an interpretive framework within which guards mobilize power is

dependent upon the existence of the informal rules of social control. Additionalll,,

this chapter will examine how guards and prisoners draw on the informal means of

social control in order to achieve this common interest and by doing so reproduce the

conditions necessary for the continued existence of the rules. It will be argued that

guards draw on the existence of the informal rules of social control as a means of

achieving a good sliifi. Guards mobilize the informal rules of social conrrol by ( I )

not intervening in some confrontations between prisoners, and (2) actively calling on

prisoners to police tliemselves. By calling on prisorlers to police themselves

according to the system of justice embedded within tlie infonnal rules of social

control, guards help reproduce the rules. Moreover, to the extent that guards rely orr

prisoners to police themselves according to this system of justice, guards are

implicated in the production of violence and victimization in prison.

The "Good Shift" and "Doing Easy Time"

You do have your itlnates tlmt just want to do their tine and they don'r wanr ro be involvecl i¡
all the crap that goes on. There are helpful hints, ttrey just happen to slip you somerhiug or
tell you sontething on the way. If you are on ùe ball at all, you will get a clue as ro r¡'har is
going on. As lort-s as tltings aren't getting too out of hand they will sray away but if thincs are
goin-u too fär there are soute ilmates wllo will step in because dre1, waut us ro luaiutaiu orclcr..
The vast majority wanr us ro ntairìtain order, they waut us here. [guarrì]

The primary structural contradiction between guards and prisoners generates

limitations on the ability of guards to draw on official rules as a means of mobilizing

power and maintaining order in prison. This contradiction places limits on the rype

of authority available to guards: guards are not in a position to base their commands

on legitimate authority and therefore must develop, and collstantly replenish, a fonr

of personalized authority founded on their knowledge of the common sense guidelilles
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of when and where to apply the official rules and sanctions. The primary structural

contradiction between guards and prisoners, however, should not be taken to mean

that guards and prisoners exist in a wholly antagonistic relationship. In many

respects, the interests of guards and the interests of prisoners coincide; most

significantly, guards and prisoners want to avoid the inconveniences associated with

applications of the official rules.

Guards and prisoners have a common interest in avoiding 'the heat' that is

produced when the official rules and sanctions are implemented. It was shown in

Clrapters 6 and l tltat prisoners who violate the official rules'draw heat'to the range

in the form of searches which disrupts the entire range and may lead to confiscation

of unauthorized items from all members of the range. Similarly, guards reported that

constantly charging prisoners with rule violations is likely to "draw heat" from

prisoners and from other guards. Thus, the interests of prisoners and guards

converge around the good shift; guards exercising common sense and prisoners who

do tlieir own time contribute to tliis conìmon interest. One guard described a good

shift as follows:

I like to do an easy shift. With dre cons ou lny rauge, they know that if dle shir hits the fal
I'm going to tuck them down and if they don't like it, it's toc'r damn bad. I got a job to dtl....
They cone up to rue, I say don't talk to me, I'm fbllowilg ny orders.... A lot of thelu

[respect that]. If a young guy came along and told them that they'd tell hirn to fuck otï.
Iguard]

Another officer noted how the interests of the guard staff and the interests of

prisoriers coincide:

lf somebody's a loud mouth or lms been in a lot of trouble, the guys ou the rau-ee dou't waut
to put up with the heat because if he's caught smokiug up and stuff, they k¡low we're goiu_u ro
corue in and search their stuff and take away unauthorized itenls and we're goiug to keep

searching and take tlúngs away that they have takeu so loug to eanl. So if they have -uuys rlu
tJre ran-ee who are constantly trying to make brews, they klow we're goir-s to put tlìe heat ou
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and search conståntly. If a certair individual is always getring into trouble and always clrawing
attentiolt to that range, they're not going to watìt him there because a lot of guys warìt ro do
quiet time.... They don't want the heat that comes tiom us. [guarcl]

Guards want to have a'good shift'and prisoners want to'do quiet time'. In both

cases, this means not generating the 'heat' associated with the official rules. Of

course, the motivation of prisoners wanting to "do quiet time" and guards wanting a

"good shift" may be substantially different. One guard stated the differences in rhe

following manner:

A lot of tirues tlte irunates clon't want any problerus auyway so they just say "Kuock it of f" or
[tltey say] "Stop the foolishness, let's get a good night..., we dou'r neecl all rhese guarcls over
Itere bugging us. " You get one or two stroug -quys ou a ran-qe that clo that ancl that'll kee¡l drc
rart-ue quiet.... But then you got to wonder what's going on, because usually oue dlil_g nreans

- sontetltittg else is going on. If an irunate volunteers to help you, you wanr to be suspicious
because you dou't kltow if he's really being genuine aud wauts to help our or is there
sonedriug -qoin-s on? We'll keep the range rúce aucl quiet, it looks goocl, then he u,ou'r bc
down to bother us. Meanwhile they're all down there shooting up or cuttiu-u cell cloors or'
sonteoue's getting raped. [guard]

Both prisoners and guards have an interest in avoiding the inconveniences associated

with the mobilization of the official rules, although their reasons rnight be

substantial ly d ifferent.

The use of drugs in prison provides a concrete example of the intersection of

interests between guards and prisoners. It was shown in the preceding chapter that

drug use per se was less of an issue for guards than was the effects of drugs on

particular prisoners. Tlius, guards were more likely to tolerate the consulnption of

marijuana and hashish than crack and cocaine because the former drugs tend to have a

cahning effect on the user. For both guards and prisoners, the major concern is not

the legality of drug use but the effect of particular drugs on an individual's behaviour.

For example, similar to guards' comments on drug use that were documented in
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Chapter 9, one prisoner distinguished between hard and soft drugs in the following

manner:

You take all the guys in jail for drugs alone and this place would be half enpr)/. There are roo
ntatìy guys in for drugs. It's less solid now because of the drugs. Older guys never did
drugs, coke, crack or pills. Young guys do this and they get all paranoid, they get all fucked
up. Hash doesn't bother me, they just sit in their cell and smoke it. It's the hard drugs that
hurt people. People get into pills and crack aud they think they are rough -uuys or they get all
hyper and paranoid and they don't think twice about gettilg into a fight. [prisoner - mediunr
securityl

Both prisoners and guards indicated that the drug trade caused significant

tensions. Prisoners identified debts as a major factor leading to ratting, assaulrs alld

being transferred to a protective custody range or institution wliich under-cut the level

of solidarity and cohesion in the prisoner population. This concern was equally

shared by guards; over half of the sample of guards indicated that drug trafficking and

debts resulted in more problems than tlie actual consumption of drugs. One guard

summarized the ancillary problems associated with drugs in the following manner:

It's often the debt because you'll get somebody who will come in and ger spouecl a bunch of
stuff fron differeut dealers and then can't pay any of thenl and will encl up ruruúng ro the holc
which creates a chrodc population probÌem ir diss [dissociation] cells. The ttrin-s abour nrrtsr
of the guys that do the dope is that they've beeu doing it for so long, they do ir ancl mttre oticl
thall rtot tltey'll go in their cells and they won't be cau_cht by us because they simply just stay
out of our faces. They'll get all stoned up and they'll go in their cell ancl they wou't borher
anybody. [,cuard]

These comments should not be taken to mean that all guards turn their backs on

prisoners who consurne liashish or cannabis. What these comments do indicate is that

guards are more likely to exercise their common sense when applying the official

rules and are more likely to give a break to prisoners caught using tliese drugs, as

opposed to drugs such as crack or heroin. Thus, drugs and drug trafficking become a

problem in prison when they impede the ability of officers and prisoners ro have a

good shift or do easy rime.
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The "good shift" or "doing easy time" exists at the intersection of the fosnal

mechanisms of social control represented by guards and the informal rules of social

control represented by prisoners. One of the effects of rules such as 'do your own

time', 'don't get into debt' and 'show respect' is to provide a means of maintaining

order and stability within the prison population thus reducing conflict berween

prisoners and facilitating'easy time'. A good shift for guards means maintaining

control over the prisoner population in a manner that causes the least amount of

tensioll to oneself, to other staff and to prisoners. One of the primary rnethods of

conflict management utilized by guards is to rely on prisoners to police themselves

rather than invoking the official rules.

The convergence of interests between guards and prisoners provides a link

between the informal rules of social control that develop arnongst prisoners and the

personalized respect that guards attâin by operating according to the common sense

definitions of wlien and where to apply the official rules and coercive sanctions.

Guards draw on the existence of the informal rules of social control as a means of

maintaining order in prison, which, in turn, helps reproduce the conditions that

brought about their existence. One of the primary means used by guards to capiralize

on the existence of these rules and thereby achieve a "good sliift" is to call on

prisoners to police themselves. Self-policing on the part of prisoners is illvoked in the

following manner:

You can put out the word. There are certaiu cons that you ger along with a ìitrle better rhau
others aDd you can put tlte worcl out. You try and let them sertle dreir problems as besr thcl,
can, of course withiu paranìeters. It's nuch easier to let them police theruselves, than us
haviug ro conìe in alÌ the time. [guard]
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Tltat's one of our first steps, let's use the iunates to police the ilmntes.... Ler then police
tltentselves because if they police themselves then we don't have to police theru. We can go
about our job and do the job that we lìave to do when we have to do it. lguarcl]

Having prisoners police prisoners eliminates the stress associated with invoking the

official rules and increases the chances of a "good shift. " Thus, it is in the interests of

tlie guards to place the onus on prisoners to control one another's behaviour. The

Iimitatiolis on the ability of guards to come in heavy with the official rules, therefore,

helps reproduce the informal rules of social control, including the system of justice

that these rules help define and tlie prison status hierarchy these rules help reproduce.

Guards described three strategies they utilized to compel prisoners ro police

themselves. The first strategy is one of non-intervention. The other two illvolve

actively eucouraging specific prisoners to intervene in conflict situatiolls.

Non-Intervention and Conflict Management

If you see a guy walkirt-e around with a black eye it's a correction. It's a learrüu_u experience.
Tltey don't krtow enouglt to keep theirnouth shut on the rauge.... We just let it _uo. You'r,e
got to, tltat way you don't lmve -euys mouthiug otT ou the range, they shouldn't be nrouthiug
off oll the ran,ee. Tlmt's another way the officers keep their range quiet: water will seek irs
owu level. [guardl

Colnnton sense means knowing when and where to selectively apply the

official rules. The issue of drugs collsumption, for example, was used to show hou,

the official rules are used as a means of re-establishing an authority relationship with

recalcitrant prisoners. In many cases, guards indicated tliat they were willing ro over-

look institutional rule violations (and violations of federal narcotics laws) if the

prisoner(s) involved showed an appropriate degree of respect towards the officer.

Conversely, officers indicated that they were more likely to officially charge "punks"

who were found consuming narcotics.
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Common sense also guides guards' reactions to physical confrontations

between prisoners. Many guards indicated that they would not immediately inrervene

in an ongoing physical confrontation between prisoners. Concern over personal safety

is one reason for choosing a strategy of non-intervention:

Our job is that if there is grievous bodily harm going to lnppeu, you lock tlle cloor aucJ yoLr

call for help. If tltey're fighting we're here to pick up the pieces. If it's iluuarcs you klow
and it's over nothing, you just staud back aud you talk to them after. Vy'e dou'r walk inte rhc
nliddle. You never know what they got on them. They coukl have a fucking sharili altd clo
you because you got illvolved. It may be an accideut but you'll still get it. We're here to pick
up the pieces. If it's out in the yard with ttre tower that's wheu you wave your weaporì. One
up the spout for psychological effect, break it up or you coulcl get it. [guarcl]

Personal safety, however, does not explain why guards do not interveÍìe after a

physical confrontåtion has occurred. The decision to invesrigate a physical

confrontation that occurred between two prisoners reflects guards' knowledge of hou,

the informal rules of social control operate.

Many guards prefaced their comments by saying that a physical confronration

is a prirnary means of resolving disputes between prisoners. Given this assumprioll, a

certåin amount of violence between prisoners is inevitable:

Sclntebody's goiug to nke a poke, there's hostitity every orlce iu a while. There's jusr uo
roonl to ntove, there's lto rooltì to ,qet out of somebody's face. If a guy is goin,u ro have a trad
day, he calì't go to his cell and do quiet time. He's got forty oùer -cuys tlìcre askin_sr "Whar's
wrong with you?" You got to ânswer the same question over ancl over agaiu. It wou¡l bc
great if they could take a big si-qn that saicl "fuck off, just leave ure alone for a tèw hours. "

Iguard]

Given that a certain amount of violence was inevitable in prisorl, tlie main concern

expressed by guards was to ensure tllat the initial confrontation between the prisoners

did not lead to subsequent clashes between the prisoners. Thus, one guard made the

following comment:

If I see a black eye today, some time today I'll get hin in and skin frisk hinl to see if drere's
more hann to ltim and during that time I'll interview hin. He'll tell nte he slipped in the
shower, wllich nteans "I've dealt with it, it's over." But I want to make sure tlmt lle cìoesl't
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have altl' lìtore ntarks than just a black eye.... Is it over? Thar's my main colìcenì. I nrean
we're all nett, attd you're going to have argunrents, we're not all going to get aloug. l_cuardl

Most ti¡ues you don't l<now about it until you see somebody walking arouncl with a black eye
or a cut lip or a bloody nose. In that case what can you do? You call the guy in and ask
"Wlto popped you?" attd he says "I fell out of bed" and you say "oh really." A lot of times
you'll never get any more than that. So its a dead issue. You can make nore of ùe fàcr. aud
we do, that it appears that so and so rnay have bee¡r in a fight. The bortom line is that irs a
minor altercation, sometimes that's a warning to somebody, if you don't keep your moutlr
shut, boon! [guard]

On the other hand, when there is an indication that the physical confrontation has the

potential to generate further violence, guards are called upon to act:

If he says sonething like "I shoulcl llave been listening insteacl of talking" theu you }<now ir's
ttot a problent. If he says sonetldng like "someorìe is going to pay for it" or if lle tries ro hide
the fãct it happened, if he said "I fè11", theu you know he was beareu up ancl his assailant hacl
told hinl not to say anytlting about it. Then you write a report because there's sclmethiug more
iuvolved and a report is generally the first stage of an iuvestigation, the irútial observation
report. If you don't put it on paper and a week later the guy dies, he's killeri, you may be
held resporxible and persornlly you will have a serxe of guilt. [guaril]

Guards also recognised that within the system of justice implied in the informal rules

of social control is a method of resolving disputes.

A lot of the ti¡ues if it was just a fi,uht betweeu two inclividuals, rhe nrajority of the rinle the
two irldividuals will conle up ancl tell you "Hey, it's over with. " Maybe uor rhe iurlivicluals
irlvtllved, one of thetu or somebody off the ran-ue might conÌe up ancl say it's over, it's cloue.
If they say it's over with probably about 98% of tbe tirue it is done.... [guarcl]

Guards are fully aware of how the system of justice operates among prisoners, and,

interestingly, describe this system using a vocabulary that was almost idenrical to rhar

used by prisoners.

The knowledge guards have of this system of justice plays an important role in

determining the type of resources they mobilize as power. The decision not ro

investigate a physical confrontation that has occurred between two prisoners presenß

an unambiguous link between the formal and informal systems of social control.

Guards are aware of the system of justice that structures relations among prisoners

and rely on prisoners to monitor the behaviour of their peers. One of the central
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features of tlle informal rules of social control is "stepping out" or confronting

another prisoner who has been disrespectful. Guards recognise that violence in prison

is seldom random, but plays a major role in the social control process. By not

intervening in a dispute between two prisoners, guards recognise that (1) prisoners

have their own system of justice, (2) that this system of justice is premised on

violence and victimization, and tliat (3) within this systern of justice is a method of

resolving disputes premised on an apology and a statement that the dispute "is over."

One of the unintended consequences of non-intervention as a form of conflict

management is that guards help reproduce the system of justice as a means of

maintaining social control in prison. A strategy of non-interventiorl is in the inreresrs

of both guards and prisorters because non-intervention mearls that neither prisoners

nor guards are faced with the 'heat' generated by the invoking the official rules.

Additionally, guards recognise the deterrent effect of this type of justice. Thus, non-

intervention as a fonn of self-policing plays a key role in the maintenance of social

control in prison.

Range Reps and "The Heavy"

Non-interventiol'r oti the part of guards is a passive strategy of conflict

management. Guards stated that they also actively encouraged prisoners to police

themselves. Two strategies were used to rectify a problematic situation: (1) caliing

on the range or unit representative or a member of the Inmate Welfare Committee

(lWC), and, (2) calling on the range "heavy." (Of course, in many cases the political

representative of a unit or range is the "heavy. ") The Inmate Welfare Commitree,

Range Representatives and Unit Representatives form a quasi-political organization
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that represents the interests of the prisoner population. Prisoners are formally elected

to these positions but their tenure is at the discretion of the Warden. The primary

function of prisoner representatives is to act as a liaison between prisoners and guards

and the administration. One guard noted how slie interacted with the rarìge

representåtive to communicate changes in the institutional routine:

Persoully, I fourrd myself facilirating the rauge rep a little urore rhau sorue of the other statT
which I took a little heat for but on the other hand I got a bit rnore respect tioru it. Thiu_r¡s
like the coultt's late so we're goiug to be an hour lare going to work or ro recreatiou. I'll
crack the door, call the rauge rep and let him krow rather tlnn have trirty -euys staurìiu_u at the
door wantirtg to get out.... Like that's not something you neecl to clo, it's just that I try to
treat tlte ilurrates the way they treat me. Rather than have them all craukecl up waitin,u ar the
door to ,so to work or to go to recreatiol, at least tlut way they know what's 

-eoin_u ou.
Iguard]

A prisoner described the role of the IWC as follows:

If sorneoue steals on the rauge, this person wouldn't get off the range in oue piece. Rather
tharl f,rre a body otT the range, we go to the Conunittee to get the guy utovecl otÏ. The
Conntittee is a liaison with security. Security cloesn't lcnow what's -qoil_s olì so they clcpcurl
oll tlte Conurtittee t-or infonuatiou. We prefer it that way, it keeps the hear otT. [prisoncr -
ntedium security]

Additionally, prisoners who have a grievance or question regarding prisoll policy may

call upon these representatives to discuss the issue with the prison administration.

Prisoner representåtives are also called upon to use their influence to resolve

lnatters of general prisoner discipline. Wlien there is problern on one range, for

example, some guards indicated that they communicate their disapproval through the

range representative:

If ... there's sightings of iunates uncler the influence, aud two or three -suys are shippcrj
[traruferred to auother instirution], we'll say it's gerdng bad again. We'll insrrucr the

, Conurlittee to have rartge meetiu-us, tell the guys we're going to put the screws back on this
place, we're going to really scrutinize the visits, we're going to cut out stuff like allowin,c tbod
iu, sonte of the perks that previous inmate populations have worked ro atûain, we'll just roll
that right back again. All that is peer pressure, shape up. [guarcl]

Another officer used a similar strategy for dealing with a disruprive range:
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Each range has a range rep and if I'm goin,u to take over a range ancl it's my first rúght there
and I'll be working for the next sevel, and I have a problem with one iruuate or several
irulates, I'll call the range rep over and say "Listen, I'nl here fbr the next six [nights] and I
don't like the way this range is operating. I'rn telling you ro luve a meerin_g wirh the rest of
the guys on the rail-se and if they don't smarten up then I'm goiug ro play it by the book, I'nl
going to tighten the screws and they'll be less freedom ancl less ruruúng around. " That
norntally works. He'll put the heat on the ones that were assholes the rúght befbre ancl they'll
get the heat from the other imrates, "This guy is decent enough to bencl the rules and give us a

few breaks, don't take advanmge of it. " [guard]

Guards also utilize prisoner representatives to communicate their dissatisfaction with

specific individuals on a range:

So¡rte newcorler contes up, he's been here twenty nrillutes, atd soluebocly's stolc his TV, he
haslt't eveu unpacked. we'll just tell the Conmrittee. Nor that you're holcliu-c thent
accoulltable, just put the word out. "In 24 hours, that TV or solÌletlìilìg thar looks a lot like
tlut, like a niueteeu inch TV, anonymously is placed in our office or the nìain control, aud
that's the end of the bullshit and the cell thievery or we'll be dowu rlìe Dexr tluee ciays
checking everybody's serial number on their stereo ancl with their TV to [the serial nulubcrs
onl their personal efïects cards and no doubt imtead of oue TV beilg sroleu rhere will bc 70
confiscated. So you decide which way you waut to go." Ancl that always works, I've l)ever
lud a problent with tltat, ever. lguard]

In each of these cases, the range or unit representatives are called upon to police

otlier prisoners. Additionally, the official rules are used as a lever; either the

problem is resolved by prisoners and their representatives or the official rules, as a

residual source of power, are invoked.

The second method of calling on prisoners to police themselves is to indicate a

problematic situation to the "heavy" on the range. The ability of officers to call uporl

the heavy to police otlter prisoners is another key point of intersection betweerì the

formal and tlie informal system of social control in prison. The informal rules of

social control define normative standards of bellaviour for prisoners. Prisoners who

follow these rules are respected by their peers. Respect, in turn, is premised on

"stepping out" or physically confronting those who have violated the rules, or those

who have drawn heat to the range. Thus, respect amongst the prison population is
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under-pinned by violence. Prisoners best equipped to physically challenge other

prisoners and who use tlieir physical capabilities in the appropriate circumsrances are

accorded the greatest amount of respect and which translates into power over other

prisoners. One guard described a 'heavy' as follows:

Whatever range you're working ou, soniebody is iu coutrol of dur range. Whether it's 5 or 6
guys or 2 or 7. You never krtow how many guys are doing it, depenclil_t on how popular the¡,
are in the irutitutiort. If treir goal is to make money ancl sell drugs without gettin_u caughr,
they will use everybody they can. "Keep your mouth shut or we'll fucking kill you. We'll clo
you right here, llo big deal." And they'll wave a slnnk arouud or somethiug.... [_cuard]

The prison hierarcliy is underpinned by violence. Those prisoners i, i:o show respecr

to others and who are able to physically confront those who are disrespectful, are

respected among the population. Guards wlio have earned tlie respect of the

population are able to capitalize on these aspects of the informal system of social

cotttrol; rather than invoking the official rules, they call upon the range heavy ro re-

order a problematic situation. For example, one guard described his relationship with

a "heavy" in the following terms:

There's ertou-uh of us that hold enough respect in the population thar you pur the word our olì
the ran-ue that this is the way I'm goiug to run the ran-ue torúght. So ancl so lost his canteeu. if
Ite doesn't have it back by seveu o'clock, I'm shutting her cìowu, I'm goin_u to ru her tight.
You call the heaviest guy off the range or the guy that you luve the best rapport with, who is
nonually your heaviest. He's the guy that you never worry about because that guy is ucvcr

-uoing to strike au officer. He know's that he can rip your heacl off aucl shit in tlle hole....
He's -eot amts like this, lte's got a 55 inch chest, a 28 iuch waist, he's got norhiu_u ro prove.
You pull hinl off [the range], you tell him this is what's happenecl, "Either he gers his stutT
back or I'nt shutting the range down." A lot of times that hanclles the situation. A lot of us
are lucky enouglt to have that rapport. Some rookies, sonìe staff of 15 years cau't do tlut.
Only because they just dou't have that rapport, it's just Irot in them. [guard]

A prisoner who described himself as a heavy provided the following example of how

he interacted witli guards to maintain order on his range:

[The guards] krow who controls the range and who the power brokers are and they accept it
so long as they are stabilizing influences. Purks are hassled all the time, stabilizilg forces are
left alolle. Younger coppers hassle the younger cous because they're beaking ofïall thc rinlc,
the older guys get nìore respect. I try to cool tlúngs off on the range and regulate thir_gs. If l
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see muscling I try to cool things down. We all wear greeD, everybody should be treated equal
but there are less people with this attifude. [prisoner - mediu¡l security]

The formal and informal layers of social control connect at the point of a good

shift or easy time. Guards capitz,lize on their common interest with prisoners to

bypass the official rules by placing the onus on prisoners to police themselves. Up to

this point, the discussion has concentrated on the advantages offered to guards who

nlobilize prisoners to police themselves. Specifically, this process reduces the tension

associated with invoking the official rules. One of the difficulties wirh tlie existing

literature on the social order of tlie prison is that these types of staff-prisoner

accommodations are viewed as functional for the prison because they help maintain an

equilibrium.

While it is correct to say that accommodations between staff and prisoners tend

to lessen some forms of friction, it must also be recognised tliat this method of

conflict management also has deleterious effects. It has already been shown how the

rudimentary system of justice embedded in the informal rules of social control

contributed to victimization in prison. Experienced guards and guards who are

respected are knowledgable of how power operates in the prison community and are

able to activate the informal means of social control to meet their own needs. One

guard described his tacit acceptance of violence as a method of conflict managemenr

and the relationship between calling on the 'heavy' as a means of social control and

victimization:

You get a range of cons that have a good range going, it's quiet, there's no hassles betweeu
tlle staff other than the nomral daily routine which everybody expects. You _set a young pulk
down there who's rocking tlte boat, he's drawing heat ou the whole rauge. They don'r like ir
and he slips in the shower or slips over his shoe laces going into the shower. [guarci]
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Guards are aware of and (at a minimum) provide implicit endorsement of the use of

violence as a method of conflict management in prison. In many cases it is not even

necessary for guards to verbalize their objective:

To start with you wouldn't come right out and say sonething because you're leaving yourself
wide open for disciplimry action and possibly crimiual actior. You just let it go so far autl
you ltoller down úe range, if it's a loud stereo, "Turn it down or lose it." There's anorher
way, go and shut the power off. Wllel you shut the power off to one cell you shur it ofT ro
the cell beside ìrim. If he's watching a good TV progranune, something is goilg to bc said.
Or you just have to walk down the range and say that the range is going to be lockecl dowl
because the noise is too loud, end of subject, in your cell. You're curtailing their freedo¡1,
they know who's causing their problems. They don't need me to tell them. [guard]

when asked the consequences of this type of action, the guard continued:

They'll do it when I'm not lookin-q. What can I do? So he's -uot a black eye, so I fìll our an
irlcident report. Joe Blow comes up and be's got a black eye. How did it happeu? I'r,e _gor
rlo idea. attd I'nl being houest. I had a fi-slìt on my range one night alcl the con that qrtt rhc
shit kicked out of hitn, it looked good ou him. I had to fill our rlìe report because I sarv tllc
two other cous cotuiu-u out of his cell. The one con I dichl't mild char_qin_q but rhe othcr one I
didn't waut to put a charge on hin but I had to because I can't charge one without char,uing
the other. lguard]

One guard noted the contradictory effects of calling on prisoners to rectify the

inappropriate behaviour of their peers:

If there's olle or two trouble makers it's easier to let the rauge take care of the trouble nrakers.
Staff dorl't have the ltassle of going clown ancl taking care of the problems, locking the ran_ce
attd dealing with all tllese iruuates themselves. It's easier to let the iurmtes police
therttselves.... More ofieu thau not they'll solve the problen theutselves as fàr as passirr_u rhc
word aloll-q tlmt they're gettin-r the other irutìates in trouble. The staff put rhc ouus oll rhe
otlter ilunates to police themselves ancl this leads to the whole issue of otlìer irullates be i¡l:
assaulted because of stafÏ influeuce as such. lguarcl]

Relying on prisoners to police themselves contributes to a 'good shift' and to 'easy

time' because this strategy of conflict management avoids the heat generated by

invoking the official rules. From this perspective, calling on prisoners to monitor rhe

behaviour of their peers is an effective strategy for guards.
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Summary

Just as the informal rules of social control have both cohesive and atomizing

eff-ects, the effect of guards' reliance on prisoners to police themselves is

contradictory. This method of conflict management has significant, although largely

unintended, consequences that contribute to the partially unstable environment of the

prison. On the part of the guard, calling on prisoners to police themselves is a less

stressful conflict management strategy than using coercive sancrions. The official

rules, or more precisely rules as a residual source of power that can be applied

selectively, act as a lever with wliich to mobilize the support of the lieavy on the

range. Thus, respected guards and respected prisoners use the resources available to

thern to realtze their common interest of a "good shift. " To the extent that guarcls

passively or actively call on prisoners to monitor their peers, they are assisting in the

reproduction of the informal rules of social control and tlie system of justice irnplied

by the rules and therefore play a role in the victimizafion process.
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Chapter 12

Discussion

It boils down to respect, if oue respecm ilre other things get cloue. Respect is the password.
Witirout respect, it's hopeless, you're doiug trard tirue. Some kicls can learn this respect. For
exaruple, if a ltew kid cones in and acts like a.fool, usually sonìeone will take hitl aside aurl
explain the situation, explail how thiugs are done. If he listerx fine, if not it's his faulr. A lot
of older f'ellows will help the youuger kids settle clowu when they get here. They hear srories
about prisolt ou the outside and they try to play the role. [prisoler - nlediunl securitl,]

I've seen me work a rauge aud not have any problems, everybody's lockecl up ancl follorviu_u
the rules. Sontebody comes in that's not very strong rule wise ancl they'll over ruu hinl. I carr
turn around arld walk back on the range and they go right back to the way they nomrally are.
They know how each offìcer handles lúmself, the orìes that they can _qet away with stutf an<l
the ortes that'll charge tlìerìì.... [Guarcls] lìave to earu respect. If they dol't earn it tbr
themselves, I can't do it for them. ...If they take one snnd ancl st¿ucl ou it, they cìon't flip-
flop. If you naintaiu a coustant they know how to handle you, they know how far they calì 

-so,ard that's it. [guard]

One of the goals of this analysis was to examine how social order was possible

in the prisolt. Why, given the contradictory relationsliip between prisoners and

guards, is the prison not in a constant state of conflict and riot? Etzioni (1975) and

Thomas and Petersen (l9ll) argue that the basis of order in prison resrs on the abilitl,

of guards to mobilize coercive power. There is no doubt that guards and the

administration have a monopoly over the means of coercion in prison and that the

coercive apparatus available to guards is mobilized frequently in prison. But social

colltrol in prisoti, or in any social system, cannot be maintained solely by means of
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physical force. In the long-run, coercive power degenerates because of the costs

associated with its implementation'.

The preceding discussion suggests that the application of the official rules

coupled with coercive sanctions has inherent limitations: coercive power alone is not

enough to sustain social order. The mobilization of non-coercive forms of power by

guards has been recognized several prison researchers (Statsny and Tynau er 1982;

Poole and Regoli 1984; Marquart and Roebuck i985; Stojkovic 1986). These aurhors

suggest that other forms of power, such as information and rewards, are key aspecrs

of social control in prison. This analysis affirms this position. Not ouly are there

several different types of power employed in prison (physical coercion, threats of

coerciott, exliortatiolt, and applications of tlie formal law and corresponding

sanctions), but there are different layers of social control in prison. One method of

understanding how order is maintained in prison, is to pursue Henry's (1983, IgB:.)

suggestion of examining how the formal and informal layers of social control operare

and how the two systems over-lap to form the totality of social control in priso¡.

A key feature of the prison community, a feature that is much less pronounced

in institutions such as the civilian police force, is the primary structural co¡tradictioll

that exists between guards and prisoners mutual commitment. There is a clear

demarcation between guards and prisoners; guards are required to keep prisoners

from escaping and prisoners seek the quickest way out of prison. No matter how

affable guards and prisoners become, prisoners are prisoners and guards are guards

1 For a discussion of the costs of coercive power, see Deru.is Wrong, power: Its Forms. Bases. an<l
Uses, (Cliicago: University of Chicago press, 19gg), Chapter 3.
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and an imrnutable division exists between the two, a divisioli characteristic of a caste

system of stratification (Goffman i961).

The primary structural contradiction conditions the use of power by guards.

For example, Ericson (1982) showed how the police use their legitimate authority to

re-order a problematic situation. The police are able to rely on their power of tlieir

office as a tool for gaining the deference of those with whom they deal. For many

reasorrs, the guard-prisoner relationship is not the same as a police-ci¡.izen encounter

on the street. The most significant difference between these two relationships is that,

in most cases, the power of police officers to order a particular situation is rarely

challenged by civilians. Guards, on the other hand, are in a peculiar situarion. Guarcls

have a legally-esublished office frorn which to issue commands, an office which is

recognized and legitimated by the public, but they lack the social basis on which to

found a power relationship based on legitimate authority. The legitirnacy of guards to

issue comlnands is recogrtized by all members of society except for those whose

recognition is most required: prisoners.

The caste system and the lack of legitimate authority liave a significant effect

on all social relationships itt prison. These two features create a social sysrem

predicated on personalized and reciprocal relationships between guards and guards,

prisoners and prisoners and between guards and prisoners. These relationships operate

on a quid pro quo basis and are therefore inherently unstable and transient. These two

features also play a large role in structuring the operation of power and sociaì control

in prison.
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Lacking legitimate authority, or authority based on their role as a guard,

guards develop a personalized form of authority based on the degree of respect they

acquire from the population and from other guards. The type of aurhority on which

guards rely closely resembles Wrong's (1988) competent authority. Wrong described

competent authority as authority based on specialized knowledge or skill, or the

authority of tlie expert. Competent authority is not persuasion because it is not the

content of the message that the power subject adheres to but the source of tlie

message. For example a potent may understand nothing of a doctor's reasons for

ordering a particular drug be consumed but the patient will follow the prescription on

'doctor's orders'. The competency of a guard is tied to the respect the guard holds in

the prison community, or the guard's expert knowledge of the common sense rules

that act as an interpretive sclieme for when and where to mobilize the formal social

control apparatus.

Tlie degree to which prisoners and otlier officers respect a guard is dependenr

upon the knowledge the officer has of these rules. Guards and prisoners monitor their

own behaviour and the behaviour of others in relation to these sets of rules. Guards

who apply the official rules according to common sense guidelines gain respect and

prisoners are less likely to overtly challenge the authority of the guard. On the other

hand, the authority of a guard who "comes in heavy" is contested by prisoners, eitller

physically or through resistance up to the limits of the official rules but not

constituting a rule violation. Finally, an official charge is used to produce or re-

enfbrce a relationship of domination and subordination between an individual guard

and a prisoner. Thus, using Giddens' terms, the official rules and sanctiorls, corTulton
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sense and respect, as structural elements of the prison social system, are both the

media and the outcome of social practices; they are produced and reproduced across

time and also reconstitute the conditions that brought about their existence.

Personalized authority, based on respect and competence and measured

against the commoll sense rules, plays a significant role in structuring authority

relatiorls in prison. Common sense links the power of official rules and sanctions u,ith

the normative concept of respect. Thus, official rules and sanctions, comnlon sense,

and respect are inter-connected sets of rules that provide structure to the prison social

systeln. The intersection of these three sets of rules connects power, meaning and the

authority.

The analysis of relations among prisoners uncovered a set of informal rules of

social control. Like a great many rules in society, there does not exist a formal

mechanism for communicating the content of the rules. The rules act as a mechanisnr

of social control. According to Black (1984), social control refers ro rhe how people

define and respond to behaviour judged deviant with a given social conrexr. These

rules defined both deviant behaviour, and responses to deviant behaviour. These rules

established a framework within which conflict management among prisoners occurred.

One of the prirnary strategies of conflict management among the prisoner population

was violence and victimization.

, 
The effect of the primary structural contradiction that exists between guards

and prisoners has already been noted. In terms of prisoners, the most prominent

theme that ernerged from the interviews with prisoners was the lack of solidarity and

loyalty among the prison population. The perception that informing or 'ratring' and
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'sending in kites' are daily occurrences is an expression of the lack of a mutual

commitment on the part of prisoners. The perception that ratting is far from

extraordinary in prison gives meaning to the manner in which social relations berween

prisoners are structured. Rats cause distrust and suspicion amongst tlie population as a

whole. This distrust and suspicion gives meaning to the rules cautioning prisoners to

'do your own time', 'dolt't trust others'and to'avoid the prison economy'. While

these rules provide a degree of social cohesion (centripetal effects), tliey also close-otï

lines of communication between prisoners thus bringing about the very conditions that

brought about their existence and reproducing an environment characterízed by lack of

solidarity (centrifugal effects).

In an environment that lacks intrinsic bonds of loyalty and solidarity, outward

behaviour becomes the crucial determinant of status. Together with the hierarchy of

criminal statuses, how a prisoner's behaviour corresponds to tlte rules of respect pla1,s

a role in determining the prisoner's place on the prison status hierarchy. The rules of

respect encourage social cohesion by defining 'right' and 'wrong' behaviours. The

rules of respect, however, are underpinned by physical violence and coercion; irr

order to not be rnarked as a 'sucker', the rules of respect encourage aggression

amongst prisoners which further contributes to the atomization of the population.

The informal rules of social control exist in a complex pattern of mutual

interdependence. They arise out of conflict in the prison, and, simultaneously,

reproduce conflict situations. Tlie tension embedded within the informal rules of

social control, a tension created by the counteracting centriperal and centrifugal effects

of the rules, makes stability or 'equilibrium' problematic. Acts of violence are nor
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exceptional events limited to periods of disequilibrium or to particularly incorrigible

prisoners. violence is woven into the fabric of social relations in prison. Violence and

exploitation provide the material with which the informal rules of social control are

created, and, in turn, the informal rules of social control reproduce these conditions.

It is this process that creates the 'partially unstable' character of the social world of

the prison. At the level of the lived experiences, prisons may oscillate between

degrees of stability, but stability is always partial, tempered by the structural features

of the prison environment and tlie social relations these features help reproduce. The

prison equilibrium is always partial. Because of tlie style of conflict management that

was produced by tlie informal rules of social control, the prison was characterized as

partialiy unståble. Violence and victimization among tlie prisoner population are not

isolated evellts or limited to a handful of particulary incorrigible prisoners. Rather,

violellce and victimization are woven into the fabric of social relations that develop

among prisoners.

The world of tlie guards and the world of the prisoners over-lap at the point of

the'good sliift'or'doittg easy time'. The'good shift'and'doing easy time'are the

two sides of the same coir.r. Both guards and prisoners have an interest in ensuring

that the official rules are not invoked. Guards rely on the informal rules of social

control as a means of maintaining a disciplined population. The ability of a respecred

guard to call on a 'heavy' to re-order a problematic situation on a range, for example.

is a concrete example of how guards capitalize on the existence of the informal rules

of social control. Moreover, by calling on prisoners to police themselves according to

these rules, guards are engaged in reproducing the rules. The intersection of the
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formal and informal systems of social control is the point at which the paradox of

imprisonment - rehabilit¿tion in the midst of violence - is generated. The very

processes that guards use to maintain order and stability in the prison environment

generate disorder and instability.

For botli guards and prisoners, power and status are individualized and

transient. Guards and prisoners must earn the respect of their peers based on their

behaviour. For prisoners, this means both giving respect to otlier prisoners and

physically challenging disrespectful behaviour. For guards, respect is earned by

knowing the common sense rules of when and where to come in heavy with the

official sanctiorls. The authority of a 'solid corl' or a 'heavy' and the authority of a

guard is personalized, it is secured based on one's outward behaviour rather ascribed

according to one's position.

The social system of the prison is constituted by a series of pragmatic

relationships among members of the community. Social relations between guards,

between prisoners, and between guards and prisoners are particularized as opposed to

collectively oriented. Whether expressed in terms of quid pro quo attachments

between guards and prisoners or in terms of relations of respect based on outward

behaviour, the stability of this social system can never be taken for granted. On the

part of guards, the selective application of the rules or the requirement to call on

prisoners to police themselves should not be viewed as a corrupt form of authority or

an abuse of power. These strategies for maintaining order and stability are built-in to

the social structure of the prison - they are generated in a social system that denies the

possibility of legitimate authority relations. Sim.ilarly, violence and victimization are
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produced by, and in turn reproduce, social relations among prisoners. The prirnary

structural contradiction between guards and prisoners, which is unavoidable given

non-voluntary nature of imprisonment, generates relationships that are fiagile and

provides the prison its partially (un)stable characrer.

Policy Implications and Future Research

There are several directions in which future research on the relationship

between prison victimization, the informal rules of social control and forms of conflict

management may be pursued. Future research may take the form of a replication of

the current project. There is great value is ascertaining estimates of prevalence and

incidence rates for victimization on a national level. It rnay be the case that there are

variatiolls in the victimization rates across regions, or witliin regions. The structure

of conflict management developed in this section can then be used as a means of

explaining the observed variation. Moreover, the affect of race on prison solidarity

can be examined more fully.

This project excluded any analysis of female prisons and prisoners. The exterlt

alld nature of victimization in female prisons requires examination. There is some

evidence that suggests that female prisoners are more likely to engage in self-injurious

behaviours than are males. Victimization research in female prisons will establish

base-rates for various types of victimization. There is also very little research on the

social organization of female prisons. It is unlikely that the informal rules of social

control operate in the same manner in female prisons as they do in male prisons.

Additionally, authority relations between female prisoners and guards require further

attention.
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Future research on social control within male prisons may take an alternate

course. One of the problems encountered during this analysis was conceptualizing

victimization. The common-sense notion of a 'victim of crime' does not appear to

have a neat fit with observed victimizations within prison. It was rare for

victimizations to take the form of predatory attacks between strangers. Because of the

totality of the prison, in the vast majority of cases victims were acquainted with their

aggressor, even though in some situations this relationship may not have been directly

irnplicated in victirnization incident. It may be fruitful to abandon rhe victim-

aggressor dichotorny and examine social control as a dependent variable. This is the

strategy favoured by Black (1984a).

Black (1984a:5-6) argued that a great deal of sociological work in the area of

social control, law and punishment has been directed towards explaining how official

and unofficial modes of social control effect behaviour. In recent years there has

been much discussioll regarding how official punishrnents, as one form of social

control, influence the crime rate. Thus, deterrence research uses judicial sanctions as

an independent variable and recidivism as a dependent variable. Biack does nor

suggest that this type of research be abandoned. He does suggest that this research be

supplemented by analyses that begin with different questions. If social control is

viewed as a dependent variable, as a sociological phenomena worthy of explanation,

the research question to be addressed becomes how social control varies in time and

space.

If social control is viewed as a dependent variable, the type of research

undertaken in this analysis need not be abandoned but merely broadened and flipped
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on its head. It was argued that the various types of victimizarioll observed during the

course of this project constituted forms of social control within prison. By definition,

two limitations were placed on this analysis. First, the analysis was limited to a one-

sided account (the victim's) of how social control operates and, secondly, the analysis

was lirnited to a particular types of conflict management (those that mer the criteria

fbr victilnization). If social control is viewed as a dependent variable one's analytic

framework is broadened to include not only 'victim's' accoul'ìts of disputes and

dispute settlements but also 'aggressor's' accounts. Moreover, once social control

becolnes the dependent variable then the full rallge of disputes and means of dispute

settlement become the focus of research. For example, because this project focused

on 'victimization', two types of conflict situations could not be adequately addressed:

cell thefts and disputes among partners. Broadening one's analytical framework

provides space for examinations of these types of events.

If social control is viewed as a dependent variable, the victirn-aggressor

dichotomy breaks down. Research is no longer driven by'victimization', rather the

broader notion of a 'conflict situation' becomes the independent variable that predicts

and explains the particular form of conflict management tliat is used to resolve the

dispute. Take, for example, two violations of the informal rules of social control. A

conflict situation arises. In one case, the violation is met with disapproval and a

verbal reprimand. In another case the violation results in an assault. If research is

driven by the traditional notion of victimization, this conflict situation is empiricalll,

relevant only in the latter case, or more generally, if a specific form of conflict

management (for example, individual vengeance) is utilized. If one's analytic
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framework breaks out of the narrow confines of 'victimization' then research is

directed toward explaining the form of conflict management assumes in a specific

social context. One's research question becomes: 'Why did one action result in a

verbal reprimand and the other a physical assault'. One's analysis is both broadened

and flipped on its head; social control has become the dependent variable.

The incidence and prevalence of victimization, especially personal

victimization, in prison presents another challenge to tlìose who argue for the positive

effects of Canadian federal imprisonment (Bonta and Gendreau 1984; Wormith 1984,

cf. Mohr 1985). These data indicate that victimization permeates the prisorr

environment causing physical, emotional and monetary damage not reflected ill

official figures. Moreover, CSC has recently returned to a rehabilitation model of

corrections based on a cognitive model of criminal behaviour. Given the rates of

victirnization established in this research, it is not difficult to speculate on the mixed

nessages prisoners receive. Edwin Sutherland succinctly stated the paradox of

imprisonrnent almost over tìlree decades ago:

... froln tlte therapeutic point of view, attenpts to change individuals olìe ar a time whilc their'
groups and their culture remaiu unchanged is generally futile. The policy of individualizatiou
as practised iu most penal and refonnatory imtitutions lus had a stated alnbition to stud1, s¿ch
prisoner, develop a program for him as an individual, and reform hin by a program adaptccl
to what was found studying hin. This descriptiou and also the practice have frequently gouc
on as though the individual lived i¡ ¿ v¿ssnm (Sutherland 1956:162-163).

The paradox of imprisonment - rehabilitation in the midst of violence - is not a novel

idea. What the victimization data provide is empirical support for persons wishing ro

advance progressive criminal justice reforms. Combining these data with an

exalnination of tlie forms of social control within prison poses a serious challenge to

those who doubt the negative effects of imprisonment.
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How a single prisoner copes with violence and exploitation is an individual

lnatter, but the fact that violence and victimizatioli are woven into the very fabric of

social relatiolis in prison is a matter that must be dealt with at a systems level. One

strategy to combat the lack of legitimacy of guards is to increase the number of rules

and regulations to which prisoners must adhere. This is the strategy adopted in some

prison systems in tlie United States. Jacobs (1971) notes how prison systems have

become more and more bureaucratic and increasingly legalistic in their approach to

prisoners. This trend was accompanied by more extensive court intervention and

monitoring of prisons, especially the constitutional right of prisoners.

Increasing the number of rules and regulations, or intensifying the total

institution, may be seen as an attempt to legislate the common sense understanding of

Itow the institution is to operate, an understanding that is taken for granted by

members of other institutions. The difficulty with this strategy is that increasing the

quantity of rules and regulations may provide the appearance of a more legalistic

community but it does nothing to address the quality of authority relations beiween

keeper and kept. The key feature that affects the mobilizarion of power by guards in

prison is not the quantity of regulations that are available to tlie officer, but the abilit¡,

to selectively apply the official rules. Rules are selectively applied in prison because

of the quid pro quo relationships that are engendered in a society in which

personalized respect plays such a large role in shaping authority relatiolls.

Personalized authority relations based on respect, as opposed to legitirnate authority

relatiolts arising from one's office, are essential in prison because of the difficuh¡,
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with establishing legitimate authority in an environment in which there is no mutual

commitment to goals of the institution as a whole.

Other types of reforms may reduce the incidence and prevalence of violence

and victimization in prison. Drug and alcohol abuse were clearly related to violence

and victimization in prison and positive steps can be taken to reduce prisoners'

reliance on these substances (although the need for substance abuse programmes in

prison is hardly a novel recommendation). But if the paradox of irnprisorlmenr is the

attempt to reliabilitate in the midst of violence, the ultimate perversity is ro suggest

"reformist reforffis" that do not address structural features of the prison system that

engender violence and victimization. On tlie other hand,

... a not necessarily reformist reform is one that is conceived not in tenns of what is possible
within the frauework of a given system and administration, but in view of what should be
lrade possible in temrs of hunran needs and dennncls... A non-refomrist refonu is
detennined not in temrs of wltat can be, but what shouìd be (Gorz 1968:7-8, in Thoulas alc.l
Beohlet-eld 1993:ll).

In the case of prisoti, reformist reforms work within the confines of the given systerr.

The dat¿ presented in this document suggest that violence and victimization may be

reduced somewhat by tinkering with certain aspects of prison life but violence and

victimization will always be part of the prison.
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INTRODUCTION

Hel-l-o my name is Dennis Cooley. Thank you for agreeing to
see me. I am a university'student from the University of
Manitoba. I am involved in a research project on various
aspects of prison life. You have been randomÌy sel-ected to
participate in the project. I am responsible for the
project, however, I am receiving funding from the
Correctional Service of Canada.

I woul-d like to ask you a few questions about wictimizations
that occur in prison. SpecificalJ-y I woul-d l-ike to ask íf ,

within the last year, 1rou have been a victim in a incident.
I would al-so l-ike to ask you some questions about the
of f ence and how you resol-ved the dispute.

Some of the questions I am going t.o ask are very personal.
I can assure you that there wil-I be strict confidentiality
and anonymity at all times. During our discussion, you may
wish to tal-k about other inmates. Pl-ease DO NOT give me
first or last names.

TNTERVIEW CONSENT FORM

I, , agree to participate in the
Prison Victimization Project on the condition that all-
information I provide wiÌl be confidential- and anon)Ænous,
and, that the informatj-on f provide will- be used for
research purposes only.

( Interviewer) (Respondent )

(Date )
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Interview
Date

Time

I woul-d like to ask you
life here. These quest
what your l-if e is like.
institutions, it would
experiences.

SOCTAL LIFE QUESTTONNAIRE

ID Number
_ /_/_
DMY

hrs.

a few general questions about your
ions are Lo help me get a sense of
If you have been in any other

be helpful to me if you compare your

2. In terms
you been

fnstitution
of this offence,
housed in?

From
mo /yr mo /yr

served time

From
mo /yr

3. Have you ever
of fences ?

Inst i tut ion

In what month and year did you arrive
institution?

l_n thi-s

year month

itutions havewhat other inst
to

in a federal- prison for other

to
mo /yr

4. Have you ever served time

fnstitution From
mo /yr mo /yr

provincial institution?ana

to
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Do you have a job here?

If yes, what type of job is it? How much do
paid?

Yes
No
DK
NR
NA

you get

How about the canteen, is it stocked with enough goods?

Now r woul-d like to ask you about your associations withother prisoners. once again r woul-d like to remind you Do
Nor use first or Iast, nanes when discussing other piisoners.

7. How many other prisoners would you
personal friends?

Why would you consider this/these
personal friend?

consider to be cl-ose

If zero go to 9

prisoner (s) cfose,

]F

9.

PERSON INDICATES THAT HE DOES NOT HAVE ANY FRTENDS

You said you do not have any cfose, personal friends.
Do you have any reasons why this is the case. Do youfind it difficult to develop friendships here?

Yes
No
DK

NR
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T2 Vlould you
degree of

say that
loyalty

t.here is a
amongst the

high, moderate
popuJ-ation?

or 1ow

High
Moderate

Low
DK
NR
NA

Comment

13 Would you
degree of

say that there is a Iow,
exploitat.ion amongst the

moderate or high
population?High

Moderate
Low

DK
NR
NA

T4

15

Are there cliques here, groups of prisoners who
associate with each other frequentty? yes

No
DK
NR
NA

IF NO go

Do prisoners in this/these group(s) show a l_ot of
loyalty to one another?

t6to
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RULES

1,6. A new prisoner has
The MOST IMPORTÀI{T
in order to survive

just arrived at
rules that this

comf ort.ably?

the prison. What are
prisoner must fearn

L7 How do prisoners learn these rules?

18. What percentage of prisoners tive by these rul_es?

do
by

T9 What
Iive

other prisoners think of a person who does not
these rules?

20 Can you think of an incident when it was impossibl-e tol-ive by these rules, ân incident when you nãA to get
invol-ved in the affairs of other prisoñers?

2I. Which prisoners get the most respect from other
prisoners?
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22 Are there certain prisoners who have more power
than others? (Probes: How would you describe them?
Do they have more power than guards?)

z5 fs there a specific
purchase items that

person you can go
are not availabl-e

to in order to
in the canteen?

Now I wou]d like
feelings towards

24. Do you think
information
how they get

to ask you a few questions about your
correctional officers.
that guards have a great deal of

about the personal- l-ives of prisoners and
along with ot.her prisoners?

25. How do guards get their information about what goes on
between prisoners?

26. Are
that

there any
a search

guards who will give you advance warning
is about to occur?

If an prisoner
stol-en, would
guard knew who

discovered that
Ehe prisoner go
t.he thief was?

some of his property was
t.o a guard to see if the

21
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28 - why/why not would the prisoner take this action?

29 - A prisoner has a reputation for being unpredictably
vi-o]ent. A guard comes to you f or inf ormãtion about aviol-ent attack the prisoner made upon another prisoner.
i¡lould you provide the guard with the information he/she
requested?

yes
NO
DK
NR
NA

30. Why/Why not woul_d the prisoner take thís action?

Completion Time: hrs.
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vrcTlt{rzATroN SCREENING QIIESTTONTIATRE

PRISONER ID NT]I.IBER. (1-3)
Now r would like_to ask. you about some incidents that may havehappened here. r am going to describe some events. r would 1ikeyou to telI me if you have been invorved in an event like thisbetween August rt 1990 and July 3r 1991, or within the l-asttwelve months while you were iñ trris or any other federal prison.For now' r don't need any details of the event. please do notuse first or last names.

]-. TNTERVTET{ER.: ROBBERY
Between August I, I9g0 and JuIy 3I, Lggl-, did anyonesomething from you by use or threat of force or åiaattempt to take something from you by use or threatforce?

take
anyone
of

times did

(8-e)

2.

Number

(4)

(skip to 3)
(Skip to 3)
(Skip to 3)

31, 199f, how many times did

(s-6)
Continuous ( volunteered ) . . . .;95
NA.
DK
NR.. ......99
ïNTER.VIEWER: ASSÀULT
An assault has occurred- if you were kicked, slapped, punchedor hit with an object, betwèen August Lt 1990 u'nä .r,.tr| :r,199I, were you assaulted?

(7)

Yes. ............1
No.. ..... ......2
DK....... ...........g
NR.. ......9
Between August I, 1990 and July
an event like this occur?

Number
Continuous (volunteered). . . .;95NA.' ..,...97
DK. .

.>

s)
s)
s)

4. Between August I, 1990 and JuIy 31, 1991, how manyan event like this occur?

NR
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5.

6.

TNTM.VIETITER: ASSATILT TEREAT
Between August Lt 1990 and JuIy 31, 199I, did anyonethreaten to assault you?

Yes. ..... ......I
No................. ......2 (Skip to 7)DK.. ......8 (skip ro 7lNR.. .................9 (skiË to ?i
Between August lt 1990 and JuJ.y 3I, I99I, how manyan event like this occur?

Number.....
Continuous (volunteered) . . . .;95NA.. ..... ......97DK....... ......98NR............ ......99
INTERVIEç{ER.: THEHI

Yes

(10)

times did
( 11-12 )

( 13 )

7.
Aside from the incidents mention above, between August t r
l9?0 and July 3r, 199r did anyone take any property thatbelonged to you?

B. Between August r, 1990 and July 31, 1991, how many times didan event like this occur?

Number
Continuous (volunteered) . . . .:l3ENA.. ......97DK.. ......98NR.. ......99
INTm.VfEI{ER: VÀNDAIISt¡t

( 14-1s )

L,
or

( 16 )

No

9.
Aside from the incidents mentioned above, between AugusL
1990 and July 3I, 1991, did anyone deliberatel-v damaoeddestroy any property that beloñged to you?----' -'*"/

DK.

I
2
B

9

( skip
( skip
( skip

to
to
to

II
I1
t1NR

31,2



10. Between August rt 1990 and Jury 31, 1991, how many times didan event like this occur?
( 17-18 )Numbêr....................... Continuous (volunteered)....;gE

N4....... ...........97
DK............................98
NR.. .....,99

11. INTERVfEWER: Totaf ¡r,mhs¡ of incidents
( 19-20 )

TNTERVTET{ER: For each incident reported, complete anIncident Report Form.
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TNCTDENT REPORT FOR¡T

1. Prisoner ID Number

2. INTR.VIEWER: Incident Bgpott Form ¡nmhs¡ of
incidents.

3. INTER.VIEI{ER:Incident Report Form for
fndividual incident.. ...I
Continuous incident .....2

4. INTERVIEI{IR: This fncident Report Form is for:
(respondentrs definition of the incident)

( 1-3

(4
(s

(6)

(7)
Robbery ........I
Assault ........2
Assault threat...,..3
Theft .....4
Vandalism.... ..... . .5

Now I would like to ask you some details regarding the incident
that you were involved in. Please Do NûT use first or last
names.

You said that someone
( repeat phrase that corresponds to
incident )
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5. First r would like you to describe this incident. please beas specific as possible.
rNTERvrEwm.: probe for previous rerationship betweenvictim and aggressor, details õf dispute,

¡rrmbs¡ of aggressors and co-victins, property
dâmâge, physical harm, and staff arrarãness.

comment ..............1 (8)
NR.. o..........9

Now r would like to ask you some specific questions regardingthis incident.
6. fn what month did this incident occur?

Month ( e-10 )

7.

B.

rn what institution did this incident take prace?

Institution Code
rJI\. . ......998NR.. ......999
(See Appendix 1 for complete 1isting)
Were you present during this incident?
Yes. ......1
No. . ......2NR....... ......9

(1r-13)

(14)
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9. Approximately what time did this
0001-0800 hrs .......1
0801-1200 hrs .......2' L20l-1600 hrs.. .....3
160L-2000 hrs.. ..... .....A
200I-2e00 hrs .......5
DK.................. o..........8
NR.. ...o. ......9

10. Where did this incident occur?

CelI...,.
Range (but not cell).... ......2yard . .. .. .3
Work Location .......4
Gym...... ...........5
Other ..... .....6

incident occur?

11.

( specifyJ-
DK.. ......8NR....... ......9
How many aggressors where involved in

NR

this incident?

to 14)
to 14)

s taff ?

( 1s )

(16 )

( 17-18 )Number
DK 9E-lst< ip

99 (skip
12. Were these persons prisoners or prison

prisoner Guaa. Aggressor I.. ....I 2b. Aggressor 2.. ....1 2c. Aggressor 3.. ....I 2d. Aggressor 4.. ... .I 2e. Aggressor 5.. ....I 2

( 1e )
(20)

rd NA NR
79
79
79
79
79

(24)
(2s)
(26)
(27 )
(28)

No NA DK NR
2789
2789
2789
2789
2789

(2r
(22
(23

13. At the
live on

time of the incident, did this person/these personsyour range:

a. Aggressor
b. Aggressor
c. Aggressor
d. Aggressor
e. Aggressor
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14. Aside from yourself and these other persons,directly involved in this incident?
yes.. .....1No ........2 (Skip ro 16)DK............ ......8 (skip to I6jNR....... ......9 (skiÞ ro 16 j

15. Were you threatened during this incident?

16.

to 18)
to 18)
to 18)

made to

was anyone else

(2e )

(30)

you during

( 31)

17. Were any $¡eapons present durin bhis incident?
Yes
No 2 (Skip

g

1
(32)

( 33 )
(34)
( 3s )
( 36 )

DK.
NR.

....8 (skip
to 20)
to 20)
to 20)

the incident?

NA
7
7
7
7

9 (Skip
l-8. What type of weapon(s) v¡as involved in

Yes NoPipe ......I zKnife..... I 2
Homemade knife (shank/shive)..I 2Other L 2
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19. An assault has occurred
or otherwise physically
this incident?

if you were slappedr punched, kickedharmed. Were you assãulted during

Yes
No.
DK.
NR.

Yesa. Minor First Aid for
Bruises/Cuts .....Ib. Stitches ....1c. Sling/Cast... ....Id. Dental work .... e......Ie. Surgery .....1f. Other .......I

to
to
to

26)
26)
26)

(37)

3B )
3e)
40 )
4r)
42)
43)

20. Please describe the way you were assaulted.
(READ RESPONSE CATEGOR1ES)

Yesa. Slapped .....1b. Punched ..... .....Ic. Kicked ......1d. Hit with objectr/stabbed....l
e. Sexual Assault ........I
f.. Other ............1

No NA
27
27
27
27
27
27

2L.

(specify) 
-Did you receive medical or dental careassault?

Yes
No

as a result of this
( 44)

26)
26)
26)

(

(

(

45
46
47
4B
49
50

Skip
Skip
Skip

to
to
to

22' Please describe the medicar or dentar care you received as aresult of the assault.

No

2
2
2
2
2
2

NA

7
7
7
7
7
7

( speci
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23 - where you hospitarized as a resurt of the assaurt?
( s1)

you

(s2-s4

s6
5'1
5B

25. was anyone else harmed or injured during this incident?

Yes No # of Others
a. co-victim(s) I
b. aggressor(s) t
c. bystander(s) l-
d. other(s) 1

55

2
2
2
2

NA NR
79
79
79
79 59

27. Was any of your
result of this

specify )

personaì- property stolen or taken as
incident?

( 60 )
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28. hlhat personal property was stolen or taken?

Yes No NA
127
12v
L27
127
127
127
127

( 61)
(62)
(63)
(64)
(6s)
( 66 )
(67 )

29. What was the total doll_ar value of stolen property?
( 6B-70 )

NA.
DK
NR.. ..... .. o.. .ggg

30. Did you recover any of this property?
yes. ......1No... 2 (SkipDK.. ......8 (skipNR....... ......9 isr.iþ

31. How did you recover this property?

Personarly caught person (72)
who stole items .....I
Others prisoners caught
person who stole items ........2Staff recovered items ....3
Person returned items ....AOther 5

( spe

32- Aside from these possessions mentioned above, vras any ofyour property damaged (but not stolen)?
Yes. ....r (73¡
No

(7r¡
to
to
to

32)
32',)
32)

NA.
DK.
NR.

DK
NR

( skip
( skip
(Skip

3s)
3s )
3s)

to
to
to
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33. What was

NA
DK

the total dolIar value of the damaged

$_._..... ,.997
. . .998

property?
(7 4-7 6)

(77 )

(7e¡

NR... e .... r... ...........999

34. Did you report this incident .to staf f ?
yes. o......... ......1 (Skip to 37)No....... ..... ... r..2DK.. ...........8 (Skip to 37)NR.. ...........9 lSkiþ to 37i

35. Why didn't you report the incident to staff?
fncident was too minor........l
None of their business... .....2
Other (Specify).... .....,3NA.. ..... ..... ......7DK.. ......8NR.. ...........9

36. To your knowledge, were staff aware of the incident?

37. To your knowledge what was the re
rDon't know'.... ....1
No response by staff .....2Filed a report (onIy).........3
Conducted an investigation
(only).... .....4
Charged aggressor.... ....5Other .....6
NA. . ... ...7NR.. ......9

Skip to 39 )Skip to 39)
Skip to 39)

sponse of staff?

(7e¡

( B0 )
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when someone is involved in this type of incident on the street,there are several ways the person may resorve the incident. Forexample-r. the person may conlact the þolice or the person may notdo anything.

38. can you tell- me what you did to resolve the incident?
TNTERVTEI{R: probe for forrow-up victimizations byaggressor 9r victim, apologies, nature ofrelationship between v-ictin and offenderafter the incident, whether others wereinvolved

( 81)Comment ,.......1
NR

39. Was this incident resolved to your satisfaction?
(Skip to 42)

(Skip to 42)

(4)Ye
No
NR

S
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40. How could this incident have been resorved to your
satisfact ion?

(s)Comment ........I
NA ....... .7
DK.. ..... ......8
NR....... ......9

41. using a scale where rrf " is yery unlikely and ti7, is veryl,ikely and your ansvrer can Ee ãñywhãre-letween 'I , añdÍ7 , , ,what is the chance that you wirr be invol-ved in a simirarincident within the next two months?
(6)

Very Very
Unlike1y Likely NA DK NR1234567089
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II{TTERVIET{ER:

42. Prisoner

BE COT.iIPLETED

Number

ÀETER TEE INTERVTEW.

ID

43- TMTERVTETÍR.: BASED oN TEE coDrNc RIrLEs, THrs TNCTDENT
BEST CLASSIFTED AS A

IS

(7-a¡Serual Assault .....0I
Robbery .......02
Attempt Robbery ....03
Assault .......04
Assault threat .....05
Cell theft ....06
Theft-other. .......02
Vandalisrn.. r .......08
Other ....09
Not Classifiable ...99

44. INTm.VfEWm.: Based on the description of thethis incident provoked or unprovoked?

Provoked ......I
Unprovoked... ......2
Not classifiabte ........3

incidentr wâs

(e)
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vrcTrMrzÀTroN - GENERå,L QUESTIONNÀIRE

Interview ID Nr:mber
Ðate

DMY
Time hrs.

1. What three types of crime do you think occur most frequently
in prison?
1.
)
3.

2. Do you worry about being the victim of a property crime?
rcb
No
DK-
NR-
NA

3. Do you worry about being the victim of a viol_ent crime?
Yes

No
DK
NR
NA

Rate the chances of the following events happening within the NEXT
MONTH. Zero means that there is a]most NO CIÍÀNCE that this event
will occur, 7 means that you are ÀLMOST CERTAIN that t.his event
wil-l- occur.

4. Some.one on your range will- be the victim of a cel-I thef t.
L234561 a

DK
Almost certainAl-most no chance
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You wil-l- be the victim of

12
cell- theft

--Õt

Almost certain

range will- be the victim of a
personal possession form you)

4567

a

5

Almost no chance

Someone on your
forcibly take a

I2

o

DK

robbery (i. e

B

DK
Al-most no chance

You will- be the victim
personal possession form

1234

A1most certain

of a robbery (i.e
you)

567

forcibly take a

Õ

DK
Almost certain

wil-l- be threatened with SERIOUS physicat

Almost

Someone
harm.

no chance

on your range

Al-most

You wi

oo

DK
no chance Almost certain

1t be threatened with SERIOUS physical_ harm.

L2345678
DK

Al-most

Someone

chance

your

2

no

on

Almost certain
will be PHYSICALLY assaulted

DK

oo

DK

10

11

range

34
almos tain
You wil-] be PHYSICALLY assaul_ted.

Al-mo,st no chance Al-most certain
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I2 Someone on range will be

34s
SEXUALLY

a-o/

assaulted

DK

your

2

A]most no chance Almost certain

assaulted.

4567

You will-

1

be SEXUALLY

23

13

L4

15

L6

L9

Al-most no chance

Someone on your range will
]-2345

Àlmost no chance

You wil-I be strong-armed for
]-2345

Almost no chance

A correct.ional- officer wil-1
against you.

I
DK

for money

8
DK

Almost certain
money.

67 B

DK
Almost certain
commit an unprovoked criminal- act

Almost cert.ain

be strongf-armed

67

Almost no chance Al-most certain

Have you taken any precautions to avoid being
of these types of events?

DK

invol-ved in any

-L Cb

No
DK
NR
NÄ
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20. What aspects of life in prison best prevents these types of
incidents from occurring more often?

2I. What aspects of l-ife in prison most encourage these types of
inc ident s ?

22. Which event would you consider to be most serj_ous:

(a) An prisoner assaults you and causes enough physical-
damage that you are unabl-e to go to work or programming
for two days.

OR
(b) An prisoner steals a personal belonging that has a street

value of $50.00.

23. Why is the event the most serious?

24. I woul-d like you to think of another prisoner in this prison
that is particularly disruptive. Can you describe this
prisoner and tell me what types of disruptions this pri-soner
CAUSCS.
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25. I woul-d like you to think of another prisoner who is invol-ved
in a lot of violent incidents here. what is this person l-ike?
What characteristj-cs would you use to describe himl (Probe for
friends? rel-ated to drugs? planned and/or hired attacks?
instrumental- or expressive violence?)

27. Are there certain prisoners who you think are most likely to
be victimized by a property crime? Yes

No
DK
NR
NA

If NO So Lo 29

28. Descrj-be these prisoners.

29. Are there certain prisoners who you think are most likety to
be victimized by a viol-ent crime?

Yes
No
DK
NR
NA

If NO go to 3L
30. Describe these prisoners.

31. Suppose that someone stol-e a gold chain from your cell, you
didn't see the person do it. How would you find out who
committed this crime? (OBLIGÀTORY PROBE for methods of gaining
evidence, communication with other prisoners and guards.)
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32. Imagine t.hat a prisoner has a chance to t.ake another
prisoner's personal bel-onging. Nobody is around to see him do
it. What do you think would prevent the prisoner from taking
the belonging?

33. Of all- the property crimes that occur here, how much of it do
you think correctional- officers are aware of?

1234567 o

DK
Al-most none Almost afl

34. Of all- the viol-ent. criminal activity that occurs here, how
much of it do you think correctional- officers are aware of?

L234567 B

DK
Al-most none Almost aIl

35. What are some of the reasons that can account for the fact
that correctional officers are not aware of all- or most of the
crime that occurs here?

36. Do you have any ot.her comments you would like to make at this
time?

Completion t.ime hrs.

Interviewer' s comments
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INTERVIEW CONSENT FORM

f, , agree to participate in the
Prison Social- Control Project on the condition that aII
information I provide will be confídential- and t.hat the
information I provide will be used for research purposes only.

( Interviewer) (Respondent )

(Date )



1. fnterview fD Number

2. Institution Name

3. Date of Contact

4. Sex of respondent

5. Intervj-ew Type

Correctional- Of f icer Questíonnaire

/m /a hrs.

Male ......01
Femal-e .....02
Paper ......01
Tape Recorded ...02

First of all- I would like to ask some questions about you and
your employment with CSC.

6. How long have you been employed with CSC?
Years of employment. . yrs.

7. What is your rank.
Rank

B. Have you worked in any other federal institutions?
Number of institutions
NR.. .. 

-w
DK.. ......98
NA.. ......99

9. Based about what your own personal- experiences or what you
hear from your colleagues, how would you compare this
institution with other institutions?

10. (For respondents who have been employed for more than five
years) How has the popul_ation changed over the years?

11. (For respondents who have been employed for less than five
year's) Is the prison population what you expected?
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Know I would like to
who are housed here.

L2. What are some of
prisoners ought

PRISONER RULES

ask you some questions about the prisoners

the unwritten rul-es that you think
to know in order to get by here?

r3

I4

What percentage
rul-es ?

Do your own time . . . .01
Show respect ...02
Don't trust anyone ......03
Avoid the prison economy.. ....04
Don't talk to guards ... ......05
Other .....06

of prisoners do you think live by those

Percentage. . Z

From your perspective, how would you describeprisoner', that is t.he Lype of prisoner thatprisoners could be like?
the 'ideal

you wish all

15 What percentage of
you think fit rhis

prj-soners housed in this institution do
descript.ion?

L6 Do you think there is a
prison populat.ion, that
together as a group?

great deal- of solidarity amongst the
is do you think that prisoners stick

r7 . why d9 your think the }evet- of soridarity is so high/J-ow inthis institution?
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18. Is the level- of so1idarity among prisoners what you
expected/a change from previous years?

19. In your opinion, would you say there is a high degree of
exploitation that occurs amongst prisoners?

20. Are some prisoners more like1y to be exploited than others?

2I. ft has been reported that many American prisons have a high
degree of racial- tension amongst their popuJ-ation. Would you
say that there is a high or l-ow amount of raciaÌ tension in
this institutions? Is the l-evel- of racia] tension in this
institution is higher, abouL the same or l-ower than in other
most institutions?

2rA. rs the leve] of racial- tension in this institution is
higher ....01
about the same ......02
lower .....03
than in other most institutions?

22. Within the past few years, would you say that racial- tension
in this prison has:

increased.......L. ...01
stayed the same ... ..02
decreased... ...03
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23. In your opinion, what factors might account for this
high/Iow level of racial- tension?

RULE VIOLATIONS

24. In your experience, what is t.he most significant factor that
leads to tension or conflict in the population?

25. Can you think of any ot.her factors that lead to tension or
confl-ict amongi the population?

26. What do you think are some of the restraints or roadbl-ocks
that you must overcome as you try to maintain discipline and
order in this institution?

27. Over the course of your work here have you developed any
special methods or strategies for overcomj-ng some of these
roadbl-ocks ?

28. Are there any ways prisoners assist you in maintaining order
and discipline?

29. Have you noticed any increase or decrease in the leve1 of
viol-ence over the past f ew years, or has the l-eve1 of
violence in this institution remained the same?
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30. Compared to other institutions, would you say that. the l-evel
of viol-ence is

higher ....01
about the same ..-...02
l-ower .....03

31 Are there any prisoners or any particular circumstances
where a prisoner wil-l- ask to help resol-ve a dispute between
himself and another prisoner, or are prisoners more likety
to resolve their disputes amongst themsel_ves?

32 Can you give
involved in a

me an example of
dispute between

when you were rel-uctant to get
t.wo prisoners?

33 One of the common themes I read about
prisons is that prisoners must never
on your experience, do you think that
by this rule?

in the research on
talk to guards. Drawing
prisoners stil-l- l-ive

1A
J=

RESPONSES TO RULE VIOLATIONS

Based on your experiences here, do you think that if anofficer overlooks some rul-e viol-ations the officer is morelikely to get the co-operation of the poputation in the
J-ong- run?

35. Can you think of an exampl-e when this occurred on one ofyour shifts?
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36. Is it possible f or an of f icer to report al-I the rules
violatj-ons he/she sees?

37. What factors influence your decision to make an official
report about. an incident? Can you give me any examples?

38. Are there any incidents that aÌways resul-t in an official
incident report?

40. Are some officers more likely to writ.e up security incidents
than others?

4I. How do inmates perceive these officers?

42. How do other officers perceive these officers?

43. Suppose that you requíred some information about a fight
between two prisoners on a range, how would you acquire this
information?

44. of alr the viorence that occurs here, how much of it do you
think correctional- officers are aware of?

45. Are there some types of incidents that are better left to
prisoners to resolve amongst themselves?
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46. Does the administ.rat.ion encourage you to report some types
of incidents and not others?
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